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A. F. Emery
e-mail: emery@u.washington.edu

H. Dillon

A. M. Mescher

Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Washington,

Seattle, WA 98195-2600

The Effect of Spatially Correlated
Roughness and Boundary
Conditions on the Conduction of
Heat Through a Slab
The nominally one-dimensional conduction of heat through a slab becomes two dimen-
sional when one of the surfaces is rough or when the boundary conditions are spatially
nonuniform. This paper develops the stochastic equations for a slab whose surface
roughness or convective boundary condition is spatially correlated with correlation
lengths ranging from 0 (white noise) to a length long in comparison to the slab thickness.
The effect is described in terms of the standard deviation and the resulting spatial cor-
relation of the heat flux as a function of depth into the slab. In contrast to the expectation
that the effect is monotonic with respect to the correlation length, it is shown that the
effect is maximized at an intermediate correlation length. It is also shown that roughness
or a random convective heat transfer coefficient have essentially the same effects on the
conducted heat, but that the combination results in a much deeper penetration than does
each effect individually. In contrast to the usual methods of solving stochastic problems,
both the case of a rough edge and a smooth edge with stochastic convective heat transfer
coefficients can only be treated with reasonable computational expense by using direct
Monte Carlo simulations. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000445�

Keywords: surface roughness, correlated boundary conditions, stochastic conduction,
uncertainty

1 Introduction
In drawing polymer optical fibers, heating is done by radiation

from the furnace walls and convection from the air contained in
the furnace. In contrast to drawing glass fibers where the domi-
nant heat transfer is by radiation from the very high temperature
furnace walls, the heating of polymer fibers is done at a much
lower temperature, on the order of 200°C, and the free convection
of the air enclosed in the furnace provides as much as 50% of the
heating. We observed that the fiber diameter was strongly affected
by the nature of the free convective flow �1�, as illustrated in Fig.
1 that shows the variations with respect to the long term mean
response.

Looking at Fig. 1�b� it appears that the regular variation in the
convective heat transfer when the flow is oscillating creates a
temperature variation along the length of the fiber that leads to
relatively regular changes in diameter. When the flow is chaotic,
as detected by the history of the air temperature, the changes in
the diameter also become chaotic. Note that the amplitude of the
diameter changes is also significantly greater. Since the history of
drawing of the fiber from the preform is dependent on the elevated
temperature in the preform, it appears that the chaotic heat trans-
fer induces a deeper effect than does the more regularly varying
heat transfer. The question is whether the diameter changes inter-
act with the heat transfer variations. Observations of the flow field
using particle image velocimetry �PIV� suggested that the convec-
tive heat transfer was also stochastic. In an attempt to understand
how the diameter and the heat transfer might interact, we em-
barked on the study reported here. Admittedly, although a steady
state problem is not equivalent to the transient fiber drawing case,
we felt that it was important to understand the effect of the sto-

chastic boundary conditions before attempting to simulate the en-
tire drawing process, which involves solving for both the free
convective flow and the structural changes in the fiber.

2 Steady State Conduction
Consider the conduction of heat through a slab of thickness W

and unit depth whose rough surface at x=0 is presumed to be
locally random with a correlation length L, Fig. 2. Because of the
two-dimensional nature of the surface, both x and y components
of heat will exist. A similar situation will exist if the surface
temperature, the convective heat transfer coefficient, or both vary
in the y direction. For a value of L that is small in relation to the
slab width W, i.e., approaching white noise, the effects are ex-
pected to attenuate quickly with increasing distance into the slab.
For larger values of L, implying smoother variations with respect
to y, the effects are expected to propagate with little change
through the thickness.

Let both the deviation of the edge from the nominal value of
x=0, defined as r�y�, and the variation of the convective heat
transfer coefficient be characterized by the random field, ��y�,
such that

r�y� = ���y� �1a�
and

h�y� = h̄ + ���y� �1b�

where ��y� is a random field whose mean at any specific value of
y is zero with a standard deviation of unity and � is the standard
deviation of the field. ��y� has a spatial correlation length of L. If
L=0, i.e., ��y� is characterized by white noise, we expect that the
region in which the conductive flux is two dimensional will be
very thin and approach zero in extent, while if L is large in com-
parison to H, ��y� will be nearly constant with respect to y, i.e., be

a random variable with ��y�= �̄ and the heat transfer will approach
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that of one-dimensional conduction with values per unit depth of

q̄x =
k�T

W̄
with ��qx� � q̄x

����

W̄
�2a�

and

qx =
k�T

�W̄ + k/h̄�
with ��qx� � q̄x

k

h̄

����

h̄
�2b�

where the overbars represent averages. Consider a square, with
W=1, �T=100, and k=1. For zero roughness, the nondimensional
heat flux qx=100 is independent of x and y. Figures 3�a� and 3�b�
illustrate the effect of a triangular roughness on the x component
of heat flux. While keeping the magnitude of the surface deviation
constant, as the number of triangular surface elements increases,
the region affected by their presence diminishes. Without detailed
analysis, it might then be reasonable to assume that the region in
which two-dimensional conduction is important will gradually di-
minish in size as L decreases. As shown in Sec. 8 this is not the
case and there is actually an amplification of the uncertainty in a
region near the rough edge.

Because of the random nature of the surface, this system is
stochastic in nature and the evaluation of the net heat transfer will
involve the solution of a partial differential equation over a ran-
dom region or if the boundary condition is stochastic, solving the
partial differential equation �pde� with a stochastic boundary con-
dition. In most of the reported literature, the stochasticity is asso-
ciated with a property such as the thermal conductivity or a
boundary condition, usually the temperature. The two problems,
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Fig. 1 Characteristic air and fiber diameter histories: „a… laminar, „b… oscillatory, and „c… chaotic flow regimes „note the
different scales…
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that of a random roughness and that of a random boundary con-
dition, are fundamentally different and require different ap-
proaches.

There are very few reported results for random regions �2–5�.
Lin et al. �3� solved the problem of a rough leading edge on a
wedge in supersonic flow using polynomial chaos coupled with a
perturbation analysis of the flow equations and a mapping of the
region. However, the mapping technique is valid only for Neu-
mann boundary conditions. References �4,5� suggest a method in
which a coordinate system is embedded in an elastic domain
whose shape is that of the mean region being studied. The embed-
ded coordinate system is similar to that used for deterministic
irregular surfaces �6�. Forces are applied to the domain and using
the distorted coordinate system the field equations are solved for
the desired quantity, temperature in our case. These forces are
determined by solving the inverse elasticity problem, with the
distorted grid being a natural consequence of the solution of the
coupled equations of elasticity. For each simulation, solving for
the temperature requires the evaluation of the conductance matrix
based on the movement of the embedded nodal points. This ap-
proach is both complex and computationally expensive and it is
not clear that it is less expensive than using the highly efficient
mesh generators available in commercial software.

3 Solving the Stochastic Equations for a Stochastic
Region

When the region is stochastic, e.g., the rough edge, the usual
finite element approach is not appropriate because the limits of
integration for the necessary matrices are not fixed, but random. A
possible approach is to convert the problem of a stochastic region
to one in which the conductivity is stochastic. This is done by
redefining the coordinate system from x ,y to s , t. Let the problem
be changed slightly such that the rough edge is at x=W and let

s�y� = x/W�y� 0 � s�y� � 1 �3a�

t = y/H 0 � t � 1 �3b�

In terms of s , t the problem is one of a constant region and the
two-dimensional conduction equation with unit conductivity be-
comes

�T2

�x2 +
�T2

�y2 = s�2�W�

W
�2

−
W�

W
� �T

�s
+ � sW�

W
�2�2T

�s2 − 2
sW�

W

�2T

�s � t

+
�2T

�t2
�3c�

where W� and W� represent derivatives with respect to y. The
equation can be solved by �a� Monte Carlo simulation, �b� the
Neumann expansion of the conductance matrix, and �c� polyno-
mial chaos. Regardless of the method used, the solution of Eq.
�3c� is difficult because of the following reasons.

�1� The terms �T /�s and �2T /�s� t introduce a pseudo-
advection effect coupled with an equivalent pseudo-
anisotropic conductivity, both of which are stochastic. In
addition, the anisotropic conductivities kst and kts are of the
form −sW� /W and when negative can cause significant nu-
merical problems.

�2� The term sW� /W�T /�s imputes a behavior similar to the
advection term in computational fluid dynamics �CFD�.
Given that it required several generations of effort to un-
derstand how to correctly evaluate the advection term, the
authors are not eager to invest a comparable effort in solv-
ing Eq. �3c�.

�3� Irrespective of how Eq. �3c� is solved, since W and its
derivatives will need to be expressed as a sum of eigen-
functions �see Sec. 4� this will lead to an excessive number
of coupled equations to solve.

One obvious choice is to use the Monte Carlo simulation ap-
proach with a mesh generated for each realization of the rough
surface. This of course is computationally ultra-expensive, involv-
ing both the generation of the mesh, the formation of the conduc-
tance matrix, its inversion, and the solution.

4 Meshing and Representation of a Random Field
To solve the problem using finite elements/volumes requires

resolving the questions of the mesh size and how to represent the
random field within the element. Unfortunately there are no de-
finitive answers to either question. Several common approaches
are �a� integrating ��x ,y� over the element, �b� using a centroidal
value, and �c� evaluating ��x ,y� at the nodal points and interpo-
lating. In general, centroidal values tend to overpredict and spatial
averaging underpredicts the variability of ��x ,y� over the element.
The approach depends on the scale of fluctuations �7� and Li and
Der Kiureghian �8� summarized several approaches.

The question of the appropriate mesh size is more difficult to
resolve. One suggestion is that the correlation length L should
span two to three elements �7�. If ��y� is a zero mean, wide sense
stationary, random field, some guidance can be found by consid-
ering how ��y� is represented through the Karhunen–Loeve �KL�
expansion in eigenfunctions given by �9�

��y� = �
i=1

�

	�i f i�y�ui �4a�

where ui are uncorrelated random variables and �i and f i�y� are
the eigenvalues and orthogonal eigenfunctions that satisfy

f i�y� =
1

�i

 C�y,y��f i�y��dy� �4b�


 f i�y�f j�y�dy = �ij �4c�

where C�y ,y�� is the covariance function and �ij is the Kronecker
delta. Equation �4a� defines a realization of ��y� as the sum of the
deterministic functions f i�y�, which are ordered in terms of their
eigenvalues, multiplied by multiple random variables ui that sat-
isfy

E�ui� = 0, E�uiuj� = �ij �4d�

While ui are uncorrelated, they are not independent, and the typi-
cal procedure involves the following:

�1� representing a random field in terms of uncorrelated ran-
dom variables, ui, Eq. �4a�

�2� converting all random variables into Gaussian variables
�10�

Inasmuch as a lack of correlation does not imply independence,
the second step is necessary for both practical and theoretical
reasons since uncorrelated Gaussian random variables are inde-
pendent. Li and Der Kiureghian �8� and Phoon et al. �11� de-
scribed the techniques for converting the random variables to
Gaussian variables, usually in the form of multidimensional Her-
mite polynomials involving several Gaussian random variables,
�i, i=1, . . . ,G. If G is large, the dimensionality of the problem
can grow to an unacceptable size.

The series, Eq. �4a�, is usually terminated at N terms and the
combined variance of the first N vectors is given by

�2��� = �
i=1

N

�i
2 �5�

The number of such random variables, ui, needed will depend on
the desired accuracy. For a mesh with �y=1 /140 over 0�y�1,
the number of vectors needed to achieve 99.9% of the total vari-
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ance is shown in Fig. 4. �Our computed results, see Sec. 8, did not
show adequate convergence unless more than 99.9% of the vari-
ance of the rough edge was accounted for.� Similar effects were
noted by Lin et al. �3� who considered a special covariance kernel
to produce a correlated roughness over a finite length and ob-
served that for L /H=0.01 60 terms were needed.

About the only analytical solution is for the covariance
C�y ,y��=exp��y−y�� /L�. Unfortunately this possesses some un-
desirable characteristics, e.g., a discontinuous slope at y=y�, and
is not a convenient covariance �12�. For other covariances Eq.
�4a� must be solved numerically and the eigenfunctions replaced
with eigenvectors. In this case, the KL expansion is usually re-
ferred to as principal components �13�. Figure 5�a� depicts the
eigenvectors for the covariance C�y ,y��=exp��y−y��2 /L2�. Each
succeeding vector contributes less to the total variance as shown
in Fig. 5�b�. To achieve 99.9% of the total variance requires nine
terms in the expansion, Eq. �4a�. The ninth vector, indicated by
the heavy dashed vector, has a wavelength of approximately 1.5L.
This proved to be the case for all values of L examined from
0.01H to 3H. Since boundary conditions usually require of the
order of three elements per wavelength for satisfactory results,
this suggests that an adequate mesh would be one in which �y
�0.5L.

5 Solving the Stochastic Equations for Stochastic
Properties

Let us represent the discretized form for the steady state solu-
tion of the energy equation as it is commonly expressed in the
finite element or finite volume methods

T�x,y� = �K + H�−1�S + B� �6�

where K is the conductance matrix, H represents the contribution
of the boundary conditions, S represents sources, and B represents
the known components of the boundary conditions, and the effect
of the prescribed boundary temperatures is incorporated into the
matrix K+H and the vector B. The solution of Eq. �6� depends on
the nature of the randomness of the problem.

6 Stochastic Properties
Consider the case where either the conductivity or the boundary

conditions are stochastic. Let such stochastic properties, p, be rep-
resented as p̄+�� and the matrices K and H and the vectors S and
B be expressed in the form K=K+Kp where Kp represents the
contribution due to the deviation of p from p̄. For a deterministic
region, Kp will be of the form Kp=��K� where K� is a function
of the geometry. For example, if the conductivity is random, but
constant with respect to space, time, and temperature, K=kG and
K�=G where G is found from the usual integration of the weak
form

G =

x



y

�NxNx NxNy

NxNy NyNy
�dxdy �7�

where N are the basis functions. For several random properties,
p1 ,p2 , . . . ,pP, Eq. �6� will be in the form

T�x,y� = �K + K1 + ¯ + KP + H + H1 + ¯ + HP�−1

�8�
�S + S1 + ¯ + SP + B + B1 + ¯ + BP�

The deviation � is taken to have some specific form, most com-
monly a Gaussian random, or truncated Gaussian, distribution; but
other distributions, e.g., log normal, beta, and gamma, may be
more appropriate.

There are three common methods of solving Eq. �8�: Monte
Carlo simulation, Neumann series expansion, and polynomial
chaos. Of these, only direct Monte Carlo simulation approach was
found to be successful for the rough edge and the Neumann series
approach succeeded only for a limited range of correlation
lengths. In principal polynomial chaos could be applied, but the
dimensionality of this method was too large.
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6.1 Monte Carlo Simulation. This approach involves sam-
pling the stochastic parameter � a large number of times, M, and
forming the matrix K+H and the right hand side, S+B, inverting
K+H and solving for T�x ,y� for each sample. The statistics of the
resulting solutions, e.g., the mean and the standard deviation, are
then easily obtained. While simple, the computational expense is
often unacceptably high and the method is usually used only for
simple problems or as a check on other approaches.

6.2 Neumann Series Approach. Here denote K+H as
KH�I+�KH�. The inverse of KH is then given as

�KH�−1 = �I + �KH�−1�KH�−1 �9a�

and

�I + �KH�−1 = I − �KH + ��KH�2 − ��KH�3
¯ �9b�

where I is the identity matrix. This method succeeds only if the
norm of �KH is less than 1. One needs to perform only one
inversion, that of KH, and then a number of multiplications. For
most problems the cost of the inversion is orders of magnitude
more than that of the multiplications; so the method, if successful,
is usually cheap, particularly compared with the Monte Carlo
method.

6.3 Polynomial Chaos. This very popular and extensively
used method originally popularized by Ghanem and Spanos �9�
differs substantially from the preceding two. It consists of repre-
senting the random variable in an infinite series of orthogonal
functions, Hermite polynomials for Gaussian random variables,
and the solution also in an infinite series, usually of the same
functions. Excellent summaries of the method are available in
Refs. �14,15�. For example, for the conductivity being a random
variable, not a field, i.e., needing only one �i, we use

k��� = �
i=1

K

kihi��� �10a�

and

T�x,y,�� = �
i=1

J

Tihi��� �10b�

where hi��� are one-dimensional Hermite polynomials. Since
h0���=1 and h1���=�, if k is a Gaussian random variable, only
two terms are needed in Eq. �10a�. The number of terms used to
represent T�x ,y ,��, J, is dependent on the statistical nature of k���
and on the magnitude of �.

The expressions for k��� and T��� are substituted into the en-
ergy equation; the equation is multiplied by hm��� and integrated
over the range of � �i.e., projected onto hm����. Because hi��� are
orthogonal functions, this yields a series of coupled linear differ-
ential equations to solve.

For the problem in which the convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient is a random field on the boundary, x=0, which is represented
by N terms in Eq. �4a�, the orthogonal function representing h�y�
becomes a multidimensional function of the N values of ui. In
addition, if ui is not Gaussian, then each ui must be represented by
an additional multidimensional function, considerably increasing
the complexity of the solution.

Even if the field is Gaussian, i.e., only hi��� is needed to rep-
resent the deviation h���− h̄, the total number of terms in the dif-
ferential equation is large and equal to �J+N� ! /J !N!, and this
becomes computationally infeasible even for small values of J and
N. For random fields that are better represented by other multidi-
mensional orthogonal polynomials, the value of K is larger than
N. Thus even when the expansion, Eq. �10a�, is limited to a rela-
tively low order polynomial this number increases at an excep-
tional speed. For example, using a third order polynomial for
T�x ,y� with two random variables leads to solving ten coupled
equations.

The use of the appropriate polynomials is optimal, in the sense
of requiring the smallest number of terms in the expansion, and
using Hermite polynomials to represent non-Gaussian processes
often requires one or two more terms than the optimal expansion.
The problem comes with mixing the representation �15�. For ex-
ample, if � is truly Gaussian, then it should be expanded in Her-
mite polynomials, but the resulting T�x ,y ,�� may be better ap-
proximated with other polynomials. However, the approach
described above, Eq. �10a�, which is based on orthogonality, re-
quires that the same polynomial be used for all expansions and
since one does not know in advance what polynomial would be
optimal for representing T�x ,y ,��, it is common to express every-
thing in terms of Hermite polynomials. Xiu and Karniadakis �15�
gave the details of how to best represent random variables with
differing distributions in terms of Hermite polynomials.

LeMaitre et al. �14� solved the problem of free convection in a
square region, W	H, with isothermal vertical walls and insulated
horizontal walls. The hot wall temperature was fixed at 1 and the
cold wall temperature had a stochastic distribution with correla-
tion lengths of 0.5, 1, and 2H. A rectangular mesh of 140	100
elements with ten eigenfunctions to express the stochastic variable
cold wall temperature was found to be sufficient when the poly-
nomial chaos representation of the temperature and velocity was
linear in the stochastic variable ui. For our case where we wish to
investigate the stochastic nature of the heat flux near the rough
wall preliminary calculations suggest that we need the order of
J=3 and to represent the short correlation lengths, Fig. 4, K

100, thus the number of coupled equations needed to be solved
is in excess of 106 �the equations are strongly coupled because of
the terms W� and W� in Eq. �3��. For longer correlation lengths,
L /H�0.2, we anticipate solving 5000 coupled equations.

7 Nature of Statistical Characteristic of K
It is not easy or intuitive to understand how the conductance

matrix K or the matrix H behave as functions of the random field
�. One approach is to examine the behavior of a quadrilateral
element whose nodes, nodes 1 and 4 of Fig. 6, can be used to
represent the rough edge.

Using isoparametric basis functions, N, the components of the
element conductance matrix are



A

�dN
dx
� dN

dx
�dxdy =

h

16

1

b�
A − A − C C

− A A C − C

− C C B − B

C − C − B B
�

�11a�

1

4

2

3

Fig. 6 An element to represent a rough edge
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A

�dN
dy
� dN

dy
�dxdy =

1

3h�
d1 D E F

D d2 F G

E F d3 H

F G H d4
� �11b�

where

a = x2 + x3 − x1 − x4 b = x1 − x4

h = y4 − y1 = y3 − y2

A = �1 +
a

b
�2

ln�1 + b/a
1 − b/a� − 4 − 2

a

b

B = �1 −
a

b
�2

ln�1 + b/a
1 − b/a� + 4 − 2

a

b

C = �1 −
a2

b2�ln�1 + b/a
1 − b/a� + 2

a

b

d1 = 2bA + 4b + 2a d2 = 2bA − 2b + 2a
�11c�

d3 = 2bB + 2b + 2a d4 = 2bB − 4b + 2a

D = − 2bA − b + a

E = − 2bC − 3b − a

F = 2bC − 2a

G = − 2bC + 3b − 1

H = − 2bB + b + a

and the coordinates x1 and x4 are the components of the random
field ��y� at each y mesh line. It appears because of the logarith-
mic terms in Eq. �11� that a Gaussian distribution of the edge does
not introduce a Gaussian distribution of conductance. Figure 7
shows how two of the terms in the element conductance matrices
for the x and y conductance, Eq. �8�, vary.

It is clear that the conductance matrices will lead to temperature
and flux fields that exhibit a non-Gaussian behavior and will lead
to suboptimal solutions when using Hermite polynomials, neces-
sitating more terms in Eq. �4a� than desired. The Neumann series
solution cannot be used because each realization of the random

field gives a different form to Kp, meaning that one cannot ex-
press the conductance matrix as K=K+��Kp where K and �Kp
are independent of ��y�.

8 Convergence Studies
The problem was solved for a unit thermal conductivity �all

results presented are nondimensional, being normalized by the
value of qx for a smooth edge� and a roughness of 2% of the slab

width W̄. The value of 2% was chosen as representing a reason-
able degree of roughness. Using a Gaussian distribution truncated
at �4�, the maximum deviation is 0.08% of W, giving a range of
thermal resistance from 0.92 to 1.08. One question that must be
resolved is what should the value of H be. Because the boundaries
at y=0 and y=H are insulated, qy=0, the x flux field will be
affected. Computations were made with H=W, 3W, and 5W. Little
effect was found on the behavior of qx�x� in the vicinity of y
=H /2 and only the case of H=W is reported. The number of
simulations to achieve a converged result was a weak function of
the correlation length L, usually in the order of 3500. This number
is a function of the number of random variables, ui, i=1, . . . ,K.
The values of ui were found using the Latin hypercube approach
�16�. The computations were made using the multiphysics pro-
gram COMSOL �17�.

8.1 Convergence of Computations: Monte Carlo Versus
Tensor/Sparse Grids. The solution involves determining the ex-
pected values of the standard deviations of qx and qy in the do-
main. These expected values can be found in two ways: �a� sam-
pling and quadrature, and �b� Monte Carlo sampling. In previous
work �18� we have found that expected values for multinormal
distributions require in the order of five to seven Gaussian quadra-
ture points per random variable. For a correlation length of L /H
=0.075 for which K�20 this would lead to sampling a tensor grid
of 520=3,200,000 points. Using a nested sparse grid �19,20� based
on the Smolyak algorithm is one way of reducing the number of
points. Preliminary calculations indicated that accurate estimates
of the heat fluxes required a sparse grid of level 2 and their stan-
dard deviations a level 3, which contains 11,561 sparse grid
points.

For shorter correlation lengths, K increases rapidly and the
number of samples becomes impossibly large. Consequently we
turned to traditional Monte Carlo sampling. Values of ui were
chosen using a Latin hypercube based on dividing the cumuilative
probability distribution �cdf� into 50 equal probability increments.
Figure 8�a� shows the convergence of the numerical computations
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Fig. 7 Variation of terms in the conductance matrix, Eq. „7…: „a… kx„2,3… and „b… ky„3,4…
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for ��qx� at x=0.1W and y=0.5H �similar results were found for
other quantities of interest� for L /H=0.075 as a function of the
number of simulations for meshes using quadratic Lagrangian tri-
angles and whose number of nodes ranged from 1000 to 68,000
with maximum element areas ranging from 10−2 to 10−4 and ele-
ment areas near the rough surface ranging from 10−4 to 2.5
	10−6, respectively.

The results are seen to converge to a steady value after �3500
and to be insensitive to the mesh used. The mean value of ��qx�
over the range MC=3500–5000 changed by less than 0.001 with
a variation of �0.0002 over the different meshes.

The effect of the number of elements on the edge x=0, 0�y
�H is shown in Fig. 8�b�. As suggested by the figure, all compu-
tations for L /H
0.05 were performed with 120 elements on the
edge except for L /H=0.01 for which 140 were used. Conver-
gence was checked by monitoring the value of ��qx� at x=0.1W
and y=0.5H. Computations were carried out for 1300 iterations
and thereafter at every 100 simulations the mean value of ��qx�
and its standard deviation over the preceeding 100 simulations
were examined. Convergence was achieved when the mean
changed by less than 0.001 and the standard deviation was less
than 0.05%.

9 Results

Computations made using meshes that had 4000 DOFs and
2000 elements and ones that had 68,000 DOFs and 25,000 ele-
ments with minimum element areas of 3	10−5 to 2.5	10−6, re-
spectively, gave results that differed by less than 1%. The results
presented in the following figures were obtained using the next to
finest mesh �of the order of 14,000 degrees of freedom and 7000
quadratic triangular elements with a minimum area of approxi-
mately 8	10−5� and between 3200 and 3500 Monte Carlo simu-
lations. Figure 9 shows the contours for qx and qy for an edge
roughness of 2%. Near the right edge, the conduction is essen-
tially one dimensional since the flux in the y direction at all values
of y has approached zero and as a consequence the standard de-
viation of the x flux approaches from below the value obtained
from Eq. �2�. Near the rough edge, there is a substantial disruption
of the heat flow with large values of qy that are of the order of qx.
Consequently, the standard deviations of both fluxes are signifi-
cantly larger than that of the edge roughness. In the central por-
tion, 0.2H�y�0.8H the y flux is unconstrained, but near the
insulated edges flow lines of the flux are forced to become aligned
with the edge and the result is that qx must vary more than it does
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in the central region. Consequently, the standard deviation near
the insulated boundaries is of the order of 1.5 times that in the
central core.

Because of the lengthy computational times of COMSOL, we
explored the use of a very simple grid, Fig. 10�b� with isometric
linear quadrilateral elements using the conductances of Eq. 11 for
the edge elements. The conductance matrix for the region 0.1
�x�1 was formed once and saved. That for 0�x�0.1 was
formed for each simulation. As shown, this is a relatively coarse
mesh and the quality of the elements near the surface varies con-
siderably. These results are denoted by the curve labeled “quad” in
Fig. 10�a�. Considering that only 451 nodes and 400 elements
were used, the results are in surprisingly good agreement with
those obtained using COMSOL �see Table 1� and indicate that rela-

tively inexpensive computations can be used to get a realistic idea
of how the uncertainties affected the heat flux.

Figure 11�a� compares the standard deviations for qx and qy. As
expected, near the rough edge, the fluxes behave similarly. How-
ever, ��qy�→0 as the isothermal right edge is approached and the
flux becomes one dimensional. As expected, when L→0, the
variation goes to zero and as L→� it approaches 2%, the value
expected from Eq. �2�. What is surprising is how the interaction

Table 1 Execution times on a 2.8 GHz CPU with 1 Gbyte of
RAM for 1000 simulations: forming mesh 970 s; solving 3900 s;
extracting T, qx, and qy; 2100 s

L /W
Average No.

of DOFs
Average No.
of elements

Mesh quality

Minimum Average

0.01 13,474 6614 0.443 0.988
0.10 13,784 6777 0.786 0.989
1.0 14,209 6990 0.813 0.986

Table 2 Performance of the Neumann Series Approach

L /W % bad
Maximum norm of acceptable

�KH−1�KH�
Maximum norm

�KH−1�KH�

0.01 100 13.65
0.025 100 6.49
0.05 100 4.87
0.10 30 0.47 2.56
0.20 9 0.22 1.73
0.25 9 0.10 1.65
0.50 8 0.10 2.76
0.75 8 0.05 2.17
1.00 7 0.09 2.34
2.00 5 0.04 1.59
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between qx and qy results in a standard deviation at modest values
of L of the order of 7%, or about three times the value expected
for large L.

10 Correlation of the Heat Flux
The roughness of the contours of Fig. 9 is most apparent near

the rough surface and diminishes as x approaches the right edge,
x=W. Both this roughness and the standard deviation, shown in
Fig. 10, are measures of the effect of the correlation length L. As
expected for small values of L the roughness of the contours
diminishes quickly and the flux qx measured at the right edge is
insensitive to the correlation length. Figure 11�b� shows correla-
tion length of qx �see Sec. 13 for the definition of L�. In contrast
to the effect of L on the standard deviation of qx, the autocorre-
lation length monotonically increases and becomes greater than W
when L
0.5W. The curve is only approximate because of the use
of Monte Carlo simulation. Repeated computations suggest a
range of uncertainty as indicated.

11 Stochastic Convective Coefficient
Since the computation for the rough edge is so expensive, it is

interesting to consider a smooth edge with a random convective
heat transfer coefficient field. Taking a Biot number of 10 and a
conductivity of 1/0.9 gives the same average resistance as for the
rough edge. The standard deviation of h was chosen at 20% since
this gives a variation in the total one-dimensional resistance equal
to that of the rough edge. However, in this case, ��qx�=0.023 for
infinite L because of the highly nonlinear relationship between qx
and h, Eq. �1b�. In this case, it is possible to express the random

heat transfer coefficient as h���= h̄�1+���y�� and to use the Neu-
mann approach, thus, potentially, saving significant amounts of
computer time. Figure 12 compares the results of the rough edge
and the stochastic convective coefficient at the locations x
=0.15W, y=H /2 and x=0.5W, y=H /2. These two locations are
roughly equivalent since both are 0.05W deeper than the region
affected. The effects of both stochasticities are very similar in
magnitude and relationship to L.

Both the COMSOL and the quad computations were made by
direct formulation and inversion of K+H. We also tried using the
Neumann series approach for the stochastic heat transfer coeffi-
cient. This method requires that the norm of KH−1�KH be less
than 1. Table 2 lists the success of this approach. The entries for
the norm represent the maximum norm of any K−1�K that was
less than 1 and the maximum of unacceptable values.

The Neumann series approach was successful only for L

0.2W, values for which the effects are beginning to diminish
with respect to L. Unfortunately, the most interesting cases, those
with small values of L, cannot be treated by this method.

For the rough edge and the convective heat transfer coefficient
cases, the temperature at x=W was maintained at T=0, i.e., con-
stant with respect to y. This raises the question of how this con-
stancy affects the behavior of qx. Calculations were also made
with Biot numbers on the left and right edges of 12.5, k=0.8
which gives the same overall one-dimensional thermal resistance
as before. The two cases are compared in Fig. 13, and it appears
that there is little effect.

12 Interaction of Roughness and the Convective
Boundary Condition

When both the convective coefficient h and the width W are
random variables, i.e., L is large compared with W, the standard
deviation of qx increased to 0.028%. We are particularly interested
in determining if these two effects interact. Figure 14 compares
the depth of penetration, defined to be that distance into the slab at
which ��qx� equals the standard deviation resulting when L→�.
The combined problem shows that the depth is much greater than
that for the single effects and occurs at much smaller correlation

lengths. While not totally unexpected, this finding is disheartening
since it suggests that we will not be able to model the fiber history
by treating the fluid convection independently of the history of the
fiber.

It is to be expected that the two effects will interact and in-
crease the variation in the heat fluxes. This turns out to be true
when the correlation length is long and the usual equation for the
propagation of variances applied to Eq. �2b� gives a reasonably
correct result of 2.8%. As shown in Fig. 15, this is a slight under-
estimate because of the relatively strong nonlinear relationship
between qx and h and W of Eq. �2b�. The surprising result is that
for shorter correlation lengths that ��qx� for the combined effects
is noticeably less than that for the rough edge or the stochastic
heat transfer coefficient alone. We have no explanation for this
results. But we note from Fig. 14 that the extent of the region
affected is larger for the combined effects than for roughness
alone, so that the weighted mean of the effect is similar.

13 Interpretation of Results
For the optical fiber with random heat transfer coefficients, the

results are easy to interpret. Consider taking N snapshots of the
fiber over a given time interval as it is drawn, with each snapshot
quantifying the spatial distribution along the fiber, h�y� �such
snapshots are usually referred to as realizations, each mimicked
by a single Monte Carlo simulation�. At each position, yi the
variation of h�yi� with respect to time will be such that the mean

is h̄ and with a standard deviation of ��h�yi��. A knowledge of
how h�yj� varies with time depends on the correlation of hi and hj.
If they are uncorrelated, knowledge of hi will tell us nothing about
the variation of hj. If the correlation is unity, then the two values,
hi and hj, will move in lock-step. The grid in the fiber and the fluid
will be dependent on the degree of correlation, with low levels
of correlation requiring significantly greater density of nodal
points in the y direction. The correlation length L is a measure of
how far apart yi and yj will be for a given degree of correlation. L
is not a physically measurable quantity. Rather it is derived from
a model of the covariance. That is, the correlation is expressed
by an arbitrary function C�yi ,yj� that one feels fits the measured
response. Several functions are commonly used, exp�−�d� /L ,
exp�−d2 /L2��, 1− �d� /L, where d=yi−yj. Clearly the value of L is
dependent on the model used and suffers from considerable am-
biguity in its interpretation. For these calculations, we used
C�yi ,yj�=exp�−d2 /L2� to describe the random field ��y�. As ex-
pected for this linear problem, the computed covariances at differ-
ent values of x were found to be well fitted by this model. Figure
16 shows how the correlation length for qx and qy varied with
distance from the edge, x=0 for the rough edge with L=0.125W.
The correlation lengths for qx and qy were indistinguishable and
quickly increased to a value exceeding W, indicating that qx�y�
varied little over the surface, x=W.

Application of the results to the case of a slab with a rough
edge requires a different point of view. A given slab has a unique
roughness that is not likely to change during an experiment. How-
ever, one can imagine that the given slab was chosen out of a large
set of available slabs. In this case, the statistical results are then to
be interpreted in the sense of representing one degree of uncer-
tainty about the variation of the heat flux to be observed. The
growth of L with depth into the slab is essentially the same as that
for the stochastic convective heat transfer coefficient, Fig. 16.
However, the probability density distributions of the two cases are
significantly different as seen in Fig. 17 with the tails of the dis-
tributions beginning on opposite sides.

14 Conclusions
From these results it appears that it will not be useful to treat

problems of these types by using the Neumann and the polyno-
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mial chaos methods. The most interesting situations are those for
which the correlated nature of the random field causes unexpected
results; i.e., L�0.5W.

For the Neumann approach, the distortion of the conductance
matrix is so great that the expansion �K+�K�−1 in the form �I
+K−1�K�−1=1−�−�2

¯ does not converge. Polynomial chaos re-
quires a representation of the random field by K random variables,
uk, k=1, . . . ,K, making the problem computationally infeasible.

From a practical point of view, it is not likely that problems more
complicated than one-dimensional ones can be treated at a reason-
able cost.

Defining a characteristic depth of the region directly affected by
the rough edge to be the maximum roughness, �4����, and that
for the stochastic surface heat transfer coefficient to be the thick-
ness of an equivalent layer of slab, both are �0.1W. The results
suggest that the region in which the effects are significantly
greater than for L=�, as measured by the standard deviation of
both qx and qy, does not exceed twice this characteristic depth.

While the effect on qx at x=W can be estimated to range from
0 to ��W� as the correlation length varies from 0 to �0.5W, the
effects internal to the slab are not easily anticipated. One can think
of situations other than optical fiber drawing in which the results
might be revealing. One case would be in computer boards where
the substrate is reasonably homogeneous, but the surface exposed
to the cooling air flow can be considered as having a random
roughness. In this case, cooling of different parts of the board may
differ enough from the average to need consideration.

For the optical fiber drawing problem that initiated our study,
the results suggest that one must solve for the mechanical behav-
ior of the fiber, as evidenced by variations in the surface smooth-
ness and diameter, simultaneously with the effect on the free con-
vection of air in the drawing furnace. Fortunately, the interaction
is likely to be pronounced only in the early stages of the drawing
where the size of the preform is substantial enough to affect the
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air velocities. In the region where the preform has necked down
close to the size of the final fiber, it is unlikely to affect the fluid
flow.
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Self-Contained, Oscillating Flow
Liquid Cooling System for Thin
Form Factor High Performance
Electronics
A self-contained, small-volume liquid cooling system for thin form-factor electronic
equipment (e.g., blade server modules) is demonstrated experimentally in this paper. A
reciprocating water flow loop absorbs heat using mesh-type microchannel cold plates
and spreads it periodically to a larger area. From there, the thermal energy is inter-
changed via large area, low pressure drop cold plates with a secondary heat transfer loop
(air or liquid). Four phase-shifted piston pumps create either a linearly or radially
oscillating fluid flow in the frequency range of 0.5–3 Hz. The tidal displacement of the
pumps covers 42–120% of the fluid volume, and, therefore, an average flow rate range of
100–800 ml/min is tested. Three different absorber mesh designs are tested. Thermal and
fluidic characteristics are presented in a time-resolved and a time-averaged manner. For
a fluid pump power of 1 W, a waste heat flux of 180 W /cm2 ��T�67 K� could be
dissipated from a 3.5 cm2 chip. A linear oscillation flow pattern is advantageous over a
radial one because of the more efficient heat removal from the chip and lower hydraulic
losses. The optimum microchannel mesh density is determined as a combination of low
pump losses and high heat transfer rates. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000456�

Keywords: microchannel, liquid cooling, thermal packaging, oscillating flow

1 Introduction: Transition to Liquid Cooling
With the continuous increase in power dissipation and advances

in packaging technology of electronics equipment, the industry is
increasing its product development efforts toward effective heat
removal concepts. For blade servers, which are optimized to mini-
mize physical space, effective heat removal from high perfor-
mance central processing units �CPU� and memory cards is of
vital importance. Blade modules are typically restricted to the
minimum size requirements of a standard server-rack configura-
tion �1U: one rack unit, 19� wide and 1.75� tall� while still having
all the functional components to be considered in a computer
�1,2�. Heat spreading concepts such as heat pipes and vapor cham-
bers are traditionally used to distribute excess heat from the pro-
cessors to a larger area within the blade. There, thermal energy is
absorbed by means of high performance air-moving devices blow-
ing subcooled air across the blade. Air heat exchangers are em-
ployed to increase the active heat transfer area. This requires a
considerable amount of power for the data center air conditioning
and air blower operation. Furthermore, the air cooling for both the
blade modules and the data center implies a sophisticated air-flow
management �3–6�.

As an alternative to air cooling, which reaches its cooling ca-
pacity at �100 W /cm2 �7� liquid cooling using microchannel
cold plates, has been demonstrated to be a viable solution for
future applications. From the very first demonstrations to en-
hanced packages, various approaches have been reported resulting
in cooling capacities of 350 W /cm2 and higher �8–12�. One
broad field of cooling schemes that has received increased interest
recently employs oscillatory flows. Early work on enhanced heat

transfer using high frequency oscillatory/pulsating flows can be
found in Refs. �13,14�. High heat transfer coefficients from a
heated floor of a rectangular duct employing low frequency, large
tidal reciprocating flows were demonstrated by Cooper et al. �15�.
In Ref. �16�, the heat transfer rate could be enhanced by 100% for
reciprocating air flows, as compared with standard cooling fans.
Furthermore, Sert and Beskok �17� discuss in a numerical study a
single-phase, closed microfluidic system that utilizes reciprocating
flow forced convection.

Compared with air, water has 4000� higher volumetric heat
capacity and is simpler to direct within a highly populated elec-
tronic package. In contrast, an all liquid cooled computing system
requires a significant amount of supplementary equipment, such
as piping, hoses, and pumping station. High investment costs are
expected when adapting data centers to liquid cooling. Further-
more, a liquid inside an electronic equipment can cause significant
damage in case of leakage. The working fluid volume embedded
in the computing system should therefore be minimized to limit
damage to a minimum, in case of flooding. In a blade server
system, one could think of a primary, closed fluid loop integrated
into each individual blade unit to cool the CPUs and spread the
heat to a peripheral area where a second, data center-scale fluid
loop collects the waste heat from each blade, and finally, in a
preferred scenario, reuses it, for example for district heating �18�.
The connection between the local and the global fluid loop is done
by means of conduction through a large area interface. This opens
up a variety of innovative and highly efficient centralized pump-
ing schemes for an all liquid cooled data center.

The basic idea of an effectively spread heat from a small source
to a large area could also be fulfilled by means of a passive phase-
change device such as vapor chambers or heat pipes. Compared
with active liquid cooling systems, they are more convenient in
operation since no active pumping device is required. This makes
this technology very interesting from a cost and maintenance per-
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spective. However, they might not be able to handle very high
heat fluxes �e.g., �150 W /cm2�; thermal spreading distance is
limited and they are optimized to a fixed design point, and there-
fore, less flexible for variable thermal loads.

1.1 Principle of Operation. In this paper, we introduce a
hybrid �combined liquid-air� cooling system exploiting the effec-
tiveness of liquid cooling to transport thermal energy from the
chip via a microchannel heat absorber to a peripheral location. A
self-contained, blade-level liquid cooling circuit spreads heat from
the source to a larger area. Liquid-to-air heat exchangers dissipate
the heat to the environment using traditional air fans blowing
across the blade module. This can be seen as a soft transition to all
liquid cooling. No central pump and fluid distribution network is
needed, and the system assembly corresponds to a traditional air
heat sink. Therefore, small additional investment costs incur for a
data center. Alternatively, the air cooling can be replaced by a
secondary, data center-level fluid heat transfer loop that aims at
collecting thermal energy from each individual blade module. In
this case, a collector plane in between the blades is in thermal
contact with the peripheral heat exchangers of the primary heat
transfer loop. The risk of flooding is reduced to the amount of
liquid contained in the closed cooling circuit inside a blade.

In the following, we demonstrate a self-contained, hermetic liq-
uid cooling system using oscillating fluid flows to spread heat
from a small source to a large area, Fig. 1. This is defined as the
primary heat transfer loop �HTL1� inside the blade. Efficient heat
spreading has been demonstrated with effective thermal conduc-
tivities of 20� and 50� over copper for spreader plates and in-
terconnecting tubes respectively �19�. A low volume, high perfor-
mance microchannel heat absorber �HA� is in thermal contact
with the heat source. Adiabatic channels connect to four large area
heat dissipators �HD�, which are placed in available space areas of
the blade module around the primary heat source. The oscillating
fluid flow is established using reciprocating piston pumps �PP�
connected to the outward-facing side of the HDs. Within a pump-
ing cycle, the working fluid takes up heat from the source, carries
it to the peripheral HDs, exchanges it via the collector planes �CP�
with a secondary heat transfer loop �HTL2�, and returns again
cooled to the HA. The base area ratio of the dissipator plates to
the absorber plate AHD /AHA is greater than 30. The four piston
pumps operate with identical displacements �DPP� and frequencies
�f�. However, depending on the phase shift, the oscillation flow
pattern changes. The position of each individual pump i is defined
as

xi�t� = DPP · sin�2� · f · t + �i�, i = 1 . . . 4 �1�
In a linearly oscillating flow �lin�, a pair of actuators on either

side operate with a phase shift of 180 deg, whereas in a radially
oscillating flow �rad�, each piston pump has a 90 deg phase shift
to its adjoining pumps. The idea behind a radially oscillating flow
pattern is to create a constant flow rate at the source that changes
its flow direction by 360 deg within an oscillation cycle. This

constant mass flow rate results from the accumulation of the four
sinusoidal actuated flows. Thereby, constant high heat transfer
rates can be expected, which result in minimized temperature fluc-
tuations of the heat source, i.e., the microprocessor �20�. However,
this requires more complex pumping installations. In a linearly
oscillating flow, only one reciprocating pump would be required
�push-pull piston�.

The purpose of the present experimental study is to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the above described self-contained, oscillating
flow liquid cooling system. In the sections below, experimental
details and manufacturing issues will be discussed, followed by
specific experimental results on the time-resolved and averaged
hydraulic and thermal behavior, along with their analysis and dis-
cussions. Finally, specific conclusions will be drawn.

2 Device Fabrication, Experimental Apparatus and
Procedure

2.1 Microchannel Cold Plates: HA and HD. Figure 2 shows
the design of the absorber and dissipator microchannel cold plates,
which are manufactured in a direct copper bonding �DCB� pro-
cess. Therein, 200 �m thick copper sheets are patterned using
photolithography and wet etching. A chemical oxidation process
builds a defined copper oxide layer. Finally, the layers are stacked
and fused at a temperature above the liquidus temperature of the
oxide, but below solidus temperature of the copper. This results in
an interface-free bond because of interlayer grain growth �21,22�.
The manufacturing of the DCB microchannel cold plates was
done by Curamik �Eschenbach, Germany�.

The HA cold plate �Fig. 2�a�� is 30�30�2 mm3, with a heat
transfer mesh base of 20�20 mm2. By varying the aspect ratio of
the microchannels in a unit cell �see Fig. 2�b��, three different
mesh porosities

� =
Vvoid

Vcell
�2�

are realized. The three HA versions are referred to as V1 ��V1
=56%, VHA,V1=85 �l�, V2 ��V2=52%, VHA,V2=81 �l�, and V3
��V3=46%, VHA,V3=76 �l�. To facilitate the generation of the
flow patterns mentioned above �lin and rad�, the layout of the HA
and its corresponding heat transfer mesh create a fourfold symme-
try �two diagonal and two normal planes�. All four ports are iden-
tical, and fluid entering one port can exit the other three ports with
a similar pressure drop. This is facilitated by the diagonal mani-
folds and guarantees a uniform flow distribution. The mesh layout
is designed with respect to the unique nature of the radially oscil-
lating flow pattern. As it can be deduced from the mesh unit cell
�Fig. 2�b��, perpendicular �perp.� and diagonal �diag.� flow direc-
tions are ensured. In the case of linear oscillations, the fluid flows
only in the horizontal direction. Herewith, the heat transfer mesh
penalizes linear oscillations in a sense, so that it is possible to
design it with a higher surface enlargement at similar frictional
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the oscillating liquid cooling principle. „a… Heat spreading system with a chip
waste heat absorber „HA… in the center and the four heat dissipator „HD… cold plates in the periphery.
The fluid oscillations are created by means of phase-shifted piston pumps „PP…. „b… Heat exchange
from the chip via the oscillating fluid to the collector plane „CP… of the secondary heat transfer loop.
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losses. Detailed discussions on the design and characterization of
the different microchannel HAs presented here can be found in a
previous publication �23�.

For the peripheral heat dissipators HD �Fig. 2�c��, a large area,
low fluid volume cold plate is designed that holds two inlet/outlet
manifolds and multiple branching channels. The microchannel
heat transfer mesh, which, is analogous to the one used in the HA,
is placed in the branching channels. Each flow path has identical
pressure loss, and the total inlet to outlet flow resistance is similar
for the fluid entering from either side. The HD is 50�60
�2 mm3 in size and contains VHD=517 �l of fluid volume. The
fluid volume ratio of HD to HA is 6; this illustrates the difference
in power density the fluid has to absorb �HA� compared with its
dissipation rate �HD�. Furthermore, the HD can be designed with
low hydrodynamic losses.

The interconnecting tubes between the HA and the HDs are 60
mm long and have a 2.5 mm diameter �Vtube=294 �l�. For flex-
ibility reasons, polyethylene tubes were used. A leak-free connec-
tion between the tubes and the heat exchangers �HA and HD� is
ensured by using slide-on copper adapters. They are soldered into
the manifolds of the microchannel cold plates HA and HD, after
the DCB manufacturing.

2.2 Piston Pump Actuators. To carry out an accurate para-
metric study for different driving frequencies and volume dis-
placements, a piston-type displacement pump is used. A
frequency-controlled electric motor �maxon EC 32, maxon DEC
50/5, reduction gear 14:1� powers two disks via a T-type bevel
gear �1:1 ratio�. The disks feature boreholes with different eccen-
tricities and angular positions. A double-acting hydraulic cylinder
is connected to the eccentric locations of each disk and, therefore,
creates a sinusoidal motion according to the rotary motion of the
disks. Depending on the angular dislocation between the two
disks, the appropriate phase shift �i for radial or linear oscillations
can be set. The piston area APP is 172 mm2. In this work, four
different pump strokes DPP are studied, namely, 0.7 ml, 1.0 ml,
1.5 ml, and 2 ml. We define the averaged flow rate of the oscil-
lating liquid cooling system as

V̇ = 2 · 2DPP · f�ml/min� �3�
representing the fluid volume passing the HA per cycle time. Ac-
cording to the liquid contents of the HA, the interconnecting tube,
and the HDs, each of the four piston pumps displaces 42%, 60%,
90%, and 120% of a quarter of the entire system volume �volume
coverage DVC�, respectively, as

DVC =
DPP

VHA/2 + 2 · Vtube + 2 · VHD
· 100�%� �4�

To emphasize the importance of the volume coverage DVC, it is
worth mentioning that as long as DVC�Vtube, a fraction of the
cooling fluid shuttles heat from the HA to the HDs. If that is not
the case anymore, the HDs would be useless and the entire system
would overheat immediately. The piston pump actuators presented
in this work are aimed at establishing a well-controllable flow rate
depending on frequency and stroke. Note, however, that this type
of actuation is not practical for a real blade server type thermal
management system, for which a fully hermetically sealed flow
loop using membrane pumps would be a more likely scenario.

2.3 Experimental Setup and Data Reduction. An 18.6
�18.6 mm2 heater/sensor chip represents the blade server’s
power source to be cooled. Uniform Joule heating power �Pchip�
of the entire surface Achip is ensured by measuring the current and
voltage. Platinum resistance temperature detectors �RTDs� are
evenly distributed over the chip surface. The mean chip tempera-
ture Tj,mean is determined by recording seven RTDs distributed
over the entire chip base area and averaging over 50 measure-
ments. RTD1 and RTD4, which are discussed later for the tran-
sient measurements, are located in the upper left corner and the
center of the heater/sensor chip, respectively.

External temperature measurements are taken using cold-
junction compensated T-type thermocouples �TC� �Omega 5
SRTC-TT-�T�I-40–1M, NI SCXI-1102�. The fluid temperature
Tfluid between HA and HD is measured by placing a TC in one of
the four interconnecting tubes. The temperature Tbase is measured
between HD and CP by means of thermocouples that are placed in
small grooves that have been cut into the top side of the CP.

The system pressure loss is detected using a pressure transducer
�Omega PD 23�, which determines the amplitude of the pressure
oscillations �atmosphere as a reference�. The pressure sensor is
located at the far end of the primary heat transfer loop, next to one
of the double-acting hydraulic cylinders �Fig. 1�a��. The differ-
ence between the extremes is identified, and the root mean square
�RMS� value defines the average pressure drop of the oscillating
flow loop, i.e., HTL1

�p =
�2

2
· �pmax − pmin� �5�

As mentioned above the secondary heat transfer loop �HTL2�
collects heat from the primary heat transfer loop �HTL1�. The CPs
are thermally connected with the HA using thermal interface paste
�Dow Corning TC-5026�. The four CPs are customized, straight
channel low aspect ratio solid-to-liquid heat exchangers. Corre-
spondingly, we cut 40 channels �0.5 mm width, 1.25 mm pitch, 60
mm length, and 6 mm depth� into solid brass. An inlet and outlet

10 mm
1 mm

Heat Absorber

(HA)
Unit Cell Heat Dissipator (HD)

10 mm

a) b) c)

diag.

perp.

Fig. 2 Microchannel cold plate design of „a… the heat absorber „HA… and „c… the heat dissipator „HD….
The axially symmetric unit cell heat transfer mesh is displayed in „b….
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manifold ensures a uniform fluid flow rate distribution across the
channels. However, in an air cooled blade module, the CPs would
be represented by air fin heat exchangers. For all experiments
presented in this work, a chiller �Lauda Proline RP 855, 	0.01°C
FS� delivers cold water �Tin=18°C� at a constant flow rate of

V̇HTL2=600 ml /min �flow rate sensor: Omega FLR 1000, accu-
racy: max 	2% FS�. In this paper, the HTL2’s part of the experi-
mental setup acts solely as a thermal ground and is not discussed
in more details. However, the total interface-to-inlet thermal resis-
tance amounts to approximately 0.2 K/W for an area of ACP
=30 cm2. This is again discussed later in the Results section.

Two samples of each heat absorber cold plate version �HA V1,
V2, and V3� are tested, with the corresponding sets of piston pump
frequencies f and displacements DPP. The HAs are connected
thermally to the heater/sensor chip at low thermal resistance, uti-
lizing high conductive thermal paste �Dow Corning TC-5026� and
a clamping device. The contact pressure is kept constant resulting
in RTIMAchip=12 K mm2 /W	8%.

For the filling procedure, HTL1 is first flushed for several min-
utes using an external water loop �deionized water� to remove
trapped air bubbles inside the fluid flow system. Next, the external
water loop is turned off and HTL1 is closed to become self-
contained. The cooling cycles are digitally controlled and data is
acquired using a personal computer, corresponding data acquisi-
tion hardware, and LABVIEW software.

The data obtained from voltage, current, temperature, flow rate,
and pressure measurements were reduced to power, thermal resis-
tance, and hydraulic power. The total thermal resistance �Rtot� is
the sum of components that account for conduction through the
silicon substrate and the thermal interface material �TIM�
�RSi+TIM�, convection to the fluid at the HA �RHA�, and liquid-to-
liquid convection from the HD to the CP �RHD+RCP�

Rtot = RSi+TIM + RHA + RHD + RCP =
Tj,mean − Tin

Pchip
�K/W� �6�

according to the quadratic error propagation, the measurement
uncertainty being 
Rtot

= 	4%. The hydraulic power defines the
pumping power needed to overcome the system pressure at a
given flow rate

Pfluid = �p · V̇�W� �7�
Here, the measuring inaccuracy with regards to the quadratic error
propagation is 
Pfluid

= 	5%.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Fluidic Performance. The oscillation frequency adopted
in this work varies from 0.5� f �3 Hz. Lower frequencies lead
to poor thermal performances for the pumps strokes studied in this
work. However, frequencies f �3 Hz lead to pressure forces that
are not manageable for the piston pumps utilized. Moreover, the
pressure level has to be limited to a certain limit, e.g., �p
�2 bars, to be feasible for a pump-driven water cooling system,
otherwise, the pump power becomes too high.

For oscillatory flows, the transition from a laminar to a turbu-
lent regime differs substantially from steady-flow conditions. In-
stead of the Reynolds number, the Womersley number 

=D /2·�� /� and the transition number �=�x ·�� /� are used.
The variables D, �, �, and �x denote the channel width, the
angular velocity, the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, and the maxi-
mal axial displacement of the fluid elements, respectively. By rec-
ognizing �� /� as the well-known Stokes-layer thickness due to
pure oscillations, the Womersley number  is the ratio of the
geometrical half height to the Stokes-layer thickness, and repre-
sents a frequency parameter. On the other hand, the transition
number �, which has often been used in the oscillatory-flow lit-
erature as an indicator for the laminar-turbulent transition, repre-
sents the ratio of the tidal displacement to the Stokes-layer thick-

ness. According to Kurzweg, et al. �24�, for �1, turbulent flow
occurs for ��3000. However, a wide range of transition numbers
� was reported �25–27�. The frequency and flow range tested in
this work results in 0.8��3 and 80���562. Therefore, we
assume a laminar flow regime inside the microchannel heat
exchangers.

Depending on the fluid displacement DPP, the frequency was set
between 0.5 Hz and 3 Hz. For higher frequencies f and displace-
ments DPP, the pressure drop in the system and the power to drive
the piston pump become too high, i.e., �p�2 bars. Frequency-
dependent pressure drop data with HA V3 for lin and rad oscilla-
tion flows are shown in Fig. 3�a�. The comparison of the three
different designs, V1, V2, and V3, for linear oscillation flow is
presented in Fig. 3�b�. For both flow patterns, the pressure oscil-
lations follow a clearly sinusoidal behavior. Furthermore, when
plotting the pressure drop against the flow rate, the data points for
various pump strokes collapse to a single curve. Therefore, we
legitimate the decision to define the mean hydraulic losses accord-
ing to Eq. �5�.

Lin exhibits a significantly lower pressure drop than rad. For
DPP=0.7 ml, the pressure drop in lin flow varies between 100
mbar and 800 mbar, depending on the frequency, and for DPP
=2 ml, it ranges from 300 mbar to 1400 mbar. For a given fre-
quency f , displacement DPP, and absorber design Vi, rad outper-
forms lin by 15–25% �Fig. 3�a��. This can be explained by the fact
that in radial oscillation flow, the fluid momentum forces per cycle
are higher. The flow is less directed and more fluid mixing occurs.
For example, in the HA, the liquid experiences four primal
changes of the planar flow direction per cycle when driven in rad
flow, but only two in lin.

Concerning the three different mesh porosities, V1, V2, and V3,
the pressure reflect the mesh density �Fig. 3�b��. Except for the
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Fig. 3 Averaged „RMS… pressure drop „a… for V3, various flow
patterns „lin and rad…, pump displacements DPP, and frequen-
cies f, and „b… for various absorber designs Vi, pump displace-
ments DPP, and frequencies f
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case of DPP=0.7 ml, the hydraulic losses for V3 are 20% higher
than those for V1. As will be shown later, a higher heat transfer
rate can be achieved at the expense of higher pumping power
�denser versus coarser mesh�.

3.2 Thermal Performance. As mentioned above, the Wom-
ersley number for the entire frequency range is 0.8��3. Small
Womersley numbers ��1� result in quasisteady flows with os-
cillatory parabolic velocity profiles. In turn, large -values �
�10� lead to the “Richardson’s annular effect,” which results in
near-wall velocity overshoots �plug-like velocity profile�, where
the peak velocity no longer occurs in the symmetry plane of the
channel �28,29�. In the present work, the oscillation flow regime is

in the transition zone between a parabolic and a plug-like velocity
profile. Therefore, we do not expect an enhanced convective heat
transfer, owing to a lower velocity boundary layer thickness.
Theoretically, for f �4, �10 could be reached. However, be-
cause of the limited mechanical stability of the pumps, the tidal
displacement had to be reduced to DPP�0.7 ml. This in turn is
insufficient to displace a fluid element from HA to HD in one
stroke and leads to a reduced overall thermal performance.

3.2.1 Time-Resolved Measurements. Figure 4 shows the tem-
perature oscillations at various locations �RTD1, RTD4, Tfluid�
over two cycles for HA V2 and a fixed frequency of 1.5 Hz. All
measurements were carried out at identical heating power Pchip
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Fig. 4 Temporal temperature oscillations over two cycles at for HA V1, Pchip=235 W, and f=1.5 Hz:
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region… and flow patterns. Panels „e–f… give the fluid temperature in the interconnecting tube between
the absorber and the dissipator cold plates.
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=235 W. The parameters for the secondary heat transfer loop
comply with the descriptions given above. RTD1 is located in the
corner of the heater/sensor chip, i.e., below the opening manifold
of the HA. RTD4 is slightly offset from the center of the chip, and
Tfluid is measured inside one of the tubes between HA and HD. In
all subplots, the position of the piston pump �solid line� is shown
in arbitrary units. A change from low to high values signifies that
the pump pushes fluid across the HA through the tube to the
corresponding HD. The temperature cycling demonstrates the de-
pendency of the heat transfer rate on the fluid flow rate. High flow
rates lead to a higher convective heat transfer coefficient, hence,
to lower temperatures and lower inflow/outflow amplitudes, and
vice-versa. In the lin flow mode �Fig. 4�a��, the temperature ex-
hibits two minima and maxima values per cycle. This is due to the
fact that the flow rate peaks twice per cycle �zero crossing of the
piston position�. The two minima are different �e.g., in Fig. 4�a�,
62°C and 65°C for DPP=0.7 ml� because the flow can be di-
rected from �outflow, “hot”� or to �returnflow, “cold”� the heat
source HA. The RTD temperature amplitude decreases with in-
creasing stroke DPP, e.g., for RTD4, lin decreases from 5 K to 2.5
K. The slight phase shift between the piston position signal and
the RTD temperature is explained by the thermal time constant of
the chip/cold plate assembly. Depending on the convective heat
transfer rate, the thermal time constant is of the order of �
=0.1–0.3 s �as in pp. 240 in Ref. �30��.

In rad flow �Figs. 4�b� and 4�d��, the RTD temperature oscilla-
tions follow a different characteristic compared with lin. For
RTD1, which is located at the corner, the hot period is much more
pronounced compared with lin. Only in one quarter of the pump-
ing cycle returnflow from the HD occurs. The second temperature
minimum, as detected for lin, is only identifiable for DPP
=2.0 ml. The RTD1 temperature amplitude is significantly higher
for rad compared with lin, i.e., 40–60%, leading to a higher aver-
age temperature. For radial oscillations, however, RTD4 exhibits
slight benefits compared with linear oscillations. The average tem-
perature is similar, whereas the temperature amplitude can be re-
duced by adopting radial oscillation flows. For RTD4 and DPP
=2.0 ml, the amplitude is 1 K for rad and 2.5 K for lin. This, in
turn, is the only example in the present work in which radially
oscillating flows are advantageous over linearly oscillating flows.

Locations away from the center �here represented by RTD4� real-
ize a nonsymmetric flow regime over a pump cycle in rad flow.
Pure returnflow, as described above, only occurs during a fourth
of a pump cycle. We conclude that a constant, but radially oscil-
lating flow regime, could only be established in the very center of
the available HA cooling device. Although a design change might
improve the situation, it is in the nature of the rad flow principle to
transform to a periodic flow characteristic as the point of interest
moves away from the center.

Figures 4�e� and 4�f� illustrates the measured temperature of the
thermocouple inserted into the tube between HA and HD. Again,
the solid line describes the piston pump position. The phase shift
between fluid displacement and fluid temperature is close to zero
because the heat transfer is dominated by heat advection �negli-
gible thermal mass of thermocouple tip, ��4 ms�. The tempera-
ture is high when fluid flows from HA to HD �outflow�, and low in
the inverse direction �returnflow�. Depending on the pump dis-
placement, the outflow-returnflow temperature difference varies
between 8 K and 25 K. For fixed displacements DPP, the measured
fluid temperature is always higher for rad than for lin. Moreover,
in linear oscillation outflow �Fig. 4�e��, a ceiling temperature can
be determined for DPP�1.0 ml. This is an indication of a full
fluid displacement from one side to the opposite side. In contrast,
this is not the case for radial flow. Therefore, we deduce a poorer
heat shuttling capability for a radially oscillating flow than for a
linearly oscillating flow. After exchanging heat with the HD and
flowing back to the HA, the fluid temperature levels at about
25°C. Except for DPP=0.7 ml, the variation in returnflow tem-
perature for the different flow patterns and pump strokes is negli-
gibly small. This indicates that together, the heat dissipator cold
plate and the collector plane have a small thermal resistance.

3.2.2 Time-Averaged Measurements. Next, we compare the
time-averaged thermal performance for the different HA designs
and flow patterns for a fixed pumping power Pfluid, Eq. �7�. Figure
5 discusses how the total thermal resistance Rtot depends on the
volume coverage per stroke DVC, Eq. �4�. The experimental data
are fitted using a power function of the form
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Rtot�DVC� = a · DVC
b + c �8�

It contrasts the linear oscillation and the radial oscillation flow
pattern at 0.5 W �Fig. 5�a�� and 1.0 W �Fig. 5�b��. First, a clear
dependence on the pump power is evident, i.e., a larger volume
coverage per stroke DVC leads to a better cooling performance.
However, Rtot approaches an asymptotic value toward DVC
=120% for linear oscillations. From Eq. �8�, the asymptotic value
of the total thermal resistance Rmin can be determined considering
the parameter �. When comparing the volume coverage theoreti-
cally required to approach Rmin by 5%, we find DVC
=100–120% for lin and DVC�250% for rad. Concerning the
pump strokes DPP tested in this work, this range has only been
achieved for lin. Again, this shows that heat spreading is much
more effective for linearly oscillating flows than for radially os-
cillating flows. For all fluid displacements DVC, lin performs bet-
ter than rad. As shown in the hydraulic performance section, the
radially oscillating flow exhibits higher hydraulic losses. This is
the main reason for the performance difference seen in Fig. 5.
However, when considering the flow rate as the independent vari-
able, the discrepancy between the two flow regimes in terms of
thermal resistance is marginal and not identifiable within the mea-
suring error. We conclude that for a constant flow rate, the two
oscillation patterns compared in this work perform equally well.
However, because of a higher pressure loss, more pumping power
is needed for radially than for linearly oscillating fluid flows. Fur-
thermore, a self-contained, liquid cooling system with linearly os-
cillating fluid flows can be established using only one reciprocat-
ing pump, in conjunction with a spring-type fluid reservoir on the
opposite side of the heat spreading system.

Comparing the three different HA mesh designs, one can see an
optimum for V2 for the entire pump displacement range presented
here. Typically, for steady, laminar, and developing flows in a
microchannel, it holds that Nu�Re� , ��0.5 and �p
�Re� , 1.7���2 �23�, therefore, Nu��p� , ��0.3. V2 ex-
hibits an optimum combination of thermal and hydraulic perfor-
mance among the mesh designs presented in this work. Further-
more, the thermal performance of the cooling system presented
here reaches an asymptotic value of Rtot=0.11 K /W, which cor-
responds to a maximum chip power density of 180 W /cm2 at
�T=67 K �Tj,max−Tin, Tj,max=85°C, Tin=18°C�. Tin is the
chiller-controlled inlet fluid temperature of the secondary heat
transfer loop HTL2.

We finalize the discussions with a subdivision of the total ther-
mal resistance Rtot into an elemental linear resistor network �cp.
insert Fig. 6�. Therefore, we employ time-averaged temperatures
Ti and a constant heat flux Qchip to calculate the resistor elements
of the heat absorber RHA, the heat dissipator RHD, and the collec-
tor plane RCP, as

RSi+TIM + RHA =
Tj,mean − Tfluid

Pchip
,RHD =

Tfluid − Tbase

Pchip
,

RCP =
Tbase − Tin

Pchip
�K/W�

Rtot = RSi+TIM + RHA + RHD + RCP �9�

The interface resistance between the heater/sensor chip and the
HA, as well as the measurement of the different temperature lev-
els, have been discussed above. The interface resistance including
conduction resistance in the silicon amounts to RSi+TIM
=0.034 K /W. In fact, four identical, parallel heat current resistor
paths branch off from RHA, each one dissipating a quarter of the
total power input. This can be simplified to a single linear resistor
network, as presented in Fig. 6. The elemental thermal resistances
for V2, f =1.5 Hz, are presented as a function of the pump dis-
placement DPP, Fig. 6. Again, for a lager flow rate �DPP↑�, the heat
absorber cold plate resistance RHA decreases, which also holds for

RHD. However, RCP is independent of the primary flow rate, as
expected, because the flow rate of the secondary heat transfer loop
�HTL2� is kept constant for all results presented herein. This could
be verified by the experimental measurements presented in this
work. It is important to note that with RSi+TIM+RHA�0.65·Rtot,
the chip to fluid heat transfer resistance contributes the most to the
overall thermal performance of the present cooling system. There-
fore, because of an effective heat spreading from the hot chip to a
large area, the heat exchangers of HTL2 can be designed in a
simple manner. Here, we have chosen low aspect ratio, straight
channel cold plates. As mentioned at the beginning, this design
could also be replaced by air fin heat exchangers.

4 Summary and Conclusions
We have experimentally demonstrated a high performance ther-

mal management concept for thin form-factor electronic equip-
ment such as a blade server module. By means of a self-contained,
reciprocating fluid flow loop, a four-port microchannel cold plate
absorbs heat �HA� and delivers the hot fluid via interconnecting
tubes to four peripheral dissipating cold plates �HD�. There, a
periodic heat transfer to a secondary heat transfer loop takes place
by thermally attaching the dissipating cold plates to a fluid heat
exchanger collecting plane �thermal bus�.

To create the fluid oscillations, four piston pumps are actuated,
and depending on the phase shift, different oscillation flow pat-
terns �linearly oscillating, lin, and radially oscillating, rad� can be
created. The fluid displacement is between 0.7 ml and 2.0 ml, i.e.,
42–120% fluid volume coverage per stroke. Depending on the
pump stroke, the oscillation frequency ranges between 0.5 Hz and
3 Hz. Higher frequencies cause unacceptably high pressure losses.
Three different heat absorber cold plate designs with varying
mesh porosities � were tested.

The fluidic performance studies show a significantly lower
pressure drop for lin than for rad �15–25% difference�. For rad,
the fluid changes its flow direction more frequently per pumping
cycle, which results in higher momentum forces. Regarding the
different heat absorber mesh designs, the densest �V3� features
20% higher pressure drop than the coarsest �V1�. For a flow range
of 100–800 ml/min, the pressure losses are between 100 mbar and
1200 mbar.

Thermal characterization is performed, taking time-resolved
and time-averaged measurements. The chip RTD sensors capture
the fluid flow oscillations over time. A larger tidal displacement of
the piston pump leads to a smaller temperature amplitude. In lin-
ear oscillation flow two temperature minima and maxima per
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Fig. 6 Division of the overall thermal resistance into a simpli-
fied linear resistor network including RSi+TIM, RHA, RHD, and RCP
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pumping cycle are experienced. For radial fluid oscillations, the
cooling performance is less efficient: corner regions of the chip
exhibit larger temperature cycling, and only a small spot in the
very center of the chip is cooled more efficiently, where the junc-
tion temperature is close to constant.

At 1.5 Hz the fluid temperature measured in the interconnecting
tube fluctuates between 8 K and 25 K, depending on the pump
stroke. In lin, a ceiling temperature can be determined for at least
half the time of the outflow phase. This indicates uniform heat
transfer. In rad, the heat absorber gets flushed less uniformly.

The averaged thermal performance of the cooling system pre-
sented here exhibits a clear dependence on the pump displace-
ment. We have demonstrated a peak cooling performance of
180 W /cm2 at �T=67 K and a pumping power of 1 W. In lin, a
pump displacement covering the fluid volume by 100–120%
achieves a performance, roughly 5% above the theoretical mini-
mum thermal resistance. Of the three HA designs tested herein,
the medium-density mesh performed best ��V2=52%�. The opti-
mum is found as a compromise accounting for both, high heat
transfer rate and low hydraulic losses, resulting in the best ratio of
heat transfer per pressure drop.

A reciprocating pump flow system, as presented here, is simpler
in terms of equipment, and more efficient when operated in a
linearly oscillating flow mode. The heat spreading from a small
source to a large area is more effective for a given pumping
power.

Nomenclature
A � area �m2�
D � channel width �mm�

DPP � piston pump stroke �ml�
DVC � volume coverage �%�

f � piston pump frequency �Hz�
HTL1 � primary heat transfer loop
HTL2 � secondary heat transfer loop

Nu � Nusselt number
p � pressure �Pa�
P � power �W�
R � thermal resistance �K/W�

Re � Reynolds number
RTD�i� � resistance temperature detector at location i

=1,4
T � temperature �°C�
t � time �s�

V � volume �m3�
V1,V2,V3 � microchannel mesh designs

V̇ � fluid flow rate �ml/min�

Greek Letters
 � Womersley number
� � transition number
� � difference between two measurements
� � piston pump phase shift �rad�
� � mesh porosity
� � exponent
� � dynamic viscosity �m2 /s�

 � standard deviation
� � time constant �s�

Subscripts/Superscripts
cell � unit cell of the heat transfer mesh

chip � heater/sensor chip
fluid � cooling fluid

i � counter for each piston pump �i=1. . .4�
in � inlet
j � chip junction location

max � maximum
mean � averaged value

min � minimum
tot � total, overall

tube � interconnecting tube
void � void volume of a cell of the heat transfer mesh
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The Effect of the Angle of
Inclination on the Operation
Limiting Heat Flux of Long
R-134a Filled Thermosyphons
When traditional air-to-air cooling is too voluminous, long thermosyphons may offer a
way out. For safe operation of heat exchangers equipped with thermosyphons, the limit-
ing heat flux qlim� is an important design parameter. Some literatures are found to deal
with the operation limiting heat flux of closed two-phase thermosyphons. However,
R-134a filled thermosyphons with large length-to-diameter (188) are hardly investigated
up to now. Extrapolation of existing correlations to predict qlim� in this case results in
large scatter. The effect of the angle of inclination on qlim� has not been considered until
now. Dedicated experiments with a single thermosyphon with a large length-to-diameter
ratio (188) and filled with R-134a are presented and analyzed. Effects of saturation
temperature, filling ratio, and angle of inclination � on the operational limiting heat flux
have been investigated. The thermosyphon functions properly if ��83 deg, and qlim� is
found to increase with increasing �. With decreasing saturation temperature, qlim� in-
creases. The filling ratio is found not to be crucial if it exceeds 25%. Correlations are
presented to accurately predict the operation limiting heat flux for thermosyphons with a
L /d ratio up to 188. Because of the accounting for the above new aspects, these corre-
lations are also relevant for filling refrigerants other than R-134a.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.4000441�

Keywords: heat pipe, thermosyphon, heat exchanger, R-134a, limiting heat flux

1 Introduction

Stand-alone electricity power generators are usually cooled
with ambient air. In warmer countries, heat pipe equipped heat
exchangers provide an alternative for air-to-air heat exchangers at
low air temperature differences. In this case, two plate heat ex-
changers are coupled with multiple wickless heat pipes: so called
thermosyphons �1�. Advantages of heat pipes are high heat recov-
ery effectiveness, compactness, no moving parts, light weight,
relative economy, no external power requirements, pressure tight-
ness, no cross contamination between streams, and reliability
�2,3�. Vasiliev �4,5� gives an overview of applications of heat
pipes and thermosyphons.

Safe operation of thermosyphons is principally dependent on
knowledge of the limiting heat flux. A number of researchers in-
vestigated this maximum heat flux �6–21�. However, a large scat-
ter in results was found. This scatter has several causes: a large
variety of working fluids, temperature and pressure ranges, diam-
eters, evaporator length, filling ratios, and the nature of the limit;
boiling critical heat flux, entrainment limit, flooding limit, etc.

Research on the effect of the angle of inclination on thermosy-
phon characteristics is often contradictory �9,16,21,22�. The
changes in fluid flow possibly affect the operation limiting heat
flux, although no general conclusions on the effects of angle of
inclination on the operation limiting heat flux can be drawn from
literature. Research on thermosyphons found in literature deals
with much shorter thermosyphons than the one considered in the

present research. We selected a high L /d ratio in order to highlight
and elucidate the effect of the angle of inclination on the limiting
heat flux.

The operational heat flux limit of long, R-134a filled thermosy-
phon has hardly been investigated up to now. Existing correlations
to predict the limiting heat flux in thermosyphons result in large
scatter if extrapolated to our specific geometry and working fluid.
This will be shown in Sec. 4. As stated above, the effect of incli-
nation on the limiting heat flux is not clearly predicted. To pro-
mote the commercial use of heat pipe equipped heat exchangers,
the limiting heat flux of a single 3 m thermosyphon with a large
length-to-diameter ratio of 187.5 should be determined in a wide
operating range.

For the above reasons, this study presents measurements and
predictions on the operation limiting heat flux of a thermosyphon
with a length of 3 m and a large length-to-diameter ratio of 187.5.
The thermosyphon is filled with R-134a as working fluid to pre-
vent freezing �1�. The goal of this research is to determine the
effect of the angle of inclination on the operation limiting heat
flux of the thermosyphon. Relationships between the filling ratio,
inclination angle, and operation limiting heat flux will be derived,
in order to facilitate future design of heat exchangers equipped
with thermosyphons/heat pipes of this type. These main results
can be seen as an addition to the many applicability maps existing,
see for example the ESDU data item �23�. Conclusions for evapo-
ration and condensation heat transfer in this type of thermosyphon
were presented in a previous paper �24�.

2 Experimental
The experimental setup is described in detail in Ref. �24�. A

schematic overview is shown in Fig. 1. The main features are
summarized in Table 1. Note that the length to diameter ratio of
the thermosyphon is large: 187.5.
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Experiments are performed with a filling ratio of 25%, 62%,
and 100%. The filling ratio is defined as

Fe =
Vf

Vevap
�1�

where the evaporator volume Vevap is �ri
2Levap, ri is 7.2 mm, and

the volume of fluid Vf is the volume of liquid plus the volume that
would be obtained if the vapor is condensed to liquid. Measure-
ments are performed at inclination angles � from 0 deg to 87 deg.
The angle is determined with Mitutoyo Pro 360 Digital Protractor,
which is accurate to 0.2 deg. The saturation temperature inside the
thermosyphon is varied between 20°C and 75°C. This corre-
sponds with pressures of 5.7–20.6 bars. The uncertainties of all
measured and calculated parameters are estimated according to
Ref. �25�.

3 Experimental Results
The following results will be presented.

• typical temperature distributions over the thermosyphon at
the operation limiting heat flux

• operation limiting heat flux dependencies on saturation tem-
perature and filling ratio

• operation limiting heat flux dependencies on the angle of
inclination

Figure 2 shows a typical example of measured wall tempera-
tures at the operation limiting heat flux for a filling ratio of 62%.
At inclination angles exceeding 83 deg and saturation temperature
of 75°C, the operation limiting heat flux is observed to occur
differently, see Fig. 3. All wall temperatures at the evaporator
stabilize at a temperature level far above Tsat, starting with the
evaporator end, and followed by places further away in the direc-
tion of the condenser section. The temperature at the bottom end
of the evaporator is found to fluctuate, as if the dry out occurs
intermittently.

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the experimental setup

Table 1 Main features of experimental setup

Total length - 3 m
- Copper container

Diameter - 16 mm �outer�
- Wall thickness 0.8 mm
- Smooth inner surface

Condenser - Lcond=1.45 m
- Tap water cooling, altometer 41BNW15 flow meter, flow rates of 0−0.18�0.01 l /s.

Coolant inlet and outlet temperatures measured with Pt-100 �IC Istec ME 1009� sensors.
Better than 0.1°C accurate between 0–100°C.

- Coolant inlet temperature adjustable with preheater
- 20 mm polyethylene foam insulation
- 4 K-type thermocouples at outer wall, 0.75°C accurate
- Intruding Pt-100 for saturation temperature measurements

Adiabatic section - Lad=0.35 m
- 2 K-type thermocouples at outer wall, 0.75°C accurate

Evaporator - Levap=1.20 m
- Heated uniformly with electrical heater, maximum 1950�1 W,

controlled by a Gossen Wattmeter
- 40 mm glass wool insulation, heat losses 0.5% of the heat input at worst
- 6 K-type thermocouples at outer wall, 0.75°C accurate
- WIKA type RB manometer. 0–40 bars, 0.5 bar accurate

Working fluid - R-134a
- Fluid inventory accurate to 0.1 g

Fig. 2 Temperature history at operating limit. Inset shows
thermocouple positions.
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As shown in Fig. 4, the operation limiting heat flux at vertical
orientation at various filling ratios is observed to decrease with
increasing saturation temperature. The trend of a decreasing op-
eration limiting heat flux with increasing temperature is coherent
for all measurements, also when the thermosyphon is inclined. At
a saturation temperature of 20°C, the operation limiting heat flux,
based on the evaporator wall area, is 17 kW /m2, corresponding
to a heat flow rate of 900 W. The operation limiting heat flux
decreases to 9.2 kW /m2 around 80°C. Only one point at 25%
filling ratio is measured. At higher temperatures, only the gaseous
phase is present at this underfilled case. The effect of the filling
ratio is found to be negligible, as long as the fluid inventory is
sufficient to avoid dry out at normal operations.

A higher operation limiting heat flux is observed at a higher
angle of inclination at a saturation temperature of 20°C in Fig. 5:
from 17 kW /m2 in vertical orientation to 22 kW /m2 in almost
horizontal position. The trend of an increasing operation limiting
heat flux with increasing inclination is also observed at a satura-
tion temperature of 75°C. The error bars in Figs. 4 and 5 account
for the reproducibility of the measurements at the operation lim-
iting heat flux.

4 Analysis

4.1 Interpretation of Operation Limiting Heat Flux. Figure
2 shows an entrainment limit; the temperature at the evaporator
bottom end increases due to a lack of liquid. The liquid does not
reach the end of the evaporator because it evaporates before that
time and because vapor shear forces probably entrain the remain-
ing liquid. The occurrence of an entrainment limit at filling ratios
of 62% and 100% is in agreement with the findings of Golobic
and Gaspersic �6� and Abou-Ziyan et al. �7�. Park et al. �8� ob-
served a boiling limit at filling ratios of 50% and higher. Park et
al. did observe entrainment limits, but only at a low filling ratio of
10%.

Shiraishi and co-workers �26,27� visualized the flow behavior
almost at a horizontal position with a 13 mm diameter glass tube
filled with R-113. The observed flow patterns agree with the mea-
sured temperature histories of our measurements in Fig. 3. In an
almost horizontal position, liquid can easily flood the condenser.
Flooding causes a breakdown of the condensation process and dry
patches in the evaporator section due to an increase in void frac-
tion in the evaporation section. Breakdown of the condensation
process due to flooding is in agreement with the results of Gross
�28�. From the results found by Gross �28� and Shiraishi and
co-workers �26,27�, it is reasonable to conclude that the measured
temperature fluctuations at the evaporator bottom end for angles
of inclination larger than 83 deg are due to the boiling limit.

4.2 Operation at Inclination. Since fluid transport in a ther-
mosyphon is gravity driven, the functioning of the thermosyphon
would be expected to degrade with increasing �. The contrary is
observed: the limiting heat flux increases with increasing �.
Proper functioning of the thermosyphon up to large angles of
inclination is not surprising with regards to the wall wetting phe-
nomena observed in Fig. 6. In these visualizations, we took care to

Fig. 3 Temperature history at operating limit at large inclina-
tion and high temperatures „see Fig. 2 for thermocouple
positions…

Fig. 4 Operating limit of the thermosyphon versus saturation
temperature for various filling ratios Aevap=0.0543 m2. Evapo-
rator heat flux scale is linear.

Fig. 5 Operating limit of the thermosyphon versus inclination
angle for various filling ratios and saturation temperatures
Aevap=0.0543 m2

t=0 ms t=13 ms t=26 ms

g

=20o

3 cm

Fig. 6 Proof of wetting of the adiabatic wall at inclination by a
liquid film by drop impingement
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have the same contact angle as in the present measurements. Drop
impingements from droplets escaping the evaporator section
prove that the wall is still fully wet at inclination. A droplet es-
capes from the evaporator section and hits the adiabatic wall of
the thermosyphon. The droplet spreads out and induces waves,
proving that a liquid surface and a liquid film are present. This
proves that local dry out of the wall does not occur at increasing
angle of inclination. Visualizations of flow phenomena in thermo-
syphons were presented in a previous work �29�.

4.3 Application of Existing Correlations to Predict the
Limiting Heat Flux. Some correlations from the literature to pre-
dict the operation limiting heat flux are shown in Fig. 7. Note that
these correlations do not take the angle of inclination into account.
The operation limiting heat flux predicted with correlations of
Tien and Chung �10� and Nejat �11�, agrees to within 1.8 kW /m2

with the present data, if these correlations are extrapolated to our
geometry with L /d=187.5 to our working fluid R-134a and taking
vertical orientation into account only.

4.4 New Correlation to Predict the Limiting Heat Flux In-
cluding Angle of Inclination and for L Õd up to 188. Both cor-
relations of Tien and Chung �10� and Nejat �11� are in the form of
q�=a1 · f�Bo1/2� · �d /Levap�a2, where a1 and a2 are constant and Bo
is the Bond number, defined as �� fgd2 /�. Levap is the length of the
evaporator section: 1.20 m, d is the diameter of the thermosyphon:
16 mm, and q� is the heat flux per evaporator wall area Aevap. The
form of these correlations appears to do well to predict the trends
in the present data. Both geometrical properties and working fluid
properties are incorporated. We have tried to fit the measured data
in a correlation of this form. Fit parameters from Tien and Chung
�10� are a1=0.8 and a2=1, while fit parameters from Nejat �11�
are a1=0.09 and a2=0.9. Equations �2� and �3� are found to be
valid for a thermosyphon with R-134a at saturation temperatures
between 20°C and the critical temperature �101°C� as

Ku = �0.14 � 0.01� · �1 −
Tsat

Tc
�1/5

Bo1/2 �d/Levap�0.90�0.02

�1 + ��v

�l
�1/4�2 �2�

qlim,0� = Ku · �hfg�v
1/2��g��l − �v��1/4 �3�

with T in K and Tc is the critical temperature of R-134a: 374 K.
The two errors in Eq. �2� indicate a 95% confidence interval. The
heat flow rate on the evaporator side is for each heat flux given by
Qevap=qlim,0� ·Aevap, of course. The term �1−Tsat /Tc� in Eq. �2�
ensures agreement with the boundary condition q�=0 kW /m2 at
the critical temperature Tc. The term �d /Levap� accounts for geo-

metrical properties of the thermosyphon, as in the correlation of
Tien and Chung �10� and Nejat �11�. The thermodynamic and
transport properties of the working fluid appear in Eq. �2� via the
term �1+ ��v /�l�1/4�2 and via �hfg, �v

1/2, �, and ��l−�v� in Eq. �3�.
The correlation coefficient r2 is defined by �30�

r2 = �i=1

N
�ŷi − ȳ�2/�i=1

N
�yi − ȳ�2 �4�

where N is the number of measurements with outcome yi. ŷi are
the corresponding predictions with the fit function and ȳ is the
average of the set 	yi
. The number of parameters used in the fit k
affects the quality of the fit. Whereas the correlation coefficient
should preferably have a value close to 1, the parameter F should,
at the same time, have a maximum value, that is

F = 	�i=1

N
�ŷi − ȳ�2/�i=1

N
�yi − ŷi�2
 · �N − k�/�k − 1� �5�

For Eqs. �2� and �3�, fit statistics of data measured at a filling ratio
of 100% are F=29 and r2=0.94. For data measured with a filling
ratio of 62%, fit statistics are found to be F=130 and r2=0.97.

Equations �2� and �3� hold for a vertical orientation of the ther-
mosyphon. However, from Fig. 5, we conclude that an increase in
the inclination angle increases the operation limiting heat flux at
all saturation temperatures. We propose to add this dependency of
the operation limiting heat flux on the inclination angle by using

qlim� = qlim,0� · �1 + �b1
Tsat

Tc
+ b2� · �� �6�

where qlim,0� is the operating limit obtained from Eq. �3�. Satura-
tion temperature T is in K and Tc is the critical temperature of
R-134a in K. � denotes the inclination with the vertical from 0
deg to 90 deg. A fit of the data of Fig. 5 yields b1 as
−0.0125�10% and b2 as 1.01�10%. Fit parameters F=44 and
r2=0.88 are obtained. The two errors indicated in Eq. �6� are for a
95% confidence interval. Extrapolation of the fit of Eq. �6� to
temperatures outside the measured range �20–75°C� should be
done with prudence.

5 Conclusions

The operation limiting heat flux qlim� in a 3 m long, R-134a
filled thermosyphon, with L /d ratio 188, has been assessed in a
wide operating range. The dependencies of qlim� on filling ratio,
angle of inclination, and saturation temperature have been deter-
mined. Knowledge of these limits is essential for design of heat
exchangers equipped with thermosyphons. Maximum heat fluxes
at the evaporator of 24 kW /m2 have been measured, correspond-
ing to heat transfer rates of 1300 W.

The following new trends have been observed.

• The operation limiting heat flux decreased with increasing
saturation temperature and with decreasing angle of inclina-
tion with the vertical.

• Proper functioning of the thermosyphon is observed up to
angles of inclination of �=83 deg.

Physical explanations for the trends observed have been pre-
sented. A new correlation is proposed to take the effect of the
angle of inclination on operation limiting heat flux into account.
The new correlation predicts this operation limiting heat flux of a
thermosyphon as a function of temperature dependent working
fluid properties and geometry, including angle of inclination. Be-
cause of the accounting for the above trends and because they are
based on existing correlations, the new correlations are also rel-
evant for filling refrigerants other than R-134a.
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Nomenclature
A � surface area �m2�

Bo � Bond number ��� fgd2 /��
Fe � filling degree
Ku � Kutateladze number,

�0.14�0.01� · �1
−Tsat /Tc�1/5Bo1/2�d /Levap�0.90�0.02 / �1
+ ��v /�l�1/4�2

L � length �m�
Q � heat flow rate �W�
T � temperature �°C�
V � volume �m3�

cp � heat capacity at constant pressure �J /kg K�
d � diameter �m�
g � acceleration due to gravity �m /s2�

�h fg � enthalpy of evaporation �J/kg�
ṁ � mass flow rate �kg/s�
q� � heat flux �W /m2�
r � radius �m�

Greek
� � inclination angle to the vertical �deg�
� � mass density �kg /m3�
� � surface tension �N/m�

Subscripts
ad � adiabatic
c � critical

cond � condenser
evap � evaporator

f � fluid
i � inner
l � liquid

lim � limit
sat � saturation

v � vapor
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A Phase-Sensitive Technique for
Measurements of Liquid Thermal
Conductivity
An experimental technique based on the thermal wave approach for measuring the ther-
mal conductivity of liquids is developed in this paper. A stainless steel strip functions as
both a heating element and a sealing cover for a chamber containing a test liquid. A
periodic current passing through this metal strip generates a periodic Joule heating
source. An infrared detector measures the temperature response at the front surface of the
stainless steel strip. The phase and magnitude of the temperature response with respect to
the heating signal were measured by a lock-in amplifier at various frequencies from 22
Hz to 502 Hz. A one-dimensional, two-layered transient heat conduction model was
developed to predict the temperature response on the front surface of the stainless steel
strip. The phase information from this temperature response shows high sensitivity to the
change in thermal properties of the liquid layer and is employed to match experimental
data to find the thermal properties of the test liquid. The measured thermal conductivities
of water and ethylene glycol agree quite well with the data from literature and support
the validity of this measurement technique. An aqueous fluid consisting of gold nanopar-
ticles is tested and anomalous thermal conductivity enhancement is observed. A discrep-
ancy in the thermal transport behavior between pure liquids and nanofluids is suggested
from our experimental results. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3211858�

Keywords: heat conduction, measurement techniques, thermal properties, phase
detection, nanofluids

1 Introduction

Potential heat transfer enhancement appears to be the driving
force for the study of thermal transport properties of nanofluids
over the last decade after the pioneering work of Masuda et al. �1�.
This first study showed the anomalous enhancement of the effec-
tive thermal conductivity of nanofluids. The majority of the fol-
lowing experimental results reported so far are from the transient
hot-wire method �2–6�, which is conventionally used to measure
the thermal properties of pure liquids. Other measurement tech-
niques found in literature include the temperature oscillation tech-
nique �7�, optical beam deflection method �8�, and 3� method �9�.
However, several important issues about the experimental ap-
proach when determining the effective thermal conductivities of
nanofluids remain. First, disagreement on the enhancement level
of the effective thermal conductivity appears in a number of ex-
perimental results among different research teams �3,4,6� and
among different measurement techniques �3,7,8�. Although
anomalous enhancement was reported in most of the studies
�3,5,7,9–13�, others �4,6,8� report findings in line with predictions.
Second, although the mechanisms of heat transfer enhancement in
nanofluids were studied extensively, such as Brownian motion
�14–17�, interfacial layers �18,19�, aggregation �20,21�, and ther-
mophoresis �22�, the role of measurement techniques on the ex-
perimental results was not examined in detail. A recent study sug-
gests that applying a measurement technique conventionally used
for pure liquids to a composite liquid such as a nanofluid may lead
to misinterpretation of experimental data �23�. It will be desirable
if independent experimental techniques can be developed to pro-

vide new information concerning the thermal transport process of
nanofluids and, therefore, help to explain the discrepancy among
the measurement results.

The classical theory of particle/fluid systems originally pro-
posed by Maxwell �24� successfully describes the thermal trans-
port process of the composite system with micrometer or larger
particle sizes. The composite system is treated as homogeneous
and isotropic. Two important assumptions are zero thermal resis-
tance at the solid/liquid interfaces and no relative motion between
liquid and particle. With these assumptions the so-called effective
thermal conductivity is introduced into the formula of Fourier’s
law. Although this theory fails to explain a nanofluid’s abnormal
capability for transferring heat, the concept of this effective ther-
mal conductivity continues to be used in the experimental study of
nanofluids. However, Vadasz �23� argued that this kind of effec-
tive thermal conductivity may not exist in a transient process,
which is typical for current measurement techniques, such as the
transient hot-wire method. By introducing a heat transfer coeffi-
cient at the solid-liquid interface, he suggested that the transient
hot-wire method may tend to overestimate the measured thermal
conductivity of a composite fluid. However, no experimental data
are available to provide a quantitative measure of the heat transfer
coefficient at the solid-liquid interface to verify his theory up to
now. Therefore, if the effective thermal conductivity were still
employed as a measure of the thermal transport process in nano-
fluids under the framework of Fourier’s law, a single constant
value may not be adequate.

The factors that impact nanofluid thermal conductivity mea-
surements can be categorized into two groups. One concerns the
material characteristics, such as thermal properties of base liquid
and particles, volume fraction, particle size, and surface treatment.
The second is associated with the experimental approach �process-
ing parameters�, such as temperature, temperature gradient, pres-
sure, and other parameters. For example, the high temperature
gradient, which is common in the hot-wire measurement tech-
nique may lead to the redistribution of the nanoparticles �22�. The
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first class of factors was studied extensively �3,4,18–20� while
only the temperature effect in the second class was examined
�7,9�. A natural question to ask is that given a well characterized
nanofluid, what will its effective thermal conductivity be? Is it a
constant similar to a pure liquid or could it be a function of tem-
perature as suggested by Das et al. �7�? Other parameters may also
enter into consideration. These questions will be important for
building an empirical formula of effective thermal conductivity
and expediting the process of nanofluid applications in heat trans-
fer. Due to the close relationship between the processing param-
eters and measurement results, data inconsistency problems men-
tioned above need to be studied with the processing parameters
taken into account.

In light of the above discussion, a technique based on a thermal
wave approach is developed to measure thermal conductivities of
liquids with application to nanofluids. It is based on surface tem-
perature oscillations and a sustained solution �periodic� to the
transient heat conduction equation, hence, it has similar character-
istics to the temperature oscillation technique of Czarnetzki and
Roetzel �25� and further detailed and developed by Bhattacharya
et al. �26�. The validity of this measurement approach was as-
sessed by using water and ethylene glycol as the test references. A
gold nanofluid with a gold concentration of 0.058 g/l and average
particle size of 4.5 nm was also tested giving interesting results.
Because of the higher frequencies used in the approach described
here in comparison with other techniques, testing regimes that
have been previously inaccessible may now be expanded some-
what, such as higher rate-of-temperature-change regimes due to
the use of higher frequencies.

2 Principle of Measurement
The phase detection measurement method employed here was

modified from the phase-sensitive measurement technique for de-
termining thermal properties of a dielectric thin film �25�. Figure 1
shows the principle of thermal conductivity measurements of flu-
ids.

This is a one-dimensional, two-layered transient heat conduc-
tion model with a periodic volume heating generation source in
the first layer. The first layer is a stainless steel strip with a thick-
ness of 12.5 �m. The fluid layer is the liquid that is being tested,
such as water, ethylene glycol, or the nanofluid.

Important assumptions of this model include the following:

1. one-dimensional only; two-dimensional effect is neglected
2. no convection occurs; pure conduction only
3. the liquid layer is modeled as a stagnant, semi-infinite ma-

terial domain
4. the front surface of the stainless steel strip is assumed to be

thermally insulted
5. no thermal resistance between the stainless steel layer and

the liquid layer

6. constant thermal properties for both layers

The governing differential equation for the first layer is

�2T1

�x2 +
g�t�
k

=
1

�1

�T

�t
�1�

and the governing equation for the second layer is

�2T2

�x2 =
1

�2

�T2

�t
�2�

The square wave positive-going heating source can be ex-
pressed as

g�t� =
g0

2
+ �

n=1

�
2g0

�2n − 1��
sin��2n − 1��t� �3�

Because of the linear nature of our heat conduction model, the
solution can be decomposed into ac and dc parts corresponding to
the ac and dc heating source components. The dc part of the
solution is the steady-state solution of the heat conduction prob-
lem with the constant heating source g0 /2. It can be used to esti-
mate maximum temperature differences. Each harmonic sinu-
soidal function in the ac part of the heating source term leads to a
solution at the same frequency. The sum of these solutions at
different frequencies comprises the ac part of the final solution.
Because the solutions at different frequencies can be decoupled
from one another, we focus on the solution at the fundamental
frequency only and explore the relationship between the tempera-
ture signal and the thermal properties of the liquid.

Both of the governing equations are linear and all the boundary
conditions are homogeneous except for the heating source term.
With the above assumptions, the analytical solution becomes
piecewise continuous across the interface. Therefore, the method
of complex combination can be applied to both domains and the
solution format is assumed as

T�x,t� = T̄�x�ei�t �4�
After Eq. �4� is substituted into Eqs. �1� and �2�, the analytical

solution of the above differential equations can be easily obtained
because the partial differential equation is converted to the ordi-
nary differential equation. The temperature expression of the heat-
ing layer T1 and that of the liquid layer T2 is shown in Eqs. �5� and
�6�.

T1�x,t� = �A1e
−�1x + B1e

�1x + G0�ei�t �5�

T2�x,t� = A2e
−�2xei�t �6�

where

A1 =
− G0

�e−�1L + e�1L� +
k1�1

k2�2
�e�1L − e−�1L�

�7�

A2 =
k1�1�e−�1L − e�1L�

k2�2e
−�2L A1 �8�

B1 = A1 �9�

G0 =
�1g0

i�k1
�10�

�1 =�i
�

�1
�11�

�2 =�i
�

�2
�12�

Fig. 1 Schematic sketches of the principles of the
measurement
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The temperature on the front surface of this heating layer in the
complex form can be expressed as

T1�x = 0,t� = ei�tG0�1 −
2

�e−�1L + e�1L� +
k1�1

k2�2
�e�1L − e−�1L��

�13�
This expression is a complex function as indicated both by the

ei�t term and the form for G0, �1, and �2. In order to connect the
model to the experiment, the complex expression of Eq. �13� can
be conceptually written in the form of

T1�x = 0,t� = Tmag sin��t + �� �14�

where Tmag is the magnitude of the temperature oscillation and �
is the phase shift between the heating signal and the temperature
signal. Note that the magnitude and phase could be explicitly
written as �R2+ I2 and tan−1�I /R�, respectively, if the real and
imaginary components could be isolated from Eq. �13�. This has
not been accomplished to date. In place of an analytical expres-
sions for Tmag and �, a computational software is available that
can evaluate Eq. �13� and return the real and imaginary compo-
nents. This is the approach taken in the present study. Assuming
that all the experimental parameters except the liquid thermal con-
ductivity k2 are known and constant, both the magnitude and the
phase of the temperature signal can be expressed as functions of
the liquid thermal conductivity k2. Therefore, by measuring the
magnitude or the phase of the temperature signal, the thermal
conductivity of the liquid can be obtained. By changing the heat-
ing frequency, a curve of the magnitude and phase shift under
various frequencies is generated and the curve fitting method can
be used to derive the liquid thermal conductivity.

Early in the development stage of the technique, amplitude ver-
sus frequency and phase versus frequency curves were generated
analytically to determine which approach provided a more sensi-
tive route for determining thermal diffusivity. The analytical
curves generated clearly indicated that the method developed here
was relatively insensitive to the amplitude of the temperature os-
cillations, i.e., a curve of amplitude versus frequency for one liq-
uid varied only marginally from that of another fluid. This is
demonstrated later by inspection of Figs. 2 showing, for the dif-
fusivity range of interest in this work, little difference between
water ��=0.1445�10−6 m2 /s� and ethylene glycol ��=0.0918
�10−6 m2 /s�. However, the phase shift results showed significant
differentiation between the two liquids, over 5 deg difference un-
der most of the heating frequencies used. This difference in phase
is very measurable with a lock-in amplifier. Added benefits of
exploiting this phase shift approach are that �1� only a temperature
indicator is now needed for the detection of the signal �not a
quantitatively accurate temperature measurement� and �2� phase
shift information is often not very sensitive to instrument function
changes such and drifts in detector sensitivity.

In the process of designing the test cell and measurement ap-
paratus, consideration of several basic assumptions is very impor-
tant. First, the pure conduction assumption implies no nature con-
vection inside and outside of the liquid chamber. The maximum
temperature difference between the heating element and the fluid
can be estimated from the steady-state heat conduction study men-
tioned above. With the given geometry and this temperature dif-
ference, the Nusselt number can be estimated. The Nusselt num-
ber obtained is less than unity, which indicates that the effect of
nature convection can be ignored and pure conduction assumption
is valid. Second, in order to ensure that the semi-infinite material
domain assumption applies, the thickness of the chamber needs to
be much larger than the penetration depth of the thermal wave in
our experiment �26�. According to our estimation at a lower fre-
quency limit of 50 Hz, we set the thickness of the liquid chamber
to 1.5 mm to satisfy the penetration depth consideration. Third,
because the stainless steel strip is adhesively attached to the delrin

support structure at its edge, this edge effect may invalidate our
one-dimensional modeling assumption. However, a wider stain-
less steel strip lowers the electrical resistance. The resistance of
the heating element needs to be high enough to secure a detectable
temperature signal at the front surface of the stainless steel strip. A
compromise between the above two considerations suggests a
width of approximately 6 mm. Also, during measurements, we
find an acceptable point for acquiring the signal by matching the
measurement �through minor lens translation movement� to the
model at a frequency within the measurement range and then fix
this configuration through all other measurements. This process is
validated using two independent test liquids, i.e., when water
phase shift data is matched to its model with this procedure, the
ethylene glycol data are very accurately predicted by the model
�and vice versa�.

3 Test Cell Preparation and Experimental Setup

3.1 Test Cell Preparation. The test cell holds the liquid be-
ing measured. The cell is constructed by machining an open
chamber �10�6�1.5 mm3� into the front surface of a piece of
delrin plate �35�20�10 mm3�, as shown in Fig. 3. A stainless
steel strip �30 mm�8 mm�12.5 �m� is adhesively bonded
onto the delrin surface through use of a transfer tape. This covers
the open side of the chamber. This metal strip works as both the
heating element and the sealing surface of the test cell. Two small
copper bars are soldered on the two ends of the strip to reduce the
electrical noise and the contact resistance between this heating
strip and the contact pad. Two small stainless steel tubes connect
the chamber to the outside supply lines for liquid purging and

Fig. 2 Normalized amplitude and phase shift—water and eth-
ylene glycol
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refill. A polycarbonate plate covers the stainless steel strip for
protection. The sample mounting arrangement is the same as that
in Ref. �25� except that the specimen is replaced by the test cell.

Figure 4 shows the electric resistance of one of the stainless
steel strips used in our experiment. The measured resistance is
0.418 	. This low electrical resistance has two effects on our
measurement systems. First, a large current up to 2 A is needed to
deliver a heating effect high enough to make temperature oscilla-
tions detectable, especially at the high end of the frequency range.
Second, the low voltage across the heating strip due to the low
resistance prohibits the direct sampling of the heating voltage sig-
nal as the reference signal to the lock-in amplifier.

3.2 Apparatus. The instrumentation diagram for the experi-
ment is shown in Fig. 5, which can be divided into three sections:
electrical heating, temperature sensing, and signal processing
sections.

A periodic Joule heating source is generated by a periodic cur-
rent passing through the stainless steel strip. This periodic current
is provided by the MOSFET-based power switch, as shown in Fig.
6. The TTL square waveform from the lock-in amplifier �Stanford
research systems Model SR830� is the trigger signal to the MOS-
FET, while the programmable power supply �Tek Model
PS2520G� provides a constant voltage to the power switch. With
this design, a very clear voltage square waveform up to 500 Hz
can be obtained across the stainless steel strip as viewed by an
oscilloscope.

This periodic heating source in the metal strip causes the tem-
perature oscillation on the front surface of the strip, which in turn
leads to an oscillating infrared radiation signal. A Zinc Selenide
infrared lens �Janos Technology Model A1200-012� focuses this
oscillating thermal radiation signal onto an infrared detector

�EG&G Judson Model J15D12-M204-S01M�. With a bias current
circuit, this Mercury Cadmium Telluride �HgCdTe� photoconduc-
tive detector converts the absorbed radiation energy into a voltage
signal. Then, a low noise voltage preamplifier �EG&G Judson
Model PA-101� increases the signal strength by a factor of 100 or
1000, depending on the gain setting. The resulting voltage signal
is supplied to the lock-in amplifier for further signal processing.
Note that the preamplifier filters out the dc component so that the
lock-in amplifier receives an ac signal only.

The signal processing section includes the lock-in amplifier, an
oscilloscope �Tek Model TDS220�, and a LABVIEW workstation.
The lock-in amplifier and the oscilloscope are connected to the
LABVIEW workstation through a GPIB bus for data logging. There
are two separate paths to record and process the temperature sig-
nals. The first is to use the lock-in amplifier to record the magni-
tude and phase shift of the temperature signal as input with re-
spect to the TTL trigger signal as reference. The second uses the
oscilloscope to record the time-varying waveforms of the tem-
perature signal. The recorded data are then sent to the LABVIEW

workstation for further analysis.

3.3 Discussion of the Signal Path. One important issue that
needs to be addressed is the signal transducing path. As discussed
in the last section, the TTL trigger signal from the lock-in ampli-
fier leads to the heating signal through the power switch. Then the
temperature signal in the form of radiation energy caused by the
periodic heating source is converted to a low voltage ac signal by
the infrared detector. Finally, the pre-amplifier boosts this low
voltage ac signal to a voltage level compatible with the lock-in
amplifier.

Fig. 3 Test cell design

Fig. 4 Resistance of the stainless steel strip

Fig. 5 The schematic of the experimental apparatus

Fig. 6 Diagram of the power switch
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However, there are two facts that prevent the direct measure-
ment of the phase difference between the heating signal and the
temperature signal using the lock-in amplifier. First is the radia-
tion energy nature of the temperature signal. The temperature sig-
nal, in the form of infrared radiation, needs to be converted to an
electrical signal, such as a voltage signal, and this electrical signal
must be compatible to the lock-in amplifier. The conversion may
introduce some additional phase shift into the measurements. Sec-
ond, the low signal strength and high noise level of the heating
signal precludes its direct use as the reference input to the lock-in
amplifier.

With the above considerations, the first step of our measure-
ment process is to find the total phase shift of the signal path by
designating the TTL trigger as reference and the pre-amplifier
output as the signal input to the lock-in amplifier. After this, two
compensation phase shifts need to be determined. One is the
phase difference between the TTL signal and the heating signal,
which is caused by the power switch and can be measured di-
rectly. Another one is the phase difference between the pre-
amplifier output and the temperature signal, which is induced by
the pre-amplifier and can be estimated from the circuit diagram of
the pre-amplifier. Therefore, combining the above total phase shift
and the two compensation phase differences together, the phase
shift between the heating signal and the temperature signal are
determined. The phase shift data in the following section are all
obtained according to the above procedure.

4 Results and Discussion
The recorded temperature signal is the ac component with an

operating frequency varying from 22 Hz to 502 Hz. The maxi-
mum amplitude of the temperature oscillation is about 0.2°C at
the lower end of the frequency range. According to the steady-
state heat conduction analysis of our two-layer structure, the ab-
solute temperature on the stainless steel surface, or the dc compo-
nent, is about 28°C and 33°C with water and ethylene glycol as
the test liquid, respectively.

4.1 Validation of Experimental Apparatus. The experimen-
tal apparatus requires validation using liquids with well docu-
mented thermal properties. Water and ethylene glycol were chosen
for this calibration process. The basic concept behind this two-
fluid approach is that experimentally matching the magnitude and
phase shift of one fluid through use of Eq. �13�, and using experi-
mentally derived parameters for the apparatus, should then allow
the prediction of the same experimental data collected for a sec-
ond fluid.

To demonstrate this approach, the magnitudes of the ac tem-
perature signal for water and ethylene glycol are shown in the
bottom graph of Fig. 2. Both the modeling results �lines� and the
measurement data �symbols� are given. For the experimental data,
the amplitudes at different frequencies are given in terms of signal
strength �in millivolts� from the lock-in amplifier. For the model-
ing results, the amplitudes at different frequencies are matched for
one of the fluids through taking into account signal train effects,
stainless steel heating strip thickness, and lens positioning. Once
these parameters are set using, e.g., water, the same model com-
putations are utilized to generate results for ethylene glycol �with
the known thermal properties for the fluid�. For this two-fluid
calibration methodology, the experimental amplitudes match the
model prediction very well as shown in Fig. 2.

The upper graph of Fig. 2 shows the phase shift data for the
temperature signal. For both water and ethylene glycol, the model
fits the data well except at low frequencies. At these lower fre-
quencies, i.e., below 52 Hz, the large penetration depth causes the
phase shift measurements to diverge from the model because the
semi-infinite domain assumption of the liquid layer becomes prob-
lematic. In these validation tests where model results where
matched with experimental phase shift and magnitude data, a
stainless steel heating strip thickness of 12.5 �m was used. Sev-

eral different heating strips were fabricated and used during the
course of several months of experimentation development and
data collection.

In the model developed for this study, by shifting the magnitude
of the thermal conductivity a small amount from the nominal
value, the sensitivity of the amplitude and phase shift to the value
of thermal conductivity was assessed. This simple analysis ap-
proach showed that the phase shift is much more sensitive to the
variance of thermal conductivity than the amplitude, especially
when taking into account the phase shift measurement capability
of the lock-in amplifier. Therefore, the phase shift data were em-
ployed for follow-on determinations of the thermal conductivity
using nonlinear regression analysis and curve fitting. More details
will be discussed in Sec. 4.3.

The procedure for finding the nominal value and the confidence
interval of the measured thermal conductivity is as follows. First,
frequency values within the range from 52 Hz to 502 Hz was
chosen by observation to avoid the outliners �e.g., at 60 Hz and its
harmonics� and retain useful signal strength �at the higher end of
the frequency range�. Second, the standard least-squares method
was employed to find the nominal value of thermal conductivity
by matching the model to the experimental data using Eq. �13�.
Third, the standard error of the fit was calculated with the experi-
mental data and the model using the nominal value found in pre-
vious step and, then, the 95% confidential interval of the phase
shift was obtained. Last, the 95% confidence interval for the ther-
mal conductivity was derived from the phase shift using the least-
squares method again.

The nominal values of thermal conductivity for water and
ethylene glycol measured here are 0.614 W /m K and
0.253 W /m K. The 95% confidential interval is below 
3% for
both the cases. The thermal conductivity of water and ethylene
glycol in literatures �27� are 0.613 W /m K and 0.252 W /m K at
30°C.

Another way to look at the present measurement technique is to
compare the temperature signal waveform recorded from an oscil-
loscope to that from a simulation model. Recall that the heating
signal is a square wave and can be decomposed into a series of
sinusoidal functions according to Fourier series expansion. Be-
cause of the linearity of our heat transfer system, each sinusoidal
component in the heating signal will generate a temperature oscil-
lation sinusoidal signal at the same frequency. The total tempera-
ture response will be the sum of those temperature signal sinu-
soidal functions with their respective amplitudes and phase shifts.

Figure 7 shows the temperature signal waveforms at 22 Hz, 52
Hz, 102 Hz, and 502 Hz from the experiment and the simulation
of the water case. The experimental part is recorded using an
oscilloscope and LABVIEW, and the modeled curve is synthesized
using the above method. The temperature scale is normalized by
the maximum temperature difference found in each case. The two
waveforms presented, i.e., the experimental and simulated, share
almost the same characteristics. As the frequency increases, little
overall shape change is observed in the experimentally recorded
waveform, which is consistent with the predictions of the simu-
lated waveform. With increasing frequency, the signal strength
falls in the experimentally derived waveform and a significant
contribution from noise enters the recorded signal. The presented
waveforms also provide an indicator of the degree of signal-to-
noise present in this experiment. In some cases, the signal is
dominated by noise at the higher frequencies where little signal
can be observed from the oscilloscope traces. Even in such situa-
tions, the lock-in amplifier is successful in measuring useful am-
plitude and phase shift data.

4.2 Measurement Results From a Nanofluid. The test nano-
fluid consisted of an aqueous solution with gold nanoparticles
dispersed throughout the liquid. The liquid/particle mixture was
generated via the citrate chemical synthesis route �28�. The con-
centration of gold was 0.058 g/l and the average particle size was
4.5 nm with a standard deviation of 1.5 nm. Before the measure-
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ment, the test liquid sample was ultrasonicated for over two hours
and a stable and uniform liquid was observed by visual inspection.
Since the work presented here focuses on the development of a
measurement technique, characterization and preparation of nano-
fluid will not be covered in this paper.

Before the measurements were performed on the nanofluid,
deionized water was used to calibrate the experimental apparatus
and provide a reference standard for the nanofluid. After the mea-
surement with water, the test chamber is purged with dry nitrogen
and then recharged with nanofluid through the two supply lines.
All the other experimental settings were kept the same during this
process in order to avoid unaccounted errors introduced into the
measurement results.

An implicit assumption so far is that the density and heat ca-
pacity of our test liquid are fixed. By observing the temperature
expression for the front surface of the heating strip, Eq. �13�, we
have determined that the thermal conductivity and heat capacity
of the test liquid cannot be measured separately by our current
apparatus with the frequency range used for this study. Because of
the small volume fraction of nanoparticles, the density and heat
capacity of the nanofluid are assumed to be the same as that of the
base fluid. Murshed et al. �5� conducted a measurement study of
the effective thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity of nano-
fluids simultaneously using the transient hot-wire technique and
suggested that the effective heat capacity of nanofluids shows
little variance from the base fluid under small volume fraction
conditions. Making this assumption leads to the thermal conduc-
tivity of the nanofluid being the only unknown in our model. This

permitted a prediction of this quantity using the least-squares
curve fitting method from the experimental data �29�.

The phase shift data is presented in the upper graph of Fig. 8.
Again, the experimental data �symbols� for pure water are mod-
eled well �by the solid line� using the analytical expression for
phase shift derived from Eq. �13� and experimental signal train
parameters with a stainless steel strip thickness of 10 �m. The fit
is quite good although some small deviations appear at low fre-
quencies. For the nanofluid, a good match is found at frequencies
higher than approximately 152 Hz. However, for the low fre-
quency regime from 22 Hz to 152 Hz, the derivation between the
experimental data and the theoretical model grows when the op-
erating frequency decreases. Although some error was expected
due to the large penetration depth at low frequency, the magnitude
of this discrepancy is higher than expected. The enhancement in
thermal conductivity of the nanofluid using the data between 152
Hz and 502 Hz predicts a 30.4% increase with the above assump-
tions, i.e., specific heat and density of the nanofluid being as-
signed the values of the base fluid water. Eastman et al. �11�
claimed a 40% enhancement with copper nanoparticles in ethyl-
ene glycol while Putnam et al. �8� reported almost no enhance-
ment of gold nanofluids with toluene and ethanol as the base
fluids.

The lower graph of Fig. 8 shows the measured signal strength
of the front surface temperature for water and the nanofluid in
millivolts. Both measurements are consistently well described by
the model using the procedures outlined above. This amplitude
information is not used for an estimation of the thermal conduc-
tivity enhancement, but is presented for the purposes of showing a
complete data set from our experimental measurements.

Fig. 7 The waveform of temperature signal

Fig. 8 Normalized amplitude and phase shift—water and
nanofluid
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Our strategy in understanding the experimental data is to apply
the concept of the effective thermal conductivity to modeling first,
and then identify the divergence between the theoretical model
and the experimental data. For the phase shift data in Fig. 8, the
phase curve fits the model of effective thermal conductivity quite
well at the higher frequencies, above 152 Hz. Below this fre-
quency value, the phase shift diverges from the predictions of the
model. By applying the same curve fitting method to the low
frequency zone, we obtain a higher effective thermal conductivity
compared with that in the high frequency range. If this observa-
tion has validity, this suggests that the heat transport process in the
tested nanofluid is more effective at low operating frequencies
than under the high operating frequency in our particular appara-
tus. These experimental results might imply that a single value of
the effective thermal conductivity may not be enough to describe
the thermal transport process in a solid/fluid composite system,
such as nanofluids.

4.3 Error Analysis. The measurement procedure and the pa-
rameters involved provide a guideline of our error analysis. Equa-
tion �15� gives the relative parameters in our phase shift measure-
ment and Eq. �16� implies that the thermal conductivity of liquid
is found from the measured phase shift using the curve fitting
method.

Equation �15� states that the final phase shift used to calculate
the thermal conductivity of the test liquid is a function of several
parameters: the measured phase of the voltage signal from the
pre-amplifier, the phase shift of the power switch, the phase shift
of the pre-amplifier, thermal properties of the stainless steel, ther-
mal properties of the liquid, the thickness of the stainless steel,
and the operating frequency. A scaling analysis of each of the
above parameters was performed to identify the main error
sources first. Then, the model was employed to determine how the
error propagates from the phase shift data to the resulting value of
thermal conductivity �30�.

� = ���m,�ps,�amp,ks,�s,�cp�s,�l,�cp�l,L,�� �15�

kl = kl��� �16�
First, a simple simulation showed that the thermal properties of

the stainless steel did not significantly influence the phase shift of
the temperature signal at a relative sensitivity level compared with
the other model parameters and, hence, they were eliminated from
further consideration.

The power switch introduced an additional phase shift into the
signal transfer path and needed to be quantified. With the heating
signal as the input and the TTL trigger signal as reference, this
phase shift was experimentally measured. The standard deviation
of the measurement resulted is very low uncertainty from this
source of error and was also no longer considered. The pre-
amplifier introduced phase shift into the measurement process, as
well. The phase shift can be calculated from the electrical circuit
diagram for the pre-amplifier. The calculation showed that very
small error will enter into the final result and can be neglected too.

The four 1/2 digit resolution of the TTL signal generated by the
lock-in amplifier implies the error from the trigger frequency f is
insignificant and does not need to be considered in the error analy-
sis. Since the thermal conductivity of the liquid is the desired
property, the density, and the heat capacity are assumed constant
at this development stage of the technique and no error from these
liquid properties values were considered further.

Therefore, the above equations are reduced to

� = ���m,L� �17�

kl = kl��� = kl��m,L� �18�
The tolerance of the stainless steel strip provided by the manu-

facturer is 2% and will be treated as a systematic error. The error
of the measured phase shift is the random uncertainty that will
propagate into the final result. The 0.01 degree phase resolution of

the lock-in amplifier suggests that the systematic error for this
component can be ignored compared with that of the random er-
ror. Using the root-sum-squares �RSS� method, the uncertainty in
the mean value of the thermal conductivity uk is estimated from

uk = 	
 �k

�L
�L�2

+ 
tv,95
�k

��
���2�1/2

�19�

By assigning different thickness values L to the model, the
sensitivity index of the thickness �k /�L can be determined. Using
the same method, we can find the sensitivity index of the phase
shift �k /��.

The uncertainty from the measurement of random error is fitted
to be 0.0296 W /m K and that from the thickness tolerance of the
stainless steel strip is 0.0288 W /m K. Therefore, the total uncer-
tainty of the thermal conductivity measurement is 0.0413 W /m K
or approximately 5% of the nominal value.

5 Conclusions
This work describes an experimental technique that can deter-

mine the thermal conductivity of liquids from experimental phase
shift versus frequency data. The technique requires a reference
test liquid, such as water, and was validated using another liquid
with well characterized thermal properties. Matching experimen-
tal phase shift data to model results for this two-fluid validation
and calibration portion of the presented work demonstrated a well
characterized experiment. Application of the technique to a gold
particle nanofluid with a gold concentration of 0.058 g/l produced
interesting but ambiguous results. Even though the technique pro-
duced good results through a wide range of frequencies for single
component fluids, this was not the case for the nanofluid. For
these preliminary results, a high frequency analysis where the
temperature oscillation strength is low showed a 30% increase in
thermal conductivity compared with the base fluid, water, with a
5% uncertainty range. In a lower frequency range where data from
a single component fluid test indicated the technique should still
be valid, anomalous phase shift data for nanofluid thermal con-
ductivity resulted. The data could suggest a divergence of thermal
transport behavior between nanofluids and pure liquids. For future
experimental studies in this area of heat transport processes in
nanofluids, the role of the measurement technique requires more
attention before unambiguous conclusions can be draw from the
measurement data.
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Nomenclature
A  parameter defined in Eq. �6�
B  parameter defined in Eq. �8�
cp  specific heat, J /kg K
k  thermal conductivity, W /m K

g0  volume heating source, W /m3

G0  parameter defined in Eq. �4�
L  thickness of the layer, m
T  temperature, °C
t  time, s
u  uncertainty, %
x  coordinate, m

Greek
�  thermal diffusivity, m2 /s
�  density, kg /m3

�  phase, degree
�  frequency, radian
�  parameter defined in Eqs. �5� and �6�
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Subscript
1  layer one
2  layer two

amp  preamplifier
k  thermal conductivity
l  liquid

m  measured
ps  power switch
s  solid
v  degree of freedom
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Temperature Measurements of
Diesel Fuel Combustion With
Multicolor Pyrometry
Optical diagnostics techniques to measure diesel combustion flame temperatures are
useful for evaluation and control of combustion processes. In this paper, diesel combus-
tion flame temperatures are measured based on a multicolor pyrometry method respec-
tively adopting an optical fiber spectrometer and a color charge coupled device (CCD).
The intensity ratios for various wavelengths/wavebands are utilized as the analytical
variables to deduce the temperatures to avoid the need to calibrate each system for the
specific geometry conditions. The measured multicolor data can determine the tempera-
ture T and the soot factor KL. Extra data collected at many wavelengths is used to reduce
the noise and random fluctuations in the measurements. To improve the solving precision,
a data-processing method based on the least-squares technique is proposed to fit the data
for approximate solutions. Verification experiments using the multicolor pyrometry were
conducted in a 54–120 kW test furnace with diesel fuel. Data for 16 wavelengths detected
by a fiber optic spectrometer from a diesel flame is analyzed to determine how to choose
a suitable combination of three wavelengths for three-color pyrometry. The CCD-based
three-color measurements, which would be much more practical in field measurements,
are compared with the spectrometer-based results. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000467�

Keywords: temperature, pyrometry, optical diagnostics, diesel combustion flame

1 Introduction
Detailed temperature and soot distributions of diesel flames in

integrated circuit �IC� engines are needed to understand the basic
physics underlying the flame evolution and emission formation
during the combustion processes. The combustion efficiency can
be evaluated from temperature measurements. Optical diagnostics
techniques for measuring combustion flame temperatures have
rapidly developed �1–7�, with two-color pyrometry being a well-
known optical radiation pyrometry technique used to measure die-
sel flame-temperature and soot distributions. This technique uti-
lizes the thermal radiation intensity emitted by the soot particles in
the flame at two different wavelengths to calculate the flame tem-
perature and the soot factor, which is the product of the equivalent
soot concentration and the optical path. Diesel fuel combustion
has soot particles and gaseous products. The soot incandescence
dominates the flame radiation emissions during most of the heat
release period. The temperatures of the soot particles and the sur-
rounding gas differ. This difference is negligible when the soot
particles and gas products are in thermal equilibrium, so the mea-
sured temperatures of the soot particles based on two-color py-
rometry is an appropriate estimate of the flame temperature �3,8�.

Zhao and Ladommatos �3� reviewed the research on the two-
color method for optical diagnostics of in-cylinder soot and com-
bustion temperatures in diesel engines, focusing on the selection
of wavelengths, calibration, data acquisition, effects of soot depo-
sition on the window, effects of nonuniform temperatures and
soot, and temperature and soot imaging. Li and Wallace �9� used
three optical fiber probes installed in the cylinder head to measure
soot temperatures and concentrations in a diesel engine at three
points in the combustion chamber. Vattulainen et al. �5� described
a system for quantitative imaging diagnostics and its application
to in-cylinder flame-temperature measurements in large diesel en-

gines. Tian et al. �10� investigated the combustion process of eth-
anol injected into the intake port and ignited with the diesel fuel
with the two-color method, and discussed combining data for two
wavelengths. However, with two-color pyrometry, the system
needs to be calibrated beforehand to determine the apparent tem-
perature at the chosen wavelength to establish a relationship be-
tween the apparent temperatures and the corresponding sensor
outputs using the same geometry for the system and the measured
object �3,8�. Obviously, the calibration is only applicable for the
same geometry. The literature on two-color pyrometry has mainly
used two-wavelength measurements, with many discussions on
the choice of wavelengths. The analyses have shown that both
visible and infrared wavelengths may be used in two-color sys-
tems, but the visible wavelengths are preferred �3,8�.

This paper presents a multicolor pyrometry system respectively
based on a fiber optic spectrometer and a color charge coupled
device �CCD�, which does not require geometry calibrations, as
an extension of the two-color pyrometer. The radiation intensity
ratio �the relative intensity� of different wavelengths/wavebands is
utilized to calculate the solutions, eliminating the need to calibrate
beforehand for the geometry. At least three wavelengths are re-
quired for the temperature and soot calculations. The multiwave-
length measurements use an improved data-processing method
based on the nonlinear least-squares technique for the solutions.
These results are used to identify the best combination of three
wavelengths to provide the necessary reference information for a
three-color pyrometer for optical diagnostics in an IC engine. Fi-
nally, the result differences between the multicolor system based
on a fiber optic spectrometer and the pyrometer based on a color
CCD for measuring diesel flame-temperature and soot distribu-
tions are analyzed.

2 Principle of Multicolor Pyrometry

2.1 Two-Color Pyrometry. Multicolor pyrometry is based on
the relationship between the temperature and the emitted thermal
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radiation intensity. The spectral intensity of a blackbody is a func-
tion of the wavelength and temperature alone as described by
Planck’s law

Ib,��T� =
C1

� · �5�exp�C2/�T� − 1�
�1�

where C1 and C2 are the first and second Planck law constants,
C1=1.1910439�10−16 W m2 sr−1 and C2=1.4388�10−2 m K.
For values of �T less than 3000 �m K, Ib,��T� may be described
using Wien’s radiation law with an accuracy of around 1% �11�

Ib,��T� = 1/� · C1�−5 · exp�− C2/�T� �2�

The spectral emissivity �� is defined as the ratio of the actual
intensity I� emitted by an actual body at a given wavelength to the
black body intensity

I� = ��Ib,��T� �3�

For soot particles in a diesel flame, �� is estimated by the widely
used empirical correlation �3�

�� = 1 − exp�− KL/��� �4�

where K �m−1� is the absorption coefficient proportional to the
number density of the soot particles, L �m� is the geometric thick-
ness of the flame along the optical axis of the imaging system
�length of the optical path� and � is an empirical parameter de-
pending on the physical and optical properties of the soot in the
flame. In the visible spectrum, � has a fixed value of 1.39 for
diesel flames �3�.

The measured intensity signal at the wavelength �i obtained by
a multicolor pyrometry system is given by

Vi = � · I�i
= � · �1 − exp�− KL/�i

���Ib,�i
�T� �5�

where Vi is the output value �for an 8 bit sensor, the value range is
from 0 to 255�; � �1 / �W m−2 sr−1�� is an instrument constant
obtained by calibration, which is a function of various factors in
the system including the radiation attenuation, observation dis-
tance, observation angle, lens properties, and analog-to-digital sig-
nal conversion.

In a traditional two-color system, the effect of the unknown
instrument constant � is usually eliminated by calibrating with a
blackbody or a standard tungsten lamp to determine the relation-
ship between the intensity I�i

and the sensor output Vi �3,8�. The
calibrated I�i

may also be expressed in terms of the apparent tem-
perature Ta,i, which is defined as the temperature of a blackbody
that emits the same radiation intensity as the nonblackbody at
temperature T, which is I�i

�T�= Ib,��Ta,i�. Combining Eqs. �2�–�5�
gives

KL = − �i
� ln�1 −

exp�− C2/�iT�
exp�− C2/�iTa,i�

� �6�

The unknown product KL can be eliminated by equating Eq. �6�
for two specific wavelengths �1 and �2

�1
� ln�1 −

exp�− C2/�1T�
exp�− C2/�1Ta,1�� = �2

� ln�1 −
exp�− C2/�2T�

exp�− C2/�2Ta,2��
�7�

An iterative solution of Eqs. �6� and �7� will give the temperature
T and the soot factor KL. However, the calculations require that
the geometric conditions for the instrument constant � remain the
same for the calibration experiments and the actual measurements.
In two-color systems, the choice of the two wavelengths is also a
key issue. Generally, the visible wavelengths are preferred due to
the higher sensitivity and signal to noise �S/N� ratio in the visible
range than in the infrared range. In addition, the chosen wave-
lengths should be far from the radiation or absorption bands of the
gas molecules and free radicals in the reaction zone of the flame
such as OH, CH, C2, HCO, NH, NH2, CO2, CO, water vapor, and

fuel vapor, which may give appreciable emissions in the visible
and near-ultraviolet regions. Thus, the wavelengths most often
used by researchers with two-color pyrometry are: 549 nm, 750
nm; 529 nm, 624 nm; 550 nm, 700 nm; 460 nm, 640 nm; 550 nm,
650 nm; 450 nm, 640 nm; 581 nm, 631 nm; 540 nm, 643 nm; and
470 nm, 650 nm.

2.2 Multicolor Pyrometry

2.2.1 Principle. The calibration needed to relate Vi and I�i
in

Eq. �5� can be eliminated by a noncalibration mode that utilizes
the radiation intensity ratio of two wavelengths �i and � j as a
relative intensity Mi,j=Vi /Vj

Mi,j =
Vi

Vj
=

�1 − exp�− KL/�i
��� · �i

−5 exp�− C2/�iT�
�1 − exp�− KL/� j

��� · � j
−5 exp�− C2/� jT�

�8�

Thus, Mi,j is the function of the temperature T and the soot factor
KL. The derivative of Mi,j is

dMi,j =
�Mi,j

�T
· dT +

�Mi,j

��KL�
· d�KL� or �Mi,j =

�Mi,j

�T
· �T

+
�Mi,j

��KL�
· ��KL� �9�

where the variables �Mi,j /��KL� and �Mi,j /�T are

�Mi,j

��KL�
=

��Vi/Vj�
��KL�

= � �i
−� exp�− KL/�i

��
�1 − exp�− KL/� j

���

−
� j

−� exp�− KL/� j
�� · �1 − exp�− KL/�i

���
�1 − exp�− KL/� j

���2 �
· �i

−5/� j
−5 · exp�C2/T · �1/� j − 1/�i��

�10�
�Mi,j

�T
=

��Vi/Vj�
�T

=
1 − exp�− KL/�i

��
1 − exp�− KL/� j

��
·

�i
−5

� j
−5 · exp�C2/T · �1/� j

− 1/�i�� ·
C2

T2 · � 1

�i
−

1

� j
�

Equation �9� shows the sensitivity of the radiation intensity ratio
to the temperature and the soot factor. If a small change in �Mi,j
brings about a great change of ��T /T ,��KL� / �KL�� when solving
for �T ,KL�, then the solution �T ,KL� is very sensitive to Mi,j. The
issues about the sensitivity were analyzed in detail by Fu et al.
�12�.

Multicolor pyrometry requires that radiation intensity measure-
ments be made at many wavelength combinations, the number of
which is not less than the degrees of freedom in Eq. �8�. Thus, at
least two combinations are needed, that is, three different wave-
lengths. Consider an example of a three-color pyrometry with the
typical wavelengths ��1 ,�2 ,�3� as 500 nm, 600 nm, and 700 nm,
respectively, each with a bandwidth of 20 nm. The investigated
temperature range is 1500–2500 K, and the KL range is 0.2–2.0.
The complex relationship between the intensity ratios M1,2 and
M1,3 and the variables T and KL can be uniquely determined by
numerical simulations, as shown in Fig. 1, where the abscissa
represents the intensity ratio M1,2=V1 /V2 and the ordinate repre-
sents the intensity ratio M1,3=V1 /V3. This distribution can be re-
corded in a database relating �M1,2 ,M1,3� and �T ,KL� for conve-
nient use in the measurement calculations.

Measured multicolor data for a larger number of wavelengths
will also give the solutions for the temperature T and the soot
factor KL. Generally, with multiple intensity ratios, the least-
squares technique is used to fit the data for the solutions. The extra
data should reduce the noise and the effects of random fluctua-
tions in the measurements.

2.2.2 Nonlinear Least-Squares Method. Since the emissivity
in Eq. �4� is not a linear exponential function of the wavelength,
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the nonlinear least-squares method is used to analyze the data
�13�. Assume N combinations of wavelengths, and then the error
function � is defined as

��T,KL� = �
�i,j�

N

�Mi,j�T,KL� − f i,j�2 �11�

where f i,j is the measured intensity ratio for wavelengths �i and
� j. Minimizing the error function � gives the solutions T� and
KL�. The least-squares principle gives

��

�T
= 0,

��

��KL�
= 0 �12�

We expand Mi,j in a Taylor series around the initial data �T0 ,KL0�
and define the vector �z= �T�−T0 ,KL�−KL0�. An iterative solu-
tion of Eq. �12� reduces �z until �z is negligible to obtain the
approximate solutions T� and KL�.

2.2.3 Improved Data-Processing Method. The magnitude
�Mi,j /�T of the intensity ratio sensitivity to the temperature is
greatly different from the magnitude �Mi,j /��KL� of the sensitiv-
ity to the soot factor. This usually results in large measurement
uncertainties when iteratively solving for �T� ,KL�� using the
least-squares in Eq. �11�. Therefore, to account for the relative
changes of T and KL arising from the deviation value �Mi,j− f i,j�,
Eq. �11� should be rewritten as

	�T,KL� = �
�i,j�

N ���Mi,j − f i,j� ·
�T

�Mi,j
·

1

T
�2

+ ��Mi,j − f i,j� ·
��KL�
�Mi,j

·
1

KL
�2	 �13�

The solutions are then obtained by minimizing 	�T ,KL�. Approxi-
mate solutions for �T� ,KL�� can be found by calculating 	 at
every temperature T and soot factor KL within the specified range
�T� �1500 K,2500 K� , KL� �0.2,2.0�� appropriate for diesel
flames for most working conditions to find the minimum. This
modified calculation method will be used in the following analy-
ses. Due to involving iterations in the process, the time taken for
a solution may be longer, especially for the case with more com-
binations N. It may cause difficulties for real-time measurement.
Therefore, for the following experiment applications, we will give
some discussions.

3 Experiments and Discussions
The diesel fuel combustion temperatures and soot factors were

measured using the multicolor pyrometry respectively based on a
fiber optic spectrometer and a color CCD.

3.1 Temperature Measurements Based on a Fiber Optic
Spectrometer. An AvaSpec-2048 fiber optic spectrometer with a
spectral range �200–1100 nm� and a spectral resolution �0.6 nm�
was used for the multiwavelength measurements. The spectral re-
sponse of the spectrometer was calibrated using a standard source.
The effectiveness of the multicolor pyrometry with the fiber optic
spectrometer was evaluated in experiments conducted in a 54–120
kW test furnace with diesel fuel, as shown in Fig. 2. After starting
up the RIELLO 40 G10 burner of the furnace and working at
standard conditions, the spectrometer was aimed at the No. 3 op-
tical window of the furnace. After 10 min of steady working con-
ditions and normal combustion, the spectral radiation intensities at
16 wavelengths from 500 nm to 690 nm were simultaneously
recorded at wavelength intervals of 10 nm or 20 nm, with the
results shown in Fig. 3. The measured intensity curve was smooth
without obvious absorption valleys or emission crests. This choice
of wavelengths avoids the effects of the radiation or absorption
bands of the gas molecules and free radicals in the flame reaction
zone. This data gives 120 combinations of dual-wavelength rela-

Fig. 1 Distribution of „T ,KL… in the measurement coordinates „M1,2 ,M1,3…

Fig. 2 Diesel fuel test furnace
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tive intensity ratios Mi,j. The solutions �T=2020 K, KL=0.88�
were then obtained by searching the entire range �T
� �1500 K,2500 K� , KL� �0.2,2.0�� based on Eqs. �8� and
�13�. This temperature result using the multicolor inverse method
agrees with the standard value.

Although the 16-wavelength measurements will be more accu-
rate, this method is not suitable for the online analyses of dynamic
diesel flames with high-frequency fluctuations due to the long
data-processing time needed to solve a minimum of Eqs.
�11�–�13�. Therefore, as with the three-color pyrometer, three
wavelengths can be used to calculate the solutions, which greatly
improves the computing time. There are 560 combinations of
three wavelengths for �1
�2
�3 within 16 different wave-
lengths. Each of the three-wavelength groups can be used to form
two intensity ratios �M1,2 ,M1,3�, which satisfy the mathematical
requirements to uniquely determine the solutions �T ,KL�. With
ideal measurements, the solutions obtained from the three-
wavelength pyrometry are the same as the solutions from the 16-
wavelength pyrometry. However, there are measurement uncer-
tainties from many sources, including the sensor, the emissivity
model, and environmental noise. Thus, the 16-wavelength pyrom-
etry should be more accurate than the three-wavelength pyrom-
etry, since the improved least-squares technique reduces the mea-
surement uncertainties to some extent. Therefore, for the three-
wavelength pyrometry, three wavelengths should be carefully
chosen to achieve the optimum results. The 16-wavelength data
provide an important experimental reference. The solutions Ti and
KLi for each three-wavelength combination i of the 560 combina-
tions were calculated and compared with �T=2020 K, KL
=0.88� from the 16-wavelength measurements as the true solu-
tions. The distribution of the relative temperature error �Ti−T� /T
for the 560 combinations is shown in Fig. 4. The range of the
relative temperature errors was �10–13%. The relative soot factor

error �KLi−KL� /KL for the 560 combinations shown in Fig. 5 has
a much wider range of �62–115%, which again indicates that the
soot factor KL is more sensitive to measurement uncertainties than
the temperature T.

The conditions for the choice of the best three wavelengths
were then restricted to


�Ti − T�/T
 
 1%, 
�KLi − KL�/KL
 
 3%, �2 − �1

� 20 nm, �3 − �2 � 20 nm �14�

The results in Figs. 4 and 5 give the 36 combinations ��1 ,�2 ,�3�
shown in Fig. 6, which is about 6.4% of the entire 560 combina-
tions. The ordinate in Fig. 6 represents the combination number.
Each “circle” represents the wavelength in the combination i. Ac-
tual three-wavelength pyrometry measurements based on these in-
tensity ratios can use any of the suitable three-wavelength combi-
nations given here.

3.2 Temperature Measurements Based on a Color CCD.
Optical pyrometers are now being produced with a CCD sensor
for temperature measurements through optical visualizations
�5–8,14–16�. A CCD is a light-sensitive integrated circuit that
stores and displays the data for an image by converting each pixel
of the image. CCD sensors can conveniently enable temperature
field measurements that overcome the shortcomings of traditional
spot pyrometers that only detect a few points. Existing CCD-
based pyrometer systems use various means to separate the mea-
surement wavelengths/wavebands with a single CCD or multiple
CCDs. In single CCD systems, images for different colors are
sequentially formed on the same monochrome sensor array

Fig. 3 Spectral radiation intensities at 16 wavelengths

Fig. 4 Relative temperature errors

Fig. 5 Relative soot factor errors

Fig. 6 Three-wavelength combinations
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through a beam splitting/filtering assembly with narrow-band in-
terference filters �8,14,17� or are simultaneously recorded on a
color CCD sensor array with a R-G-B waveband mosaic pixel
filter �18,19�, with the flame-temperature and soot distributions
then calculated.

This research used an established R-G-B waveband measure-
ment system based on a color CCD with an ICX285AL chip �pro-
gressive scanning, 1,450,000 pixels, 1392 �H��1036 �V�, cell
size 6.45�6.45 �m2, 12 bit data depth, S/N ratio 56 dB, and
20 frames per second at the maximum resolution� for the tempera-
ture field measurements of a diesel flame. This pyrometer system
has been evaluated �20� through an integrating sphere and a high-
temperature blackbody source. The equation relating the spectral
radiation intensity to the pixel output for the frame image of a
diesel flame is

VR = � ·�
380 nm

780 nm

FR��� · �� · Ib,��T�d�

VG = � ·�
380 nm

780 nm

FG��� · �� · Ib,��T�d� �15�

VB = � ·�
380 nm

780 nm

FB��� · �� · Ib,��T�d�

where �VR ,VG ,VB� are the pixel values calibrated by the instru-
ment parameters used as the three-waveband measurement out-
puts of the system and �FR��� ,FG��� ,FB���� are the spectral re-
sponse functions of the CCD-based pyrometer. The radiation
intensity ratios are defined as

MR,G = VR/VG, MR,B = VR/VB �16�

The R-G-B waveband measurements described by Eq. �15� may
be approximatively treated as three representative wavelength
measurements of ��R ,�G ,�B�= �475 nm,535 nm,590 nm� for
this CCD system. However, the representative wavelengths may
be differently adopted for different CCD systems �19,21�. Thus,
the intensity ratios for a blackbody ��=1 are rewritten as

VR,b/VG,b =
�380 nm

780 nmFR��� · Ib,��T�d�

�380 nm
780 nmFG��� · Ib,��T�d�

=
kR · Ib,�R

�T�

kG · Ib,�G
�T�

�17�

VR,b/VB,b =
�380 nm

780 nmFR��� · Ib,��T�d�

�380 nm
780 nmFB��� · Ib,��T�d�

=
kR · Ib,�R

�T�

kB · Ib,�B
�T�

where �kR ,kG ,kB� are the calibration coefficients for the simplifi-
cation processing, and the coefficient ratios are obtained through a

blackbody source at various temperatures, as shown in Fig. 7. The
coefficient ratios slightly change with the temperature.

Since the wavelength bandwidths of �FR��� ,FG��� ,FB���� are
not very wide and less than 200 nm, Eq. �16� may be approxi-
mately expressed as follows with ��R ,�G ,�B�:

MR,G =
VR

VG
=

��R
· kR · Ib,�R

�T�

��G
· kG · Ib,�G

�T�
, MR,B =

VR

VB
=

��R
· kR · Ib,�R

�T�

��B
· kB · Ib,�B

�T�

�18�

Equations �18� and �13� can be obtained to calculate the tempera-
ture. In actual measurements using the CCD-based system,
�VR ,VG ,VB� are the quantification values. For an 8 bit output, this
value range is from 0 to 255. Therefore, we can, beforehand,
iteratively calculate the temperature T based on Eqs. �13� and �18�
for every combination �VR ,VG ,VB� within the range from 0 to
255. In addition, the relationship results between �VR ,VG ,VB� or
�MR,G ,MR,B� and T are recorded in the database format. In appli-
cations, we could conveniently obtain the temperature T through
searching the database, which avoids the iteration processing and
greatly reduces the calculation time. It could well satisfy the re-
quirement of real-time measurements.

The CCD-based system was properly positioned and the iris
aperture was adjusted for the same diesel combustion flame test-
ing environments as in Sec. 3.1. The alignment guaranteed that the
system optic axial was perpendicular to the plane of the No. 3
optical window of the furnace with the exit radiation in the field of
view. The diesel flame images were recorded with the appropriate
instrument parameters with an example of the diesel flame-
temperature field shown in Fig. 8. The calculation steps are the
same as the above descriptions, by, beforehand, establishing the
relationship database between �VR ,VG ,VB� and T.

The average temperature T̄ of the diesel flame in Fig. 8 is 1882
K based on

T�p,q� =
1

N � M
· �

p,q=1

N,M

T�p,q� �19�

where N�M is the effective pixel number of a frame image, and
�p ,q� are the coordinates of each pixel in the image. The degree of
temperature nonuniformity in the flame image may be described
as

1

T�p,q�� 1

N � M
· �

p,q=1

N,M

�T�p,q� − T�p,q��2	0.5

�20�

The nonuniformity of the diesel flame image in Fig. 8 is 5.51%,
which means that the average range of temperature distribution is
1882 K�104 K.

A comparison of the fiber optic spectrometer and the color CCD
pyrometer system show the following.

�i� The multicolor pyrometer based on a fiber optic spectrom-
eter can only realize single point measurements. The tem-
perature solution TFOS=2020 K of the measured point is
acceptable, but it is inconvenient for measuring two-
dimensional temperature distributions.

Fig. 7 Ratios of calibration coefficients at different
temperatures

Fig. 8 Original diesel flame image and calculated temperature
distributions „from left to right… for an exposure time of 100 �s
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�ii� The three-color pyrometer system based on the color CCD
provides full two-dimensional measurements and is, thus,
much more convenient. The measured average tempera-
ture TCCD=1882 K is less than the point result TFOS
=2020 K for several reasons:

�a� The R-G-B waveband measurements described in Eq.
�15� are simplified to three representative wavelength
measurements ��R ,�G ,�B�= �475 nm,535 nm,590 nm�
by the calibration coefficients, which causes some error
for diesel flame measurements even though the conver-
sion relationship is obtained from a calibration with a
blackbody. However, since the determination relationship
of the representative wavelengths and the calibration co-
efficients depends on the temperature, the waveband, and
the emissivity function, the relationship calibrated with
blackbody measurements are not always accurate for ac-
tual measurements with a specified emissivity. It is ad-
dressed that the maximum temperature error based on
this simplification may be up to 6% in a specified ex-
ample �22�. Therefore, we think that this simplification
may be the major error source, which will be further
evaluated in future work. However, such a process of
three-wavelength measurements could bring a merit that
avoids the calculation’s complexity of the coupling be-
tween the waveband measurements and the emissivity
function. In addition, the results based on this simplifica-
tion are still acceptable and the relative difference is
about 6.83% comparing with the result TFOS=2020 K
based on multicolor methods using a fiber optic spec-
trometer.

�b� The choice of the three wavelengths affects the solution
precision due to the measurement uncertainties, as shown
in Sec. 3.1. Even though the effective wavelengths
��R ,�G ,�B�= �475 nm,535 nm,590 nm� used for the
color CCD pyrometer system are accurate, those are not
optimum combinations to minimize the temperature mea-
surement uncertainties.

�iii� The solution accuracy of the CCD-based system can be
improved by directly deducing the solutions from the
waveband measurement equations combining the emissiv-
ity function after the CCD-based system spectral response
functions �FR��� ,FG��� ,FB���� are known. This will re-
duce the error �a� arising from the wavelength simplifica-
tion. However, the inversion solving of integration equa-
tions from waveband measurements needs to be studied in
order to minimize the uncertainty effects. In addition, the
spectrum responses also need to be reasonably designed as
the wavelength combination is optimized for wavelength
measurements.

�iv� Another scheme would be to use three CCDs in an inte-
grated system for the three-wavelength measurements
through a beam splitter with three optimum response
narrow-band interference filters. Although this three-CCD
system would be more complex than a single CCD system,
it could reduce the error �b�.

4 Conclusion
A multicolor pyrometry was used to measure the temperature of

diesel combustion flames. Unlike the traditional two-color pyrom-
etry, multicolor pyrometry uses the intensity ratios at different
wavelength/wavebands to eliminate the need for calibrations for
each geometry condition. For the inverse determination of
�T ,KL�, the extra multicolor information will improve the solu-
tions by reducing the effects of noise and random fluctuations. An
improved data-processing method based on the least-squares tech-
nique was used to fit the data to obtain the solutions. Verification
experiments using the multicolor pyrometry were conducted in a

54–120 kW test furnace with diesel fuel adopting the
spectrometer-based system and the CCD-based system. The fiber
optic spectrometer was used to record the spectral radiation inten-
sity of the diesel flame at 16 wavelengths from 500 nm to 690 nm
with wavelength intervals of 10 nm or 20 nm. These results were
used to choose three suitable wavelengths to accurate measure-
ments of diesel flame temperatures. A three-color pyrometer based
on a color CCD was then used in the same test environment to
measure the diesel flame temperatures. This technique has the
advantage of measuring the temperature and soot distributions.
The calculated average temperature TCCD=1882 K was less than
the temperature TFOS=2020 K at a specific location obtained
from the fiber optic spectrometer, but the differences can be well
explained leading to the means to reduce the temperature error.
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Superior Convective Heat
Transport for Laminar Boundary
Layer Flow Over a Flat Plate
Using Binary Gas Mixtures With
Light Helium and Selected
Heavier Gases
This paper addresses the laminar boundary layer flow of certain binary gas mixtures
along a heated flat plate. To form the binary gas mixtures, light helium (He) is the
primary gas and the heavier secondary gases are nitrogen �N2�, oxygen �O2�, xenon (Xe),
carbon dioxide �CO2�, methane �CH4�, tetrafluoromethane �CF4�, and sulfur hexafluoride
�SF6�. The central objective of this paper is to investigate the potential of this group of
binary gas mixtures for heat transfer intensification. From fluid physics, two thermophysi-
cal properties, i.e., viscosity � and density �, influence the fluid flow, whereas four
thermophysical properties, i.e., viscosity �, thermal conductivity �, density �, and heat
capacity at constant pressure Cp, affect the forced convective heat transfer. The heat
transfer augmentation from the flat plate is pursued by stimulating the forced convection
mode as a whole. In this regard, it became necessary to construct a specific correlation
equation to handle binary gas mixtures owing Prandtl number Pr� �0.1,1�. Whenever
there is heat transfer invigoration in forced flow, drag force accretion seems to be inevi-
table. A standard formula for estimating the drag force Fd exerted on the flat plate is
available from the fluid dynamics literature. The descriptive equations for the heat trans-
fer rate Qmix and drag force Fd,mix associated with the seven binary gas mixtures are
channeled through the four thermophysical properties, i.e., density �mix, viscosity �mix,
thermal conductivity �mix, and heat capacity at constant pressure Cp,mix, which depend on
the molar gas composition w. Two case studies suffice to elucidate the modified convec-
tive heat and momentum transport that the binary gas mixtures bring forward. At a film
temperature Tf �300 K and 1 atm, the He�SF6 mixture delivers the absolute maximum
for the relative heat transfer Qmix,abs max /B�16.71 at an optimal molar gas composition
wopt�0.96. When compared with the light primary He gas with a relative heat transfer
rate QHe /B�12.04, the He�SF6 mixture generates a significant heat transfer enhance-
ment of 39%. At a film temperature Tf �600 K and the same 1 atm, the relative heat
transfer QHe /B for the light primary gas He comes down to 10.77. In reference to this,
the He�SF6 mixture furnishes an absolute maximum heat transfer Qmix,abs max /B
�18.11 at an optimal molar gas composition wopt�0.96, yielding a remarkable heat
transfer enhancement of 68%. In the global context, the usage of exotic binary gas
mixtures with light helium and selected heavier gases may be envisioned for special tasks
in industries that demand high heat transfer rates. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000433�

Keywords: boundary layer flow, helium gas, binary gas mixtures, heat transfer
enhancement

1 Introduction

From the dual standpoints of fundamental and applied re-
searches, laminar boundary layer flows of incompressible fluids
with heat transfer is considered a topic of prominence in heat
transfer engineering because of its direct impact in a multitude of
industrial processes, e.g., petroleum, chemical, metallurgical,
nuclear, food, etc.

Aside from the aspect of general interest, a great amount of
effort has been devoted lately to the important issue of heat trans-
fer intensification. State-of-the-art review articles on heat transfer
enhancement authored by Bergles �1� and Manglik �2� have ap-
peared in specialized handbooks regularly. To attain high levels of
heat transfer augmentation in internal or external forced convec-
tion, deformation or destruction of the boundary layer by active or
passive method is a necessary condition. In general, heat transfer
enhancing schemes have been classified in Refs. �1,2� into two
broad categories: �a� passive schemes requiring no external power
or �b� active schemes, which demand the use of external power.
For instance, the application of fluid injection or suction to the
fluid flow is an active scheme, whereas the attachment of an array
of longitudinal fins onto a flat plate is a passive scheme.
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As stated in Refs. �1,2�, it is of great interest to explore new
passive schemes that, while conducive to heat transfer invigora-
tion, are power-independent, and on the other hand, do not modify
the solid surfaces in contact with the moving fluid. Further, it is
also imperative that in evaluating any active or passive scheme for
enhanced heat transfer related to external boundary layer flow,
attention must be given to the attendant drag force, which is inti-
mately connected to the power requirements of the blower that
sustains the incoming flow. Optimization of laminar flow over a
heated flat plate has been performed by Bejan �3� using methods
based on the second law of thermodynamics. Relying on the
Blasius–Pohlhausen solutions for u�x ,y� and T�x ,y� available in
the literature, he found the total rate of entropy generation S�
produced by fluids with Pr=1.

It appears that no attention has been given in the past to the
analysis of laminar boundary layer flows with heat transfer along
flat plates using incompressible binary gas mixtures as working
fluids. Because of this limitation, the heat/fluid flow characteris-
tics of binary gas mixtures remain unknown. Correspondingly, the
central objective in this study is to investigate the behavior of
laminar boundary layers of binary gas mixtures over heated flat
plates maintained at uniform temperatures. In this respect, the
primary gas chosen is light helium �He� and the secondary heavier
gases chosen �listed in alphabetical order� are carbon dioxide
�CO2�, methane �CH4�, nitrogen �N2�, oxygen �O2�, sulfur
hexafluoride �SF6�, tetrafluoromethane or carbon tetrafluoride
�CF4�, and xenon �Xe�. As a by-product, a collateral objective
relates to discover which binary gas mixtures are able to yield
reasonable heat transport magnification without excessive drag
force penalties that are unattainable by the light He gas or by the
companion heavier gases. In general, it is expected that the out-
come of the present theoretical study will warrant maximum heat
transport in laminar boundary layer flows of some binary gas mix-
tures over heated solid bodies coupled with moderate drag force in
an inexpensive way. Notwithstanding, the usage of these He-based
binary gas mixtures may provide a desirable alternative to con-
ventional air for heat exchange devices in industrial settings. This
information will provide valuable guidance to engineers that en-
gage in design activities.

The body of the paper is divided into four sections. Section 2
describes the detailed correlation equations for convection heat
transfer and drag forces connected to laminar boundary layer
flows. The accurate formulas that predict the thermophysical prop-
erties of the binary gas mixtures are explained in Sec. 3. The way
in which the heat transfer rates and drag forces vary with the
molar composition of the binary gas mixtures is put forward in
Sec. 4. Lastly, those binary gas mixtures that are capable of de-
livering maximum heat transfer rates are identified in Sec. 5.

2 Laminar Regime
Attention is directed at the ample spectrum of laminar boundary

layers of incompressible air, pure gas, or vapor flowing over a
uniformly heated flat plate at a fixed temperature Tw. As usual, the
incoming fluid has freestream velocity u� and freestream tempera-
ture T�. The flat plate is thin, so that the transition Reynolds
number Recr stays near 5�105.

2.1 Convective Heat Transfer. The rate of heat transfer Q
between a heated plate and a fluid is calculated with Newton’s
“equation of cooling”

Q = h̄AS�Tw − T�� �1�

If the surface area AS together with the temperature difference
Tw−T� are specified, the only possible way for increasing the rate
of heat transfer Q is by enlarging the magnitude of the average

heat transfer coefficient h̄. Conceptually, this idea implies the
stimulation of the forced convection mode as a whole, and this is

precisely the goal to be pursued in the present paper.
From forced convection theory �4�, the average heat transfer

coefficient h̄ in laminar boundary layer flows of incompressible
fluids along heated flat plates depends on the fluid temperature

gradient at the plate, say ���0� in dimensionless form. The h̄ de-
pendence, normally represented by the so-called Prandtl number
function ���0�= f�Pr�, gives way to a correlation equation for the
average Nusselt number NuL of general form

NuL =
h̄L

�
= ReL

1/2 � f�Pr� �2�

which is valid for all Reynolds numbers ReL	Recr=5�105. The
thermophysical properties of the fluid are evaluated at the film
temperature Tf = �Tw+T�� /2.

On the side, it is known that binary gas mixtures possess
Prandtl numbers that are squeezed between the lower subgroup
for metallic liquids with Pr
1 and the middle subgroup for air,
pure gases, and vapor sharing Pr�1, but closer to the latter
subgroup.

Attention is turned back to the Prandtl number function f�Pr�
appearing in Eq. �2�. As cited in Ref. �4�, Pohlhausen �5� numeri-
cally calculated a small group of dimensionless fluid temperature
gradients ���0�. If the fluids have Pr�0.5, they are adequately
correlated by the cubic parabola

���0� = f�Pr� = 0.332 Pr1/3 �3�

On the contrary, when the fluids have Pr�0.5 a different correla-
tion equation for f�Pr� must be constructed. Because this informa-
tion is missing, we applied nonlinear regression to the tabulated Pr
data that extends from 0.001 to 1000 �6�. The outcome of this
operation leads to the precise three-part power correlation equa-
tion

f�Pr� = 0.810 Pr0.454, Pr � �0.001,0.1� �4a�

f�Pr� = 0.678 Pr0.377, Pr � �0.1,1� �4b�

f�Pr� = 0.664 Pr0.333, Pr � �1,1000� �4c�

In here, R-square is �99.9% at the global level, while at the local
level, the maximum absolute error ascends to 2.25% when Pr
=0.005. The software MINITAB �7� facilitated the calculations.

As it is explicitly revealed in Eq. �4�, Eq. �4a� handles all liquid
metals, Eq. �4b� handles air, pure gases, vapor, and binary gas
mixtures, whereas Eq. �4c� handles water, and light and heavy
liquids.

2.2 Fluid Flow. A quantity of keen interest in laminar bound-
ary layer flows of incompressible fluids is the drag force Fd ex-
erted on a stationary flat plate. Its magnitude is directly related to
the power requirement of the blower to sustain a desired flow
level. For a flat plate with surface area AS, the drag force Fd is
defined by the product

Fd = wAS �5a�

where the average wall shear stress w and the freestream velocity
u� are linked through the expression

w = Cf��
u�

2

2
� �5b�

In here, the average skin friction coefficient Cf depending on the
Reynolds number ReL is obtained from the formula �4�

Cf =
1.328

ReL
1/2 �5c�

Similar to the limitations of Eq. �2�, Eq. �5c� covers all ReL
	Recr=5�105. Again, the thermophysical properties of the fluid
are evaluated at the film temperature Tf = �Tw+T�� /2.
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3 Laminar Regime of Binary Gas Mixtures
From theoretical concepts, heat transport happens by the con-

vection mode, which is comprised by the heat conduction mode
plus fluid movement �4�. This statement, when rewritten in terms
of the acting driving forces, is synonymous with the relation

�6�

As a point of reference, let us consider the laminar boundary
layer flow of incompressible air over a heated flat plate. Disre-
garding changes in �1� the size of the surface area AS, �2� the
intensity of the freestream velocity u�, and �3� the level of tem-
perature difference Tw−T�, the improvement of heat transfer from
the flat plate to the moving air responds to the stimulation of the

convection mode as a whole, that is, elevating the magnitude of h̄.
Focusing on this singular aspect, a viable option seeks to replace
the air with a better pure gas, or perhaps with a better binary gas
mixture. In this work, we focused our attention on the latter option
simply because by doing so the former option becomes a particu-
lar case.

In light of the foregoing arguments, it is expected that the in-
teraction between the intervening thermophysical properties of the
light primary He gas when paired with those for the heavier sec-
ondary gases N2, O2, Xe, CO2, CH4, CF4, and SF6 could modify
in a favorable manner the velocity and temperature of some of the
seven binary gas mixtures flowing along the heated flat plate. As a
result, this behavioral alteration could ultimately lead to reason-
able degrees of heat transfer enhancement.

3.1 Convective Heat Transfer. Introducing Eq. �4b� into Eq.
�2� provides the appropriate average Nusselt number for binary

gas mixtures NuL,mix. Let h̄mix designate the average heat transfer
coefficient for a prototypical binary gas mixture in Eq. �1�, creat-
ing the proportionality

Qmix �
�mix

0.623�mix
0.500Cp,mix

0.377

�mix
0.123 �7a�

or the equation

Qmix/B =
�mix

0.623�mix
0.500Cp,mix

0.377

�mix
0.123 �7b�

where the subscript “mix” in the variables signifies binary gas
mixture. Each of the four thermophysical properties �mix, �mix,
�mix, and Cp,mix depends on the molar gas composition w. The
overall parameter B in Eq. �7b� absorbs the surface area AS �a
geometric quantity� and the freestream velocity u� �a hydrody-
namic quantity� directly, while the film temperature Tf �a thermal
quantity� is reflected indirectly, that is

B = 0.678 W�u�L�0.5�Tw − T�� �7c�

with units of m2 K s−0.5.

3.2 Fluid Flow. Attention is now directed to the drag force
exerted by a prototypical binary gas mixture flow past the station-
ary flat plate Fd,mix. The combination of �5� and �6� gives rise to
the proportionality

Fd,mix � �mix
0.50�mix

0.50 �8a�

or the equation

Fd,mix/C = �mix
0.50�mix

0.50 �8b�

where again the subscript “mix” in the variables refers to binary
gas mixture. Each of the two thermophysical properties depends
on the molar gas composition w. As was done before, the overall
coefficient C in Eq. �8b� embraces the surface area AS �a geomet-
ric quantity� and the freestream velocity u� �a hydrodynamic
quantity� directly, but the film temperature Tf �a thermal quantity�
appears indirectly, that is

C = 0.664 W�u�L�0.5 �8c�

with units of m2 s−0.5.
In reality, the objective of this paper is to increase Q while

keeping Fd at a low-to-moderate level. In the context of binary gas
mixtures, let us pause here momentarily to describe the ideal ther-
mophysical properties that the binary gas mixtures bring forth in
harmony with the structure of Eqs. �7b� and �8b�. First, it is clear
that to enhance the heat transfer Qmix, the trio �mix, �mix, and
Cp,mix in the numerator of Eq. �7b� has to be large, and �mix in the
denominator has to be small. Second, to keep Fd,mix at low-to-
moderate values, a small �mix and/or a small �mix in Eq. �8b� will
do the job. In addition, it is recognizable that a large �mix for Qmix
in Eq. �7b� contradicts a small �mix for Fd,mix in Eq. �8b�. In other
words, this means that a large �mix affects Fd,mix adversely in Eq.
�8b� and a small �mix affects Qmix adversely in Eq. �7b�. There-
fore, to settle this matter, an intermediate �mix seems to be a rea-
sonable compromise.

4 Thermophysical Properties of Binary Gas Mixtures
Heat convection theory �4� predicts that laminar velocity and

temperature boundary layers of incompressible gases depend on
four thermophysical properties, i.e., density �, viscosity �, ther-
mal conductivity �, and heat capacity at constant pressure Cp. In
principle, for the case of a binary gas mixture, each of the four
thermophysical properties varies with temperature T, pressure p,
and molar gas composition w by way of the triple-valued func-
tions f�w ,p ,T� �8�. In practice, if T and p are fixed, a single-
valued functions f�w� surfaces up. Accordingly, accurate formulas
for the quartet �mix�w�, �mix�w�, �mix�w�, and Cp,mix�w� are gath-
ered from the literature on applied thermodynamics and physical
chemistry and are presented in Secs. 4.1–4.5.

4.1 Molar Gas Composition. The molar gas composition wi
of a certain binary gas mixture is defined as the mass fraction of
the single gas i

wi = xi� Mi

Mmix
�, for i = 1,2 �9�

where xi is the mole fraction, Mi is the molar mass of gas i, and
Mmix=x1M1+x2M2 is the molar mass of the gas-gas mixture �8�.

4.2 Viscosity. Based on the kinetic theory of gases �9,10�, the
viscosity of a binary gas mixture �mix is calculated from the de-
terminant ratio formula

�mix = −
�HAA HAB xA

HBA HBB xB

xA xB 0
�

	HAA HAB

HAB HBB
	 �10�

First, the elements HAA and HBB along the main diagonal are

HAA =
xA

2

�A
+

2xAxB

�AB

mAmB

�mA + mB�2� 5

3AAB
�

+
mB

mA
� �11a�

The expression for HBB is obtained from the one for HAA inter-
changing the subscripts A and B. Second, the elements off the
main diagonal HAB and HBA are

HAB�A � B� = −
2xAxB

�AB

mAmB

�mA + mB�2� 5

3AAB
�

− 1� �11b�

In here, the interaction viscosity �AB is evaluated from the com-
plex relation
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�AB =
5

16

� 2mAmB

mA + mB
� kT

�
�1/2 1

�AB
2 �AB

��2,2��TAB
� �

�12�

in which the subscripts A and B identify the heavier and lighter
gases of the A-B pair, mA and mB are the masses of A and B, xA

and xB are the mole fraction of A and B, and AAB
� is the ratio

collision integral defined by Bzowski et al. �11�. The functional
correlation equations deduced in Ref. �11� facilitate the estimation
of the reduced viscosity collision integral �ij

��2,2� in Eq. �12�.
The above approach guarantees that the viscosity �mix for bi-

nary gas mixtures can be estimated with a maximum error of 1%
when compared against experimental data.

4.3 Thermal Conductivity. For a binary gas mixture,
Schreiber at al. �12� developed the following determinant ratio
formula for the estimation of the thermal conductivity �mix

�mix = −
�LAA LAB xA

LAB LBB xB

xA xB 0
�

	LAA LAB

LAB LBB
	 �13�

Here, the elements LAA, LBB, and LAB are given by

LAA =
xA

2

�A
+

25xAxB

8AAB
� �AB

� R

Cp,A
0 �2

� 
25

4
yB

4 +
15

2
yA

4 − 3yB
4BAB

�

+ 4yA
2yB

2AAB
� + �Cp,A

0

R
− 2.5�� �14a�

LBB =
xB

2

�B
+

xAxB

2AAB
� �AB

�25

4
yA

4 +
15

2
yB

4 − 3yA
4BAB

� + 4yA
2yB

2AAB
� �

�14b�

LAB = −
5xAxByA

2yB
2

4A
AB
* �AB

� R

Cp,A
0 ��55

4
− 3BAB

� − 4AAB
� � �14c�

where �A and �B are the thermal conductivity of the molecular
gases A and B, and �AB is the interaction thermal conductivity. In
Eqs. �14a� and �14c�, Cp

0 stands for the isobaric heat capacity of
gas A from the ideal gas calculated from statistical thermodynam-
ics, R is the gas constant and A� and B� are collision integral
ratios. Also, yp is the mass ratio of species q, which is obtained
from

yp
2 =

Mq

MA + MB
�15�

where Mq is the molar mass of species q. The interaction thermal
conductivity �AB is calculated by the relation

�AB =
15

8
R�MA + MB

MAMB
��AB �16�

in which the interaction viscosity �AB is obtained from Eq. �12�.
The thermal conductivity for binary gas mixtures �mix may be

estimated with excellent precision within a 1% error band.

4.4 Density. At low pressures, the molar density of a binary
gas mixture �mix is determined with the truncated virial equation
of state

Z =
p

RT�mix
= 1 + B2�mix �17�

where Z is the compressibility factor, p is the pressure, R is the
gas constant, and B2 is the second virial coefficient. Using phase
equilibrium concepts for a general binary gas mixture consisting
of m gases, Bm is calculated by the double summation �13�

Bm = �
i=1

m

�
j=1

m

xixjBij �18�

where Bii is the second virial coefficient of pure gas i, Bjj is the
second virial coefficient of pure gas j, and Bij is the interaction of
the second virial coefficients. To evaluate B2, we used the simple
correlation proposed by Tsonopoulos �14�

B2pc

RTc
= B�0� + �B�1� �19�

where � is the Pitzer acentric factor. The values of B�0� and B�1�

are computed from the relations

B�0� = 0.1445 −
0.33

Tr
−

0.1385

Tr
2 −

0.0121

Tr
3 −

0.000607

Tr
8 �20�

and

B�1� = 0.0637 +
0.331

Tr
2 −

0.423

Tr
3 −

0.008

Tr
8 �21�

where Tr=T /Tc, and Tc, pc, and � for the pure gases are taken
from Ref. �8�.

The uncertainty in determining the density of binary gas mix-
tures �mix with this methodology stays around 0.1%.

4.5 Heat Capacity at Constant Pressure. The molar heat
capacity at constant pressure Cp,mix

0 of binary gas mixtures at low
densities may be adequately predicted by the mixing rule �8�

Cp,mix
0 = �

i=1

2

xiCp,i
0 �22�

where xi is the mole fraction and Cp,i
0 is the molar heat capacity at

constant pressure of gas i. In Eq. �22�, the molar heat capacity at
constant pressure Cp

0 and constant volume Cv
0 of pure gases are

quantified by the pair of equations

Cp
0 − Cv

0 = R �23�
and

Cv
0

R
= S + �

j=1

k ��vj

T
�2 exp��vj

T
�


exp��vj

T
��2

�24�

In the last equation, the symbol ��j stands for the characteristic
vibrational temperature for the vibrational degree of freedom j.
Besides, S assumes values of 5/2 for linear molecules and 3 for
nonlinear molecules �15�.

The uncertainty in calculating the heat capacity at constant
pressure Cp,mix

0 of binary gas mixtures with the combination of the
mixing rule and Statistical Thermodynamics is of the order of 1%.

5 Maximization of Heat Transfer With Binary Gas
Mixtures

When the accurate formulas for the four thermophysical prop-
erties �mix�w�, �mix�w�, �mix�w�, and Cp,mix�w� given by Eqs. �10�,
�13�, �17�, and �22� at a certain p and T are introduced into Eqs.
�7� and �8�, the heat transfer rate Qmix and the drag force Fd,mix
respond to continuous changes in the molar gas composition w of
the seven binary gas mixtures He+N2, He+O2, He+Xe, He
+CO2, He+CF4, He+CH4, and He+SF6 in the proper w-domain
�0,1�. Using small steps �w=0.01, the methodical algebraic cal-
culations for the pair Qmix and Fd,mix associated with the seven
binary gas mixtures are carried out with the spreadsheet software
EXCEL �16�.

The objective of the subsection is to search for the absolute
maximum of the objective function, namely, the relative heat
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transfer rate Qmix�w� /B in Eq. �7b�. Conceptually, a point w
=wopt is an absolute maximum of a single-valued function
Qmix�w� /B if

Qmix�wopt�/B � Qmix�w�/B �25�

for all w values inside the w-domain �0,1�. In other words, the
location of the optimal molar gas composition wopt corresponds to
the w value that renders an absolute maximum Qmix,abs max /B for
all computed ranges of Qmix�w� /B contained in �0,1�. Correspond-
ingly, the companion relative drag force Fd,mix /C in Eq. �8b� must
be evaluated at the same wopt.

6 Presentation of Numerical Results
From a qualitative standpoint, it was deemed appropriate to

contrast the united characteristics for convective heat and momen-
tum transport of the seven binary gas mixtures moving along a
heated flat plate against those of light helium, the primary gas in
binary gas mixtures. Recall that the latter constitutes the baseline
case, knowing that the transition Reynolds number Recr stays near
5�105.

First, the numerical values of the thermophysical properties �,
�, �, and Cp for the eight single gases He, N2, O2, Xe, CO2, CH4,
CF4, and SF6 at two different film temperatures Tf =300 K and
600 K, both sharing 1 atm, are listed in Tables 1 and 2. At this
point, it is instructive to inspect the items in Table 1 to notice
the variability of the four thermophysical properties for the
seven heavy secondary gases with respect to the light primary
gas He. Among the eight gases, He has the highest �He
=155.70 mW /mK, the highest Cp,He=5199.11 J /kg K, the low-
est �He=0.1624 kg /m3, and an intermediate �He=19.92 �Pa s.
As a consequence, in reference to Eq. �7b� the lowest �He needs to
be compensated by a high � for the heavy secondary gas�es� and
the intermediate �He needs to be compensated with a low � for the
heavy secondary gas�es�.

A set of four figures has been prepared to illustrate how the two
target parameters, i.e., the relative heat transfer rate Qmix /B and
the relative drag force Fd,mix /C for the binary gas mixtures, are
vulnerable to the molar gas composition w in the w-domain �0,1�.
In the figure format, the abscissa associates the left extreme w

=0 with the light primary gas He, whereas the right extreme w
=1 is connected to each of the seven heavier secondary gases N2,
O2, Xe, CO2, CH4, CF4, and SF6.

At Tf =300 K and 1 atm, Fig. 1 discloses the family of curves
for the relative heat transfer rate Qmix /B changing with w in �0,1�,
which exhibits skewed-to-the-right shapes. Among the group of
seven binary gas mixtures tested, it is seen that only one subgroup
of three He+SF6, He+CF4, and He+Xe yields maxima
Qmix,max /B. Further, the three optimal molar gas compositions
wopt for them are located near the heavier secondary gases at w
=1. The point of reference is the light primary gas He, who owns
a relative heat transfer rate QHe /B=12.04. Certainly, the He
+SF6 mixture produces the absolute maximum for the relative
heat transfer Qmix,abs max /B=16.71 that happens at the optimal
molar gas composition wopt=0.96. As compared with He, the He
+SF6 mixture generates a remarkable heat transfer enhancement
of order 39%. Subsequently, the first relative maximum for the
relative heat transfer Qmix,rel max /B=14.98 is provided by the He
+CF4 mixture, which takes place at wopt=0.90. Herewith, the heat
transfer enhancement for the He+CF4 mixture with respect to He
amounts to a significant 24%. Lastly, the He+Xe mixture is re-
sponsible for a second relative maximum for the relative heat
transfer Qmix,rel max /B=13 operating in the narrow w-subinterval
0.75	wopt	0.80. Thereby, the heat transfer enhancement sup-
plied by the He+Xe mixture with respect to He resulted in a
modest 8%. As the maximum for the relative heat transfer de-
creases from the best He+SF6 mixture, the optimal molar compo-
sition wopt shifts to the left. As a supplement to this information,
Table 3 contains the items pertinent to the other extreme Q /B
values associated with the three heavier secondary gases of
marked relevance SF6, CF4, and Xe. The remaining four Qmix /B
curves for the subgroup He+N2, He+O2, He+CO2, and He
+CH4 form a tight cluster, exhibiting a common monotonic de-
creasing trend with w in �0,1� with no maxima. In synthesis, it is
better to use the light primary gas He instead of any of the four
above-cited binary gas mixtures.

Plotted in Fig. 2 is the family of curves for the relative drag
force Fd,mix /C generated by the same seven binary gas mixtures,
varying with the molar gas composition w in �0,1�. Without ex-

Table 1 Thermophysical properties of the pure gases at 300 K and 1 atm

Gas
M

�g/mol�
�

�kg /m3�
�

��Pa s�
�

�mW /mK�
CP

0

�J/kg K�

He 4.00 0.1624 19.92 155.70 5199.11
CH4 16.04 0.6553 11.19 34.89 2230.47
N2 28.01 1.1379 17.96 25.88 1039.66
O2 32.00 1.3004 20.78 26.64 918.21
CO2 44.01 1.7964 15.08 16.79 848.40
CF4 88.00 3.5410 17.34 15.16 699.36
Xe 131.29 5.3610 23.20 5.52 158.49
SF6 146.06 5.8585 29.70 13.20 671.39

Table 2 Thermophysical properties of the pure gases at 600 K and 1 atm

Gas
M

�g/mol�
�

�kg /m3�
�

��Pa s�
�

�mW /mK�
CP

0

�J/kg K�

He 4.00 0.0802 32.22 252.40 5192.87
CH4 16.04 0.3215 19.43 88.92 3273.02
N2 28.01 0.5613 29.60 43.92 1075.14
O2 32.00 0.6413 34.67 50.74 1003.25
CO2 44.01 0.8825 28.00 41.55 1076.23
CF4 88.00 1.7632 30.06 40.32 989.21
Xe 131.29 2.6331 42.92 10.26 158.58
SF6 146.06 2.9284 23.65 32.70 933.23
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ception, the entire family of Fd,mix /C curves displays a monotonic
increasing behavior from w=0 for the light primary gas He to-
ward w=1 for the seven heavier secondary gases. As a point of
reference, the relative drag force Fd,mix /C for He is 0.002. The

uppermost curve corresponds to the He+SF6 mixture, followed by
the He+Xe mixture in second place, and the He+CF4 mixture in
third place. The respective optimal gas composition wopt are as
follows: 0.009 for the He+SF6 mixture at wopt=0.96, 0.0055 for

Fig. 1 Influence of the molar gas composition w on the relative heat transfer rate
Qmix/B for the binary gas mixtures at 300 K and 1 atm

Table 3 Relative heat transfer rates Qmix/B for the best three binary gas mixtures at 300 K and
1 atm

QHe /B=12.04 QSF6
/B=6.86 Qmix,abs max /B=16.71

at wopt=0.96
for He+SF6

QHe+SF6
− QHe

QHe
= 39%

QHe /B=12.04 QCF4
/B=6.29 Qmix,rel max /B=14.98

at wopt=0.90
for He+CF4

QHe+CF4
− QHe

QHe
= 24%

QHe /B=12.04 QXe /B=2.27 Qmix,rel max /B=13
at 0.75	wopt	0.80

for He+Xe

QHe+Xe − QHe

QHe
= 8%

Fig. 2 Influence of the molar gas composition w on the relative drag force Fd,mix/C
for the binary gas mixture at 300 K and 1 atm
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the He+Xe mixture at wopt=0.75, and 0.0045 for the He+CF4
mixture at wopt=0.9. The lowermost curve connected to the He
+CH4 mixture is a straight line with a mild positive slope.

As a figure-of-merit for those favorable binary gas mixtures
discovered, let us consider the ratio between the maximum for the
relative heat transfer Qmix /B at the optimal molar composition
wopt and the relative drag force Fd,mix /C at the same wopt. The
He+CF4 mixture owing a ratio �Qmix,abs max /B /Fd,mix /C�
=15 /0.0045=3333 turns out to be the best among the seven bi-
nary gas mixtures under study. The second best corresponds to the
He+SF6 mixture with a ratio �Qmix,rel max /B /Fd,mix /C�
=16.71 /0.009=1857.

Displayed in Fig. 3 is the family of curves for the relative heat
transfer rate Qmix /B changing with the molar gas composition w
in �0,1� at T=600 K and 1 atm. It is observable that for all curves
the skewed-to-the-right shapes prevail. Among the seven binary
gas mixtures, it turns out that four of them yield maxima
Qmix,max /B at various optimal molar gas compositions wopt located
near w=1. For comparison purposes, the relative heat transfer
QHe /B for the light gas He equates to 10.77. The He+SF6 mixture
furnishes the absolute maximum heat transfer Qmix,abs max /B
=18.11 at the optimal gas composition wopt=0.96. When con-
trasted against He, the He+SF6 mixture brings forth a high heat
transfer enhancement of 68%. A first relative maximum heat trans-
fer Qmix,rel max /B=15 is provided by the He+CF4 mixture, which
takes place at wopt=0.93. Herewith, the heat transfer enhancement

delivered by the He+CF4 mixture with respect to He amounts to
39%. The trio of He+Xe, He+CH4, and He+CO2 mixtures share
the second relative maximum heat transfer Qmix,rel max /B=11.97
that happens in the narrow w-interval 0.74	wopt	0.87. With re-
gards to QHe /B, the heat transfer enhancement supplied by this
trio of binary gas mixtures delivers a modest 11%. Table 4 con-
tains supplementary information for Qmix,max /B belonging to the
three heavier secondary gases SF6, CF4, and Xe. As noted before,

as h̄mix,max /B increases from the He+Xe mixture toward the He
+SF6 mixture passing through the He+CF4 mixture, the trajectory
of wopt moves in the northeast direction. Actually, the equal con-
tribution of the pair of He+N2 and He+O2 mixtures relative to He
is negligible. The remaining two Qmix /B curves for the He+N2
and He+O2 mixtures are close to each other evidencing a com-
mon monotonic decreasing trend with w in �0,1�. In view of this
comportment, it is beneficial to use the light primary gas He in-
stead of those two mixtures.

In Fig. 4 the family of curves for the relative drag force
Fd,mix /C of the binary gas mixtures is shown varying with the
molar gas composition w in �0,1�. Categorically, the entire family
of Fd,mix /C curves displays a monotonic increasing route from
w=0 for the light primary He toward the seven heavier secondary
gases at w=1. For proper guidance, the relative drag force
Fd,mix /C for He is fixed at 0.0016. The uppermost curve corre-
sponds to the He+Xe mixture, followed by the He+SF6 mixture

Fig. 3 Influence of the molar gas composition w on the relative heat transfer rate
Qmix/B for the binary gas mixtures at 600 K and 1 atm

Table 4 Relative heat transfer rates Qmix/B for the best five binary gas mixtures at 600 K and
1 atm

QHe /B=10.77 QSF6
/B=9.91 Qmix,abs max /B=18.11

at wopt=0.96
for He+SF6

QHe+SF6
− QHe

QHe
= 68%

QHe /B=10.77 QCF4
/B=8.70 Qmix,rel max /B=15

at wopt=0.93
for He+CF4

QHe+CF4
− QHe

QHe
= 39%

QHe /B=10.77 QXe /B=2.17
QCH4

/B=8.70
QCO2

/B=6.53

Qmix,rel max /B=11.97
at 0.73	wopt	0.86

for He+Xe,
He+CH4, and

He+CO2

Qmix − QHe

QHe
= 11%

for He+Xe,
He+CH4, and

He+CO2
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in second place, and the He+CF4 mixture in third place. The
magnitude of the relative drag forces Fd,mix /C at their respective
optimal gas composition wopt are as follows: 0.006 for the He
+SF6 mixture at wopt=0.96, 0.0049 for the He+CF4 mixture at
wopt=0.93, 0.0033 for the He+Xe mixture at wopt=0.74, 0.0032
for the He+CO2 mixture at wopt=0.74, and 0.0022 for the He
+CH4 mixture at wopt=0.74.

7 Trends Manifested by the Binary Gas Mixtures
From the numbers appearing in the figures and tables, it is

recognizable that maxima heat transfer rates Qmix,max /B are pro-
vided by some of the seven binary gas mixtures, wherein the
secondary gases have the heaviest molar masses �see Tables 1 and
2�. As indicated in Table 5, the large molar mass differences
�Mlarge contained between 84 g/mol and 142 g/mol corresponding
to the trio of He+SF6, He+CF4, and He+Xe mixtures are capable
of maximizing the heat transfer rate. In contrast, the remaining
quartet of He+N2, He+O2, He+CO2, and He+CH4 mixtures
holding small-to-moderate molar mass differences �Msmall
grouped between 12 g/mol and 40 g/mol are unable to maximize
the heat transfer rate Qmix /B. As a consequence, it may be inferred
that their heat transfer attributes are inferior to those of the light
primary He.

8 Concluding Remarks
First and foremost, a special correlation equation for binary gas

mixtures owing Pr� �0.1,1� had to be constructed from the origi-

nal tabulated data for the broad Prandtl number spectrum span-
ning from 0.001 to 1000. Based on the seven He-based binary gas
mixtures analyzed in this paper at film temperatures of 300 K and
600 K, sharing a pressure of 1 atm, the principal conclusion that
may be drawn is that the He+SF6 mixture is unequivocally the
best binary gas mixture for laminar boundary layer flows with
Re�5�105. This is so regardless of the operating temperature
considered. Based on the light primary He gas, the heat transfer
enhancement jumps up to 39% for 300 K and up to 68% for 600
K, both quantities being of great significance. As the secondary
conclusion, the He+CF4 mixture is the second best binary gas
mixture at the two operating temperatures too. In this case, the
heat transfer enhancement when referred to He amounts to 24% at
300 K, while at 600 K it is slightly higher reaching 39%. For the
same pair of binary gas mixtures He+SF6 and He+CF4, it is
evident that the heat transfer enhancements show improvement
with elevations in the operating temperature.

Nomenclature
AS � surface area of flat plate �m2�
B � overall parameter related to Q

B2 � second virial coefficient �m3 mol−1�
C � overall parameter related to Fd

Cp � mass heat capacity at constant pressure
�J kg−1 K−1�

Cp
0 � molar heat capacity of an ideal gas at constant

pressure �J mol−1 K−1�
Cv

0 � molar heat capacity of an ideal gas at constant
volume �J mol−1 K−1�

Cf � average skin friction factor, w / ��u�
2 /2�

Fd � drag force �N�
h̄ � average heat transfer coefficient �W m−2 K−1�
L � flat plate length �m�
m � molecular mass �kg�

Mi � molar mass of gas i �kg mol−1�
NuL � average Nusselt number, h̄L /�

p � pressure �bar�
Pc � critical pressure �bar�
Pr � Prandtl number, �Cp /�
Q � heat transfer rate �W�
R � gas constant �J mol−1 K−1�

Fig. 4 Influence of the molar gas composition w on the relative drag force Fd,mix/C
for the binary gas mixtures at 600 K and 1 atm

Table 5 Molar mass difference �M „in ascending order… of the
binary gas mixtures

Binary gas mixture
�M

�g/mol�

He+CH4 12.04
He+N2 24.01
He+O2 28.00
He+CO2 40.01
He+CF4 84.00
He+Xe 127.29
He+SF6 142.06
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ReL � length-based Reynolds number, �u�L /�
T � temperature �K�

Tc � critical temperature �K�
Tf � film temperature �K�
Tw � wall temperature �K�
T� � freestream temperature �K�
u� � freestream velocity �m/s�
w � molar gas composition of a binary gas mixture

wopt � optimal molar gas composition of a binary gas
mixture

W � flat plate width �m�
x � mole fraction
Z � compressibility factor

Greek Letters
� � viscosity ��Pa s�
� � thermal conductivity �W m−1 K−1�
� � density �kg m−3�

���0� � dimensionless temperature gradient at the plate
w � average wall shear stress �Pa�
� � Pitzer acentric factor

Subscripts
a � air

mix � binary gas mixture
max � maximum
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Forced Convection Heat Transfer
Enhancement by Porous Pin Fins
in Rectangular Channels
The forced convective heat transfer in three-dimensional porous pin fin channels is nu-
merically studied in this paper. The Forchheimer–Brinkman extended Darcy model and
two-equation energy model are adopted to describe the flow and heat transfer in porous
media. Air and water are employed as the cold fluids and the effects of Reynolds number
(Re), pore density (PPI) and pin fin form are studied in detail. The results show that, with
proper selection of physical parameters, significant heat transfer enhancements and pres-
sure drop reductions can be achieved simultaneously with porous pin fins and the overall
heat transfer performances in porous pin fin channels are much better than those in
traditional solid pin fin channels. The effects of pore density are significant. As PPI
increases, the pressure drops and heat fluxes in porous pin fin channels increase while the
overall heat transfer efficiencies decrease and the maximal overall heat transfer efficien-
cies are obtained at PPI�20 for both air and water cases. Furthermore, the effects of
pin fin form are also remarkable. With the same physical parameters, the overall heat
transfer efficiencies in the long elliptic porous pin fin channels are the highest while they
are the lowest in the short elliptic porous pin fin channels. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000708�

Keywords: porous pin fin channel, forced convection, heat transfer enhancement, CFD
simulation

1 Introduction
Pin fins have a variety of applications in industry due to their

excellent heat transfer performance, e.g., in cooling of electronic
components, in cooling of gas turbine blades, and recently, in hot
water boilers of central heating systems, etc. �1�. In the two early
studies by Sahiti et al. �2,3�, it was demonstrated that pin fin
arrays offer the most effective way of enhancing the heat transfer
rate within a particular heat exchanger volume. However, the
pressure drops in such heat exchangers are usually much higher
than those in others �1�; this defect greatly lowers the overall heat
transfer performances of pin fin heat exchangers and as a result,
their applications are restricted. In order to reduce the pressure
drops and improve the overall heat transfer performances for pin
fin heat exchangers, porous metal pin fin arrays may be used
instead of traditional solid metal pin fin arrays.

As porous media can significantly intensify the mixing of fluid
flow and increase the contact surface area with fluid inside, it has
been regarded as an effective way to enhance heat transfer by
using porous media �4�. The flow and heat transfer in porous pin
fin heat exchangers for present study can be modeled as forced
convective heat transfer in partially filled porous channels. The
researches on forced convection with partially filled porous con-
figurations have been investigated extensively in the last years.
Hadim �5� studied the laminar forced convection in a fully or
partially filled porous channel containing discrete heat sources on
the bottom wall. The Brinkman–Forchheimer extended Darcy
model were used for the computations. He found that when the
width of the heat source and the space between the porous layers
were of same magnitudes as the channel height, the heat transfer
enhancement in the partially filled channel was almost the same as
that in the fully filled porous channel while the pressure drop was

much lower. Hadim and Bethancourt �6� later studied the similar
problem in a partially filled porous channel. They found that when
the heat source width was decreased, there was a moderate in-
crease in heat transfer enhancement and a significant decrease in
pressure drop. Huang and Vafai �7� presented a detailed investi-
gation of forced convection in a channel filled with multiple em-
placed porous blocks. With comparison of the local Nusselt num-
ber distributions between the channel with and without porous
blocks, they found that significant heat transfer augmentation can
be achieved through the emplacement of porous blocks. Huang et
al. �8� later presented a similar investigation in cooling of multiple
heated blocks covered with porous media. The results showed that
significant cooling augmentation of the blocks can be achieved
through the cover of finite-sized porous substance. Other similar
studies of forced convection in a channel filled with porous blocks
can also be found in Refs. �9,10�. Besides porous block, porous
baffles are also popular for heat transfer enhancement applica-
tions. Ko and Anand �11� experimentally studied the heat transfer
enhancement in a rectangular channel by using a porous baffle
made up of aluminum foam. The experiments showed that the use
of porous baffles resulted in heat transfer enhancement as high as
300% compared with heat transfer in straight channel with no
baffles and the heat transfer enhancement ratio was found to be
higher for taller and thicker porous baffles. Furthermore, Yang and
Huang �12� presented a numerical prediction on the turbulent fluid
flow and heat transfer characteristics for rectangular channel with
porous baffles. They found that, both the solid and porous baffles
walls enhanced the heat transfer relative to the smooth channel
while the porous baffle channel has a lower friction factor due to
less channel blockage.

According to above studies, it can be concluded that with
proper selection of governing parameters, significant heat transfer
augmentation and pressure drop reduction can be achieved simul-
taneously in partially filled porous channels. Therefore, we could
believe that the overall heat transfer performance of porous pin fin
heat exchangers with proper configurations would be better than
that of traditional solid pin fin heat exchangers. On account of this
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reason, in our previous study as reported by Yang et al. �13�, we
performed a comprehensive numerical study on forced convection
heat transfer in three-dimensional �3D� porous pin fin channels
with air as the cold fluid. We found that with the proper selection
of governing parameters, the pressure drops in porous pin fin
channels were much lower than those in solid pin fin channels
while the heat fluxes and the overall heat transfer efficiencies were
much higher. The overall heat transfer efficiencies in long elliptic
porous pin fin channels were the best and the maximal values
were obtained at K=2�10−7 m2. These findings could be useful
for understanding and optimizing the flow and heat transfer per-
formances in porous pin fin heat exchangers. However, it was
noted that, in our previous study �13�, the permeability �K� and
inertial coefficient �cF� in the momentum equation were modeled
with Ergun equation �14� and the volumetric heat transfer coeffi-
cient �hv� in the energy equation was calculated with Wakao equa-
tion �15�. This would be reasonable for the flow and heat transfer
in the packed beds of particles while for the porous media with
high porosity ��=0.9�, such as metal foams, the applicability of
the Ergun equation and Wakao equation would be questionable.
Furthermore, in the work of Yang et al. �13�, only air was inves-
tigated and the performances for other fluids are still unknown,
which would also be important for applications. With these moti-
vations in the present study, we further study the forced convec-
tion heat transfer in three-dimensional porous pin fin channels and
the performances for both air and water are carefully compared.
According to the authors’ knowledge, almost no such attentions
have been paid on this subject before. The Forchheimer–
Brinkman extended Darcy model and two-equation energy model
with more reasonable model parameters �K, cF, and hv� for porous
media are employed and the effects of Reynolds number, pore
density, and pin fin form are studied in detail.

2 Physical Model and Computational Method

2.1 Physical Model and Dimensions. As shown in Fig. 1�a�,
the physical model is derived from traditional pin fin heat sink,
which generally consists of a bottom wall, two side walls, a top
wall, and a pin fin array. The bottom wall is hot and its tempera-
ture is kept at Th. The side and the top walls are kept adiabatic.
The pin fin array is made of high porosity metal foams �alumi-
num� and arranged in stagger; air and water are used as the cold
fluids. In order to obtain a basic understanding of flow and heat
transfer performances in porous pin fin heat exchangers, a simpli-

fied porous pin fin channel with appropriate boundary conditions
is adopted for the computations, which can be regarded as forced
convection heat transfer in a partially filled porous channel
�Hadim �5�, Huang and Vafai �7�, and Yang et al. �13��. The com-
putational domain is depicted in Fig. 1�b�, which is composed of a
developing inlet block �L1=10 mm�, two pin fin array unit cells
�L2=2�6.52 mm�, and a developing outlet block �L3=70 mm�.
The dimensions of the computational domain are L�93.04 mm�
�W�3.26 mm��H�10 mm� for air and L�93.04 mm��W�3.26
mm��H�2 mm� for water, where the channel height �H� for wa-
ter is much lower due to its higher heat transfer capacity. The total
area of pin fin cross-sections over the base wall area in single pin
fin array unit cell is 15%, which is reasonable for industry appli-
cations. The temperature and velocity of inlet are kept at Tin and
uin, respectively. The bottom wall of pin fin array unit cells is the
hot wall and the temperature is kept at Th. Two other bottom walls
and all top walls are kept adiabatic. The symmetry boundary con-
ditions are adopted for two side walls and the flow and heat trans-
fer of outlet are considered to be fully developed. Furthermore,
four different kinds of porous pin fins with circular, cubic, long
elliptic, and short elliptic cross-section forms are employed to
investigate the pin fin configuration effects and the cross-section
areas of different pin fins are identical with each other �Apin
=3.14 mm2�. The physical dimensions and cross-section forms of
different porous pin fins are presented in Fig. 2.

2.2 Governing Equations and Computational Method. The
flow in the computational domain is considered to be three-
dimensional, laminar, incompressible, and steady for both clear
fluid and porous regions. For clear fluid region, the flow and heat
transfer are modeled with Navier–Stokes and energy equations.
For porous region, the metal foams are assumed to be homoge-
neous, isotropic, high porosity ��=0.9�, and high thermal conduc-
tivity �aluminum: ks=238 W m−1 K−1�. The Forchheimer–
Brinkman extended Darcy model �16� is adopted to simulate the
flow in porous media, where the inertia and viscosity effects are
considered. Furthermore, the porous matrix is assumed to be in
local thermal nonequilibrium with fluid phase inside due to their
large thermal conductivity difference. Therefore, the two-equation
energy model �16� is employed to account for the heat transfer
between porous matrix and fluid inside. The conservation equa-
tions for mass, momentum, and energy are as follows.

Continuity

� · V = 0 �1�

Fig. 1 Physical model: „a… porous pin fin heat sink and „b…
representative computational domain

Fig. 2 Different forms of porous pin fin cross-section: „a… cir-
cular form, „b… cubic form, „c… long elliptic form, and „d… short
elliptic form
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Momentum

�Clear fluid region: V · �V = −
1

� f
� p + v f�

2V

Porous region:
1

�2 �V · ��V = −
1

� f
� p +

v f

�
�2V −

v f

K
V −

cF

�K
�V�V� �2�

Energy

�
Clear fluid region: ��cp� f�V · �Tf� = � · �kf � Tf�

Porous region: 	fluid phase: ��cp� f�V · �Tf� = � � · �kf � Tf� + h�Ts − T� f

porous matrix: 0 = �1-�� � · �ks � Ts� + hv�Tf-Ts�

 � �3�

where V is the velocity vector. Tf and Ts are the temperatures of
the fluid and porous matrix, respectively. � is the porosity. The
permeability �K�, Forchheimer coefficient �cF�, and volumetric
heat transfer coefficient �hv� are calculated with following corre-
lations developed from high porosity metal foams by Bhatta-
charya et al. �17� and Calmidi and Mahajan �18�.

�
K = 0.00926 ·

�

� − 1
· dp

2

cF = 0.0095 · G−0.8� �

3�� − 1�
�1.18��1 − ��

3�

1

G
�−1

hv =
3�dfG

�0.59dp�2 ·
kf�0.52Pr0.37��V�df/� f�0.5�

df

� �4�

where Pr is the Prandtl number with the definition of Pr
=� f / �k /� ·cp� f. � f is the kinetic viscosity of fluid and kf is the
thermal conductivity of fluid. dp and df are the pore size and fiber
diameter of the metal foams, respectively. � is the tortuosity of the

porous matrix and G is a shape function that takes into account
the variation in fiber cross-section with porosity. The definitions
of dp, df, �, and G are as follows:

dp = 0.0254/PPI; df = 1.18��1 − ��
3�

dp

G
;

� =  �

4�
�1 − �1.18��1 − ��

3�

1

G
�2��−1

;

G = 1 − exp�− �1 − ��/0.04� �5�

where PPI is the pore density of the metal foams.

Boundary conditions

�
x = 0 Tf = Tin, u = uin, v = w = 0

x = L
�Tf

�x
= 0,

�u

�x
=

�v
�x

=
�w

�x
= 0

y = 0
�Tf

�y
= 0�0 � x � L1,L2 � x � L�, Tf = Th�L1 	 x 	 L2�

Ts = Th �porous region�, u = v = w = 0

y = H
�Tf

�y
= 0,

�Ts

�y
= 0 �porous region�, u = v = w = 0

z = 0,W
�Tf

�z
= 0,

�Ts

�z
= 0 �porous region�,

�u

�z
=

�v
�z

= 0,w = 0

�
The thermal physical quantities of interest in present investigation
are the heat flux of the hot wall �q�, the pressure drop �
p�, the
overall heat transfer efficiency ���, and the heat transfer perfor-
mance ratio ����, which are defined as follows:

q =
��cp� f · uin · Ain · �Tout − Tin�

Ah
; 
p = pin − pout; � =

q


p
;

�� =
�Nuhav,p/Nuhav,s�

�fp/fs�1/3 �6�

where Ain is the area of inlet. Ah is the base area of hot wall and
Tout is the average temperature of outlet. Nuhav is the average
Nusselt number of the hot wall. f is the friction factor. The sub-
scripts “p” and “s” represent values obtained in porous and solid
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pin fin channels, respectively. The Nusselt number �Nuhav� and
friction factor �f� are defined as follows:

Nuhav =
q · D

�Th − �Tin + Tout�/2� · kf
; f =

�
p/L� · D

1/2 · �� fuin
2 �

�7�

where D=2H is the hydraulic diameter of inlet.
The Reynolds number �Re� is defined as follows:

Re =
uin · D

� f
�8�

The Darcy Number �Da� and average Nusselt number �Nuav� in
the middle section �z=0.5W� of each heater for model validations
�see Figs. 4 and 5� are defined as follows:

Da =
K

H2 ; Nuav = � q� · H

�Thav − Tin� · kf
�

y=0, z=0.5W

�9�

where K is the permeability of porous blocks, H is the channel
height, q� is the constant heat flux of each heater, kf is the thermal
conductivity of fluid, Tin is the temperature of inlet, and Thav is the
average temperature in the middle section �y=0, z=0.5W� of
each heater.

The governing equations �Eqs. �1�–�3�� for the computational
domain are solved with commercial code CFX10. The convective
term in momentum equations is discretized with high resolution
scheme. The continuity and momentum equations are solved to-
gether with coupled solver based on finite control volume method
and the discrete equations are solved with multigrid accelerated
incomplete lower upper factorization technique �CFX 10 �19��.
The user-define expressions for the additional energy equation of
porous matrix �Ts� and source terms of interphase heat transfer in
both energy equations of fluid and porous matrix �Tf and Ts, Eq.
�3�� are developed and compiled with CFX expression language.
Furthermore, the conservative interface flux conditions for mass,
momentum, and heat transfer are adopted at the interfaces be-
tween clear fluid and porous regions. For convergence criteria, the
relative variations in temperature and velocity between two suc-
cessive iterations are demanded to be smaller than the previously
specified accuracy levels of 1.0�10−6.

3 Grid Independence Test and Model Validation
Before proceeding further, the grids used for present study are

checked at first. As shown in Fig. 2�a�, the circular porous pin fin
model is selected for the test and the computational parameters are
kept constant with �=0.9, PPI=30, Tin=293 K, Th=343 K, Pr
=0.7, and Re=2291 �Air: uin=2 m s−1�. In present test, a multi-
block, O-type, structural grid with hexahedral elements is used
and the grid is intensified on solid walls and pin fin regions. The
total numbers of grid elements vary from 94,809 to 766,080 and
the computational results are presented in Table 1. It shows that,
the grid with total element number of 297,864 is good enough for
the test case with the maximal lengths of the grid elements of
being 0.47 mm for central flow region and 0.1 mm for near wall
flow region. Therefore, similar grids are finally employed for the
following studies and the total numbers of grid elements for dif-
ferent pin fin models are listed in Table 2.

Furthermore, the reliability and accuracy of present computa-
tional models and method are validated. According to the authors’
knowledge, most studies of forced convection heat transfer in par-
tially filled porous channels were based on two-dimensional �2D�
model and almost no three-dimensional researches have been re-
ported on this subject before. Therefore, a two-dimensional simi-
lar problem as reported by Hadim �5� �see Fig. 3�a�� is finally
selected for the validations. In the present study, the 2D partially
filled porous channel �5� is extended along z coordinate with
width of W=10H and a reasonable 3D physical model is finally
obtained for the computation �see Fig. 3�b��. The 3D partially
filled porous channel with dimensions of L�H�W is equipped
with four porous blocks and each block is heated at bottom with
constant heat flux. The inlet temperature and velocity are kept
constant and all other walls are kept adiabatic. The computational
model and method used for this problem are similar to those pre-
sented in Sec. 2 and the predicted average Nusselt numbers �Nuav�
in the middle sections �y=0, z=0.5W� of different heaters are
compared with those as reported in Ref. �5� �see Fig. 4�. The
average deviation of Nuav is 3.5%. This indicates that the compu-
tational models and method presented in the present study are
reliable and capable of modeling flow and heat transfer phenom-
ena in 3D partially filled porous channels.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Performance Comparison for Solid and Porous Pin
Fin Models. First, the flow and heat transfer performances in
solid and porous pin fin channels are compared. The circular pin
fin form �see Fig. 2�a�� is selected for present study. Air �Pr
=0.7� and water �Pr=3.9� are used as cold fluids and the Reynolds
number �Re� varies from 1000 to 2291 with �=0.9, PPI=30,
Tin=293 K, and Th=343 K.

The temperature distributions in solid and porous pin fin chan-
nels are shown in Fig. 5. It shows that the internal temperatures of

Table 1 Hot wall heat flux, pressure drop, and overall heat
transfer efficiency in circular porous pin fin channel with differ-
ent grids „�=0.9, PPI=30, Tin=293 K, Th=343 K, Pr=0.7, Re
=2291…

Total elements 94,809 297,864 766,080

q /kW m−2 25.17 25.05 25.02

p /Pa 5.59 5.86 5.93
� /kW m−2 Pa−1 4.50 4.27 4.22

Table 2 Computational grids for different pin fin models

Pin fin models Circular Cubic Long elliptic Short elliptic

Total elements �air� 297,864 320,040 298,410 316,512
Total elements �water� 147,920 173,580 179,200 179,120

Fig. 3 Physical models for model validation: „a… 2D physical
model reported in Ref. †5‡ and „b… 3D physical model used for
present computation „based on „a……
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solid pin fins are quite uniform and the average temperatures are
high, which are 342.0 K for air case and 340.4 K for water case,
respectively, while the internal temperatures of porous pin fins are
not so uniform and the average temperatures are much lower,
which are 330.1 K for air case and 308.2 K for water case, re-
spectively. However, the fluid temperatures in porous pin fin chan-
nels are higher than those in solid pin fin channels. The average
fluid temperatures in porous pin fin channels are 311.0 K for air
and 297.7 K for water while they are 308.2 K and 296.4 K in solid
pin fin channels. These results indicate that more heats can be
transported away by using porous pin fins and their heat transfer
performances would be better. This is because the porous pin fins
can greatly enlarge the contact surface areas and mix the fluid
flow inside, which may lead to significant heat transfer enhance-
ments. The velocity vector distributions in solid and porous pin fin
channels are presented in Fig. 6. It shows that with the same
Reynolds number, the fluid velocities in solid pin fin channels are
much higher than those in porous pin fin channels for both air and
water cases. Large vortices are formed behind solid pin fins while
no such vortices are found in porous pin fin channels. In solid pin
fin channels, the solid pin fins are totally impermeable and this
would narrow the flow passages and enhance the flow tortuosities
inside. While in porous pin fin channels, the porous pin fins are
permeable and the fluid can flow through them directly. This
would widen the flow passages and lower the flow tortuosities
inside. Therefore, the flow resistances and pressure drops in po-
rous pin fin channels would be lower.

The variations in pressure drop �
p�, hot wall heat flux �q�,
overall heat transfer efficiency ���, and heat transfer performance
ratio ���� with Reynolds number are presented in Fig. 7. It shows
that the pressure drops in porous pin fin channels are much lower

than those in solid pin fin channels �36.9% lower for air and 9.5%
lower for water at Re=2291, see Fig. 7�a�� while the heat fluxes in
porous pin fin channels are much higher than those in solid pin fin
channels �38.6% higher for air and 45.7% higher for water at
Re=2291, see Fig. 7�a��. Therefore, the overall heat transfer effi-
ciencies in porous pin fin channels are much higher �119.5%
higher for air and 37.9% higher for water at Re=2291, see Fig.
7�b��. It is also obvious that as Re increases from 1000 to 2291, all

Fig. 4 Comparison of average Nusselt number of each heater
with Ref. †5‡

Fig. 5 Temperature distributions in solid and circular porous
pin fin channels „�=0.9, PPI=30, Re=1000…: „a… solid pin fin
channel with air, „b… porous pin fin channel with air, „c… solid pin
fin channel with water, and „d… porous pin fin channel with
water

Fig. 6 Velocity vector distributions in solid and porous pin fin
channels „�=0.9, PPI=30, Re=1000…: „a… solid pin fin channel
„air: y=5 mm…, „b… porous pin fin channel „air: y=5 mm…, „c…
solid pin fin channel „water: y=0.5 mm…, and „d… porous pin fin
channel „water: y=0.5 mm…

Fig. 7 Variations in pressure drop, hot wall heat flux, overall
heat transfer efficiency, and heat transfer performance ratio
with Re in solid and porous pin fin channels „�=0.9, PPI=30…:
„a… pressure drop and hot wall heat flux and „b… overall heat
transfer efficiency and heat transfer performance ratio
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the values of heat transfer performance ratios ���� are larger than
unit for both air and water cases �see Fig. 7�b��, which means that
with the same pumping powers, the heat transfer performances in
porous pin fin channels are also much better than those in solid
pin fin channels. These results are consistent with the former
analysis of temperature and flow variations, which confirms the
point that with proper selection of physical parameters, the heat
transfer augmentations and flow resistance reductions can be
achieved simultaneously and the overall heat transfer perfor-
mances will be significantly improved by using porous pin fins.
Furthermore, it can be found that with different fluids, the flow
and heat transfer performances are different. With the same Rey-
nolds number, the pressure drops and heat fluxes in porous pin fin
channels for water are much higher than those for air while the
overall heat transfer efficiencies and heat transfer performance
ratios are much lower. Due to the intrinsic thermophysical differ-
ences between air and water, the viscosity and heat transfer capac-
ity of water are much higher, which would lead to higher pressure
drops and heat fluxes. However, due to the same reasons, when
water is used as cold fluid, most heats will be transported away
just through the lower parts of the porous pin fins and the heat
transfers in the upper parts of the porous pin fins are inactive �see
Fig. 5�d��. Therefore, the overall utilization ratios of the porous
fins are low for water, which would lead to lower overall heat
transfer efficiencies and heat transfer performance ratios.

4.2 The Effect of Pore Density. In this section, the effect of
pore density �PPI� for different metal foams is investigated. The
circular pin fin form �see Fig. 2�a�� is selected again for present
computations. Both air �Pr=0.7� and water �Pr=3.9� are used as
cold fluids. In the present study, five different kinds of high po-
rosity metal foams with 20	PPI	40 are selected for the compu-
tations, which are similar to those as studied by Bhattacharya et
al. �17� and Calmidi and Mahajan �18�. These metal foams would
also be common in industry applications and their characteristics
are presented in Table 3. Furthermore, besides PPI, the other pa-
rameters are kept at constant with �=0.9, Tin=293 K, Th
=343 K, and Re=2291.

The variations in pressure drop �
p�, hot wall heat flux �q�, and
overall heat transfer efficiency ��� with pore density �PPI� are
presented in Fig. 8. It shows that, as PPI increases from 20 to 40,
the pressure drops and heat fluxes in porous pin fin channels in-
crease for both air and water cases while the overall heat transfer
efficiencies decrease. This is because, as PPI increases, the per-
meability �K� decreases rapidly and the viscosity effects inside
porous media increase, which would lead to increases in pressure
drops. Meanwhile, as PPI increases, the solid-fluid interfacial sur-
face areas inside porous media also increase quickly and the volu-
metric heat transfer coefficient �hv� between porous matrix and
fluid phase increases, which would lead to increases in heat fluxes.
As PPI increases from 20 to 40, the pressure drops in the porous
pin fin channels increase by 52.9% and 24.2% for air and water,
respectively, and the corresponding heat fluxes increase by 15.6%
and 21.1%. It is obvious that the increase rates of pressure drops
are much higher than those of heat fluxes, especially when air is
used as cold fluid. Therefore, as PPI increases, the overall heat
transfer efficiencies decrease. Furthermore, with different pore
densities �20	PPI	40�, the pressure drops in porous pin fin

channels are lower than those in solid pin fin channels �50.5%
lower for air and 20.2% lower for water at PPI=20� while the heat
fluxes in porous pin fin channels are higher �23.4% higher for air
and 30.1% higher for water at PPI=20�. Therefore, the overall
heat transfer efficiencies ��� in porous pin fin channels are much
higher and their maximal values are obtained at PPI=20, which
are 149.2% and 63.1% higher than those in solid pin fin channels
for air and water cases, respectively. These results indicate that
with proper selection of pore density, the flow and heat transfer
performances in porous pin fin channels will be improved.

4.3 The Effect of Porous Pin Fin Form. Finally, the effect of
porous pin fin form is examined. Four different kinds of porous
pin fins are compared here, including circular, cubic, long elliptic,
and short elliptic cross-section forms �see Fig. 2�. Air �Pr=0.7�
and water �Pr=3.9� are used as cold fluids and the Reynolds num-
ber �Re� varies from 1000 to 2291 with �=0.9, PPI=40, Tin
=293 K, and Th=343 K.

The temperature distributions in different porous pin fin chan-
nels are presented in Figs. 9 and 10. It shows that, the temperature
distributions in circular and cubic porous pin fin channels are
similar while they are quite different in long elliptic and short
elliptic porous pin fin channels for both air and water cases. The
average temperatures of air are 311.09 K, 311.30 K, 307.07 K, and
316.18 K in circular, cubic, long elliptic, and short elliptic porous
pin fin channels, respectively, and they are 298.13 K, 298.11 K,
297.75 K, and 298.50 K for water, respectively. It is obvious that,
the average temperatures of air and water in short elliptic porous
pin fin channels are the highest and they are the lowest in long
elliptic porous pin fin channels. The flows in short elliptic porous
pin fin channels are intensively mixed and most of the fluids in the
channels, including central flow regions, have taken part in heat
transfer actively while in long elliptic porous pin fin channels, the

Table 3 Characteristics of metal foams

Sample � PPI dp /m df /m K /m2 cf ks /W m−1 K−1

1 0.9 20 1.3�10−3 1.7�10−4 7.91�10−8 0.102 238
2 0.9 25 1.0�10−3 1.3�10−4 5.06�10−8 0.102 238
3 0.9 30 8.5�10−4 1.1�10−4 3.51�10−8 0.102 238
4 0.9 35 7.3�10−4 9.6�10−5 2.58�10−8 0.102 238
5 0.9 40 6.4�10−4 8.4�10−5 1.98�10−8 0.102 238

Fig. 8 Variations in pressure drop, hot wall heat flux, and over-
all heat transfer efficiency with pore density „�=0.9, Re=2291…
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flows are less mixed, the central flow regions are almost not dis-
turbed. Therefore, the heat transfers in short elliptic porous pin fin
channels would be the highest. However, with the same reasons,
the pressure drops in short elliptic porous pin fin channels would
also be the highest.

The variations in pressure drop �
p�, hot wall heat flux �q�, and
overall heat transfer efficiency ��� with Reynolds number are pre-
sented in Figs. 11 and 12. It shows that with the same Reynolds
number, the pressure drops and heat fluxes in short elliptic porous
pin fin channels are the highest and they are the lowest in long
elliptic porous pin fin channels. The differences in pressure drops
between each other are 95.9% and 48.7% for air and water cases
at Re=2291, respectively, and the corresponding differences in
heat fluxes are 60.6% and 14.3%. However, the variations in over-
all heat transfer efficiencies ��� are reverse, which are the highest
in long elliptic porous pin fin channels and lowest in short elliptic
porous pin fin channels and the differences between each other are
21.9% and 30.1% for air and water cases at Re=2291, respec-
tively. These results indicate that, with proper selection of porous
pin fin forms, the overall heat transfer performances in porous pin
fin channels will be greatly improved and optimized.

5 Conclusions
The forced convective heat transfer in three-dimensional porous

pin fin channels is numerically studied in this paper. Both air and
water are used as the cold fluids and the effects of Reynolds
number, pore density, and pin fin form are carefully investigated.

The flow and heat transfer performances in porous pin fin chan-
nels are also compared with those in traditional solid pin fin chan-
nels in detail. The major findings are as follows.

�1� With proper selection of metal foams, such as PPI=30, sig-
nificant heat transfer enhancements and pressure drop re-
ductions can be achieved simultaneously by using porous
pin fins for both air and water cases, and the overall heat
transfer efficiencies in porous pin fin channels are much
higher than those in solid pin fin channels, which are
119.5% and 37.9% higher for air and water cases at Re
=2291, respectively.

Fig. 10 Temperature distributions in different porous pin fin
channels with water „�=0.9, PPI=40, Pr=3.9, Re=1000… „a… cir-
cular pin fin channel, „b… cubic pin fin channel, „c… long elliptic
pin fin channel, and „d… short elliptic pin fin channel

Fig. 12 Variations in pressure drop, hot wall heat flux and
overall heat transfer efficiency with Re in different porous pin
fin channels „�=0.9, PPI=40, Pr=3.9…

Fig. 9 Temperature distributions in different porous pin fin
channels with air „�=0.9, PPI=40, Pr=0.7, Re=1000…: „a… circu-
lar pin fin channel, „b… cubic pin fin channel, „c… long elliptic pin
fin channel, and „d… short elliptic pin fin channel

Fig. 11 Variations in pressure drop, hot wall heat flux and
overall heat transfer efficiency with Re in different porous pin
fin channels „�=0.9, PPI=40, Pr=0.7…
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�2� The effects of pore density are significant. As pore density
increases from 20 to 40, the maximal overall heat transfer
efficiencies are obtained at PPI=20 for both air and water
cases, which are 149.2% and 63.1% higher than those in
solid pin fin channels at Re=2291, respectively.

�3� The effects of pin fin form are also remarkable. With same
physical parameters, the pressure drops and heat fluxes are
the highest in short elliptic porous pin fin channels and
lowest in long elliptic porous pin fin channels while the
overall heat transfer performances are the highest in long
elliptic porous pin fin channels and lowest in short elliptic
porous pin fin channels. The differences in overall heat
transfer efficiencies between each other are 21.9% for air
case and 30.1% for water case at PPI=40 and Re=2291,
respectively.
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Nomenclature
A � area �m2�

cF � Forchheimer coefficient, Eq. �4�
cp � specific heat at constant pressure �J kg−1 K−1�
D � hydraulic diameter of inlet �m�

Da � Darcy number, Eq. �9�
df � fiber diameter of metal foam �m�
dp � pore size of metal foam �m�
f � friction factor, Eq. �7�

G � shape function for metal foam, Eq. �5�
H � channel height �m�
hv � volumetric heat transfer coefficient, Eq. �4�

�W m−3 K−1�
K � permeability, Eq. �4� �m2�
k � thermal conductivity �W m−1 K−1�
L � total channel length �m�

L1 � length of developing inlet block �m�
L2 � length of hot wall �m�
L3 � length of developing outlet block �m�

Nuav � average Nusselt number, Eq. �9�
Nuhav � average Nusselt number of hot wall, Eq. �8�

p � pressure �Pa�
PPI � pore density

Pr � Prandtl number
q � heat flux of hot wall, Eq. �6� �W m−2�

q� � constant heat flux of each heater, Eq. �9�
Re � Reynolds number, Eq. �8�
T � temperature �K�

u ,v ,w � velocity in x, y, z directions �m s−1�
V � velocity vector �m s−1�
W � channel width �m�

x ,y ,z � coordinate directions �m�

Greek Symbols
� � overall heat transfer efficiency, Eq. �6�

�W m−2 Pa−1�

�� � heat transfer performance ratio, Eq. �6�
� � kinetic viscosity �m−2 s−1�
� � density �kg m−3�
� � porosity
� � tortuosity of porous matrix, Eq. �5�

Subscripts
f � fluid phase, fiber
h � hot wall

hav � average value of each heater
in � inlet

out � outlet
p � value obtained in porous pin fin channel

pin � pin fin cross-section
s � solid phase, value obtained in solid pin fin

channel
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Modeling the Effects of System
Rotation on the Turbulent Scalar
Fluxes
A proposal for modeling the effects of system rotation on the turbulent scalar fluxes is
presented. It is based on extension to rotating frames of an explicit algebraic model
derived using tensor-representation theory. The model is formulated to allow for the
turbulent scalar fluxes to depend on the details of the turbulence field and on the gradi-
ents of both the mean-velocity and the scalar. Such dependence, which is absent from
conventional models, is required by the exact equations governing the transport of the
scalar fluxes. The model’s performance is assessed, both a priori and by actual compu-
tations, by comparisons with results from recent direct numerical simulations (DNS) of
flows in heated channels rotated about their streamwise, spanwise, and wall-normal axes.
To place the new model’s performance in context, additional comparisons are made with
predictions obtained from three alternative models, namely, the conventional gradient-
transport model, a model that is implicit in the scalar fluxes derived by simplification of
the modeled transport equations for the scalar fluxes, and a differential scalar-flux trans-
port model. The results show that the present model yields predictions that are substan-
tially in better agreement with the DNS results than the algebraic models, and which are
indistinguishable from those obtained with the more complex differential model. However,
important differences remain and reasons for these are discussed.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.4000446�

1 Introduction
System rotation is known to significantly modify the rate of

heat, mass, and momentum transport by turbulence. In the flow in
a straight channel rotated about its spanwise axis, for example,
experiments show that relative to the case of no rotation, the tur-
bulence activity is significantly enhanced on the leading �pressure�
side and diminished on the trailing �suction� side �1�. On the other
hand, an initially turbulent flow in a circular pipe undergoes re-
verse transition to a laminarlike state when the pipe is strongly
rotated about its longitudinal axis �2�. The prediction of flows
subjected to system rotation has proved to be beyond the capabili-
ties of turbulence closures based on linear stress-strain assump-
tions. The reasons for this become apparent from the examination
of the exact equations describing the conservation of the indi-
vidual normal stresses. These equations contain “extra” generation
terms associated with the rotation-rate vector �m. For the rotation
of a channel about the streamwise �ST� axis �m=x, see Fig. 1 for
coordinates and notation�, the rotational terms that appear in the
equations for u2, v2, and w2 are 0, 4�xvw, and −4�xvw, respec-
tively. Thus by taking the trace of these equations to obtain the
equation for the turbulence kinetic energy �k�, all the rotation-
dependent terms vanish, and the resulting form of this equation is
identical to that appropriate to a nonrotating flow. The same oc-
curs for the cases where the axis of rotation is aligned with the
wall-normal �WN� �m=y� or the spanwise directions �m=z�,
where the rotation-dependent terms in the normal stresses are ob-
tained as �−4�yuw, 0, and 4�yuw� and �4�zuv, −4�zuv, and 0�,
respectively. In the absence of rotation-dependent terms in the
k-equation, the equation for dissipation rate similarly takes on a
form which is identical to that appropriate to zero rotation. Con-

sequently, the eddy-viscosity remains unaffected by rotation and
models which employ this parameter to determine the rate of mo-
mentum transport obtain results for rotated flows that are exactly
identical to the stationary cases �3�.

In contrast, Reynolds-stress turbulence closures which retain
the rotation-dependent generation terms have been shown to suc-
cessfully capture the main features of flows subjected to system
rotation �4,5�. The success of Reynolds-stress transport models in
these and in other flows which are subjected to body forces �such
as buoyancy and streamline curvature� has contributed to their
increased acceptance as a practical option in engineering calcula-
tions. But the progress in modeling turbulent momentum transport
has not been matched by progress in the related problem of mod-
eling the turbulent scalar fluxes which continue to be obtained
from gradient-transport hypotheses, namely, Fourier’s law in the
case of heat transfer and Fick’s law for mass transfer. Thus the
turbulent scalar-flux ui�, which governs the rate of transport of a
scalar � is obtained from

− ui� =
�t

�t

��

�xi
�1�

where � is the fluctuating component of the scalar, �t is the eddy-
viscosity, and �t is the turbulent Prandtl or Schmidt number.

The shortcoming of eddy-diffusivity models become apparent
from inspection of Eq. �1�. These models enforce the alignment of
the scalar-flux in a particular coordinate direction with the gradi-
ents of the scalar in the same direction. Thus, for example, in
two-dimensional fully-developed channel flows with temperature
gradients nonzero only in the direction normal to the walls, Eq.
�1� predicts both the streamwise and spanwise scalar-flux compo-
nents to be zero. As will be seen later, both components are in fact
nonzero, with the streamwise component typically 2–3 times
greater than that in the direction of the scalar gradient. The accu-
rate prediction of these flux components is essential for cases
where buoyancy effects are important. Another defect is the as-
sumption that the turbulent Prandtl number �t is constant while
recent results from Direct Numerical Simulations �DNS� of rotat-
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ing flows show that this parameter is spatially variable and can
depend strongly on rotation. But the most important defect in Eq.
�1� is that it does not allow for the dependence of ui� on the
rotation-rate vector �m. As will be shown later, this dependence is
required if the model for ui� is to be consistent with the exact
equations governing the conservation of these quantities. In the
absence of an explicit dependence on �m, it is not surprising that
gradient-transport models fail badly to capture the effects of rota-
tion on the turbulent scalar fluxes.

The present study is motivated by the need for a model for the
turbulent scalar fluxes that can obtain these to the same degree of
accuracy with which the Reynolds stresses are obtained using
second-order closure models. Specifically, the aim is to devise an
algebraic model that retains the simplicity, robustness, and ease of
implementation in complex computational procedures of the
simple gradient-transport hypothesis but yet can correctly capture
the significant modification to the turbulent scalar fluxes wrought
by system rotation. The proposed model is presented in the next
section. Its performance is evaluated by using recent results of
direct numerical simulations of flows in channels rotated in or-
thogonal modes. Comparisons will also be made with alternative
scalar-flux closures in order to put the present contribution in
proper perspective.

2 Model Formulation
The effects of system rotation on the turbulence can be clearly

seen from inspection of the exact equations for transport of Rey-
nolds stresses �uiuj� and the turbulent scalar fluxes �ui�� in rotat-
ing frames

Duiuj

Dt
= diff�uiuj� + Pij + Gij + �ij − �ij �2�

Dui�

Dt
= diff�ui�� + Pi� + Gi� + �i� − �i� �3�

In the above, the terms diff� �, �, and � represent diffusion, fluc-
tuating pressure-gradient correlations, and viscous dissipation, re-
spectively. The precise forms of these terms are not relevant to the
subsequent analysis and will not therefore be elaborated upon here
�the interested reader may refer to Refs. �6,7� for details�. The
terms P and G represent the rates of production of the transported
quantity by mean shear and by rotational effects. They are given
by

Pij = − �uiuk

�Uj

�xk
+ ujuk

�Ui

�xk
� �4�

Gij = − 2�k�ujum�ikm + uium� jkm� �5�

Pi� = − �uk�
�Ui

�xk
+ ukui

��

�xk
� �6�

Gi� = − 2�ijk� juk� �7�

Inspection of these terms reveals that the effects of rotation on the
turbulent scalar fluxes enter indirectly through modification of the
Reynolds stresses and more directly via the appearance of the
rotation-rate vector �m. A properly-formulated model for the
fluxes must therefore explicitly account for these separate agen-
cies to stand any chance in capturing the effects of rotation about
any given axis.

The modeling strategy pursued here is based on extending the
model of Younis et al. �8� for the turbulent scalar fluxes. This
model was derived by first writing the functional relationship for
ui� implied by the exact equation �3�. For incompressible, nonro-
tating, and nonbuoyant flows, this is obtained as

− ui� = f i�uiuj,Sij,Wij,� j,�� �8�

where � is the scalar time-scale which was taken to be propor-
tional to the mechanical time-scale k /�, and Sij and Wij are the
strain rate and rotation tensors

Sij =
1

2
� �Ui

�xj
+

�Uj

�xi
� �9�

Wij =
1

2
� �Ui

�xj
−

�Uj

�xi
� �10�

Results from tensor-representation theory were then used to find
the general expression for ui� in terms of its functionals. The
outcome was an algebraic model for the scalar fluxes which is
explicit in these variables. Being explicit is a particularly desirable
feature of the model since it means that the unknown fluxes can be
obtained directly without the need for iterations which can add to
the computational effort and which are frequently the source of
convergence difficulties. After simplification, the model takes the
form

− ui� = C1
k2

�

��

�xi
+ �C2

k

�
uiuj + C3

k3

�2

�Ui

�xj
− C4

k2

�2 Pij� ��

�xj

�11�
The model contains four coefficients given in the original ref-

erence as �C1 ,C2 ,C3 ,C4�= �−0.0455,0.373,−0.00373,−0.0235�.
While these values proved satisfactory in unbounded flows, it was
found necessary to modify the coefficient C1 to correctly repro-
duce the damping effects associated with the presence of a solid
wall. This is done here following the proposal of Younis et al. �9�

C1 = − 0.0455�1 − e−A	Pe

� �12�

where

Ret =
k2

��

Pe = Ret Pr

Aij =
uiuj

k
−

2

3
�ij

A2 = AijAij

�13�
A3 = AijAjkAik

A = 1 − 9
8 �A2 − A3�


 = − 0.02

	 = 1.9

With the basic model for ui� in place, we turn to consideration
of how best to introduce the effects of system rotation in Eq. �11�.

Fig. 1 Geometry and coordinates system
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The most direct way to make the scalar fluxes depend on �k, the
rotation-rate vector, is to extend the definition of the rate of pro-
duction by shear, which appears in Eq. �11�, to include the rate of
production of the Reynolds stresses due to rotation �Gij�, i.e.,

Pij = Pij + Gij �14�
The rationale for this extension is that the magnitude of the

turbulent scalar fluxes is closely related to the overall turbulence
activity; thus rotation, which would enhance the turbulence levels
�by increasing the Reynolds stresses�, will also directly enhance
the scalar fluxes.

Launder et al. �4�, in their Reynolds-stress closure study of
rotating channel flow, point out that the requirement that the sub-
stantial derivative of the Reynolds stresses �Duiuj /Dt� be frame
independent requires that 1 /2Gij be assigned to the convection
term. Thus with only 1 /2Gij remaining in Eq. �14�, the effects of
rotation enter Eq. �11� exclusively via the C4 term, which now
reads

C4
k2

�2�uiuk� �Uj

�xk
+ � jmk�m� + ujuk� �Ui

�xk
+ �imk�m�� �15�

An alternative view of how best to sensitize the scalar fluxes to
rotation is to recognize that the vorticity �Wij�, which enters the
formulation of the model of Eq. �11�, is replaced in rotating
frames by the absolute �or intrinsic� vorticity, viz.

Wij
� = Wij + �mji�m �16�

The direct effect of employing the intrinsic vorticity in the deri-
vation of the model is that the velocity gradients, which appear in
Eq. �11�, are now modified to read

�Ui

�xj
=

�Ui

�xj
+ �mji�m �17�

Substitution of this expression for the velocity gradient in Eq.
�11� modifies the C3 and C4 terms as follows:

C3
k3

�2� �Ui

�xj
+ �mji�m� + C4

k2

�2�uiuk� �Uj

�xk
+ � jmk�m� + ujuk� �Ui

�xk

+ �imk�m�� �18�

It is immediately apparent that the two approaches give identi-
cal results for the C4 term while it is only by adopting the trans-
formed vorticity approach that the C3 term is sensitized to rota-
tional effects. The latter approach, as well as being consistent with
the requirement of coordinates invariance, provides a more com-
plete description of the effects of rotation on the turbulent scalar
fluxes. Therefore, the rotation-sensitized model we propose here
can be written as

− ui� = C1
k2

�

��

�xi
+ �C2

k

�
uiuj + C3

k3

�2� �Ui

�xj
+ �mji�m�

+ C4
k2

�2�uiuk� �Uj

�xk
+ � jmk�m� + ujuk� �Ui

�xk
+ �imk�m��� ��

�xj

�19�

In what follows, the results obtained with the model given by Eq.
�19� will be referred to as “explicit.” The expressions for the vari-
ous scalar-flux components, as given by the model for the case of
rotation around any coordinate axis, are listed in the Appendix.

To put the present model’s results in perspective, we compare
its predictions with those obtained from two very different alter-
natives. The first of these is the simple gradient-transport closure
given by Eq. �1�. Following the usual practice in models which
utilize eddy-viscosity closures, the turbulent viscosity in Eq. �1�
was evaluated from C�k2 /� with C�=0.09. The turbulent Prandtl
number Prt was set equal to 0.85. The second model used for these

comparisons closely mirrors the model developed by Gibson �10�
to account for the effects of streamline curvature on the turbulent
scalar fluxes. Thus the differential transport equations for ui� �Eq.
�3�� are reduced to a set of algebraic equations via the approxima-
tion

Dui�

Dt
− D�ui�� =

ui�

�k�2�0.5�D�k�2�0.5

Dt
− D��k�2�0.5�� =

ui�

2k
�P − ��

+
ui�

2�2
�P� − ��� �20�

where P� and �� are the rates of production and dissipation of the
scalar variance �2.

Gibson �10� modeled �i� in Eq. �3� as the sum of two terms,
one containing only turbulence correlations and another contain-
ing gradients of mean-velocity and scalar, with corrections to each
to account for wall damping effects, viz.

�i� = �i�,1 + �i�,2 + �i�,1� + �i�,2� �21�

�i�,1 = − C1�

�

k
ui� �22�

�i�,2 = − C2�Pi� �23�

�i�,1� = − C1��
�

k
uk�ninkf �24�

�i�,2� = C2�� C2�Pk�ninkf �25�
The effects of curvature were introduced in Ref. �10� by treat-

ing Gi�, the term representing the rate of generation of ui� due to
streamline curvature, in exactly the same way as Pi�

, i.e., by the
addition of a term which reads

�i�,3 = − C3�Gi� �26�

with coefficient C3� set equal to C2�.
In extending this modeling approach to the case of rotating

flows, the same argument regarding the noninvariance of the sub-
stantial derivative applies here as well and thus the appropriate
way to introduce the effects of rotation into the pressure correla-
tions term is to substitute for Gi� in Eq. �26� by one-half its value.
The outcome of this substitution would be identical to what would
be obtained if the velocity gradients appearing in the expression
for Pi� in Eq. �23� were replaced by the rotation-dependent ex-
pression for velocity gradient given by Eq. �17�.

With this treatment of Gi�, the differential equations are re-
duced to the following set of algebraic relations for the turbulent
scalar fluxes:

− ui� =
k

�
�1�uk�� �Ui

�xk
+ �imk�m� + uiuk

��

�xk
� + �2ninkuk�

�27�

where

�1 =
�1 − C2��

1

2
�P

�
− 1� + C1�

�28�

�2 =
C1��

1

2
�P

�
− 1� + C1�

�29�

and the coefficients �C1�, C2�, C1�� , and C2�� � are assigned their
original values �0.3, 0.33, 0.5, and 0�.

The algebraic expression of Eq. �27�, together with the above
values for the model coefficients, will hereafter be referred to as
the “implicit” model. This designation refers to the appearance of
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the unknown fluxes on both sides of the expression thereby re-
quiring iterations to be performed for their determination.

3 Model Assessment
The DNS results used for the purpose of model assessment are

for heated channel flows that are nominally fully-developed in the
x-direction �refer to Fig. 1�. Thus, on long-time average basis,
only the y-direction gradients of mean-velocity and temperature
are nonzero. In these conditions, and for the general case of rota-
tion around all three axes, the nonzero components of the velocity
gradient are

�Ui

�xj
= 	

0
�U

�y
− �z �y

�z
�V

�y
− �x

− �y
�W

�y
+ �x 0


 �30�

The explicit-model equations for the case of a fully-developed
flow with nonzero gradients of velocity and scalar in the
y-direction and which is subjected to rotation around all three
coordinate directions are

− u� = �C2
k

�
uv + C3

k3

�2� �U

�y
− �z� + C4

k2

�2�v2� �U

�y
− �z� + u2�z

− uw�x + vw�y�� ��

�y
�31�

− v� = �C1
k2

�
+ C2

k

�
v2 + C4

k2

�2 �2uv�z − 2vw�x�� ��

�y
�32�

− w� = �C2
k

�
vw + C3

k3

�2�x + C4
k2

�2 �uw�z − w2�x − uv�y

+ v2�x�� ��

�y
�33�

We examine first the validity of the modeling assumption
that the time-scale for the fluctuations of the scalar field ��

�=�2 /2��� is proportional to �m, the mechanical time-scale
�=k /��. This assumption is often made in modeling the scalar
fluxes, as it has the advantage of eliminating the scalar variance

and its dissipation rate—two unknowns, which would require ad-
ditional modeling. The validity of this approach rests on the as-
sumptions that R, the time-scale ratio ��� /�m�, is constant across
the shear layer and that this parameter is not significantly affected
by rotation. We test these assumptions here by plotting the value
of R implied by the DNS results for channel flows with no rota-
tion, as well as for channels rotated about their streamwise and
wall-normal axes. The results are displayed in Fig. 2. It is imme-
diately apparent that the variations in R across the channel and its
dependence on the mode of rotation are sufficiently small to jus-
tify the assumption that the scalar time-scale is proportional to the
mechanical time-scale and can therefore be replaced by it. The
spatially-averaged value of R obtained by the DNS for all the
cases shown in Fig. 2 is 0.74. This compares very favorably with
the value of about 0.7 implied by the measurements of Bremhorst
and Bullock �11,12� in heated pipe flow.

3.1 Stationary Channel. The model’s performance is first as-
sessed in relation to the baseline flow, namely, that in a heated
plane channel with no rotation. The DNS results are those of
Debusschere and Rutland �13�. The nondimensional temperatures
of the top and bottom walls were kept constant and set equal to
one and zero, respectively. The Prandtl number was 0.7 and Re�,
the Reynolds number based on friction velocity and the half
width, was 186.

The scalar fluxes u� and v� are compared in Figs. 3 and 4. In
this and all subsequent comparisons, the heat fluxes were nondi-
mensionalized using the friction temperature and the friction ve-
locity. The most striking feature of the results is the relative mag-
nitude of the streamwise component of heat-flux �a quantity,
which is obtained as zero by Fourier’s law� compared with that in
the direction of the temperature gradient. Close to the wall, this
ratio attains a value of nearly 7. The explicit model captures the
correct maximum value of u� though the predictions then appears
to decay at a much faster rate than is suggested by the DNS. This
behavior, which will be observed in all subsequent comparisons
involving this parameter, is due, in part, to the absence from the
model predictions of a contribution from the streamwise gradient
�� /�x. The absence of such contribution is not due to the absence
in the explicit model on a dependence on the streamwise gradients
�which it clearly does, as can be seen in the Appendix� but, rather,
because the archived DNS results do not permit the evaluation of
these gradients.
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Fig. 2 DNS results for spatial variation of time-scale ratio R with and with-
out rotation: no rotation „�… †13‡, streamwise „�… †15‡, wall-normal „�… †17‡,
and average value „—…
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In sharp contrast, the profile of v� is far better predicted by the
explicit model, whereas the implicit-model underestimates this
quantity quite significantly. The conventional gradient-transport
model also seriously underpredicts this component. Note that in
applying this model, the eddy-viscosity, which appears in Eq. �1�
was damped close to the wall in accordance with the low turbu-
lence Reynolds number proposals of Chien �14�.

Even though the turbulent Prandtl number no longer enters into
the explicit model’s formulation, it is still instructive to compare
the values of this parameter implied by the DNS and the model.
This parameter is evaluated from

Prt 
uv

v�

��/�y

�U/�y
�34�

Figure 5 compares the DNS and model’s predictions of Prt. Both
results show that this parameter attains a value close to unity near
the wall and then drops to about 0.8 at the channel centerline.
Typical values of Prt used in connection with eddy-diffusivity clo-
sures are of the order of 0.85 �6�.

3.2 Streamwise Rotation. The next case considered is that of
flow in a channel rotated about its streamwise axis. The time-
averaged flow is symmetric about the channel’s center. According
to the DNS results of El-Samni and Kasagi �15�, the effects of
rotation on the mean flow are to induce a large mean-velocity
component �W� in the spanwise direction. As a result, all six com-
ponents of the Reynolds-stress tensor assume nonzero values in
this mode of rotation. The present model was assessed by com-
parisons with results from two DNS studies differing substantially
in the relative strength of the imposed rotation. The first study is
that of Wu and Kasagi �16� for rotation number Ro� �2�xd /u�o

where d is the channel half width� of 2.5 and Pr=0.71. The lower
wall �y /d=0� was heated, and the upper wall �y /d=2� was
cooled. The Reynolds number of the simulations, based on wall
friction velocity and half width, was Re�=300. The results are
plotted in Figs. 6–8. The maximum value of the streamwise heat-
flux u� is again well predicted with the explicit model though, as
with the stationary flow, the model shows a more rapid drop in
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Fig. 3 u� in stationary channel. DNS of Debusschere and Rutland †13‡.
DNS „�…, explicit „—…, and implicit „·– ·….
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Fig. 4 v� in stationary channel. DNS of Debusschere and Rutland †13‡.
DNS „�…, explicit „—…, implicit „·– ·…, and gradient-transport „– – –….
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Fig. 5 Prt in stationary channel. DNS of Debusschere and Rutland †13‡.
DNS „�…, explicit „—…, and Prt=0.85„–––….
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Fig. 6 u� in channel with streamwise rotation. DNS of Wu and Kasagi †16‡
for Ro�=2.5. DNS „�…, explicit „—…, and implicit „·– ·….
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Fig. 7 v� in channel with streamwise rotation. DNS of Wu and Kasagi †16‡
for Ro�=2.5. DNS „�…, explicit „—…, implicit „·– ·…, and gradient-transport
„– – –….
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this quantity away from the walls than is obtained in the DNS.
With the assumption of fully-developed mean flow, the effects of
streamwise rotation on the heat-flux component v� in the explicit
model enter via the term 2vw�x�� /�y �see Eq. �32��, which has
the effect of increasing its magnitude with respect to the �x=0
case. This is clearly obtained both in the DNS and by the explicit
model. In contrast, both the implicit-model and the gradient-
transport closure significantly underestimate the enhancement of
this component with both yielding results that are quite similar to
those obtained for the no rotation case. From the definition of the
turbulent Prandtl number �Eq. �34��, an increase in the level of v�
would lead to a decrease in Prt relative to the stationary flow. This
is borne out in Fig. 8. The discontinuities at the centerline are a
consequence of the mean-velocity gradient becoming zero there.

The second case considered is by El-Samni and Kasagi �15� for
Re�=150 and the much higher rotation number Ro�=15. The
Prandtl number was again set equal to 0.71 but now with the top
wall heated and the bottom wall cooled. The DNS and the models’
results, which are displayed in Figs. 9–11, show significantly dif-
ferent trends and are not in close correspondence with each other

as was the case for the weaker-rotation flow. Thus, for example,
the DNS results show that relative to the stationary flow, the maxi-
mum value of u� is slightly reduced by rotation, while the explicit
model shows that this quantity is significantly increased by rota-
tion. The explanation for this model’s result can again be found
from inspection of the model equation �Eq. �31��. There, it can be
seen that the effects of rotation enter through a term proportional
to uw�x. Now uw, which is zero in the stationary case, becomes
nonzero in the presence of streamwise rotation with the DNS re-
sults showing its level increasing with �x. This is what is obtained
by the explicit model. Significant differences are also apparent in
the DNS results and the models’ predictions of the heat-flux com-
ponent v�, especially away from the wall �note that the DNS
results for this were only available for one-half of the channel�. In
this respect it should be noted that the shape of the v� profile
obtained with the explicit model mirrors quite closely the shape of
the spanwise velocity �W� obtained by the DNS. The DNS profile,
on the other hand, shows no difference from the stationary and the
weakly-rotated case.
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Fig. 8 Prt in channel with streamwise rotation. DNS of Wu and Kasagi †16‡
for Ro�=2.5. DNS „�…, explicit „—…, and Prt=0.85„–––….
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Fig. 9 u� in channel with streamwise rotation. DNS of El-Samni and Kasagi
†15‡ for Ro�=15. DNS „�…, explicit „—…, and implicit „·– ·….
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An interesting feature of this flow is that the imposition of a
temperature gradient in the y direction leads to the generation of a
heat-flux component in the z direction. This is clearly seen in Fig.
11 where both the DNS results show w� to be of the same order as
v�. In gradient-transport models, w� is obtained as zero. With the
explicit model, it is given by the expression

− w� =
k2

�2 �C3k − C4�w2 − v2���x

��

�y
�35�

Thus with w� directly proportional to �x, the magnitude of this
component of the heat-flux is predicted to increase with the rate of
rotation �x. The explicit model again succeeds in capturing the
near-wall variations fairly accurately but seems to depart from the
DNS result away from the wall. In contrast, the implicit-model
incorrectly obtains both the sign of this component and the shape
of its profile.

3.3 Wall-Normal Rotation. The DNS results used for this
case are those of El-Samni and Kasagi �17� with Ro�=0.04 and
Re�=160.1. The models’ results for the heat-flux component u�

are compared with the DNS in Fig. 12. Here again, as was the
case for the other modes of rotation, as well as for the no rotation
case, the explicit model obtains the correct maximum level of this
quantity but then shows a much more rapid decrease in the levels
of this quantity toward the channel’s centerline. Possible causes
for this discrepancy have already been discussed in connection
with the no rotation case. The implicit-model fails entirely in cap-
turing the peak level but then obtains a similarly fast decay rate
away from the wall. The fact that two models that were formu-
lated from entirely different approaches yield similar trends lends
support to the suggestion that the streamwise gradients of velocity
and temperature make an important contribution to the levels of
u� away from the wall. In sharp contrast to this outcome, the
explicit model yields very accurate predictions of v�, as can be
seen in Fig. 13. The figure also shows that both the implicit and
the gradient-transport models yield predictions that significantly
differ, qualitatively and quantitatively, from the DNS results.

3.4 Spanwise Rotation. The case of a channel rotated about
its spanwise axis is next considered. Here, the effects of rotation
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Fig. 10 v� in channel with streamwise rotation. DNS of El-Samni and
Kasagi †15‡ for Ro�=15. DNS „�…, explicit „—…, implicit „·– ·…, and gradient-
transport „– – –….
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Fig. 11 w� in channel with streamwise rotation. DNS of El-Samni and
Kasagi †15‡ for Ro�=15. DNS „�…, explicit „—…, and implicit „·– ·….
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are to induce strong asymmetry in the flow field due to enhance-
ment of the turbulence activity on the pressure side and its sup-
pression on the suction side. The rate of heat transfer to the wall is
similarly affected by rotation. Comparisons are made with the
results of Wu and Kasagi �16�, which were obtained with
Ro��=�2�zd� /u�

��=2.5, Re�
��=�u�

�d� /��=295.5, and Pr=0.71,
where u�

� is the friction velocity calculated from the wall shear
stress averaged on the two walls. The wall temperatures were kept
constant with the lower wall heated and the top wall cooled. The
rotation-induced asymmetry is clearly evident in Figs. 14 and 15.
Note, in particular, the steepening of the v� profile near the pres-
sure side: this indicates quite significant increase in the value of
the Nusselt number compared with the no rotation case. The
present model correctly captures this increase though it appears to
overestimate the absolute value of v�. This is, in part, due to the
fact that in this flow, very strong secondary flows are set-up in the
form of large-scale longitudinal roll cells associated with the
Taylor–Goertler instability. These introduce significant spanwise
variations in the velocity and temperature fields such that gradi-

ents in that direction can no longer be assumed to be negligible.
Unfortunately the available DNS do not include data to allow for
the evaluation of these gradients whose effects on v� cannot
therefore be determined. The DNS and model results for the tur-
bulent Prandtl number are compared in Fig. 16, where the effects
of rotation can be seen to be quite significant and are manifested
by large departures from the constant value.

In a further test of the new model’s performance, the model was
implemented in a finite-volume calculation method and used in
actual computation of a rotating flow. In these computations, the
prediction of the mean-velocity and the turbulence field was
achieved using a complete Reynolds-stress transport closure in
which a modeled differential transport equation is solved for each
component of the Reynolds-stress tensor. This level of closure
was previously found necessary to correctly capture the effects of
rotation on turbulence �4�. The turbulence closure used is that of
Gerolymos and Vallet �18�, which is of the low turbulence Rey-
nolds number variety, to allow for the simulations to be carried
out through the viscous sublayer to the bounding walls. Details of
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Fig. 12 u� in channel with wall-normal rotation. DNS of El-Samni and
Kasagi †17‡ for Ro�=0.04. DNS „�…, explicit „—…, and implicit „·– ·….
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Fig. 13 v� in channel with wall-normal rotation. DNS of El-Samni and
Kasagi †17‡ for Ro�=0.04. DNS „�…, explicit „—…, implicit „·– ·…, and gradient-
transport „– – –….
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Fig. 15 v� in channel with spanwise rotation. DNS of Wu and Kasagi †16‡
for Ro�=2.5. DNS „�…, explicit „—…, implicit „·– ·…, and gradient-transport „– –
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Fig. 16 Prt in channel with spanwise rotation. DNS of Wu and Kasagi †16‡
for Ro�=2.5. DNS „�…, explicit „—…, and Prt=0.85„–––….
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Fig. 14 u� in channel with spanwise rotation. DNS of Wu and Kasagi †16‡
for Ro�=2.5. DNS „�…, explicit „—…, and implicit „·– ·….
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this model are given in the original reference and are not repro-
duced here. To assess the explicit model’s performance in relation
to a considerably more elaborate closure, predictions were also
obtained using a differential heat-flux transport closure based on
the solution of Eq. �3� for the individual heat-flux components.
The unknown correlations were modeled, as described in Eqs.
�21�–�25�. The finite-volume solution procedure is based on the
EXPRESS code �19�, which is second-order accurate in space and
iteratively solves the time-averaged forms of the equations gov-
erning conservation of mass, momentum, and thermal energy. De-
tails of the solution methodology are provided in Refs. �9,19�.
Treatment of the rotation terms, which appear explicitly in the
Reynolds-stress transport equations, follows the practice de-
scribed in Ref. �4�. Grid-independent solutions were obtained us-
ing 139 grid nodes, unevenly distributed, with 20 nodes located
within each viscous sublayer.

As the effects of rotation reduce the turbulence levels on the
stabilized side of a rotating channel, leading eventually to flow
relaminarization, it is important to first check the models’ perfor-
mance in a range of flow conditions spanning the transition re-
gime. This is done here in a heated stationary channel. The results
for the skin-friction coefficient Cf are compared in Fig. 17 with
the experimental correlations for this parameter �20�. The

Gerolymos–Vallet �18� model captures very accurately the discon-
tinuity in Cf at the point of transition. Also notable is this model’s
ability to exactly reproduce the analytical solution for the laminar
regime. The predicted variation in Nu with Re is compared in Fig.
18 with the analytical solution for the laminar regime and with the
experimental correlation �21�. Plotted there are the results ob-
tained with both the explicit and the differential models. There are
no clear differences between the models’ results with both produc-
ing a close match to the experimental correlations.

For the flow in a heated channel rotated about its spanwise axis,
the effects of rotation are most clearly seen in the changes they
bring about in the values of the wall shear stress on the suction
and pressure sides. These are shown in Fig. 19, where the ratio of
friction velocity in the presence of rotation to that at the same
Reynolds number but with no rotation �u� /u�0

� is plotted for vari-
ous values of the rotation parameter Ro. For moderate values of
Ro �0�Ro�0.1�, the model yields results in reasonable agree-
ment with the measurements of Johnston et al. �1� though, for the
suction side, the correspondence between the two deteriorates for
higher rotation rates.

Comparisons with the DNS results of Nishimura and Kasagi
�22� for the heated rotating channel with Re�=150 and Ro
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Fig. 17 Skin-friction coefficient in stationary channel. Laminar solution „- -… and Turbulent
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=0.159 are presented in Fig. 20. Predictions obtained with the
gradient-transport model Eq. �1� are included for comparison. In
general, the explicit model yields the closest correspondence with
the DNS results though significant differences are apparent in the
central region of the channel. The heat-flux component v� is well
predicted there, but both the explicit and the differential models
show it to essentially collapse in the stabilized region of the flow.
This is reflected by the predicted value of Nusselt number, which
is obtained there by the explicit and differential models as 5.87
and 5.78, respectively. These values compare well with the DNS
value of 5.98. In contrast, Fourier’s law predicts this quantity as
being equal to 5.12.

4 Concluding Remarks
An explicit algebraic model for the turbulent scalar fluxes, de-

rived from tensor-representation theory, has been extended here to
account for the effects of system rotation. The resulting model
accounts directly for the rates of rotation around all three orthogo-
nal axes in a manner that is consistent with the effects of rotation
on the rates of production of the Reynolds stresses and with the
principle of coordinates invariance. In order to put this model’s
performance in the context of what is obtainable from alternative
closure strategies, an alternative model was derived using an ap-
proach that has proved successful in other complex flows; specifi-
cally by the reduction to algebraic form of modeled differential
transport equations for the scalar fluxes. Even though the outcome
here was a model which is implicit in the scalar fluxes—an unde-
sirable feature from a numerical implementation standpoint—the
model nevertheless contains direct dependence on the rotation
rates and can thus provide meaningful basis for models compari-
sons. Moreover, since the gradient-transport model still forms the
basis of many practical computations, its results are also included
in the assessment.

The models’ performance was assessed using recent results
from direct numerical simulations of heated flows in channels
subjected to different modes of rotation. DNS results for a station-
ary channel were also considered. It was found that the explicit
model performed substantially better than the implicit and the
gradient-transport models in all the cases examined while yielding
results that are on par with those obtained from the more compli-
cated differential model. The correspondence between this mod-
el’s predictions and the DNS results was generally satisfactory

except in the cases where the mode of rotation leads to the estab-
lishment of strong secondary flows in planes normal to the main
flow. The effects on the scalar fluxes of these secondary flows
�more specifically, the spanwise gradients of mean-velocity and
temperature that they give rise to� are directly accounted for in the
DNS, and the tabulated values reported from these studies are
obtained by time-averaging fully three-dimensional, time-
dependent velocity, and temperature fields in which the gradients
of instantaneous velocities and temperature were nonzero in all
three directions. These gradients will thus have entered into deter-
mination of the DNS results for the heat fluxes. However, only the
time-averaged velocities and temperature are usually made avail-
able from DNS studies and, even then, these are only available
along a single direction �the y direction in the cases considered
here� and only at the channel’s midplane. It was therefore not
possible to evaluate either the streamwise or spanwise gradients of
velocities and temperature for use in this study. These gradients
contribute to the modeled values of ui�, as can be seen in the
equations in the Appendix. It is therefore to be expected that dif-
ferences between DNS and model results will arise and that the
source of such differences will be hard to identify in the absence
of sufficient details from the DNS results. As the provision of data
suitable for model development is often one of the motivations for
DNS, this study highlights the need for documentation of the
time-averaged gradients of instantaneous velocities and tempera-
ture in all three directions.
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Nomenclature
C1 ,C2 , . . . � model coefficients

Cf � skin-friction coefficient
Gij � Reynolds stress rotation production rate

k � turbulence kinetic energy
Nu � Nusselt number
Pij � Reynolds-stress shear production rate
Pi� � scalar-flux production rate
Pr � Prandtl number
Re � Reynolds number
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Fig. 19 Friction velocities in spanwise-rotating channel. Data of Johnston et al. †1‡ „�… and
Gerolymos and Vallet †18‡ „—….
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Ro � rotation parameter
Sij � mean rate of strain
U� � friction velocity

uiuj � Reynolds stresses
ui� � scalar fluxes
Wij � mean vorticity

Greek Symbols
� � viscous dissipation rate

�t � eddy-viscosity
� � rotation-rate vector
�t � turbulent Prandtl number
� � mean scalar

Appendix: Model Equations for General Rotation
For the case of rotation around all three axes, the explicit model

equations �Eq. �19�� are obtained as
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Fig. 20 Rotating channel flow with Re�=150 and Ro=0.159. DNS „�…, explicit „—…, differen-
tial flux model „–· – ·–…, and gradient-transport „¯….
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Computational Fluid Dynamics
Evaluation of Heat Transfer
Correlations for Sodium Flows in
a Heat Exchanger
A numerical study for the evaluation of heat transfer correlations for sodium flows in a
heat exchanger of a fast breeder nuclear reactor is performed. Three different types of
flows such as parallel flow, cross flow, and two inclined flows are considered. Calcula-
tions are performed for these three typical flows in a heat exchanger changing turbulence
models. The tested turbulence models are the shear stress transport (SST) model and the
SSG-Reynolds stress turbulence model by Speziale, Sarkar, and Gaski (1991, “Modelling
the Pressure-Strain Correlation of Turbulence: An Invariant Dynamical System Ap-
proach,” J. Fluid Mech., 227, pp. 245–272). The computational model for parallel flow is
a flow past tubes inside a circular cylinder and those for the cross flow and inclined flows
are flows past the perpendicular and inclined tube banks enclosed by a rectangular duct.
The computational results show that the SST model produces the most reliable results that
can distinguish the best heat transfer correlation from other correlations for the three
different flows. It was also shown that the SSG-RSTM high-Reynolds number turbulence
model does not deal with the low-Prandtl number effect properly when the Peclet number
is small. According to the present calculations for a parallel flow, all the old correlations
do not match with the present numerical solutions and a new correlation is proposed. The
correlations by Dwyer (1966, “Recent Developments in Liquid-Metal Heat Transfer,” At.
Energy Rev., 4, pp. 3–92) for a cross flow and its modified correlation that takes into
account of flow inclination for inclined flows work best and are accurate enough to be
used for the design of the heat exchanger.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.4000707�

1 Introduction
The heat exchanger of a liquid metal nuclear power reactor is a

shell-and-tube heat exchanger and on the shell side of the heat
exchanger a liquid metal such as sodium flows across the tube
bundles in all directions from parallel to perpendicular. Thus, a
proper heat transfer coefficient for these flow conditions should be
provided for a better heat exchanger design. However, the experi-
mental correlations for a heat transfer of a liquid metal are very
rare in literature since the sodium experiment is very expensive
and difficult. The most difficult thing is that the differences among
the correlations are so grave that it is difficult to decide which
correlation should be used for a particular flow situation. In the
present study, we propose a computational fluid dynamics �CFD�
evaluation of the existing heat transfer correlations for sodium
flows in a heat exchanger so that an appropriate heat transfer
correlation is used for a particular flow situation.

It is useful to outline the previous heat transfer correlations for
parallel flow, cross flow, and inclined flows. For a parallel flow
without a baffle, many correlations have been proposed in the past
mainly for the design of a fuel assembly. Those are the Westing-
house and modified-Schad correlations by Tang et al. �1�, Graber
and Rieger �2�, Borishansky et al. �3�, and Kisohara et al. �4�. The
comparisons of these correlations with experimental data are
given by Tang et al. �1�. It is shown that for P /D values of 1.1 and
1.2, the modified-Schad �by Tang et al. �1�� and Borishansky et al.
�3� correlations agree best with the experimental data while the

correlation by Graber and Rieger �2� overpredicts the heat transfer
coefficient when the P /D value is 1.1. They also reported that the
Westinghouse correlation �by Tang et al. �1�� underestimates the
heat transfer coefficient when the P /D value is 1.2. These obser-
vations indicate that the performance of each correlation is
strongly dependent on the value of P /D and care should be paid
in choosing a proper correlation for a particular problem. For
example, the P /D range of the Westinghouse correlation is 1.15
� P /D�1.3 and that of the modified-Schad correlation is 1.05
� P /D�1.15. Thus, the above conclusions cannot be applied to a
parallel flow in an intermediate heat exchanger of a liquid metal
reactor where the P /D values are relatively high; for example, the
P /D value is 1.6 for the Korea Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor
design.

For a cross flow, Hsu �5� published analytic solutions for a heat
transfer coefficient based on the following assumptions: �a� the
physical properties are constant, �b� the flow is two-dimensional
and steady, �c� the flow is incompressible, inviscid, and irrota-
tional, �d� there is no contact resistance at a solid-liquid interface,
�e� a negligible eddy conductivity compared with a molecular
conduction, �f� the hydrodynamic potential distribution on the sur-
face of a tube is linear, and �f� there is no interaction between the
boundary layers of adjacent tubes. The assumption of a negligible
eddy conductivity compared with a molecular conduction is a
good assumption when the Peclet number is small. Using these
assumptions, Hsu �5� developed two correlations for the condition
of a simple cosine surface temperature distribution around a tube
and for the condition of a uniform heat flux from a tube. These
correlations show linear profiles on the log-log plot of Nusselt
number �Nu� versus Peclet number �Pe�. �Nu=a�Pe�v,max

b �. Later,
Dwyer �6� presented the experimental results by Hoe et al. �7�,
Rickard et al. �8�, and Subbotin et al. �9� and claimed that the
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profiles should be concave upward and explained that the linear
profile on a log-log plot of Nu versus Pe in the theoretical study
by Hsu �5� was due to the assumption of inviscid and irrotational
flow in its derivation. Dwyer and co-worker �6,7� modified Hsu’s
correlation to remedy this problem. They derived another correla-
tion for a concave upward type of correlation. �Nu=a
+b�Pe�v,max

c �.
In estimating the heat transfer coefficients for inclined flows, it

is a good approximation to assume that they are the same as the
cross flow through a bundle of elliptically shaped rods. Hsu �11�
developed such a correlation using the same assumptions as those
for a cross flow. Thus, this correlation gives a straight line on a
log-log plot of Nu versus Pe, whereas the true curve is presumably
one of increasing slope as the Peclet number is increased, which
gives a concave upward shape on a log-log plot of Nu versus Pe.
Dwyer �6� modified Hsu’s correlation to account for the flow in-
clination effect by a function of the inclined angle. Kalish and
Dwyer �10� later devised a different correlation from their NaK
experimental data.

It is evident that the heat transfer correlations for a liquid metal
flow are not abundant compared with those of water or air. In the
present study a CFD evaluation of a sodium heat transfer coeffi-
cient is proposed. The CFD at present is mature enough to calcu-
late complex flows and the existing sodium heat transfer correla-
tions for the design of a heat exchanger are evaluated by the CFD
results and the compared results are presented. The CFD code
used in the present study is CFX-11 code and four different tur-
bulence models such as the shear stress transport model �SST�, the
renormalization group �RNG� k−� model, the SSG-Reynolds
stress turbulence model �SSF-RSTM�, and the omega-Reynolds
stress turbulence model �omega-RSTM�, which are available in
CFX-11 code are tested to see the impact of a turbulence model on
the solutions.

In what follows, we present the existing heat transfer correla-
tions for parallel flow, cross flow, and inclined flows. Then, the
numerical method is briefly explained and the numerical evalua-
tion of the heat transfer coefficients is presented, followed by a
conclusion.

2 Heat Transfer Correlations for Liquid Metal Flows

2.1 Parallel Flow. The liquid metal heat transfer correlations
for a parallel flow are relatively abundant, mainly due to the de-
sign of a fuel assembly, and in this case the range of P /D value is
very small �P /D=1.15−1.35� compared with that of a parallel
flow in a heat exchanger. Among them, the following six correla-
tions are considered in the present study:

�1� Graber–Rieger �2� correlation

Nu = 0.25 + 6.20� P

D
� + �− 0.007 + 0.032

P

D
��Pe��0.8−0.024 P

D�

�1�
�2� Lubarsky–Kaufman �12� correlation

Nu = 0.625�Pe�0.4 �2�
�3� Seban–Shimazaki �13� correlation

Nu = 5.0 + 0.025�Pe�0.8 �3�
�4� Kisohara et al. �4� correlation

Nu = 4.77 + 0.728�Pe�0.454 �4�
�5� Westinghouse correlation by Tang et al. �1�:

Nu = 4.0 + 0.33� P

D
�3.8� Pe

100
�0.86

+ 0.16� P

D
�5.0

�5�

�6� Present correlation

Nu = 0.16 + 4.03� P

D
� + �− 0.005 + 0.021

P

D
��Pe��0.8−0.024�P/D��

�6�

2.2 Cross Flow. Three liquid metal heat transfer correlations
for a cross flow are considered.

�1� Hsu �5� correlation

Nu = 0.958��1

D
�0.5�P − D

P
�0.5

�Pev,max�0.5 �7�

�2� Kalish and Dwyer �10� correlation

Nu = ��1

D
�0.5�P − D

P
�0.5

�6.19 + 0.2665�Pev,max�0.635� �8�

�3� Dwyer �6� correlation

Nu = ��1

D
�0.5�P − D

P
�0.5

�5.36 + 0.1974�Pev,max�0.682� �9�

2.3 Inclined Flows. Only three liquid metal heat transfer cor-
relations for an inclined flow exist within the present author’s
knowledge and they are as follows:

�1� Kalish and Dwyer �10� correlation

Nu = ��1

D
�0.5�P − D

P
�0.5� sin � + sin2 �

1 + sin2 �
�0.5

�5.44

+ 0.228�Pev,max�0.614� �10�
�2� Dwyer �6�� correlation

Nu = 0.958��1

D
�0.5�P − D

P
�0.5� sin � + sin2 �

1 + sin2 �
�0.5

�Pev,max�0.5

�11�
�3� Modified Dwyer �6� correlation

Nu = ��1

D
�0.5�P − D

P
�0.5� sin � + sin2 �

1 + sin2 �
�0.5

�5.36

+ 0.1974�Pev,max�0.682� �12�

In the above equations, � is the inclined angle and �1 is a hydro-
dynamic potential function and its value for many different cases
of the P /D are tabulated by Hsu �5�.

3 Turbulence Models
The selection of turbulence model is very important for accu-

rate prediction of thermal-hydraulic problems. Four turbulence
models, which are available in CFX-11 code �14�, are considered
and they are the SST, the RNG k−� model, the SSG-RSTM, and
the omega-RSTM. The SST model and RNG k−� model are com-
monly used two-equation turbulence models, which have been
validated for various problems in literature and these two models
are known to perform better than the conventional k−� model,
especially for the problems involving separation and curvature
effect such as the present problem. The SSG-RSTM turbulence
model is chosen here due to its theoretically sound derivation of
the pressure-strain term �15� and is also due to the best perfor-
mance among the high-Reynolds number Reynolds stress models
available in CFX-11 code. The omega-RSTM model is tested here
to investigate the performance of the low-Reynolds number
second-moment closure for the present problem. The SST and
omega-RSTM models are the low-Reynolds number models in
which calculations are carried out all the way to the wall, while
the RNG k−� and SSG-RSTM models are the high-Reynolds
number models and use the wall functions near the wall. A pre-
liminary test of the above four turbulence models was performed
and it was shown that for a low-Reynolds number model the SST
model gives nearly same solutions as the omega-RSTM. It was
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also shown that the SSG-RSTM model outperforms the RNG k
−� model for the present problem. The results of these tests lead
us to use the SST model and the SSG-RSTM for the present
purpose. As details of these two models are given in CFX-11 code
�14� only a brief description of them is given here.

The transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy and its
specific dissipation rate in the SST model can be written as fol-
lows:

�

�t
��k� +

���Ujk�
�xj

=
�

�xj
��� +

�T

�k*
� �k

�xj
� + Pk − ���k� �13�

�

�t
���� +

���Uj��
�xj

=
�

�xj
��� +

�T

��
� ��

�xj
� + 	

�

k
Pk − ���2

+ �1 − F1�
2�

��2�

�k

�xj

��

�xj
�14�

In this model, a blending function �F1� is used to activate the
Wilcox k−� model close to the wall and the k−� model in the
outer region. By this approach, the SST model overcomes the
deficiencies of both k−� and k−� models. The advantage of the
�-equation is that it allows for a more accurate near wall treat-
ment with an automatic switch from a wall function to a low-
Reynolds number formulation based on the grid spacing.

The governing equations for the Reynolds stresses and their
dissipation rate in the SSG-RSTM can be written as follows:

�
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��uiuj� +

���Ukuiuj�
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�
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2

3
Cs
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� �uiuj
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��
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� +

�

k
�C�1Pk − C�2���

�16�

In the SSG-RSTM, the pressure-strain term ��ij� is treated by that
given by Speziale et al. �15�.

4 Results and Discussion
Let us consider a flow situation where the sodium �liquid Na�

flows inside a circular cylinder or rectangular duct in which sev-
eral tubes are placed as shown in Fig. 1. The energy balance
equation can be written as follows:

hAw�Tb − Tw� = ṁCp�Tin − Tout� �17�
The overall Nusselt number can be obtained as follows if the
outlet temperature �Tout� and the bulk temperature �Tb� are known
from the numerical results:

Nu =
h

k
D =

ṁCpD�Tin − Tout�
kAw�Tb − Tw�

�18�

The inlet temperature of sodium �Tin� is 818 K and the wall tem-
perature of the tube �Tw� is 598 K for all cases considered in the
present study. The working fluid in the present study is a liquid Na
and the physical properties of the liquid Na are based on the
average temperature of inlet and tube wall �=708 K�. The outer
diameter of the tube is 12.7 mm. The bulk temperature �Tb� is
obtained from the volume average of the temperature in the tube
region.

For boundary conditions, the temperature and mass flow rate
are specified at the inlet and at the outlet the pressure boundary
condition and the zero gradient temperature condition are im-
posed. The adiabatic wall condition was imposed for the outer
cylinder in the parallel flow computation and the same condition
was imposed at the top and bottom boundaries for the cross and

inclined flows. The symmetry condition can be imposed at the top
and bottom walls for the cross and inclined flows and it was
shown that the calculated heat transfer coefficients were nearly
same between two different impositions of boundary condition.
The symmetry condition was imposed at the lateral �left and right�
boundaries

Typically 350,000–560,000 numerical grids are generated using
the WORKBENCH program in CFX-11 code. The shapes of typical
numerical grids are shown in Fig. 1 for a parallel flow and an
inclined flow where the inclined angle is 60 deg. In this figure, the
pitch to tube diameter ratio �P /D� is 1.85 for the parallel flow and
is 1.6 for the cross and inclined flows. Calculations are performed
changing the inlet mass flow rate. The inlet mass flow rate is
divided by eight intervals in a range between 0.54 kg/s and 5.4
kg/s, and this corresponds to the Peclet number in a range of 40
�Pe�400. In the initial phase of the present study, the grid sen-
sitivity on the numerical solutions are performed. Figure 2 shows
the predicted Nusselt number using two different numerical grids
for the 60 deg inclined flow. This figure shows that the predicted
heat transfer coefficient is not so sensitive to the numerical grid
when the numerical grids are properly refined near the wall. All
the numerical solutions presented in this paper are those using the
fine grids. In order to check whether the first grid point from the
tube wall is placed within the logarithmic layer when the wall
function method is used in the calculations by the SSG-RSTM
high-Reynolds number model, the value of y+ was checked for
the whole tube walls. The maximum value of y+ for a cross flow
when the Peclet number is maximum �Pe=400� was 62.25, indi-
cating that the grid refinement near the wall is properly done in
the calculations by the SSG-RSTM. In CFX-11 code, the typical
convergence is declared when all the root-mean-square of the re-
siduals of momentum equations and energy equation is less than
10−4 and we adopt this criterion for all calculations. Due to using

Fig. 1 Numerical grids: „a… parallel flow and „b… inclined flow
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the coupled method in CFX-11 code, the convergence is reached
within 50 iterations for all cases.

4.1.1 Parallel Flow. Figure 3 shows the predicted Nusselt
number profiles by the two turbulence models together with the
previous correlations for a parallel flow. The Pe number in this
figure is that based on the average inlet velocity. We can observe
that the Graber and Rieger �2� correlation predicts the Nusselt
number much larger than the present solutions using the two dif-
ferent turbulence models. The differences in the magnitude of the
Nusselt number between the Graber and Rieger �2� correlation
and the present numerical results are very large. It may be partly
due to the different imposition of temperature boundary condition
at the tube wall �qw=constant by Graber and Rieger �2� and
Tw=constant in the present study�. However, the trend of increase
in the Nusselt number versus the Peclet number is nearly the same
as the present predictions. The correlation by Kisohara et al. �4�
and the Westinghouse correlation by Tang et al. �1� predicted the
Nusselt number nearly the same and the predicted Nusselt num-
bers increases rapidly as the Peclet number increase when com-

pared with other correlations. Their predictions are nearly the
same as the present numerical results only when the Peclet num-
ber is very small �Pe	40� and the differences become more grave
when the Peclet number becomes larger. It is observed that the
correlations by Lubarsky–Kaufman �12� and Seban–Shimazaki
�13� predicted the Nusselt number much smaller than the present
numerical results in the whole range of the Peclet number consid-
ered �40�Pe�400�. If the Peclet number is relatively small, the
heat transfer is dictated by the molecular conduction due to the
high conductivity of the sodium and the heat transfer curve should
be flat or concave �6� as is observed in the results by the SST
model. It is noted that the SSG-RSTM is a high-Reynolds number
model and this model use the wall functions near the wall, thus
the near wall turbulence is not modeled properly especially when
the Peclet number is small and that is observed in the Fig. 3.
When the Peclet number is rather large �Pe�140� and the flow
become fully turbulent, the two models result in nearly the same
magnitude for the heat transfer coefficient. We can observe that
the SSG-RSTM produce a little convex curve when the Peclet
number is very small �Pe�60�, which is a contradiction to the
physical phenomenon explained before. The SST model predicts
the proper behaviors and a new correlation based on the predic-
tions by the SST model is proposed �Eq. �6�� since no previous
correlations match with our predictions. It is noted that the corre-
lations by Graber and Rieger �2�, Seban–Shimazaki �13�, and the
proposed correlation showed the same trends of increase in Nus-
selt number versus the Peclet number, as shown in Fig. 3, al-
though the magnitudes of Nusselt number are different. It is noted
that when one considers a conservative design based on the our
proposed correlation, one may choose the correlation by Seban–
Shimazaki �13� and it was done recently by Mochizuki and Ta-
kano �16� in their heat transfer analysis of heat exchanger in a
sodium cooled fast reactor.

4.1.2 Cross Flow. Fig. 4 shows the log-log plot of the Nusselt
number versus the Peclet number for a cross flow ��=90 deg�.
The Peclet number in this figure ��Pe�v,max� is the Peclet number
based on the maximum inlet velocity. The prediction by the SSG-
RSTM follows the theoretical correlation by Hsu �5� while that of
the SST model follows the Dwyer’s correlation. The Hsu’s corre-
lation is based on the assumptions such that the flow is two-
dimensional, incompressible, inviscid, and irrotational as men-
tioned earlier. The fact that the prediction by the SSG-RSTM
matches with Hsu’s correlation means that the high Reynolds

Fig. 2 Grid dependency test „SST model, Pev,max=400, and �
=60 deg…

Fig. 3 Comparison of correlations and CFD results for a par-
allel flow

Fig. 4 Comparison of correlations and CFD results for a cross
flow „�=90 deg…
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number model SSG-RSTM with the wall function method be-
haves like an inviscid and irrotational flow when the Peclet num-
ber is small. The inaccurate behavior of the high Reynolds number
turbulence model is due to the use of the wall function method
near the wall and is also due to the fact that the high Reynolds
number model does not properly deal with the low-Prandtl num-
ber effect when the Peclet number is small. The SST model pre-
dicts a little larger magnitude of the heat transfer coefficient than
that by the SSG-RSTM when the Peclet number is small
��Pe�v,max�100�. The predictions by the SST model agrees well
with the correlation by Dwyer �6� in Eq. �9�, when the Peclet
number is small and they also agree well with the correlation by
Kalish and Dwyer �10� in Eq. �8�, when the Peclet number is
large. Note that the SST model calculates the momentum and
energy equations all the way to the wall and properly model the
near wall behavior. The difference between the present predictions
by the SST model and the correlation by the Dwyer �6� is small
and the Dwyer’s correlation �Eq. �9�� can be used for the design of
a heat exchanger in a liquid metal nuclear reactor. Note that the
correlation by Kalish and Dwyer �10� overpredicts the heat trans-
fer coefficient when the Peclet number is small.

4.1.3 Inclined Flows. Figures 5 and 6 show the predicted Nus-
selt number versus the Peclet number on the log-log plot for the
inclined flows where the inclined angles are 60 deg and 30 deg,
respectively. The heat transfer correlations for the inclined flows
of a liquid metal are very rare in literature. We could only find
three correlations such as those by Kalish and Dwyer �10� in Eq.
�10�, and Dwyer �6� in Eq. �11�, and the modified Dwyer correla-
tion in Eq. �12�. The Dwyer’s correlation is based the theoretical
study by Hsu �11�. Dwyer �6� modified Hsu’s correlation to ac-
count for the flow inclination effect by multiplying a function
based on the inclined angle. Thus, this correlation gives a straight
line on the log-log plot of the Nusselt number versus the Peclet
number whereas the true curve from the experimental data is a
concave upward shape �6�. The correlation by Kalish and Dwyer
�10� is based on their NaK experimental data. Figure 5 shows the
predictions by the two turbulence models and the experimental
correlations for an inclined flow where the inclined angle is 60
deg. It is observed that the numerical result by the SSG-RSTM
follows the correlation by Dwyer �6� in Eq. �11�. The prediction
by the SST model agrees well with the modified correlation by
Dwyer �6� in Eq. �12� and they also agree well with the correla-
tion by Dwyer �6� when the Peclet number is large. Similar be-

haviors have been observed for cross flow. It should be noted that
the correlation by Kalish and Dwyer �6� severely underpredicted
the heat transfer coefficient when the Peclet number is larger than
150. When the inclined angle is small ��=30 deg�, the computa-
tional results for the heat transfer coefficient follow a very similar
trend although some differences in the magnitude of Nusselt num-
ber exist, which can be seen in Fig. 6. The heat transfer coefficient
by the SSG-RSTM follows the correlation by Dwyer �6� in Eq.
�11� as expected. The predicted Nusselt number by the SST model
generally follows that of the modified correlation by Dwyer �6� in
Eq. �12� and a small difference in magnitude of heat transfer co-
efficient exists. This may be due to the numerical error originated
from using strongly nonorthogonal numerical grids. It is observed
that the correlation by Kalish and Dwyer �10� in Eq. �10� under-
predicted the heat transfer coefficient when the Peclet number is
large. All of these results recommend us to use the modified cor-
relation by Dwyer �6� in Eq. �12� for inclined flows.

5 Conclusions
The results of the present numerical study for the evaluation of

heat transfer correlations for liquid metal fluid flows in a heat
exchanger are presented. The computations were performed for
parallel flow, cross flow, and inclined flows changing turbulence
models. The turbulence models employed in the present study are
the SST model and the SSG-Reynolds stress model. The follow-
ing conclusions are drawn from the present study.

�1� The high-Reynolds model SSG-RSTM does not behave
properly in a region where the Peclet number is small while
the SST model results in reliable solutions for a whole re-
gion �40�Pe�400�.

�2� For parallel flow, no previous correlations match well with
the present computational results and a new correlation is
proposed based on the present results by the SST model in
Eq. �6�.

�3� For cross flow, the correlation by Dwyer �6� in Eq. �9� can
be used for the design of the heat exchanger without a
significant error.

�4� For inclined flows, the modified Dwyer model �6� in Eq.
�12� was reliable and accurate enough to be used in a real
design. The Kalish and Dywer correlation in Eq. �10� un-
derpredicts the heat transfer coefficient when the Peclet
number is large.

Fig. 5 Comparison of correlations and CFD results for an in-
clined flow „�=60 deg…

Fig. 6 Comparison of correlations and CFD results for an in-
clined flow „�=30 deg…
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Nomenclature
a ,b ,c � constants

Aw � total rod heat transfer area
CP � specific heat
Cs � constant in the Reynolds stress model

C�1 ,C�2 � constants in the �-equation of the Rey-
nolds stress model

D � outer diameter of tube
F1 � blending function in the SST model
h � heat transfer coefficient
k � turbulent kinetic energy or conductivity

ṁ � mass flow rate
Nu � Nusselt number

P � pitch, distance between tube centers
Pe � Peclet number

Pev,max � Peclet number based on maximum
velocity

Pij � production rate of Reynolds stress
Pk � production rate of turbulent kinetic

energy
Pr � Prandtl number
Re � Reynolds number
Tb � bulk temperature
Tin � inlet temperature

Tout � outlet temperature
Tw � tube wall temperature
Ui � time mean velocity components

uiuj � Reynolds stresses

Greek
	 ,�� ,�� ,�k*,

�� ,��2 � constants in the model transport
equations

� � inclined angle or turbulent model
constant


ij � Kronecker delta

� � dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic
energy

� � dynamic viscosity
�T � dynamic turbulent viscosity

� � density
�1 � hydrodynamic potential function, which

is a function of P /D
�ij � pressure-strain term
� � specific dissipation rate of turbulent ki-

netic energy
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A method for design and rating of shell-and-tube heat exchanger with helical baffles
(STHXHB) has been developed in present study based on the public literatures and the
widely used Bell–Delaware method for shell-and-tube heat exchanger with segmental
baffles (STHXSB). A number of curve-type factors in the literature have all been replaced
by mathematical expressions for the convenience of engineering design. The detailed
calculation procedure of the method is provided. The accuracy of present method is
validated with some experimental data. Four design cases of replacing original STHXsSB
by STHXsHB are supplied, and the comparison results show that all of the STHXsHB
have better performance than the original heat exchangers with segmental baffles.
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1 Introduction
Shell-and-tube heat exchangers �STHXs� are widely used in

many industrial areas, and more than 35–40% of heat exchangers
are of this type due to their robust geometry construction, easy
maintenance, and possible upgrades �1�. Besides supporting the
tube bundles, the baffles in shell-and-tube heat exchangers form
flow passage for the shell-side fluid in conjunction with the shell.
The most-commonly used baffle is the segmental baffle, which
forces the shell-side fluid going through in a zigzag manner,
hence, improves the heat transfer with a large pressure drop pen-
alty. This type of heat exchanger has been well-developed �2–6�
and probably is still the most-commonly used type of the shell-
and-tube heat exchangers. But there are three major drawbacks in
the conventional shell-and-tube heat exchangers with segmental
baffles �STHXsSB�: �1� the large shell-side fluid pressure drop;
�2� the dead zone in each compartment between two adjacent
segmental baffles, which lead to an increase of fouling resistance;
and �3� the dramatic zigzag flow pattern and longer unsupported
tube spans, which lead to high risk of vibration failure of tube
bundle. A number of improved structures were proposed for the
purposes of higher heat transfer coefficient, low possibility of tube
vibration, and reduced fouling factor with a mild increase in
pumping power �7–11�.

However, the principal shortcomings of the conventional seg-
mental baffle still remain in the improved structures of the above-
mentioned studies. A new type of baffle, called the helical baffle,
provides further improvement. This type of baffle was first devel-
oped by Lutcha and Nemcansky �12�. They investigated the flow
field patterns produced by such helical baffle geometry with dif-
ferent helix angles. They found that these flow patterns were very
close to the plug flow condition, which was expected to reduce
shell-side pressure drop and to improve heat transfer performance.
Stehlik et al. �13� compared heat transfer and pressure drop cor-
rection factors for a heat exchanger with an optimized segmental
baffle based on the Bell–Delaware method �2–4� with those for a
heat exchanger with helical baffles. Kral et al. �14� discussed the
performance of heat exchangers with helical baffles based on test

results of various baffles geometries. One of the most important
geometric factors of the STHXHB is the helix angle. Recently a
comprehensive comparison between the test data of shell-side heat
transfer coefficient versus shell-side pressure drop was provided
for five helical baffles and one segmental baffle measured for
oil-water heat exchanger �15�. It is found that based on the heat
transfer per unit shell-side fluid pumping power or unit shell-side
fluid pressured drop, the case of 40 deg helix angle behaves the
best.

For the convenience of manufacturing, up to now all helical
baffles actually used in STHXs are noncontinuous approximate
helicoids. The noncontinuous helical baffles are usually made by
four elliptical sector-shaped plates joined in succession. The ellip-
tical sector-shaped plates are arranged in a pseudohelical �noncon-
tinuous� manner, with each baffle occupying one-quarter of the
cross section of the heat exchanger and being angled to the axis of
the heat exchanger. The two adjacent baffles may be joined end to
end at the perimeter of each sector, forming a continuous helix at
the outer periphery �Fig. 1�a��; this structure of connecting baffles
together is called a single helix manner. Another connection be-
tween two adjacent sectors is the middle-overlapped connection,
as shown in Fig. 1�b�, where the helix angle, designated by �,
helical pitch, B, and baffle thickness, Sp, are presented. As shown
in Fig. 1�c�, the helix angle is referred to as the angle between the
normal line of the elliptical sector-shaped plates and the heat ex-
changer axis. For heat exchangers with large shell diameters, such
structures can reduce the helical pitch to shorten the length of heat
exchanger and can also reduce the cross-flow area to obtain a
higher shell-side velocity. Hence such connection is more popular
in engineering practice. Typical publications on experimental
study of STHXsHB since the year 2000 can be referred to in Refs.
�15–19�. With the rapid advances in computer hardware numerical
simulation plays an increasingly important role. Typical
progresses in the shell-and-tube heat exchanger performance
simulations can be found in Refs. �20–39�.

The research results of experimental measurements and numeri-
cal simulations provide the bases of engineering design method,
for which the primary objects are to determine the required heat
transfer surfaces and the fluid pressure drops of shell-and-tube
sides. In the design method, the input data are flow rates and at
least three of the inlet and outlet temperatures of both sides in heat
exchanger. After primary guessing for the heat exchanger struc-
ture, the over-all heat transfer coefficient and the pressure drop
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can be determined by adopting correlations obtained from tests or
simulations. If the calculated heat transfer rate and pressure drops
cannot satisfy the design requirements, the heat exchanger is re-
constructed, and the calculation is repeated again until the calcu-
lated heat transfer rate and the pressure drops can satisfy the pre-
specified conditions. It can be seen that the heat transfer and
pressure drop correlations are the basis for the design method.

The above-mentioned engineering design method has been
quite well-developed for the conventional segmental baffled shell-
and-tube heat exchangers �STHXsSB� �2–6,11,40–51�. However,
for STHXsHB, the situation is totally different. Except the early
work published by Stehlik et al., we can hardly find papers related
to the design method of STHXsHB. Reference �37� is the only one
known to the present authors. In Ref. �13� a comprehensive com-
parison was made for the flow and heat transfer characteristics of
STHXsSB and STHXsHB, and based on the design method for
the STHXsSB, a series of correction curves were provided for the
calculation of pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient of
STHXsHB. But, the complete design method and procedure for
determination of geometry parameters of both sides in STHXsHB
were not provided in Ref. �13�. Of course this is not convenient to
the engineering application. In Ref. �37�, part of the design meth-
ods is based on the results in Ref. �13�, but the detailed design
procedure and the determination of geometry parameters of both
sides in STHXsHB were not supplied either. This situation is ob-
viously not convenient for a good engineering design of a
STHXHB.

Stimulated by the above-mentioned situation, in this paper the
present authors propose a complete calculating method for the
design of a STHXHB in detail via a number of equations based on
the study results in Ref. �13� and the Bell–Delaware method
�2–6�. The accuracy of this method is validated by comparison
with the experiment data in Ref. �15�. Finally, some application
cases of this method are presented.

2 Correlations for Flow and Heat Transfer Character-
istics in Shell Side of STHXsHB

Based on Refs. �2–6,13� the correlations for flow and heat
transfer in shell side of STHXsHB are proposed and collected in
this section. Most of the symbols used the following presentation
are the same as what were used in Ref. �13� for the sake of
convenience.

2.1 Correlations for Heat Transfer Coefficient in Shell
Side of STHXsHB. The average Nu number for the shell side of
STHXsHB �13� is determined by

Nus = 0.62 � �0.3 + �Nulam
2 + Nuturb

2 � � Y2 � Y3 � Y4 � Y7 � Y8

� Y9 � Y10 �1�
where

Nulam = 0.664 Re0.5 Pr0.33 �2�

Nuturb =
0.037 Re0.7 Pr

1 + 2.433 Re−0.1�Pr0.67 − 1�
�3�

In Eq. �1� coefficients Yi are the correction factors. Their physi-
cal meanings are defined as follows �13�. Y2 accounts for the
thermal-physics properties effects; Y3 accounts for the scale-up
from a single tube row to a bundle of tubes; Y4 accounts for the
adverse temperature gradient; Y7 accounts for the bundle-shell
bypass streams; Y8 accounts for the baffle spacing in inlet and
outlet sections; Y9 accounts for the change in the cross-flow char-
acteristics in heat exchanger; and Y10 accounts for the turbulent
enhancement.

Average heat transfer coefficient for shell side of STHXsHB
�13� is

hs =
Nus � �s

l
�4�

where

l =
�do

2
�5�

where do is the outside diameter of the tube; and �s is thermal
conductivity of shell-side fluid. The application ranges of Eqs.
�1�–�5� are 10�Re�106, 10�Pr�103, nrc�10, and 5��
�45 deg, where

nrc = nrp�np − 1� �6�

nrp is the number of tube rows in the cross section of heat ex-
changer; and np is the number of baffles.

2.2 Correlations for Pressure Drop in Shell Side of
STHXsHB. According to Stehlik et al. �13�, the pressure drop
cross the bundle per unit cycle without bypass flow can be deter-
mined by

�pt0
1 = 2�22nr

1	2u2
2Z2Z6Z7 �7�

The pressure drop cross the whole bundle zone with bypass flow
is �13�

�pt0 = �pt0
1 lt0

B
Z3 �8�

The pressure drop in the inlet and outlet zones �13�

Fig. 1 Helical baffle arrangement and parameters definition
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�ptn = �pt0
1 Z5 �9�

where nr
1 is the number of tube rows on the center stream line

within one cycle. �22 is the friction factor of ideal cross-flow
through tube bundle, which can be determined by referring to
�6,52�. lto is the baffled length of tube bundle.

In Eqs. �7�–�9� correction factors are defined as �13� follows. Z2
accounts for the thermal-physics properties effects; Z3 accounts
for the bundle-shell bypass streams; Z5 accounts for the baffle
spacing in inlet and outlet sections; Z6 accounts for the change in
the cross-flow characteristics in heat exchanger; and Z7 accounts
for the turbulent enhancement.

The pressure drop in the inlet and outlet nozzles can be calcu-
lated by �53,54�

�pnozzle = 
 � 0.5 � 	vs,nozzle
2 �10�

where 
 is taken as 1.5 or 2.0 by referring to Refs. �53,54�.
The over-all pressure drop of the shell-side fluid

�ps,all = �ptn + �pnozzle + �pt0 �11�
From above presentation it can be seen that the determination

of factors Yi and Zi is the key issue to obtain the shell-side fluid
heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop. Section 2.3 is for this
purpose.

2.3 Determination of Factors. Y2 and Z2 �6,13�.

Y2 = � �s

�s,w
�0.14

�12�

Z2 = � �s

�s,w
�−0.14

�13�

where �s,w is the dynamic viscosity at average temperature of tube
wall.

The determination of average temperature of tube wall is con-
ducted by �6�

tw = tt,avg + � ts,avg − tt,avg

1 + ht/hs
� �14�

where tt,avg and ts,avg are the averaged inlet and outlet tempera-
tures of tube side and shell side in the heat exchanger, respec-
tively. ht and hs are heat transfer coefficients for tube side and
shell side, respectively.

Y3 �13,52�. For in-line arrangement,

Y3 = 1 +
0.7

�1.5

b/a − 0.3

�b/a + 0.7�2 �15�

For staggered arrangement,

Y3 = 1 +
2

3b
�16�

where a is the ratio of distance between the tube normal to the
flow direction and the central tube pitch, b, is the ratio of distance
between tube in the flow direction and the central tube pitch, as
shown in Fig. 2, and the parameter � is determined by

if b  1: � = 1 −
�

4a
�17�

if b � 1: � = 1 −
�

4ab
�18�

Y7 and Z3 �13�. Y7 and Z3 are functions of tt ·npt /D1 and
Sss /S2z, as shown in graphs presented by Stehlik et al. �13�. These
curves have been fitted to the following equations �using x and y,
respectively, to substitute tt ·npt /D1 and Sss /S2z for simplicity�:

Y7 = exp�− 1.343x�1 − �2y�0.338�� �19�

Z3 = exp�− 3.56x�1 − �2y�0.363�� �20�
where

Sss = 0.5�B − Sp/cos ���D1 − Ds − Stt� �21�

S2z = 0.5�B − Sp/cos ���Di − D1 +
D1 − do

tt
�tt − do�	 �22�

In the above equations, tt is the tube pitch, D1 is the inner
diameter of shell, Sp is the thickness of baffle, Stt is distance
between the two tubes’ outside surfaces, npt is the number of
stealing strip pairs, and Ds is the diameter of tube bundle. It
should be emphasized that for the STHXsHB because the shell-
side flow pattern resulted from the helical-type structure is close
to helical flow, the cross section area, S2z, is actually only half of
the entire cross section at the shell centerline of the heat
exchanger.

Y8 and Z5 �13�. Y8 and Z5 are functions of �ltc− lto� / ltc and
B /D1, as shown in graphs presented by Stehlik et al. �13�. Again,
the present authors have made curve-fitting for the convenience
of design as follows �using x and y, respectively, to substitute
�ltc− lto� / ltc and B /D1 for simplicity�:

Y8 = 1.079y0.0487 − 0.445y−0.301x1.2 �23�

Z5 = �− 0.0172 + 0.0899y�x−1.2 �24�

where ltc is the effective length of the tube bundle, and lto is the
baffled length of tube bundle.

Figure 3 illustrates the definitions of lto and ltc. The helical pitch
B can be calculated with D1 and � at hand �see Eq. �25�� �55�, and
then the maximum number of baffle numbers can be determined

Fig. 2 Definition of parameters used in Y3

Fig. 3 Definition of parameters used in Y8 and Z5
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with specified value of ltc The baffle number is an integral. Then
lto and the distances between inlet and outlet baffles to tube sheet,
ltn1 and ltn2, can be determined with ease

B = �n · D1 sin
�

n
· tan �, n  2, 0 � � � 1 �25�

where � is the dimensionless radius of the contacting point of the
two successive helical baffles �see Fig. 4�.

Y9 and Z6 �13�. From the graphs presented by Stehlik et al.
�13�, Y9 and Z6 are only influenced by helical angle. The curves in
�13� can be fitted to the following equations:

Y9 = 0.977 + 0.00455x − 0.0001821x2 �18 deg � x � 45 deg�
�26�

Y9 = 1 �x � 18 deg� �27�

Z6 = 0.289 − �5.06 � 10−4�x − �4.53 � 10−5�x2 �28�

where x represents the helical angle �.
Y10 and Z7 �13�. Y10 and Z7 are also only influenced by the

helical angle, as shown in the graphs presented by Stehlik et al.
�13�. The following curve-fitted equations are obtained by the
present authors:

Y10 = − 56.39 + 8.28x − 0.46x2 + 0.012x3 − �1.64 � 10−4�x4

+ �8.19 � 10−7�x5 �25 deg � x � 45 deg� �29�

Y10 = 1 �x � 25 deg� �30�

Z7 = − 5.411 + 0.379x − 0.00402x2 �22 deg � x � 45 deg�
�31�

Z7 = 1 �x � 22 deg� �32�

where x represents the helical angle �.

3 Correlations for the Flow and Heat Transfer in Tube
Side of STHXsHB

3.1 Correlations for Heat Transfer Coefficient in Tube
Side of STHXsHB. The average heat transfer coefficient of tube
side is calculated by the Gnielinski equation in turbulence condi-
tion or the Sieder–Tate equation in laminar condition �56–58�.

3.2 Correlations for Pressure Drop in Tube Side of STHX-
sHB [53,54].

�pt,all =
1

2

	vt,nozzle

2 +
1

2
	ut

2� f tLtc

di

1

��t�r + kc + ke + 4	Np �33�

where 
 is taken as 1.5 or 2.0 �53,54�; kc and ke are friction factors
for the sudden contraction and expansion effects, respectively,
when the tube side fluid flows into and out of the tubes; Np is the
number of tube passes; and if there is only one tube pass in the
heat exchanger, the number “4” in Eq. �33� should be omitted. The
friction factor f t can be determined by referring to Refs. �53,54�.

4 Design Procedures
In heat transfer textbooks heat exchanger design is often clas-

sified by the design mode and rating mode �54,56,57�. Simply
speaking, in the design mode the heat transfer rate is given and the
required heat transfer surface area is searched for, while the rating
mode is applied for an existing heat exchanger to find its capabil-
ity of heat transfer at some given condition. The present design
method can be used for both design mode and rating mode. For
the convenience of presentation the procedure of the design mode
is first presented in detail. For the design mode the task is to
determine all the geometry parameters of one heat exchanger,
which can satisfy the request heat duty and maximum allowable
pressure drop.

Procedure for design mode is listed as follows:

�1� Define the heat duty of each side by Eqs. �34� and �35�,
respectively

�s = Ms � cps � 
ts,in − ts,out
 �34�

�t = Mt � cpt � 
tt,in − tt,out
 �35�

The deviation between the heat duties of both sides, �s
and �t, should be lower than 5% for a conventional engi-
neering design.

�2� Determine the tube layout pattern such as 30 deg, 45 deg,
and 90 deg layout pattern.

�3� Determine the thermophysical properties of the tube side
and shell-side fluids at its reference temperature, which is
usually taken as the average magnitude of the inlet and
outlet temperatures of corresponding sides.

�4� Guess the primary over-all heat transfer coefficient K0 and
calculate the primary requested heat transfer area Ao by Eq.
�36�, and �tm is the logarithmic mean temperature differ-
ence

Ao =
�s

K0 · �tm
�36�

�5� Fix the tube effective length or the inner diameter of the
shell; if the tube effective length is fixed, the tube number
can be determined by Eq. �37�

Ao = Nt · �doltc �37�
and the diameter of tube bundle can be carried out by re-
ferring to graphs or empirical formula in Ref. �6�.Then the
inner diameter of shell can be defined based on the diam-
eter of tube bundle.

If the inner diameter of shell is fixed, the diameter of tube
bundle can be defined at first, and the tube number also can be
determined by referring to graphs or empirical in Ref. �6�.

�6� Choose the helical angle and overlap ratio of helical baffles.
�7� Calculate the shell-side velocity and tube side velocity, de-

termine the Re number of each side, then calculate the
value of correction factors according to the discussion in
Sec. 2.3.

�8� Carry out the heat transfer coefficient and pressure drop for
each side under present geometry and obtain the over-all
heat transfer coefficient by Eq. �36�

Fig. 4 Definition of overlapped rate �
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1

k
=

1

ht

do

di
+

do

2�w
ln

do

di
+

1

hs
�38�

�9� Carry out the heat duty, �, of the heat exchanger at present
geometry. If � is around 15% greater than �0, then it
means that the designed heat exchanger has a safety margin
of 15% for the heat transfer. As an engineering design,
usually 15 % extra heat transfer area �i.e., 15% redundancy�
is acceptable for safe operation. Then the design procedure
can be considered finished. If not, repeat steps �4�–�8�, until
the specified redundancy is satisfied.

For the rating mode, all the geometries are specified; the task is
to evaluate the heat duty and pressure drop of heat exchanger, and
steps �4�–�8� can be used for the rating mode.

5 Validations
As indicated above, one of the major contributions of the

present paper is the replacement of the curves in Ref. �13� with

the equations shown in Sec. 2.3. Such a replacement was con-
ducted with certain errors by reading the data from the graphs.
Thus it is of crucial importance to validate whether such transfor-
mation can keep the unavoidable error within the acceptable
range. As such a validation of the experimental data in Ref. �15� is
adopted to validate the accuracy of the present method. Since the
geometry parameters �see Table 1� and operation conditions are all
known, rating calculation is performed to predict the over-all heat
transfer coefficient and over-all pressure drop. The comparison
between test data and calculation results is listed in Tables 2–4. It
can be observed from the tables that the prediction accuracy of the
present method is adequate for the engineering application.

6 Application of the Proposed Method

6.1 The Replacement of a Tube Core With SB by That
With HB for a Common Shell. Because STHXsSB cause higher
pressure drop or pump power, sometimes the heat transfer capac-
ity of it has to be weakened with the increase in baffle spacing to
meet the maximum allowable pressure drop. STHXsHB can re-
duce the pressure drop or pump power significantly and has a
better comprehensive performance: At a fixed flow rate, the heat
transfer coefficient per unit pressure drop or per unit pump power
of STHXsHB is much higher than that of STHXsSB �12–15�.
When a STHXHB is used to replace a STHXSB, if the recon-
structed equipment has an equal pressure drop as the original heat
exchanger, its heat transfer capacity must be larger than that of the
original one; and if the reconstructed equipment has an equal heat
transfer capacity, then it can definitely save pumping power. In the
following presentation we will provide such engineering ex-
amples.

6.2 Replacement Examples. Four cases are provided to show
the application of the present method, and the purpose of the
design cases is to replace the original STHXSB with STHXHB.
All the data for STHXSB come from heat exchangers in practical
usage. In all the replacement design cases, the inner diameters of

Table 1 Helical baffled shell-and-tube heat exchanger
geometry

Item Dimensions and description

Shell-side
parameters

Do /Di /mm 325/313 325/313 223/211
Material 0Cr18Ni9 0Cr18Ni9 0Cr18Ni9

Tube
parameters

do /di /mm 19/15 19/15 19/15
Effective length/mm 1194 1608 1703

No. 97 97 37
Layout pattern 45 deg 45 deg 45 deg
Tube pitch/mm 25 25 25

Material 0Cr18Ni9 0Cr18Ni9 0Cr18Ni9

Baffle
parameters

Baffle pitch/mm 161 255 250
Helix angle 20 deg 30 deg 40 deg

Thickness/mm 3 3 3
No. 24 24 24

Table 2 Validation of 20 deg helical baffled heat exchanger

Experimental data Calculation results Deviation

Over-all
heat transfer
coefficient

�W�m2 K�−1�

Over-all
pressure
drop for

shell side
�kPa�

Over-all
heat transfer
coefficient

�W�m2 K�−1�

Over-all
pressure
drop for

shell side
�kPa�

Over-all
heat transfer
coefficient

%

Over-all
pressure
drop for

shell side
%

1 134.4 1.29 165.9 0.96 23.4 �25.6
2 150.5 1.86 179.2 1.47 19.1 �21.0
3 175.7 4.32 202.1 3.65 15.0 �15.5
4 197.7 7.89 218.6 6.85 10.6 �13.2
5 201.6 10.9 228.3 9.69 13.2 �11.1

Table 3 Validation of 30 deg helical baffled heat exchanger

Experimental data Calculation results Deviation

Over-all
heat transfer
coefficient

�W�m2 K�−1�

Over-all
pressure
drop for

shell side
�kPa�

Over-all
heat transfer
coefficient

�W�m2 K�−1�

Over-all
pressure
drop for

shell side
�kPa�

Over-all
heat transfer
coefficient

%

Over-all
pressure
drop for

shell side
%

1 140.8 1.38 152.0 1.39 8.0 0.7
2 150.2 1.94 160.3 1.96 6.7 1.0
3 164.3 3.34 170.9 3.44 4.0 3.0
4 183.0 5.69 183.4 5.91 0.2 3.9
5 196.7 7.36 189.3 7.61 �3.8 3.4
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shells and the tube layout pattern �excluding the tube effective
length� remained unchanged to save the cost of manufacture
modification.

6.2.1 Case 1. The original design data and comparison results
are listed in Table 5. It shows that the comprehensive performance
is greatly improved by using tube-core with 40 deg middle-
overlapped helical baffles, and the pressure drop of STHXHB is
39% lower than that of original unit with 16% decrease in heat
transfer area.

6.2.2 Case 2. Table 6 lists the original data and the compari-
son results. The usage of tube-core with 40 deg middle-
overlapped helical baffles can reduce the over-all pressure drop by
46% compared to the original STHXSB, and the heat transfer area
is 13% lower than that of original unit.

6.2.3 Case 3. The original data and comparison results are
shown in Table 7. It shows that although the pressure drop of the
heat exchanger with 40 deg middle-overlapped helical baffles is
equivalent to that of the original STHXSB, the heat transfer area
reduced by around 33% compared to the original STHXSB.

6.2.4 Case 4. In this case, 20 deg middle-overlapped helical
baffles were adopted to replace the original unit �see Table 8, and
the pressure drop in STHXHB is 33% lower than that of the
original unit with 10% decrease in heat transfer area.

7 Conclusions
A method for the design and rating of STHXsHB is developed

in the present paper based on the study results in Ref. �13� and the

Table 4 Validation of 40 deg helical baffled heat exchanger

Experimental data Calculation results Deviation

Over-all
heat transfer
coefficient

�W�m2 K�−1�

Over-all
pressure
drop for

shell side
�kPa�

Over-all
heat transfer
coefficient

�W�m2 K�−1�

Over-all
pressure
drop for

shell side
�kPa�

Over-all
heat transfer
coefficient

%

Over-all
pressure
drop for

shell side
%

1 280.7 20.0 337.3 23.15 20.2 15.8
2 298.5 25.4 353.4 28.65 17.7 12.8
3 305.8 32.0 366.5 35.27 19.8 10.2
4 324.3 41.3 384.2 44.3 18.5 7.3
5 339.8 49.3 398.9 53.9 17.4 9.3

Table 5 Design result for heat exchanger Case 1

Parameters Unit
Original

STHXSB
Designed
STHXHB

Shell-side fluid Lean TEG Lean TEG
Tube side fluid Sea water Sea water
Shell-side flow rate kg/h 8195.6 8195.6
Tube side flow rate kg/h 21,803.8 21,803.8
Inlet/outlet temperature
of shell side °C 81.1/41 81.1/41
Inlet/outlet temperature
of shell side °C 29.4/37.8 29.4/37.8
do /di mm 19.05/15.75 19.05/15.75
Tube arrangement 30 deg 30 deg
Tube effective length mm 5181 4445
Tube No. 90 90
Inner diameter of shell mm 330 330
Baffle spacing/helical
pitch mm 184.9 391.4
Over-all pressure drop
for shell side bar 0.024 0.014
Over-all heat transfer
coefficient W /m2 K 406.0 471.3
Heat transfer area m2 28.58 23.92

Table 6 Design result for heat exchanger Case 2

Parameters Unit
Original

STHXSB
Designed
STHXHB

Shell-side fluid Water Water
Tube side fluid Water Water
Shell-side flow rate kg/h 133,242 133,242
Tube side flow rate kg/h 25,278.6 25,278.6
Inlet/outlet temperature
of shell side °C 85/95 85/95
Inlet/outlet temperature
of shell side °C 210/160 210/160
do /di mm 19�2 19�2
Tube arrangement 45 deg 45 deg
Tube effective length mm 3000 2600
Tube No. 213 213
Inner diameter of shell mm 500 500
Baffle spacing/helical
pitch mm 300 592.67
Over-all pressure drop
for shell side bar 0.225 0.12
Over-all heat transfer
coefficient W /m2 K 317.4 323.0
Heat transfer area m2 38.14 33.04

Table 7 Design result for heat exchanger Case 3

Parameters Unit
Original

STHXSB
Designed
STHXHB

Shell-side fluid Mixture fluid Mixture fluid
Tube side fluid Mixture fluid Mixture fluid
Shell-side flow rate kg/h 177,328.4 177,328.4
Tube side flow rate kg/h 35,470.3 35,470.3
Inlet/outlet temperature
of shell side °C 64.5/76 64.5/76
Inlet/outlet temperature
of shell side °C 210/160 210/160
do /di mm 19�2 19�2
Tube arrangement 45 deg 45 deg
Tube effective length mm 3000 2100
Tube No. 321 321
Inner diameter of shell mm 600 600
Baffle spacing/helical
pitch mm 400 711.2
Over-all pressure drop
for shell side bar 0.13 0.12
Over-all heat transfer
coefficient W /m2 K 296.9 329.0
Heat transfer area m2 57.48 38.3
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Bell–Delaware method. The calculation procedure of the design
method for STHXsHB is provided in detail, seemingly first in the
public literature. One of the major contributions of the present
paper is the replacement of those graphs in Ref. �13� by math-
ematical formulation with enough accuracy. From method valida-
tion and application examples, the following conclusions can be
made.

1. The accuracy of the present method can meet the require-
ment of engineering design.

2. With an appropriate selection of geometric parameters the
replacement of STHXsSB with STHXsHB usually can ap-
preciably reduce shell-side pressure drop and reduce the heat
transfer area at the same over-all heat transfer rate.
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Nomenclature

Latin Symbols
Ao � heat exchange area based on the outer diameter

of tube, m2

a � the ratio of distance between tube normal to
the flow direction and the central tube pitch

B � helical pitch for helical baffles, m
b � the ratio of distance between tube in the flow

direction and the central tube pitch
c � specific heat, kJ kg K

D1 � inside diameter of the shell, m
Dctl � the diameter of the circle through the centers

of the tube located within the outermost tubes
Ds � outside diameter of shell, m
di � tube inner diameter, m
do � outer diameter of tube, m
ft � friction factor
h � heat transfer coefficient, W�m2 K�−1

k � over-all heat transfer coefficient, W�m2 K�−1

kc and ke � friction factors for the sudden contraction or
expansion effects when the tube side fluid
flows into and out of the tubes

l � characteristic dimension, m
ltc � the effective length of tube bundle, m
ltn � the nonbaffled length of tube bundle, m
lto � the baffled length of tube bundle, m
M � mass flux, kg /s
N � tube number

Np � the number of tube passes
Nt � number of tube rows

Nu � Nusselt number
nr

1 � the number of tube rows on the center stream
line within 1 cycle

nrp � the number of rows of tubes
np � the number of baffles
npt � the number of stealing strip pairs
�p � pressure drop, kPa

�pnozzle � pressure drop in the inlet and outlet nozzles,
kPa

�pt0
1 � pressure drop cross the bundle per unit cycle

without bypass flow, kPa
�pt0 � pressure drop cross the whole bundle zone

with bypass flow, kPa
�ptn � pressure drop in inlet and outlet zone, kPa

Re � Reynolds number
Sss � bundle-to-tube cross-flow bypass area per

baffle, m2

S2z � the cross-flow area at the shell centerline, m2

Sp � the thickness of baffle, mm
Stt � distance between two tube outside surfaces, m

t � temperature, °C
�tm � logarithmic mean temperature difference, K

tt � tube pitch, mm
vnozzle � fluid velocity in nozzles, m s−1

Yi and Zi � correction factor for heat transfer coefficient
and pressure drop, respectively

Greek Symbols
� � helix angle
� � heat duty, W
� � conductivity factor of tube wall, W�m K�−1

�22 � the friction factor of ideal cross-flow through
tube bundle

	 � density of shell-side fluid, kg m−3

� � dynamics viscosity of shell-side fluid, Pa s

 � nozzle pressure drop coefficient

Subscripts
in � inlet

lm � laminar
out � outlet

s � shell side
t � tube side

turb � turbulence
w � wall
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Inverse Determination of Eroded
Smelter Wall Thickness Variation
Using an Elastic Membrane
Concept
A novel algorithm has been developed for the nondestructive determination of the shape
of the interface between a melt and a refractory material wall in smelter furnaces. This
method uses measurements of temperature and heat flux at a number of points on the
outer surface of the furnace, and assumes that the inner (guessed) surface of the furnace
wall is isothermal. The temperature field is then predicted in the entire furnace wall
material by numerically solving a steady state heat conduction equation subject to the
measured temperature values on the external surface and the isothermal melt material
solidus temperature on the inner surface of the wall. The byproduct of this analysis is the
computed heat flux on the external surface. The difference between the measured and the
computed heat fluxes on the outer surface of the furnace is then used as a forcing function
in an elastic membrane motion concept to determine perturbations to the inner (melt-
refractory) surface motion. The inverse determination of the melt-refractory interface
shape can be achieved by utilizing this algorithm and any available analysis software for
the temperature field in the refractory wall. The initial guess of the inner shape of the
wall can be significantly different from the final (unknown) wall shape. The entire wall
shape determination procedure requires typically 5–15 temperature field analyses in the
furnace wall material. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000436�

Keywords: inverse problems, shape determination, refractory wall, wall erosion, shape
design, hearth wear

1 Introduction

Walls of furnaces that contain molten materials �metal, glass,
etc.� are made of layers of bricks of high-temperature resistive
refractory material. High thermal gradients inside the melt create
very strong circulations of the melt that causes erosion of the
inner wall surface of the furnace. This erosion can lead to the
complete depletion of the protective refractory material at certain
locations of the furnace wall. At such points, the molten material
can easily soften the outer steel casing of the furnace and break it,
causing a major industrial disaster. It is therefore highly desirable
to continuously monitor the actual thickness of the entire furnace
wall so that the furnace can be shut down and the wall material
repaired before the breakout happens. The use of any sensors im-
bedded in the inner surface of the wall �the melt-wall interface
surface� is unacceptable because the strong melt velocity field
would wash such sensors away very quickly. One method for the
determination of the refractory wall thickness utilizes nondestruc-
tive measurement techniques and inverse shape determination
concepts. Notice that this class of inverse problems is fundamen-
tally different from inverse problems dealing with the determina-
tion of unknown boundary conditions on a known geometry �1,2�.

Shape inverse determination involves the ability to determine
the shape of a configuration satisfying the governing field equa-
tion�s� subject to specified surface boundary conditions and cer-
tain geometric constraints. A multitude of shape inverse determi-
nation techniques have been developed in various fields of science

and engineering. Several research teams in countries with strong
steel industries have been working on developing and applying
such nondestructive monitoring technologies.

Some of the pioneering work was performed in Japan.
Yoshikawa and co-workers �3–5� considered axisymmetric con-
figurations of blast furnaces. They attempted to incorporate the
effects of the solidified melt layer in their inverse formulation,
based on the use of boundary element methods for heat conduc-
tion analysis, and a shape optimization algorithm that could
handle only a relatively small number of design variables. Shin
and Lee �6� used an inverse formulation of a nonlinear heat con-
duction equation, while Takatani et al. �7� used three-dimensional
computational fluid dynamics to predict the temperature field in
the wall and consequently the wall erosion topology.

Another significant effort in the development of inverse meth-
ods for the determination of the inner wall surface shape was
performed in the ex-USSR �Ukraine� by a research team of Mat-
sevity �8–11�. It is concerned with the bottom of the flash smelting
furnace, which is the multilayer structure consisting of refractory
and heat-insulating materials. Two upper layers are built from
chromomagnesite bricks and act as working and insulating lining.
Underneath are the layers of refractory bricks and light refractory
bricks, which are the heat insulators. The lower refractory brick
layer lies on the concrete raft, which is cast on the horizontal steel
plate that leans against the columnar concrete supports of the fur-
nace foundation. The width of the wall domain in this problem is
much larger than the wall thickness, practically symmetric, rela-
tive to the transverse axis, and has a low heat conductivity of the
component materials. These facts were used to justify the assump-
tion of the two-dimensionality of the temperature field in the fur-
nace bottom wall. Apparently, this team has not considered a si-
multaneous prediction of the inner surface of the furnace bottom
and sidewalls.
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Preuer et al. �12�, Druckenthaner et al. �13�, and Radmoser
�14�, in the Austria/Germany region of central Europe, reported on
a more mathematically involved method of simultaneously deter-
mining the thickness of the bottom and the sidewall of the blast
furnaces that involved the use of a regularization technique, in
order to prevent the ill-posed inverse problem from developing
exponentially large errors. However, their approach did not appear
to be flexible enough to treat realistic irregular inner wall surface
configurations.

Sorli and Skaar �15� from Norway reported on a very exact and
mathematically sound inverse methodology that converges quite
rapidly because it utilizes an adjoint operator formulation. How-
ever, the method was demonstrated only for very simple smooth
shapes of the inner surface of the wall that were not significantly
different from the initially guessed wall surface configurations.

The team of Tanaka �16,17� utilized a sophisticated Kalman
filtering technique and boundary element method to deal with axi-
symmetric configurations of the blast furnaces. Katamine et al.
�18�, also from Japan, developed a method based on the distrib-
uted sensitivity function that uses adjoint variables. Their ap-
proach is able to predict quite realistic shapes of the inner surface
of the furnace walls, but does not seem to offer a consistently high
accuracy in the prediction of the wall wear configuration.

Huang et al. �19� and Roldan �20� in the United States recently
reported efforts to predict the configuration of an eroded smelter
hearth wall using computational fluid mechanics and an inverse
heat conduction approach.

It should be pointed out that despite the separate efforts of
several independent research teams, none of the published work
utilizing different inverse shape determination approaches has
been demonstrated to work reliably when realistic values of tem-
perature and heat flux measurement errors are included. In con-
clusion, reliable and affordable methodology for continuous sens-
ing and monitoring of realistic three-dimensional variation in
refractory wall thickness in smelters is still unavailable. Those
available are the several methods for the prediction of the furnace
wall thickness variation in a two-dimensional horizontal or verti-
cal plane, assuming a perfect symmetry of the furnace inner and
outer walls with respect to the vertical axis.

Furthermore, the existing methods do not offer simultaneously
high accuracy, reliability, and speed of the prediction of the wall
thickness distribution. The objective of this paper is to elaborate
on an alternative method for predicting realistic two-dimensional
furnace wall wear configurations reliably and accurately. The new
method �21� is based on the authors’ concept for inverse design of
aerodynamic shapes �22–24� and could be conceptually extended
to three dimensions �22�.

2 General Approaches to Inverse Determination of
Shapes

There exists a multitude of inverse techniques that are useful in
solving different types of engineering problems. Two major
classes of inverse tools for shape determination can be defined as
methods with coupled field analysis and shape modification, and
methods with uncoupled field analysis and shape modification.
The coupled methods require an intimate understanding of the
original field analysis code in order to make specific changes in
the boundary condition enforcement subroutines. This is time con-
suming and hard to accomplish if the original analysis code is not
well documented and if the original developers are not available.
When a designer uses a commercially available analysis code,
he/she cannot perform its conversion to an inverse shape determi-
nation code since only a compiled version of the code is available.

The uncoupled inverse methods require no modification to a
field analysis code. Thus, any reliable field analysis code or even
experimental field measurements data can be used in the shape
determination process, without a need for alterations of such a
field analysis tool. The field analysis code will be called during
the inverse shape determination process as a large subroutine to

compute boundary values of certain field variables. These bound-
ary values will then be fed into the master inverse shape determi-
nation code that will compute new geometry updates. This means
that even a compiled version of a commercially available field
analysis code is perfectly acceptable, since it requires only the
updated geometry computed by the inverse shape determination
master code. This entire procedure constitutes one iteration in the
global inverse shape determination process. The uncoupled shape
determination techniques have the added benefits of simplicity,
relative ease of programming, and versatility.

3 Thermal Boundary Conditions
The essence of all inverse shape determination algorithms is

that they require the boundary conditions for field problems to be
overspecified on at least some portions of the known part of the
boundary. In the problem of inverse determination of the inner
surface of the refractory wall in smelters, this means that both
temperature To and normal temperature derivatives �dT /dn�o
should be provided on the external surface of the refractory wall.
A continuous reading of temperature To on this surface can be
accomplished by placing inexpensive and reliable temperature
measuring probes on the outer surface of the furnace refractory
wall. The normal derivatives of temperature on the outer surface
of the refractory wall of a blast furnace could be measured inex-
pensively by placing another temperature probe, a few centimeters
radially inward from each of the outer surface temperature probes.
The difference between the temperatures read by each probe in
such a pair of temperature probes can be divided by the known
distance between the two probes in a pair to provide the needed
outer surface local normal temperature gradient. Values of To and
�dT /dn�o can then be interpolated at other surface points by using,
for example, B-splines.

The inner surface of the refractory wall of the furnace is of an
unknown shape, but the temperature of this surface Ti is assumed
to be known and equal to the solidification temperature of the
melt, which is recirculating in the furnace. The assumption of the
isothermal solidus temperature on the unknown inner surface of
the refractory wall is reasonable, although not exact, because there
could be layers of solidified melt and slag on some parts of this
surface. However, these details could possibly be resolved only by
performing a highly accurate conjugate heat transfer analysis
�25,26� of the melt flow field and the refractory wall. Despite
several attempts at using computational fluid dynamics and con-
jugate heat transfer analysis �7,12,19,20� to predict shapes of the
eroded hearth inner surface, such complex analysis is not suffi-
ciently reliable at the present time because of the stringent re-
quirements on its high accuracy and speed of execution. Hence,
the isothermal surface condition on the melt/wall interface is the
widely accepted thermal boundary condition.

4 Elastic Membrane Concept for Shape Evolution
Inverse determination of the inner surface shape of the refrac-

tory wall of a blast furnace is based on the use of measured To and
�dT /dn�o �the overspecified boundary conditions�, and on the pos-
tulated isothermal value of Ti. These boundary conditions are used
in the following manner.

Garabedian and McFadden �27� first proposed the elastic mem-
brane approach for inverse design of aerodynamic shapes, where
the body surface is treated as an elastic membrane that deforms
under certain surface loads �Cp�s� until it achieves a desired dis-
tribution of surface loads. The original nonphysical model for the
evolution of, for example, a two-dimensional aerodynamic shape,
was given by �27�

�0�n + �1
d�n

ds
+ �2

d2�n

ds2 = �Cp�s� �1�

Here, �n is defined as the shape correction normal to the mem-
brane surface, while the membrane contour-following coordinate
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is s. The ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients
�Eq. �1�� is analogous to a linear forced spring-damper-mass-
spring system, where the monotonically increasing time coordi-
nate has been traded for the surface-contour-following coordinate
s. Coefficients �0, �1, and �2 are the user-supplied constants that
control the rate of convergence of the iterative shape determina-
tion process.

Equation �1� is traditionally solved for shape corrections �n by
evaluating its derivatives using finite differencing. The major
problem with this approach is its slow convergence, in conjunc-
tion with the field analysis codes of increasing nonlinearity �21�.
In an attempt to alleviate these problems, we have developed a
new formulation of the elastic membrane design concept, which
allows a Fourier series analytical solution to the shape evolution
equation �21–24�.

4.1 Fourier Series Solution of Shape Evolution Equation.
It should be noticed that there is an analogy between the forcing
function �Cp�s� in the aerodynamic shape design application,
which varies arbitrarily with the contour-following coordinate s
and the smelter outer wall surface heat flux difference

�qo = �dT

dn
�

o

measured

− �dT

dn
�

o

computed

�2�

which varies arbitrarily with the circumferential contour-
following coordinate �. Notice also a global periodicity of the
mass-damper-spring forcing function and the outer surface heat
flux difference �qo that repeats its value at the starting and the
ending contour-following �-coordinate.

Thus, on the inner surface of the furnace wall configuration,
this elastic membrane surrogate model for inverse shape determi-
nation leads to the shape evolution equation �24�

�0�n + �1
d�n

d�
+ �2

d2�n

d�2 = �qo �3�

which has a homogeneous solution of the general form �24�

�nh = Fe�1� + Ge�2� �4�

where F and G are �as yet� undetermined coefficients, and eigen-
values are determined from

�1,2 =
− �1 � ��1

2 + 4�0�2

− 2�2
�5�

A particular solution of the elastic membrane model �Eq. �3�� can
be represented in terms of a Fourier series as

�np = A0 + �
N=1

Nmax

�AN cos N� + BN sin N�� �6�

The forcing function �qo can also be represented in terms of
another Fourier series as

�qo = a0 + �
N=1

Nmax

�aN cos N� + bN sin N�� �7�

Then, from Eq. �6�, it follows that

d�np

d�
= �

N=1

Nmax

�− ANN cos N� + BNN sin N�� �8�

d2�np

d�2 = − �
N=1

Nmax

�ANN2 cos N� + BNN2 sin N�� �9�

Substitution of Eqs. �6�, �8�, and �9� into the general evolution
�Eq. �3�� and collection of like terms yields analytical links among
the coefficients of the two Fourier series

AN =
aN�N2�2 − �0� − bN��1N�

�N2�2 − �0�2 + ��1N�2 , N = 0,1,2, . . . ,Nmax �10�

BN =
bN�N2�2 − �0� + aN��1N�

�N2�2 − �0�2 + ��1N�2 , N = 0,1,2, . . . ,Nmax �11�

Thus, the complete solution for geometry corrections �n in the
locally normal direction to the outside surface of the furnace wall
can be represented analytically as

�n = Fe�1� + Ge�2� + A0 + �
N=1

Nmax

�AN cos N� + BN sin N��

�12�

The unknown constants, F and G, are determined to be zero from
the closure conditions �n�0�=�n�2��. This form of solution of
the elastic membrane model equation has significant advantages
over the standard finite difference approach, since any errors due
to finite differencing are removed because the formulation is ex-
act. Consequently, the Fourier series formulation for the elastic
membrane concept in inverse shape determination converges
faster than the finite difference formulation �21–24�.

5 Numerical Results in Horizontal Plane
The Fourier series formulation of the elastic membrane inverse

shape determination concept was tested for accuracy and speed of
convergence on horizontal cross sections of an idealized furnace,
using two simple geometries with outer surface radius Ro
=2.0 m. The first test geometry had an oval doubly symmetric
inner boundary shape, given as Ri=1.0+0.5 sin2 � �Fig. 1�. The
second test geometry had only one axis of symmetry with the
inner surface represented by a fourth order polynomial, where
slope was discontinuous at the point Ri�0�=Ri�2�� �Fig. 2�

Ri = 1.0 + 0.5	
 �2� − ��
2�

�4

+
�

2�
� �13�

Thermal boundary conditions were Ti=2000.0 K and To
=350.0 K. For simplicity, the furnace wall was assumed to be
made of an isotropic homogeneous material. In principle, the
analysis of the steady heat conduction could account for a wall
made of a finite number of subdomains, each having a different
coefficient of thermal conductivity. This is treated easily by the
finite element method and could be treated equally easily by the

Fig. 1 Symmetric test geometry: target shape of the inner sur-
face „vertical oval… and the outer surface „circle of radius 2.0 m…

of the furnace wall with indication of the locations of eight tem-
perature and heat flux probes
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boundary element method. Even the realistic situation where the
local thermal conductivities are temperature-dependent can be
treated relatively easily by both numerical methods �1�.

We used a highly accurate boundary element heat conduction
analysis code �1� to solve Laplace’s equation for a steady thermal
field in the annular region. The entire inverse shape determination
procedure consisted of the following steps.

1. The “measured” outer surface heat flux corresponding to the
inner surface target shape was determined by solving for the
temperature field subject to Ti=2000 K and To=350 K, and
computing dT /dr on the outer boundary. These boundary
values were considered to be errorless.

2. Then, the inner surface was changed to a guessed shape,
which was a unit circle in both test cases.

3. Using the analysis code for heat conduction, steady thermal
field was solved in this perfectly circular concentric annular
region subject to Ti=2000 K and To=350 K.

4. The computed values of dT /dr on the outer boundary were
then treated as initial dT /dr computed values.

5. The elastic membrane forcing function �qo was then created
by the difference between the measured and the initial val-
ues of dT /dr on the outer boundary.

6. After several different choices for the values of the elastic
membrane coefficients, we used �0=5000.0, �1=0.0, and
�2=0.0 that provided the fastest convergence.

7. The inverse design code solved Eq. �3� for corrections in the
wall thickness and updated the shape of the inner surface of
the furnace wall as Ri

new=Ri
old+�n.

8. This shape was then treated as the new initial shape and the
entire procedure was automatically repeated.

9. The difference between the computed and the measured heat
flux on the outer surface was used as a convergence indica-
tor, and the shape update process was stopped when the heat
flux difference reached an acceptably low value �Fig. 3�.

The shape of the inner surface of the furnace wall was also used
as an indicator of convergence �Fig. 4�. After ten iterations in the
symmetric test case, the RMS error of dT /dr on the outer surface
of the furnace wall decreased to 0.2% of its initial value �Fig. 5�,
while the RMS error of the radial location of the inner surface
decreased to 1.0% of its initial value �Fig. 5�.

In the asymmetric geometry test case, the elastic membrane
coefficients were chosen as �0=5000.0, �1=0.0, and �2=0.0. Af-

ter ten iterations, the external surface heat flux difference practi-
cally disappeared �Fig. 6�, and the inner surface of the furnace
wall converged to the target shape �Fig. 7�. The RMS error of
dT /dr on the outer surface of the furnace wall decreased to 0.1%
of its initial value �Fig. 8�, while the RMS error on the inner
surface of the furnace wall decreased to 0.8% of its initial value
�Fig. 8�.

6 Effect of Measurement Errors
An actual furnace was not available to evaluate the accuracy of

this inverse shape determination method. In an actual field opera-
tion of the proposed method, the thermocouples will read local
values of temperature on the outer surface of the furnace wall.
These readings will inevitably be in error and this error will be
randomly distributed among the thermocouples. It is desirable to
get maximum information out of as few thermocouples as pos-
sible. Consequently, we simulated measurement of the flux at only
eight points on the outer surface of the furnace �Figs. 1 and 2�.
Then, an unbiased error was applied to those eight measurements
by using a Gaussian probability distribution �Fig. 9�.

These eight randomly perturbed flux values were then spline
fitted and interpolated to the remainder of the outer surface of the
wall. In a similar fashion, the random error was applied to the
computed external temperature, thus simulating actual field mea-
surements with errors. Then, the inverse shape determination pro-
cedure was performed while measuring the difference between the

Fig. 2 Asymmetric test geometry: target shape of the inner
surface and the outer surface „circle of radius 2.0 m… of the
furnace wall with indication of the locations of eight tempera-
ture and heat flux probes

Fig. 3 Symmetric case: convergence history of the outer sur-
face heat flux

Fig. 4 Symmetric case: convergence history of the inner sur-
face geometry
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converged shape �subject to the perturbed thermal boundary con-
ditions� and the correct shape. The entire process was repeated a
number of times �20 in this case�, and the average amount of error
in the geometry of the predicted inner surface of the furnace wall
was determined.

The effect of different levels of measurement error on the ac-
curacy of furnace inner surface shape prediction is shown in Table
1. The RMS errors, where the average wall thickness used was
0.75 m, were computed as

�Ri = �Ri
target − Ri

predicted�/�Ro − Ri�average �14�

7 Numerical Results in Meridional Plane
In the case when the blast furnace configuration is treated as an

axisymmetric shape, only half of the vertical �meridional� plane
needs to be considered �Figs. 10 and 11�. The same elastic mem-
brane concept and Fourier series analytical solution used in the
horizontal plane was now applied to the determination of the
eroded furnace inner wall shape in the meridional plane.

In this example, there were two material domains: The hearth

Fig. 5 Symmetric case: convergence history of the RMS error
of the outer surface heat flux and of the inner surface geometry

Fig. 6 Asymmetric case: convergence history of the outer sur-
face heat flux

Fig. 7 Asymmetric case: convergence history of the inner sur-
face geometry

Fig. 8 Asymmetric case: convergence history of the RMS er-
ror of the outer surface heat flux and of the inner surface
geometry
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bottom, the lower 2.5 m of the furnace, had thermal conductivity
k=10.0 W m−1 K−1. Everything above that line �i.e., the side
wall� had conductivity k=13.0 W m−1 K−1.

The cold face of the hearth bottom is the furnace bottom sur-
face where natural convective cooling takes place in air, with
ambient air temperature assumed to be Tair=310.0 K and convec-
tive heat transfer coefficient was assumed to be hair

=30.0 W m−2 K−1. Temperature probes were assumed to be lo-
cated at 40 points, spaced evenly in the radial direction on the
bottom surface.

The steel shell that contacts the cold face of the hearth sidewall
had forced convective cooling by water, where the ambient water
temperature was assumed to be Twater=300.0 K and the convec-
tive heat transfer coefficient was assumed to be hwater
=150.0 W m−2 K−1. Temperature probes were assumed to be lo-
cated at 40 points, spaced evenly in the vertical direction on this
surface.

The top boundary was treated as thermally insulated. The left
boundary is the furnace vertical symmetry line; thus, the boundary
condition there was treated as adiabatic.

The curved wall �Figs. 10 and 11� is the melt/furnace interface
surface, assumed to be maintained at a constant temperature of
Ti=1720.0 K.

Here, we used a fast and accurate finite element method �28� to
analyze the steady temperature field in the smelter wall. The forc-
ing function in Eq. �3� was the difference between the measured
temperatures on the vertical sidewall, on the bottom wall, and
FEM calculated temperatures on these walls. In actual applica-
tions, the measured surface temperatures and heat fluxes would be
provided at a relatively small number of locations and then inter-
polated at the larger number �in this example, 40+40=80� surface
grid points by using, for example, B-splines.

Inner surface shape corrections were performed along the rays
emanating from the imaginary point where the top boundary and
furnace centerline intersect. Boundary conditions on Eq. �3� were
set, such that d�n /ds=0 at the end points so that shape deforma-
tion is described with a Fourier cosine series. User-specified co-
efficients in Eq. �3� were: �0=200.0, �1=0.0, and �2=−1.0, lead-
ing to fast and accurate results �Figs. 10–14�.

Shape error �Fig. 13� was calculated at 80 evenly spaced points
on the design surface �melt-refractory interface� by finding the
minimum distances between these points and the target contour
�considered to be made up of line segments�. RMS and max val-
ues are based on that set of 80 individual shape error values.

Temperature errors �Fig. 14� were calculated at each of the 40
evenly spaced points on the vertical sidewall and 40 evenly
spaced points on the bottom, as Err= Tcalculated−Tmeasured. RMS
and max values were based on that set of 80 individual error
values.

Fig. 9 An example of actual „solid line…, measured „actual with
stochastically added noise at only eight locations on the outer
surface of the furnace wall…, and interpolated measured heat
fluxes „dashed line… for the geometrically symmetric test case

Table 1 Relative errors in the predicted inner surface radius
due to different levels of the simulated measurement errors of
temperature and heat flux on the outer surface

Simulated
measurement errors

Expected RMS error
in predicted values of Ri

To
�%�

�dT /dr�o

�%�
Symmetric

�%�
Asymmetric

�%�

5.0 5.0 4.2 4.9854
0.0 5.0 4.14 4.7852
5.0 0.0 1.21 0.6373
0.0 0.0 0.84 0.6372

Fig. 10 Initial, target, intermediate, and final shapes of the in-
ner surface of the smelter wall in meridian plane

Fig. 11 Initial configuration, temperature field computed using
least-squares finite element method †28‡ and nonstructured
computational grid †29‡
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8 Summary
A new method was developed and tested for the nondestructive

determination of wall thickness distribution in blast furnaces and
smelters. This technique utilizes external surface measurements of
temperature and heat flux and employs a Fourier series solution of
an elastic membrane model to evolve the shape of the inner fur-
nace wall. The method accepts any available computer code ca-
pable of analyzing the steady temperature field in the furnace

wall. It also requires a relatively small number of inexpensive
thermocouples. The entire procedure is computationally efficient,
highly accurate even under the simulated conditions of measure-
ment noise, and could be extended to the prediction of realistic
three-dimensional eroded furnace wall configurations, with sec-
tions having different temperature-dependent thermal properties.
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Nomenclature
AN, BN � Fourier series coefficients for �n
aN, bN � Fourier series coefficients for �qo

h � convective heat transfer coefficient
�W m−2 K−1�

k � thermal conductivity �W m−1 K−1�
N � a term in a Fourier series
n � normal direction to the surface �m�
R � radius of the wall surface �m�
r � radial distance �m�
s � surface-following coordinate �m�
T � temperature �K�

�0, �1, �2 � coefficients in mass-damper-spring model of
the elastic membrane

�Cp�s� � difference between target and actual surface
pressure �N m−2�

�n � shape correction normal to the surface �m�
�qo � outer surface heat flux difference �K m−1�

� � circumferential angle �rad�

Subscripts
h � homogeneous part of solution
i � inner surface of the wall

max � maximum number
o � outer surface of the wall
p � particular part of solution

Superscripts
old � old �previous� value

new � new �updated� value
target � desired �target� value

predicted � actual �predicted� value
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Numerical Simulation of
Transient Thermal Transport on a
Rotating Disk Under Partially
Confined Laminar Liquid Jet
Impingement
This paper considers the transient conjugate heat transfer characterization of a partially
confined liquid jet impinging on a rotating and uniformly heated solid disk of finite
thickness and radius. A constant heat flux was imposed at the bottom surface of the solid
disk at t�0, and heat transfer was monitored for the entire duration of the transient until
the steady state condition was reached. Calculations were done for a number of disk
materials using water as the coolant, covering a range of Reynolds numbers (225–900),
Ekman numbers �7.08�10�5���, nozzle-to-target spacing ���0.25–1.0�, confinement
ratios �rp /rd�0.2–0.75�, disk thicknesses to nozzle diameter ratios �b /dn�0.25–1.67�,
and solid to fluid thermal conductivity ratios (36.91–697.56). It was found that a higher
Reynolds number decreases the time to achieve the steady state condition and increases
the local and average Nusselt number. The duration of the transient increases with the
increment of the Ekman number and disk thickness, and the reduction in the thermal
diffusivity of the disk material. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000442�

Keywords: partially confined liquid jet impingement, transient conjugate heat transfer,
rotating disk

1 Introduction and Literature Review
Impinging jet is an attractive means of providing high heat or

mass transfer rate. Rotation is an effective and powerful way to
generate a secondary flow that enhances the convective transport.
Therefore, jet impingement, in combination with rotation, is used
in various processes in mechanical, manufacturing, electrical, and
chemical engineering such as metal etching, fabrication of printed
wiring boards, rinsing or washing, surface preparation or coating,
and microgravity fluid handling. Particularly in a microgravity
environment, the body force generated by rotation is extremely
useful to transport the fluid over the heat transfer surface. The
primary motivation for this study was to calculate fundamental
heat transfer coefficient distribution that can be useful to design
high heat flux heating and cooling systems for space applications.
Both steady state and transient heat transfer coefficients are
needed to optimize the design of these systems.

The liquid jet considered in this study is axisymmetric. The jet
nozzle is attached to a confinement plate parallel to the impinge-
ment surface with a separation distance of Hn. The diameter of the
confinement disk is smaller than the impingement disk, and there-
fore, the fluid comes out of confinement and spreads downstream
with a free surface exposed to the ambient environment. This
partially confined liquid jet impingement in the presence of disk
rotation and thermal boundary layer behaviors that control the
transient convective heat transfer process during startup of power
will be examined in detail.

Reviews of fluid flow and heat transfer during jet impingement
over a stationary surface were presented by Polat et al. �1� and
Garimella �2�. Experimental studies of a single round jet imping-
ing on a rotating disk were conducted by Metzger and Gro-

chowsky �3�. Carper and Deffenbaugh �4� conducted experiments
to determine the average convective heat transfer coefficient for
the rotating solid fluid interface at uniform temperature, cooled by
a single liquid jet of oil impinging normal to the rotating disk. A
nondimensional correlation was given in terms of jet and rota-
tional Reynolds numbers. Carper et al. �5� conducted further ex-
periments to consider the Prandtl number effects on the average
heat transfer coefficient at the rotating disk. They documented the
effects of the rotational Reynolds number on the average Nusselt
number for various jet Reynolds numbers.

Popiel and Boguslawski �6� reported measurements of heat
transfer rate for a range of rotational and jet Reynolds numbers.
Thomas et al. �7� measured the film thickness across a stationary
and rotating horizontal disk using the capacitance technique,
where the liquid was delivered to the disk by a controlled imping-
ing jet. Saniei et al. �8� investigated the heat transfer coefficients
from a rotating disk with jet impingement. The jet was placed
perpendicular to the disk surface at four different distances from
the center of the disk. The characterization of a thin film of water
from an axisymmetric controlled impinging jet on stationary and
rotating disk surfaces was done by Ozar et al. �9,10�. The authors
measured the thickness of the liquid film on the disk surface by an
optical method, and characterized the hydraulic jump. In a later
study, Rice et al. �11� presented an analysis of the liquid film and
heat transfer characteristics of a free surface controlled liquid jet
impingement onto a rotating disk. Computations were performed
using a two-dimensional axisymmetric Eulerian mesh, while the
free surface was calculated with the volume of the fluid method.
An integral analysis of hydrodynamics and heat transfer in a thin
liquid film flowing over a rotating disk surface was presented by
Basu and Cetegen �12�. The model considered constant tempera-
ture and constant heat flux boundary conditions over a range of
Reynolds and Rossby numbers, covering both inertia and rotation
dominated regimes. Lallave and Rahman �13� numerically studied
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the conjugate heat transfer for a partially confined liquid jet im-
pinging on a rotating and uniformly heated solid disk of finite
thickness and radius. The present investigation is an advancement
over this study to explore the transient heat transfer effect during
the startup of power.

There have only been a few studies on transient heat transfer
associated with jet impingement cooling. The transient freezing of
water during circular jet impingement on a disk at subzero tem-
perature was studied experimentally by Moallemi and Naraghi
�14�. Steady state and transient methods were used by Owens and
Liburdy �15�, in order to study jet impingement cooling of sur-
faces. Thermochromic liquid crystals were employed to measure
the surface temperature. Kumagai et al. �16� investigated the tran-
sient boiling heat transfer rate of a two-dimensional impinging
water jet on a rectangular surface for jet subcooling from 14 K to
50 K. Francis and Wepfer �17� investigated the thermal character-
istics of jet impingement drying of a moist porous solid using a
numerical solution employing a one-dimensional transient model.
Fujimoto et al. �18� presented a numerical simulation of transient
cooling of a solid by an impinging circular free surface liquid jet.
The flow and thermal fields in the liquid, as well as the tempera-
ture distributions in the hot solid, were predicted. Rahman et al.
�19� presented the transient analysis of a free jet of high Prandtl
number fluid impinging on a stationary solid disk of finite thick-
ness. Liu et al. �20� presented a numerical simulation of transient
convective heat transfer during air jet impingement cooling of a
confined multichip module disk. They found that a large rate of
decrease in chip temperature and average Nusselt number happens
in the earlier part of the transient. Sarghini and Ruocco �21� pre-
sented a transient numerical analysis of a planer jet impingement
on a finite thickness substrate at low volumetric flow rate includ-
ing the effects of buoyancy. They found that conduction plays a
very significant role at the initial part of the transient process. A
series of experimental investigations on transient and steady state
cooling performance of heat sinks with a confined slot jet im-
pingement were done by Lin et al. �22�.

Although the above investigations provided very useful infor-
mation, only a few attempted to produce local heat transfer distri-
bution for a rotating disk, in combination with free or confined
liquid jet impingement. There have only been a few studies on
transient heat transfer, and most of them are experimental work on
free jet impingement. None of these studies considered transient
heat transfer during partially confined liquid jet impingement. The
present study attempts to carry out a comprehensive investigation
of transient conjugate heat transfer for a partially confined liquid
jet impingement over a spinning solid disk. The variation in disk
temperature, as well as local and average heat transfer coefficients
during the transient heating process, are explored for different
combinations of flow rate, spin rate of the target disk, nozzle
height, confinement ratio, disk thickness, and disk material. The
results are expected to be valuable toward the design of cooling or
heating systems for engineering applications.

2 Modeling and Computation
A schematic of the physical problem is shown in Fig. 1. An

axisymmetric liquid jet is discharged through a nozzle and im-
pinges at the center of the top surface of a solid circular disk,
spinning with a uniform angular velocity about the z-axis. The
confinement plate attached to the nozzle is smaller in diameter
than the disk, which allows the formation of free surface flow
when the fluid exits the confined region. After an isothermal fluid
flow has been established on the disk, at t=0, the power source is
turned on to deliver a uniform heat flux at the bottom surface of
the disk, while the confinement plate is kept insulated. Due to
symmetry of the problem about the axis of rotation, all � /�� terms
can be dropped out. The equations for the conservation of mass,
momentum �r, �, and z directions, respectively�, and energy for
incompressible flow of a Newtonian fluid with temperature depen-
dant properties can be written as �23�
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The variation in properties of solids with temperature was not
significant. Therefore, the conservation of energy inside the solid
can be characterized by the following equation:

�TS

�t
= 	s� �2TS

�r2 +
1

r
� �TS

�r
� +

�2TS

�z2 � �6�

The following boundary conditions were used to complete the
physical problem formulation:

At r = 0, − b 
 z 
 0:
�TS

�r
= 0 �7�

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional schematic of axisymmetric semi-
confined liquid jet impingement on a uniformly heated spinning
disk
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At r = 0, 0 
 z 
 Hn:V� = Vr = 0,
�Vz

�r
= 0,

�Tf

�r
= 0

�8�

At r = rd, − b 
 z 
 0:
�TS

�r
= 0 �9�

At r = rd, 0 
 z 
 �:p = patm �10�

At z = − b, 0 
 r 
 rd:− ks

�Ts

�z
= qw �11�

At z = 0, 0 
 r 
 rd:V� = � · r, Vr = Vz = 0,

Ts = Tf, ks

�Ts

�z
= kf

�Tf

�z
�12�

At z = Hn, 0 
 r 
 rn:Vz = − Vj, Vr = V� = 0, Tf = Tj

�13�

At z = Hn, rn 
 r 
 rp:V� = Vr = Vz = 0,
�Tf

�z
= 0 �14�

The boundary condition at the free surface outside the confine-
ment can be expressed as �24�

At z = �, rp 
 r 
 rd:
��

�r
=

Vz

Vr
,

p = patm −


d2�

dr2

�1 + �d�

dr
�2�3/2

,
�Vs

�n
= 0,

�Tf

�n
= 0 �15�

where VS is the component of fluid velocity along the free surface
and n is the coordinate normal to the free surface. The boundary
conditions at the free surface rp
r
rd include the kinematic
condition and balance of normal and shear stresses. The kinematic
condition relates the velocity components to the local slope of the
free surface. The normal stress balance takes into account the
effects of surface tension. In the absence of any significant resis-
tance from the ambient gas, the shear stress encountered at the
free surface is essentially zero. Similarly, the heat loss from the
fluid film to the ambient gas is negligible, resulting in a zero
temperature gradient at the free surface.

The solid disk was assumed to be at thermal equilibrium with
jet fluid before the heating of the plate was turned on. The velocity
field at this condition was determined by solving only the conti-
nuity and momentum equations in the fluid region. Thus

at t = 0:Tf = Ts = Tj, Vi = V�isothermal� �16�

The average heat transfer coefficients can be defined as

hav =
2

rd
2 · �T̄int − Tj�

	
0

rd

hr�Tint − �Tj�dr� �17�

where T̄int is the average temperature at the solid-liquid interface.
The properties of the solid materials used for the numerical

simulation, such as density, thermal conductivity, and specific
heat, were obtained from Özisik �25� and assumed to remain
constant over the working temperature range. Fluid �H2O� prop-
erties were obtained from Bejan �26� and were correlated by
the following equations. Between 300 K�T�411 K; Cpf
=9.5�10−3T2−5.9299T+5098.1; kf =−7.0�10−6T2+5.8�10−3T
−0.4765; � f =−2.7�10−3T2+1.3104T+848.07; and ln�� f�=
−3.27017−0.0131T. Here, the absolute temperature T is in K. The
nozzle opening and the heated target disk have radii of 0.6 mm

and 6.0 mm, respectively. The heat flux �q� was kept constant at
125 kW /m2. The incoming fluid temperature �Tj� was set to 310
K. The thickness of the disk �b� was varied over the following
values: 0.30 mm, 0.60 mm, 1.0 mm, 1.5 mm, and 2.0 mm. The jet
impingement height or the distance between the nozzle and disk
was set at the following values: 3�10−4, 6�10−4, 9.0�10−4, and
1.2�10−3 m. The spinning rate ��� was varied from 0 rad/s to
78.54 rad/s or 0 rpm to 750 rpm. The flow rate was varied from
6.65�10−7 m3 /s to 2.72�10−6 m3 /s. These provided the ranges
of Reynolds and Ekman numbers of: Re=225 to 900 and Ek
=7.08�10−5 to �. Using the laminar-turbulent transition criterion
used by Popiel and Boguslawski �6� and Vanyo �27�, all runs used
in the paper were checked and found out to be laminar.

The governing equations, along with the boundary and initial
conditions, were solved using the Galerkin finite element method
�28�. Four node quadrilateral elements were used. For each ele-
ment, the velocity, pressure, and temperature fields were approxi-
mated, which led to a set of discretized equations that defined the
continuum. The Newton–Raphson algorithm was used to solve
these nonlinear algebraic equations. An iterative procedure was
used to arrive at the solution for the velocity and temperature
fields. In order to determine the initial velocity field �Vi�, the
equations for the conservation of mass and momentum were
solved. Since the solution of the momentum equation required
only two out of the three boundary conditions at the free surface,
the third condition that relates the slope of the free surface to local
velocity components at the free surface was used to upgrade the
position of the free surface at the end of each iteration step. The
solver used spines to track the free surface and rearranged grid
distribution with the movement along the free surface. The spines
are straight lines passing through the free surface nodes and con-
nect the remaining nodes underneath the free surface. The move-
ment of the free surface affected only the nodes along the spine.
Once the final free surface height distribution and the flow field
for the isothermal equilibrium condition were reached, the power
was turned on and heat began to flow. Then the computation do-
main included both solid and fluid regions. The continuity, mo-
mentum, and energy equations were solved simultaneously as a
conjugate problem, taking into account the variation in fluid prop-
erties with temperature. The computation covered the entire tran-
sient period all the way to the steady state condition. Because of
large changes at the outset of the transient and very small changes
when the solution approached the steady state condition, a fixed
time step was used to cover the earlier part of the transient up to
25 s, and a variable time step was used for the rest of the compu-
tation. At each time step, the solution was considered converged
when relative change in field values from a particular iteration to
the next, and the sums of the residuals for each variable became
less than 10−6. The computation was done using CFD software
FIDAP 8.7, along with significant user coding.

To determine the number of elements for accurate numerical
solution, computation was performed for several grids or combi-
nations of number of elements in the horizontal and vertical di-
rections covering the solid and fluid regions, as shown in Fig. 2. It
may be noted that the local Nusselt number obtained using a 14
�39 grid is significantly different from those obtained using other
grid structures. The numerical solution becomes grid independent
when the number of divisions equal to 28�63 in the axial �z� and
radial �r� directions, respectively, is used. Comparing the numeri-
cal results for the 32�72 and 45�100 grids with a 28�63 grid
showed an average difference of 0.72%. Therefore, all further
computations were carried out using 28�63 grid. In addition,
computations were performed to calculate a suitable fixed time
step to determine the sensitivity of the transient solution. These
transient computations showed that the variation in the local Nus-
selt number is not sensitive to time step size when an increment of
0.075 s or less is chosen. For this study, the time increment of
0.05 s was selected to ensure a smooth variation.
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3 Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows the local Nusselt number and the dimensionless

interface temperature variation for different time instants. It can
be observed that at the earlier part of the transient heat transfer
process, the solid-fluid interface maintains a more uniform tem-
perature. The difference of dimensionless maximum and mini-
mum temperature at the solid-fluid interface increases from 0.016
at Fo=0.051 to 0.05 when the steady state condition is reached at
Fo=0.369. After the power is turned on, the heat is first absorbed
by the solid as it is transmitted through the solid and dissipated to
the fluid. At the solid-fluid interface, the fluid absorbs heat and
carries it as it moves downstream. At the start of the transient, the
thickness of the thermal boundary layer is zero. As time goes on,
the thickness of the thermal boundary layer increases, and there-
fore, the temperature rises. The interface temperature responds to
the boundary layer thickness that increases downstream. There-
fore, the temperature becomes minimum at the impinging point
and maximum at the outer edge of the spinning disk. The local
Nusselt number is controlled by local temperature and heat flux at
the solid-fluid interface. It shows a higher value at early stages of
the transient process due to a smaller temperature difference be-
tween the liquid jet and disk solid-fluid interface. This essentially
means that all heat reaching the solid-fluid interface via conduc-

tion through the solid is more efficiently convected out as the
local fluid temperature is low everywhere at the interface. The
local Nusselt number is at maximum at the center of the disk and
decreases along the radial distance as the boundary layer thickness
increases downstream. The local Nusselt number decreases with
time until it reaches the steady state equilibrium distribution.

The integrated average Nusselt number and the variation in
dimensionless maximum temperature at the interface, maximum
temperature inside the solid, and maximum-to-minimum tempera-
ture difference at the interface for different Fourier numbers at
different values of Reynolds number are shown in Fig. 4. The
average Nusselt number is large at the early part of the transient
and monotonically decreases with time, ultimately reaching the
value for the steady state condition. A higher Reynolds number
increases the magnitude of fluid velocity near the solid-fluid in-
terface that controls the convective heat transfer, and therefore,
increases the average Nusselt number. The control of maximum
temperature is important in many critical thermal management
applications, including electronic packaging. As expected, the
temperature increases everywhere with time, starting from the ini-
tial isothermal condition. A rapid increment is seen at the earlier
part of the transient and it levels off as the thermal storage capac-
ity of the solid diminishes and become zero at the steady state
condition. It may be noted that the time required to reach the
steady state condition is lower at a higher Reynolds number be-
cause the higher velocity of the fluid helps to enhance the convec-
tive heat transfer process. This is due to quicker dissipation of
heat with higher flow rate. The steady state Fourier number �Foss�
was defined as the time needed to approach 99.99% of the steady
state local Nusselt number over the entire solid-fluid interface. It
was found that Foss decreases from 0.369 at Re=275 to 0.195 at
Re=900.

Figure 5 provides the variations of the average Nusselt number
and the dimensionless maximum temperature at the interface,
maximum temperature inside the solid, and maximum-to-
minimum temperature difference at the interface with the progres-
sion of time at different Ekman numbers. The average Nusselt
number is large at the early part of the transient and monotonically
decreases with time, ultimately reaching the value for the steady
state condition. Throughout the transient heating process, the av-
erage Nusselt number is more at larger spinning rate or smaller
Ekman number. As the Ekman number decreases from � to 7.08
�10−5, the average Nusselt number increases by an average of
27.47% when the Reynolds number is kept constant at 550. The
maximum temperature within the solid was encountered at the
outlet adjacent to the heated surface �z=−b, r=rd�. The tempera-
tures rise with time as the solid disk and the fluid store heat,
showing a rapid response at the earlier part of the heating process

Fig. 2 Local Nusselt number distributions for different num-
ber of elements in r and z directions „Re=750, b /dn=0.5, Ek
=4.25Ã10−4, �=0.5, and rp /rd=0.667…

Fig. 3 Local Nusselt number and dimensionless interface tem-
perature distributions for a silicon disk with water as the cool-
ing fluid for different Fourier numbers „Re=275, Ek=4.25
Ã10−4, �=0.5, b /dn=0.5, and rp /rd=0.667…

Fig. 4 Average Nusselt number and dimensionless tempera-
ture variations with time for different Reynolds numbers „Ek
=4.25Ã10−4, �=0.5, silicon disk, b /dn=0.5, and rp /rd=0.667…
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until the thermal storage capacity reaches its limit at the steady
state condition. It may be noted that the magnitude of the dimen-
sionless temperature, as well as the time required to reach the
steady state condition, become smaller as the Ekman number de-
creases. This is because the magnitude of fluid velocity near the
solid-fluid interface that controls the convective heat transfer rate
increases with the increment of the rotational rate of the disk or
the reduction in the Ekman number. These observations are in
agreement with the numerical solutions of Rice et al. �11�.

The effects of nozzle-to-target spacing for water as the coolant
and silicon as the disk material at a spinning rate of 125 rpm or
Ek=4.25�10−4 and Reynolds number of 750, is demonstrated in
Fig. 6. It may be noticed that a higher average Nusselt number and
a smaller maximum temperature are obtained over the entire tran-
sient process when the nozzle is brought closer to the heated disk.
The smaller gap between the nozzle and the target disk provides a
higher fluid velocity between the target disk and the confinement
plate, and therefore, results in a larger rate of convective heat
transfer. As the nozzle-to-target spacing decreases from 1 to 0.25,
the average Nusselt number increases by an average of 12.71%
when the Reynolds number is kept constant at 750.

Different plate-to-disk confinement ratios �rp /rd� from 0.2 to
0.75 were investigated for water as the coolant and silicon as the
disk material. The effects of plate-to-disk confinement ratio on the
variation in dimensionless maximum temperature at the interface,
maximum temperature inside the solid, and maximum-to-
minimum temperature difference at the interface and average Nus-

selt number are shown in Fig. 7. The average Nusselt number
increases with the reduction in the plate-to-disk confinement ratio.
When rp is increased, the frictional resistance from both walls
slows down the momentum and results in higher film thickness at
the free surface region for any given spin rate and flow rate. A
lower fluid velocity obviously results in a smaller convective heat
transfer rate. As the plate-to-disk confinement ratio decreases
from 0.75 to 0.2, the average Nusselt number increases by an
average of 18.07%, when the Reynolds and Ekman numbers are
kept constant at 450 and 4.25�10−4, respectively. For the same
conditions, the maximum temperature inside the solid decreases
by 8.96%, when the confinement ratio is reduced from 0.75 to
0.25.

The effects of solid material properties on transient heat transfer
are presented in Fig. 8. The studied materials were aluminum,
Constantan, copper, silicon, and silver, having different thermo-
physical properties. For all materials, the temperature changes oc-
cur faster at the earlier part of the heating process, and the slopes
gradually decrease as the steady state condition approaches. It can
be observed that a material having a lower thermal conductivity,
such as Constantan, maintains a higher temperature at the solid
disk interface and within the solid as the thermal conductivity
controls how effectively the heat flows and distributes through the
material. For the same reason, the maximum temperature within
the solid and that at the interface are significantly different for
Constantan, whereas it is about the same for both silver and alu-
minum. The thermal diffusivity of the material also contributes to

Fig. 5 Average Nusselt number and dimensionless tempera-
ture variations with time for different Ekman numbers „Re
=550, �=0.25, silicon disk, b /dn=0.5, and rp /rd=0.667…

Fig. 6 Average Nusselt number and dimensionless tempera-
ture variations with time for different nozzle to target spacing
„Re=750, Ek=4.25Ã10−4, silicon disk, b /dn=0.5, and, rp /rd
=0.667…

Fig. 7 Average Nusselt number and dimensionless tempera-
ture variations with time for different plate to disk confinement
ratios „Re=450, Ek=4.25Ã10−4, �=0.5, silicon disk, and b /dn
=0.5…

Fig. 8 Average Nusselt number and dimensionless tempera-
ture variations with time for different solid materials „Re=875,
Ek=2.13Ã10−4, b /dn=0.5, �=0.5, and rp /rd=0.667…
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the transient heat transfer process. Silver and aluminum reach the
steady state faster than Constantan due to their higher thermal
diffusivity. The values of thermal diffusivity for these materials at
303 K are 	silver=1.74�10−4 m2 /s, 	aluminum=8.33�10−5 m2 /s,
and 	Constantan=6.20�10−6 m2 /s. The magnitude of the tempera-
ture nonuniformity at the interface at steady state is controlled by
thermal conductivity of the material. It may be noted that Con-
stantan �kConstantan=22.7 W /m K� has an average maximum-to-
minimum temperature difference of 17.24 K, whereas silver
�ksilver=429 W /m K� has only an average of 3.34 K temperature
difference at the interface. Figure 8 also shows the distribution of
average Nusselt numbers with time for the five materials used in
this study. Constantan shows a higher average heat transfer coef-
ficient compared with the other materials over the entire transient

process due to its lower thermal conductivity. In addition, the
average Biot number for Constantan at different time intervals
range from 0.216 to 0.341, showing the highest values compared
with the other materials. The lowest Biot number was obtained for
silver, and it ranged from 0.009 to 0.02. Therefore, the variation in
temperature within the solid was very significant to justify the
conjugate analysis presented in this paper.

Another important factor that controls the transient heat transfer
process is the thickness of the disk. Its effects on the variation in
the dimensionless maximum temperature at the interface, maxi-
mum temperature inside the solid, and maximum-to-minimum di-
mensionless temperature difference at the interface and average
Nusselt number are shown in Fig. 9. In these plots, silicon has
been used as the disk material, and water as the cooling fluid. The
disk thickness significantly affects the temperature distribution. It
may be noted that as the thickness of the solid disk increases, the
time needed to achieve the steady state condition increases. This is
due to more thermal storage capacity within the solid. The radial
conduction becomes stronger as the disk thickness increases, gen-
erating a more uniform temperature distribution at the interface.
The average Nusselt number is higher for a thinner disk. The
increment of silicon disk thickness from 0.3 mm to 2 mm in-
creases the average Biot number from 0.011 to 0.178.

Figure 10 shows the development of isothermal lines within the
solid at different time instants. It may be noticed that at the early
stages of the transient heat transfer process, the isothermal lines
grow parallel to the bottom heated surface of the solid disk. As
time progresses and heat reaches the solid-fluid interface, they
start to form concentric lines around the stagnation point and ex-
pand further downstream into the solid until a steady state condi-
tion is achieved. Figure 10�d� shows that a maximum temperature
range of 29.63 K is obtained at the steady state condition.

A comparison of the present numerical results with the experi-
mental data of Ozar et al. �10� for various spinning rates of the

Fig. 9 Average Nusselt number and dimensionless tempera-
ture variations with time for different silicon disk thicknesses
„Re=450, Ek=4.25Ã10−4, �=0.5, and rp /rd=0.667…

Fig. 10 Isothermal lines at different instants for a silicon disk with water as the cooling fluid
„Re=450, Ek=4.25Ã10−4, �=0.5, b /dn=0.5, rp /rd=0.667, and qw=125 kW/m2

…
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target disk is presented in Table 1. To match with the experimental
conditions, the following combination of the parameters was used:
qw=32 kW /m2, Re=238, Tj=293 K, Hn=0.00254 m, dn
=0.0508 m, rp=0.051 m, rd=0.2032 m, and b=0.00635 m. Wa-
ter was used as the working fluid. The disk was made of alumi-
num; a material with a thermal conductivity of 202.4 W/m K. As
seen in Table 1, the differences in the value of local Nusselt num-
ber results are in the range of �14.14 to +4.34%, with an average
difference of 6.91%. Considering the uncertainty of experimental
measurements and round off and discretization errors in numerical
computation, the overall comparison between test data and nu-
merical results can be considered to be quite satisfactory.

4 Conclusions
A number of conclusions can be made based on the results of

the present investigation. Local Nusselt numbers show a higher
value at earlier stages of the transient process. The duration of the
transient heat transfer process and the maximum temperature in-
side the solid decreases as the Reynolds number increases. As the
Ekman number decreases from � to 7.08�10−5, the average Nus-
selt number increases by an average of 27.47%. As the dimension-
less nozzle-to-target spacing decreases from 1 to 0.25, the average
Nusselt number increases by an average of 12.71%. The incre-
ment of confinement ratio �rp /rd� decreases the convective heat
transfer rate over the entire transient period. The increment of disk
thickness decreases the maximum temperature at the interface and
within the solid, and increases the time needed to achieve the
steady state condition. A lower thermal conductivity material
maintains a higher average Nusselt number and a higher maxi-
mum temperature within the solid, over the entire transient pro-
cess. A disk material with higher thermal diffusivity reaches the
steady state faster.

Nomenclature
b � disk thickness �m�

Bi � Biot number �hav ·b /kS�
Cp � specific heat �J /kg K�
dn � diameter of the nozzle �m�
Ek

� Ekman number �� f / �4·� ·rd
2��

Fo � Fourier number �	 ft /dn
2�

g � acceleration due to gravity �m /s2�
h � heat transfer coefficient �W /m2 K�, qint / �Tint

−Tj�
hav � average heat transfer coefficient �W /m2 K�,

defined by Eq. �17�
Hn � distance of the nozzle from the plate �m�

k � thermal conductivity �W /m K�
nr � number of elements in the radial direction
nz � number of elements in the axial direction

Nu � Nusselt number ��h ·dn� /kf�
Nuav � average Nusselt number for the entire surface

��hav ·dn� /kf�
p � pressure �Pa�

Pr � Prandtl number �� f /	 f�
q � heat flux �W /m2�
r � radial coordinate �m�

rd � disk radius �m�
rp � plate radius �m�

rp /rd � confinement plate to disk radius ratio �confine-
ment ratio�

Re � Reynolds number ��Vj ·dn� /� f�
t � time �s�
T � temperature �K�

T̄int � average interface temperature �K�,
�2 /rd

2�
0
rdTintrdr

Vj � jet velocity �m/s�
Vr,z,� � velocity component in the r-, z-, and

�-direction �m/s�
z � axial coordinate �m�

Greek Symbols
	 � thermal diffusivity �m2 /s�
� � dimensionless nozzle to target spacing �Hn /dn�
� � liquid film thickness �m�
� � thermal conductivity ratio �kS /kf�
� � dynamic viscosity �kg /m s�
� � kinematic viscosity �m2 /s�
� � angular coordinate �rad�

� � dimensionless temperature
�2·kf · �Tint−Tj� / �q ·dn��

� � density �kg /m3�
 � surface tension �N/m�
� � angular velocity �rad/s�

Subscripts
atm � ambient
av � average

f � fluid
i � initial condition

int � solid-fluid interface
j � jet or inlet

max � maximum
n � nozzle
s � solid

ss � steady state
w � bottom surface of the disk
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Effects of Variable Viscosity and
Thermal Conductivity of
CuO-Water Nanofluid on Heat
Transfer Enhancement in Natural
Convection: Mathematical Model
and Simulation
Heat transfer enhancement in horizontal annuli using variable thermal conductivity and
variable viscosity of CuO-water nanofluid is investigated numerically. The base case of
simulation used thermal conductivity and viscosity data that consider temperature prop-
erty dependence and nanoparticle size. It was observed that for Ra�104, the average
Nusselt number was deteriorated by increasing the volume fraction of nanoparticles.
However, for Ra�103, the average Nusselt number enhancement depends on aspect ratio
of the annulus as well as volume fraction of nanoparticles. Also, for Ra�103, the aver-
age Nusselt number was less sensitive to volume fraction of nanoparticles at high aspect
ratio and the average Nusselt number increased by increasing the volume fraction of
nanoaprticles for aspect ratios �0.4. For Ra�104, the Nusselt number was deteriorated
everywhere around the cylinder surface especially at high aspect ratio. However, this
reduction is only restricted to certain regions around the cylinder surface for Ra�103.
For Ra�104, the Maxwell–Garnett and the Chon et al. conductivity models demon-
strated similar results. But, there was a deviation in the prediction at Ra�103 and this
deviation becomes more significant at high volume fraction of nanoparticles. The Nguyen
et al. data and the Brinkman model give completely different predictions for Ra�104,
where the difference in prediction of the Nusselt number reached 50%. However, this
difference was less than 10% at Ra�103. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000440�

Keywords: nanofluid, viscosity, thermal conductivity, natural convection, annulus

1 Introduction
Natural convection heat transfer is an important phenomenon in

thermal engineering due to its wide applications in thermal sys-
tems such as electronic cooling, heat exchangers, and thermal sys-
tems. Enhancement of heat transfer in such systems is very essen-
tial from the industrial and energy saving perspectives. The low
thermal conductivity of conventional heat transfer fluids, such as
water, is considered a primary limitation in enhancing the perfor-
mance and the compactness of such thermal systems. An innova-
tive technique for improvement of heat transfer using nanoscale
particle dispersed in a base fluid, known as nanofluid, has been
studied extensively during the past decade �1–3� mainly for forced
convection applications. However, natural convection heat trans-
fer research using nanofluids has received relatively less attention
and there is still a debate on the effect of nanoparticles on heat
transfer enhancement in natural convection applications.

Examples of these controversial results are the works conducted
by Khanafer et al. �4�, who studied copper-water nanofluids in a
two-dimensional rectangular enclosure. They showed that the heat
transfer rate increased with the percentage of the suspended nano-
particles. Oztop and Abu-Nada �5� supported the findings of Kha-
nafer et al. �4�, where an enhancement in heat transfer was regis-

tered with the additions of nanoparticles. However, contrary
experimental findings were reported by Putra et al. �6� Wen and
Ding �7�, Nnanna �8�, and Ho and Lin �9�. More recently, Abu-
Nada et al. �10� showed that the enhancement in heat transfer in
natural convection depends mainly on the Rayleigh number, and
for certain Rayleigh numbers Ra=1�104, the heat transfer was
not sensitive to nanoparticles concentration, whereas at higher
values of the Rayleigh number, an enhancement in heat transfer
was taking place. More theoretical studies on natural convection
enhancement were also reported by Hwang et al. �11� and Ho et
al. �12�. Therefore, there is still a controversy on the effect of
nanofluids on heat transfer in natural convection and the numeri-
cal simulations seem to overestimate the enhancement of heat
transfer in natural convection.

Conceptually, natural convection heat transfer is affected by
fluid properties such as viscosity and thermal conductivity. Most
of the previous mentioned numerical works used the Brinkman
model for the viscosity. This model is shown to underestimate the
effective viscosity of the nanofluid �13–15�. The Brinkman model
does not account for nanofluid temperature or nanoparticle sizes.
On the other hand, for the thermal conductivity, most of men-
tioned numerical simulations used the Maxwell–Garnett �MG�
model for the prediction of thermal conductivity. This model does
account for main mechanisms for heat transfer in nanofluids such
as the Brownian motion; also, it neglects nanoparticle size or tem-
perature dependence. Therefore, numerical simulations need to
incorporate more robust models for viscosity and thermal conduc-
tivity that consider temperature dependence and nanoparticle size.
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Recently, Angue Minsta et al. �16� studied the effect nanoparticles
concentration and nanoparticles size on nanofluids viscosity under
a wide range of temperatures experimentally. They showed that
viscosity drops sharply with temperature, especially for high con-
centration of nanoparticles. Moreover, the effect of temperature,
nanoparticle size, and nanoparticles volume fraction on nanofluids
thermal conductivity was studied experimentally by Chon et al.
�17� and they showed that nanofluid thermal conductivity is af-
fected by temperature, volume fraction of nanoparticles, and
nanoparticle size. Thus, such physics cannot be ignored and the
dependence of nanofluid properties on temperature and volume
fraction of nanoparticles must be taken into account in order to
predict the correct role of nanoparticles on heat transfer enhance-
ment in natural convection. Therefore, the scope of the current
research is to implement more realistic models for nanofluid prop-
erties to predict heat transfer enhancement in natural convection.
The experimental results reported by Nguyen et al. �14� will be
used to derive a correlation for nanofluid viscosities as a function
of temperature and nanoparticle concentrations. Also, the model
of Chon et al. �17� will be used for the thermal conductivity. The
current research will evaluate the role of both viscosity and ther-
mal conductivity, derived from experimental data, on heat transfer
in natural convection. Besides, these models will be compared
with frequent used models in literature, namely, the Brinkman
model for viscosity and the MG model for thermal conductivity.
The enhancement in heat transfer will be evaluated under wide
ranges of temperatures and volume fraction of nanoparticles.

2 Governing Equations and Problem Formulation
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of differentially heated

annulus. The fluid in the annulus is a water based nanofluid con-
taining CuO nanoparticle. The nanofluid is assumed incompress-
ible and the flow is assumed to be laminar. It is assumed that
water and nanoparticles are in thermal equilibrium and no slip
occurs between them. The thermophysical properties of the nano-
fluid are given in Table 1. The inner cylinder is maintained at a
constant temperature �TH� higher than the outer cylinder �TC�. The
density of the nanofluid is approximated by the Boussinesq model.
The viscosity as well as the thermal conductivity of the nanofluid
is considered variable properties that vary with temperature as
well as volume fraction of nanoparticles.

The following dimensionless groups are introduced:
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By using the dimensionless quantities given in Eq. �1�, the gov-
erning equations in terms of stream-function-vorticity formulation
are written as follows:
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Table 1 Thermophysical properties of fluid and CuO
nanoparticles

Physical properties Fluidphase �water� CuO

Cp �J/kg K� 4179 540
 �kg /m3� 997.1 6500
K �W/m K� 0.613 18.0
��10−5 �1/K� 21 0.85
Dp �nm� 0.384 29

Fig. 1 Sketch of the problem geometry
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Energy equation:
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Kinematics equation:
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where the dimensionless number are given as

Ra =
g��TH − TC�L3
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, Pr =
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�5�

where the subscript o stands for the reference temperature, which
is taken as 22°C in the current study. The temperature difference
between the hot and cold surfaces is kept constant at 30°C. The
ratio between the length of the gap between the inner and outer
cylinders divided by the inner cylinder diameter, i.e., L /D, is
called the aspect ratio. The dimensionless radial and tangential
velocities are given respectively as

V =
1

�r +
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L
�

�	

��
, U = −

�	

�r
�6�

The thermal diffusivity, density, and heat capacitance of the nano-
fluid are given as, respectively,

�nf =
knf

�cp�nf
�7�

nf = �1 − �� f + �p �8�

�cp�nf = �1 − ���cp� f + ��cp�p �9�
The effective thermal conductivity of the nanofluid is calculated
by the model of Chon et al. �17�

knf

kbf
= 1 + 64.7�0.7640� df

dp
�0.3690� kf

kp
�0.7476

Pr0.9955 Re1.2321

�10�
The results using Eq. �10� will be compared with the results using
the MG model given by

knf

kf
=

kp + �n − 1�kf − �n − 1��kf − kp��
kp + �n − 1�kf + �kf − kp��

�11�

The Pr and Re in Eq. �10� are given respectively as �17�

Pr =

 f

 f� f
, Re =

 fkbT

3�
 f
2lf

�12�

where f stands for the base fluid, which is water in the current
study, kb is the Boltzmann constant 1.3807�10−23 J /K, and lf is
the mean path of base fluid particles given as 0.17 nm �17�. This
model considers the effect of nanoparticle size and temperature on
nanofluids thermal conductivity with a wide range of temperature
between 21°C and 70°C. This model was further tested experi-
mentally by Angue Minsta et al. �16� for Al2O3 and CuO nano-
particles and found to predict the thermal conductivity of nano-
fluid accurately up to a volume fraction of 9% for both CuO and
Al2O3 nanoparticles. Therefore, the current study adopted the
model of Chon et al. to predict the thermal conductivity of CuO-
water nanofluid.

The correlation for dynamic viscosity of CuO-water nanofluid
is derived using the available experimental data of Nguyen et al.
�14�. Actually, no explicit correlation is given in Ref. �14� that
defines the viscosity of CuO-water nanofluid as a multifunction of
temperature and volume fraction of nanoparticles. Therefore, in
the recent work, a two-dimensional regression is used to develop
such a correlation. The R2 of the regression is 99.8% and a maxi-
mum error is 5%. The correlation obtained from the two-
dimensional regression is given as


CuO�cp� = − 0.6967 +
15.937

T̃
+ 1.238� +

1356.14

T̃2
− 0.259�2

− 30.88
�

T̃
−

19652.74

T̃3
+ 0.01593�3 + 4.38206

�2

T̃

+ 147.573
�

T̃2
�13�

Figure 2 presents a plot for the viscosity of CuO-water nanofluid
as a function of temperature and concentration of nanoparticles
calculated by using Eq. �13�. Also, the figure plots the measured

Fig. 3 Comparison of the present work „solid lines… and the
experimental results of Kuehn and Goldstein †22‡; experimental
data points: �: 0 deg, �: 90 deg, �: 180 deg „Ra=4.7Ã104,
Pr=0.706, and L /D=0.8…

Fig. 2 Comparison between viscosities calculated using Eq.
„13… and the data of Nguyen et al. †14‡
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Fig. 4 Nusselt number distribution around the inner cylinder surface using various
volume fractions of CuO nanoparticles „L /D=0.8…: „a… Ra=105, „b… Ra=104, and „c… Ra
=103

Fig. 5 Temperature isotherms for L /D=0.8: „a… Re=105
„�=9%…, „b… Re=105

„�=1%… „c…
Re=103

„�=9%…, and „d… Re=103
„�=1%…
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data from the experiment of Nguyen et al. �14�. It is very clear
that the derived equation �Eq. �13�� predicts the viscosity of nano-
fluids accurately. The results, using Eq. �13�, will be compared
with the Brinkman model given by


nf =

 f

�1 − ��2.5 �14�

It is worth mentioning that the viscosity of the base fluid �water� is
considered to be variable with temperature and the flowing equa-
tion is used to evaluate the viscosity of water, which is still de-
rived from the measurements of Nguyen et al. �14�


H2O�cp� = − 81.1 + 98.75 ln�T� − 45.23 ln2�T� + 9.71 ln3�T�

− 0.946 ln4�T� + 0.03 ln5�T� �15�

3 Numerical Implementation
Equations �2� and �3�, absorbing the variable properties corre-

lations given in Eqs. �10� and �13�, are solved using the finite
volume approach �18,19�. For full details of numerical implemen-
tation, the reader is referred to Abu-Nada et al. �10�.

After solving �, �, and T, further useful quantities are ob-
tained. For example, the Nusselt number at the inner cylinder
surface is expressed as

Nu = − � knf

kf
� �T

�r
�16�

where �knf /kf� is calculated using Eq. �10�. The average Nusselt
number is calculated as

Nuavg =
1

�
�

�=0

�=�

Nu���d� �17�

The integration of Eq. �17� is evaluated using the 1/3 Simpson’s
rule of integration. A normalized Nusselt number is defined as the
ratio of Nusselt number at any volume fraction of nanoparticles to
that of pure water and is given as

Nu
�

avg =
Nu���

Nu�� = 0�
�18�

4 Grid Testing and Code Validation
The present code was tested for grid independence by calculat-

ing the average Nusselt number around the inner cylinder surface.
It was found that a grid size of 61�61 guarantees a grid indepen-
dent solution for both cases. The Nusselt number for the grid
independent solution is compared with the results of Guj and
Stella �20� and Shu et al. �21� for Ra=0.53�104. The calculated
average Nusselt number by the current code gives a value of
2.47010, which falls between the results obtained by Guj and
Stella �Nuavg=2.4220� and the results of Shu et al. �21� �Nuavg
=2.5560�. Furthermore, a grid independence test was carried out
for the CuO-water nanofluid using �=9%, Ra=105, and L /D
=0.8. It was found that the same grid size 61�61 guarantees a
grid independent solution.

The present numerical solution is further validated by the ex-
perimental results of Kuehn and Goldstein �22�. The comparisons
for three temperature profiles at three different angles are shown
in Fig. 3. It is clear that present results are in good agreement with
other published data.

5 Results and Discussion
The range of the Rayleigh number, volume fraction of nanopar-

ticles, and aspect ratio are Ra=103–105, 0���9%, and 0.2
�L /D�0.8, respectively. Figure 4 presents Nusselt number dis-
tribution around the inner cylinder surface using various volume
fractions of CuO nanoparticles for L /D=0.8. For the case of Ra
=105 and Ra=104, the increase in the volume fraction of nano-

particles causes a reduction in the Nusselt number everywhere
around the inner cylinder surface. However, for Ra=103 there is a
reduction in the Nusselt number for ��90 and an enhancement in
heat transfer is taking place for ��90. Also, it is clear that for
high volume fraction of nanoparticles, �=9%, and for the case for
Ra=103, the Nusselt number variation around the inner cylinder
surface becomes less pronounced compared with lower volume
fraction of nanoparticles. Actually, for Ra=103, the more addition
of nanoparticles reduces the difference between the maximum and
minimum Nusselt numbers around the cylinder surface and the
distribution of the Nusselt number, or the temperature gradient at
the cylinder surface, becomes nearly uniform for �=9% �maxi-
mum Nusselt number is 2.7 and minimum is 2.4�. This is best
illustrated by looking at Fig. 5, where the case of �=9%, and for
the case for Ra=103, the temperature is almost uniform around the
inner cylinder surface. Also, Fig. 5 illustrates how the thickness of
thermal boundary layer is influenced by the addition of nanopar-
ticles. Also, it is very interesting to note how the plume region is
influenced by increasing the volume fraction for nanoparticles,
where, for the case of 105, as shown in Fig. 5�a�, the plume region
spreads wider, and for the case of Ra=103, as shown in Fig. 5�c�,
the plume region disappears completely. This behavior is related
to the increased viscosity at high volume fraction of nanoparticles,
see Fig. 2, where high � causes the fluid to become more viscous
and this causes the velocity to decrease accordingly, see Fig. 6,
which reduces convection. The reduction in velocities and convec-
tion will cause the fading of the plume at Ra=103 and the spread-
ing of the plume region for the case of Ra=105. The increase in

Fig. 6 Tangential velocity for Re=105, L /D=0.8, and �
=90 deg: „a… Ra=105 and „b… Ra=103
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thermal boundary layer thickness is responsible for the reduction
in temperature gradients at the inner surface, which causes a re-
duction in the Nusselt number accordingly �see Eq. �16��. It is
observed from Fig. 5, for Ra=105, that the addition of nanopar-
ticles causes an increase in thermal boundary layer thickness,
which explains the reduction in the value of the Nusselt number
everywhere around the inner cylinder surface. However, for the
case of Ra=103, the addition of nanoparticles causes the thermal
boundary layer thickness to increase for ��90; however, this
thickness decreases for ��90 because of the plume disappear-
ance. This explains the behavior observed in Fig. 4�c� for the
Nusselt number distribution around the inner surface. Figure 7
shows the streamlines for the case of Ra=105. It is clear that by
increasing the volume fraction of nanoparticles, the magnitudes of
streamlines contours are reduced due to the increased viscosity of
the nanofluids as mentioned earlier.

Figure 8 studies the effect of aspect ratio on heat transfer en-
hancement of nanofluids. The figure shows that for the case of
Ra=105, the behavior encountered using smaller aspect ratio is
similar to that of high aspect ratio. However, for Ra=104 and
Ra=103, different behaviors are observed using smaller aspect
ratios. For the case of Ra=103 the angle at which the Nusselt
number switches from a reduction to an increase is reduced to 60
deg for L /D=0.4 and to 30 deg for L /D=0.2 compared with the
90 deg for L /D=0.8 �see Fig. 4�. Thus, the region around the
inner cylinder surface where an enhancement in heat transfer is
taking place increases. This leads to an enhancement in the total
Nusselt number around the inner cylinder surface, as shown in
Fig. 9.

Figure 9 shows the average Nusselt number around the inner
cylinder surface. Starting with the large aspect ratio of 0.8, the

average Nusselt number is reduced by adding more nanoparticles
for the case of Ra=105 and Ra=104; however, the Nusselt number
is approximately less sensitive to the addition of nanoparticles for
case of Ra=103. For smaller aspect ratios, as shown in Figs. 9�b�
and 9�c�, the cases of Ra=105 and Ra=104 still has a similar trend
to that of L /D=0.8. However, for Ra=103, the addition of nano-
particles causes more enhancement in the Nusselt number, which
is related to the point discussed earlier in the last paragraph.

An interesting comparison between various models used for
thermal conductivity and viscosity on the average Nusselt number
is shown in Fig. 10. This figure shows results obtained using four
different approaches. The first approach is using the MG model
for the thermal conductivity and the Brinkman model for the vis-
cosity of nanofluids. This combination is used by most researchers
in literature. The second approach is using the model of Chon et
al. �17� for thermal conductivity and the Brinkman model for the
viscosity of the nanofluid. The third approach is using the MG
model for the thermal conductivity and the experimental data of
Nguyen et al. �14� for viscosity. The fourth approach, the one that
is used in the current study as the base case, is using the model of
Chon et al. �17� for thermal conductivity and model of Nguyen et
al. for viscosity of nanofluids.

From Figs. 10�a� and 10�b�, it is clear that the difference be-
tween average Nusselt number calculated using the model of
Chon et al. and the MG model is negligible. However, the differ-
ence in the Nusselt number when using the data of Nguyen et al.
and the Brinkman model is much more significant. This tells that
the role of nanofluid viscosity is more significant than thermal
conductivity. Also, the prediction of Nusselt number using the
Nguyen data is completely different from using the Brinkman
model. The Brinkman model shows an overestimation in the en-

Fig. 7 Streamlines for Re=105 and L /D=0.8: „a… �=9%, „b… �=5%, and „c… �=1%
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hancement in the Nusselt number by increasing the volume frac-
tion of nanoparticles. However, the data of Nguyen et al. show
deterioration in the Nusselt number by adding nanoparticles. Ac-
tually, the Brinkman model is used for dispersed particles in so-
lution with particle size much higher than the nanoscale particles
and its applicability to nanoparticles is questionable. On the other
hand, for low Reynolds number, i.e., Ra=103 when the data of
Nguen et al. are used, the Nusselt number is not sensitive to vol-
ume fraction less than 5%; however, for higher volume fractions,
an enhancement in heat transfer is observed, which is opposite to
the behavior registered at high Rayleigh number �using the data of
Nguyen et al.�. The convection currents at low Rayleigh number
�Ra=103� are small compared with high Rayleigh numbers, and
therefore, it is obvious that the role of nanofluid viscosity be-
comes less significant. It is interesting to note that for this Ray-
leigh number all of the four approaches predict an enhancement in
heat transfer. Also, the difference in Nusselt prediction between
the Brinkman model and the data of Nguyen et al. is small com-
pared with high Rayleigh numbers. For example, this difference,
at �=9%, is approximately10% compared with 50% at Ra=105.

Also, Fig. 10 shows that the deviation between the model of
Chon et al. and the MG model becomes more pronounced for

Ra=103, especially at high volume fractions of nanoparticles. This
tells that such difference becomes more appreciable at high vol-
ume fraction of nanoparticles and this difference cannot be ne-
glected. In general the MG model overpredicts the enhancement
in heat transfer compared with the model of Chon et al. at high
volume fractions of nanoparticles ���5%�. Figure 10 is very
useful to identify when the MG model is appropriate for natural
convections applications and when its applicability becomes less
accurate. Besides, it tells that for higher Rayleigh numbers, the
Brinkman model prediction deviates considerably from the mea-
sured data prediction and this difference cannot be neglected,
which limits the applicability of the Brinkman model at high Ray-
leigh numbers. However, this difference is less pronounced at
lower Rayleigh number and the Brinkman model could be used
with approximately 10% deviation in prediction from the mea-
sured data.

A closer look at Fig. 10 reveals that for the MG model and the
experimental data of Nguyen et al. �also the data of Chon et al.
and Nguyen et al.�, heat transfer increases up to 1% then de-
creased up to 3% and again it increases. To discuss this behavior
it is useful to break the explanation into three parts: the first part is
for 0���1%, the second part is for 1%���3%, and the third

Fig. 8 Nusselt number distribution around the inner cylinder surface using various
volume fractions of CuO nanoparticles: „a… Ra=105

„L /D=0.4…, „b… Ra=105
„L /D=0.2…, „c…

Ra=104
„L /D=0.4…, „d… Ra=104

„L /D=0.2…, „e… Ra=103
„L /D=0.4…, and „f… Ra=103

„L /D
=0.2…
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part is for ��4%. For the first part, this behavior is related to the
regression employed. The regression given in Eq. �13� was em-
ployed for 1���9%. However, the viscosity of pure water was
calculated from Eq. �15�. This creates inconsistency in viscosity
estimation near �=1%. However, for the second part, this behav-
ior is related to the dual role of thermal conductivity and viscosity
on heat transfer enhancement. In general, the influence of nano-
particles elucidates two opposing effects on the Nusselt number: a

favorable effect that is driven by the presence of high thermal
conductivity nanoparticles, and an undesirable effect promoted by
the high level of viscosity experienced at high volume fractions of
nanoparticles. Therefore, for Ra=103, the presence of nanopar-
ticles increases the nanofluid viscosity, which reduces Nusselt
number at the heated surface due to the increased viscosity. This
phenomenon is accompanied by some enhancement in heat trans-
fer due to the high thermal conductivity of nanoparticles but, such

Fig. 9 Average Nusselt number: „a… L /D=0.8, „b… L /D=0.4, and „c… L /D=0.2

Fig. 10 Effects of the conductivity and viscosity models on the Nusselt number „L /D
=0.8…: „a… Ra=105, „b… Ra=104, and „c… Ra=103
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enhancement at low volume fraction of nanoparticles is very mini-
mal compared with the deterioration brought by the viscosity. For
the third piece, as the volume fraction of nanoparticles increase
beyond 4%, the role of thermal conductivity becomes dominant
and enhancement in the Nusselt number is observed, as shown in
Fig. 10.

6 Conclusions
For Ra�104, the average Nusselt number is reduced by in-

creasing the volume fraction of nanoparticles. However, for Ra
=103, the average Nusselt number enhancement depends on as-
pect ratio as well as volume fraction of nanoparticles. For Ra
=103, the average Nusselt number is not sensitive to nanoparticles
at high aspect ratio L /D=0.8, and the average number is enhanced
by increasing the volume fraction of nanoaprticles for L /D�0.4.
For Ra�104, the Nusselt number is deteriorated everywhere
around the cylinder surface especially at high aspect ratio. How-
ever, this reduction is only limited to certain regions around the
cylinder surface at Ra=103. For Ra�104, the MG model and
model of Chon et al. give similar results. However, there is a
deviation at Ra=103 and this deviation becomes more significant
at high volume fraction of nanoparticles. The data of Nguyen et al.
and the Brinkman model give completely different predictions for
Ra�104, where the difference in the prediction of the Nusselt
number could reach 50%. However, this difference reduces to less
than 10% at Ra=103.
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Nomenclature
cp � specific heat at constant pressure �J/kg K�
D � diameter of inner cylinder �m�
g � gravitational acceleration �m /s2�
h � local heat transfer coefficient �W /m2 K�
k � thermal conductivity �W/m K�
L � gap between inner and outer cylinder, i.e., L

=ro−ri �m�
Nu � Nusselt number
Pr � Prandtl number
qw � heat transfer at the inner cylinder surface

�W /m2�
Ra � Rayleigh number
Re � Reynolds number

r̃ � radial coordinate measured from the inner cyl-
inder surface �m�

r � nondimensional radial distance

T̃ � dimensional temperature �K�
T � nondimensional temperature
u � dimensional tangential velocity �m/s�
U � nondimensional tangential velocity
v � dimensional radial velocity �m/s�
V � nondimensional radial velocity

Greek Symbols
� � thermal diffusivity �m2 /s�
� � thermal expansion coefficient �1/K�
� � nanoparticle volume fraction
� � kinematic viscosity �m2 /s�
� � angle measured from the lower symmetry

plane
� � nondimensional stream function

	 � dimensional stream function �m2 /s�
� � nondimensional vorticity
� � dimensional vorticity �1/s�
 � density �kg /m3�

 � dynamic viscosity �N s /m2�

Subscripts
avg � average

C � cold
f � fluid

H � hot
nf � nanofluid
p � particle
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Monte Carlo Study of Phonon
Heat Conduction in Silicon Thin
Films Including Contributions of
Optical Phonons
The Monte Carlo method has found prolific use in the solution of the Boltzmann transport
equation for phonons for the prediction of nonequilibrium heat conduction in crystalline
thin films. This paper contributes to the state-of-the-art by performing a systematic study
of the role of the various phonon modes on thermal conductivity predictions, in particu-
lar, optical phonons. A procedure to calculate three-phonon scattering time-scales with
the inclusion of optical phonons is described and implemented. The roles of various
phonon modes are assessed. It is found that transverse acoustic (TA) phonons are the
primary carriers of energy at low temperatures. At high temperatures �T�200 K�, lon-
gitudinal acoustic (LA) phonons carry more energy than TA phonons. When optical
phonons are included, there is a significant change in the amount of energy carried by
various phonons modes, especially at room temperature, where optical modes are found
to carry about 25% of the energy at steady state in silicon thin films. Most importantly, it
is found that inclusion of optical phonons results in better match with experimental
observations for silicon thin-film thermal conductivity. The inclusion of optical phonons
is found to decrease the thermal conductivity at intermediate temperatures (50–200 K)
and to increase it at high temperature ��200 K�, especially when the film is thin. The
effect of number of stochastic samples, the dimensionality of the computational domain
(two-dimensional versus three-dimensional), and the lateral (in-plane) dimension of the
film on the statistical accuracy and computational efficiency is systematically studied and
elucidated for all temperatures. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000447�

Keywords: Monte Carlo, Boltzmann transport equation, thin film, thermal conductivity,
optical phonon, silicon

1 Introduction
In recent years, aggressive scale-down in the feature sizes of

electronic devices, coupled with faster processing speeds, has re-
sulted in large quantity of heat being generated per unit volume in
these devices. The efficient removal of heat from such devices is a
daunting task, and overheating is one of the most common causes
of device failure. Accordingly, there has been an increasing inter-
est in modeling thermal transport in micro- and nanoscale semi-
conductor devices to gain a better fundamental understanding of
the mechanism of heat conduction in crystalline thin films.

Nonequilibrium heat conduction in thin films has been success-
fully modeled in the past using the semiclassical Boltzmann trans-
port equation �BTE� for phonons. Numerical solution of the BTE
has previously been obtained both stochastically �1,2� and deter-
ministically �3–5�, and the thermal conductivity of thin films made
of silicon and other semiconductor materials has been predicted
successfully. The relative advantages and disadvantages of sto-
chastic versus deterministic techniques for solution of the BTE is
discussed in detail elsewhere �1,3,6–8� and is not the primary
subject of this paper.

The first formal Monte Carlo �MC� procedure for phonon trans-
port was presented by Peterson �9�. Peterson’s study did not con-
sider phonon dispersion and did not account for the various pho-
non polarizations. Mazumder and Majumdar �1� presented the first

comprehensive algorithm to solve the BTE for phonons by the
MC method with the inclusion of phonon dispersion and polariza-
tion. In their approach, statistical samples �phonons� are drawn
from six individual stochastic spaces: three wave vector and three
position vector components. The sampled phonons first undergo
drift �ballistic motion� and then undergo scattering events. Lacroix
et al. �2� presented a transient MC algorithm that modified the
scattering algorithm used by Mazumder and Majumdar �1� to en-
force Kirchhoff’s law during the scattering phase. This modified
algorithm has later been used by other researchers �10–13�, and
has been found to accurately predict transient heat conduction in
thin films in both ballistic and diffusive regimes.

Although Mazumder and Majumdar �1� accounted for the
acoustic modes of phonon propagation, the contribution of optical
phonons toward energy transport was neglected based on the pre-
sumption that they have slow group velocities and, therefore, do
not contribute to energy transport �14�. Although this contention is
intuitive, it is well known �5� that interaction between optical and
acoustic phonons alters the effective relaxation rates of the acous-
tic phonons and, thereby, affects energy transport in an indirect
manner. Narumanchi �5� suggested that optical phonons must be
considered even in steady-state thermal predictions. While the
group velocity of optical phonons is small at small and large val-
ues of the wave-vector, K, it is not negligible for intermediate
values of K. For longitudinal optical �LO� phonons, the group
velocity can be comparable to the slower acoustic modes �3�.
Therefore, further systematic studies are necessary to understand
the effect of optical phonons on thermal transport.

Narumanchi and co-workers �4,5� and Wang �3� considered op-
tical phonons in their deterministic finite-volume formulation for
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solving the BTE. Narumanchi’s work invoked two simplifying
assumptions while taking optical phonons into consideration in his
model. First, similar to the assumptions made in the past �1�, the
optical phonons were assumed to have zero group velocities. Sec-
ond, all the optical phonons were clubbed into a single band and
no distinction was made between LO and transverse optical �TO�
modes. Though Wang �3� removed the first assumption made in
Narumanchi’s work, the two polarizations of the optical phonons
have not been considered in calculating phonon lifetimes. The
result of their work, therefore, does not bring out explicitly the
role of optical phonons in silicon thermal conductivity prediction
and the subsequent impact on energy transport in semiconductor
thin films. Recently, Kazan et al. �15� studied the role of optical
phonon decay into acoustic modes using the modified Callaway
theory for germanium and found that the inclusion of optical
phonons increases the accuracy in predicting the thermal conduc-
tivity of semiconductors. Therefore, these studies make a compel-
ling case for inclusion of optical phonons in the numerical solu-
tion of the BTE for phonons. The current work seeks to build on
the works of Mazumder and Majumdar �1� and Lacroix et al. �2�
to solve the BTE for phonons with full phonon dispersion includ-
ing LO and TO phonons using the MC method. First, the BTE is
solved considering only LA and TA modes, and the thermal con-
ductivity of silicon thin films are computed. Subsequently, optical
modes are also considered and the thermal conductivity results,
thus obtained, are compared with the results obtained without con-
sidering optical phonons, as well as experimental results obtained
by Asheghi �16�.

The biggest roadblock in incorporating optical phonons in the
numerical solution of the BTE for phonons is the lack of three-
phonon scattering time-scales for the optical modes. Using the
expressions given by Han and Klemens �17�, Narumanchi and
co-workers �4,5� presented a methodology for calculating the
three-phonon interaction time-scales for the various phonon
modes undergoing Umklapp �U� scattering, including optical
phonons. In Narumanchi’s work, however, the contribution of
Normal �N� processes toward phonon relaxation time calculation
has not been considered. Narumanchi and co-workers �4,5� con-
sidered only a subset of the possible interactions between different
phonon modes for the phonon lifetime calculations. The interac-
tions considered embody the low-temperature assumption, thereby
allowing simplifications to be made to the phonon conservation
laws. While removing this assumption is desirable, it would imply
consideration of a very large number of three-phonon interactions
and rigorous implementation of the energy and momentum con-
servation laws to calculate the three-phonon interaction time-
scales over the whole wave-vector space �3�. This would increase
the complexity of the numerical simulation dramatically. There-
fore, this has not been attempted in the present work. As a start,
the phonon lifetimes for U processes of various phonon modes
have been calculated using the expressions given by Han and
Klemens �17� and interactions considered by Narumanchi et al.
�4,5�. The contribution of the N processes to the phonon lifetime
data is calculated from the expressions given by Holland �18�.
Therefore, in order to calculate the overall phonon relaxation
time, a hybrid approach derived from the works of Holland �18�
and Han and Klemens �17� has been employed in the present
work. The objective of this study is to shed some light, albeit
preliminary, on the effect of optical phonons on energy transport
and thermal conductivity predictions in silicon thin films.

Ever since the development of the first comprehensive Monte
Carlo procedure by Mazumder and Majumdar �1�, significant ad-
vances have been made toward the improvement of such algo-
rithms. These include alternative and, perhaps, better procedures
for the treatment of scattering �2,19�, alternative formulations for
sampling phonons �20�, and steady-state approaches aimed toward
the reduction of computational time and memory �12�. Despite
these advances, a few critical questions remain unanswered. For
Monte Carlo simulations aimed toward prediction of through-

plane thermal conductivity of thin films, the lateral �or in-plane�
dimensions �Y and Z� �see Fig. 1� of the film are free parameters.
Ideally, if the lateral �or nonthermalizing� boundaries are made
perfectly specular, the effect of the lateral dimension is irrelevant
because in that case these boundaries would pose no resistance
�i.e., they are symmetry planes�. In the actual physical scenario,
the thermal conductivity at low temperature is dictated by bound-
ary scattering, and the boundary must be made partially specular
to keep the thermal conductivity finite in the ballistic limit. This is
done by calibrating the degree of specularity ��� against experi-
mental data, as originally proposed by Mazumder and Majumdar,
and later used by almost all subsequent studies �12,19�. Therefore,
the choice of the lateral dimension would affect the calibrated
value of �, and it is important to ensure that the calibration of �
and the choice of lateral dimensions has no bearing on the pre-
dicted thermal conductivity. Furthermore, it is important to under-
stand the effect of the choice of lateral dimension on the compu-
tational efficiency.

Mazumder and Majumdar �1� used a two-dimensional �2D�
computational domain to predict thin-film thermal conductivity,
whereas later studies �2,12,19� carried out their simulations on a
three-dimensional �3D� computational domain. Whether a 2D or
3D computational domain should be used is still a matter of de-
bate, and systematic studies are required to elucidate the pros and
cons of either choice. Statistical errors are inherent to any MC
simulation. In this particular case, the statistical noise in the heat
flux �or thermal conductivity� data depends on the number of sto-
chastic samples used for the MC simulation. The number of sto-
chastic samples, in turn, determines the computational cost. This
work, in addition to exploring the role of optical phonons, system-
atically explores the correlation between the above-mentioned nu-
merical issues through careful analysis of the statistical errors and
the associated computational cost.

2 Theory and Numerical Procedure
Quantized lattice vibrations or phonons are the predominant

carriers of thermal energy in semiconductor devices �6�. If the
mean free path of the traveling phonons is larger than the film
thickness, thermodynamic equilibrium ceases to exist and, thus,
the Fourier law of heat conduction is invalid. In this scenario, bulk
thermal conductivity values, which are experimentally determined
by inversion of the Fourier law itself, cannot be used for analysis.

Fig. 1 Computational domain „a… 3D and „b… 2D
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The Boltzmann transport equation is a semiclassical equation
and has been successfully used to model particles that interact
with each other via short range forces and follow a statistical
distribution �3�. Phonons follow Bose–Einstein statistics and in-
teract with each other via scattering processes and, therefore, can
be modeled using the BTE, which may be written as �21�

� f

�t
+ �g • �f = � � f

�t
�

scattering

�1�

where f is the distribution function of an ensemble of phonons,
and �g is the group velocity. The left side of Eq. �1� represents
change of the distribution function due to motion �or drift�,
whereas the right-hand side represents the change in the distribu-
tion function due to collisions �or scattering�. Drift causes the
phonon energy distribution function to deviate from equilibrium,
while collisions tend to restore equilibrium.

2.1 Phonon-Phonon Scattering. Prior to solution of the BTE
for phonons, it is necessary to formulate the right-hand-side of Eq.
�1�. This scattering term is complicated if all possible scattering
mechanisms are considered rigorously. Due to the complexity of
the scattering term, simplifications and approximations have to be
made to the BTE before it can be solved. The most common
approximation used to simplify the BTE is the relaxation time
approximation, whereby the scattering term is expressed as

� � f

�t
�

scattering

=
f − f0

�
�2�

where f0 is the equilibrium distribution function �i.e., the Bose–
Einstein distribution function�, and � is the overall scattering time-
scale of the phonon due to all scattering processes in combination.
This approximation essentially linearizes the scattering term of the
BTE and implies that whenever a system is not in equilibrium, the
scattering term will restore the system to equilibrium following an
exponential decay law: f − f0=exp�−t /��. In the relaxation time
approximation, scattering between different wave-vectors is not
explicitly accounted for. Instead, the phonons relax to the equilib-
rium distribution �6�.

Scattering of three or more phonons with each other occurs due
to the anharmonic nature of the interatomic forces and the discrete
nature of the lattice structure. Phonon-phonon scattering involving
four or more phonons is important only at temperatures much
higher than the Debye temperature �6� �645 K for silicon� and is
not considered here since 645 K is much higher than the operating
temperature of most electronic devices.

Three-phonon interactions can be classified as Normal pro-
cesses and Umklapp processes. Both N and U processes are gov-
erned by energy and momentum conservation rules given by �14�

� + �� ↔ �� �Normal and Umklapp�

K + K� ↔ K� �Normal�

K + K� ↔ K� + b �Umklapp� �3�

where �, ��, and �� are the angular frequencies of the interacting
phonons, and K, K�, and K� are their wave-vectors. During these
interactions, two phonons may merge to form a third phonon, or a
single phonon may break up into two phonons. In an Umklapp
process, momentum is not conserved—the difference in phonon
wave-vectors resulting in the reciprocal lattice vector, b.

A critical component for solving the BTE for phonons is the
computation of the relaxation times for the three-phonon interac-
tions. The difficulty in determining these time-scales is borne
from the fact that the expressions for calculating these time-scales
are not available due to complex nature of the anharmonic inter-
atomic forces. As a result, much of the published literature use
only approximate relaxation times, which are typically derived
either by using curve-fits to bulk thermal conductivity �18� or by
making low-temperature approximations that allow simplifica-

tions to the conservation rules �17�. It is critical to note that al-
though both N and U processes are important, only U processes
pose resistance to thermal transport. On the other hand, N pro-
cesses indirectly affect thermal energy transport, especially at low
temperatures, by creating sufficient number of high-K phonons
that affect U processes �6�. Therefore, it is essential to consider
the contribution of both N and U processes for the calculation of
the overall relaxation time.

Holland �18�, using perturbation analysis in combination with
calibration to experimental data, developed frequency and tem-
perature dependent expressions for the relaxation times of scatter-
ing for LA and TA phonons

�NU
−1 = BL�2T3 �LA, Normal + Umklapp�

�N
−1 = BTN�T4 �TA, Normal� �4a�

�U
−1 = �0 �TA, Umklapp for � � �1/2�

BTU�2/sinh� ��

kBT
	 �TA, Umklapp for � � �1/2� 


�4b�

where �1/2 is the frequency corresponding to K /Kmax=0.5, and
BL, BTN, and BTU are constants �18� that need to be obtained
through calibration against experimental data, and the values sug-
gested by Holland �18� and used later by Mazumder and Majum-
dar �1� have been used in the present study. For silicon, �1/2
=2.417�1013 rad /s. Previous MC studies of the phonon BTE
�1,2� have used these time-scales for thermal conductivity calcu-
lations as a preliminary step. Holland made two important as-
sumptions for calculating these time-scales: �1� only high-
frequency TA phonons undergo Umklapp processes and �2� LA
phonons do not undergo U processes at all. Therefore, in effect,
Eq. �4a� gives the time-scale for N processes, whereas the expres-
sion in Eq. �4b� gives the phonon interaction time-scales for U
processes. Despite these assumptions, the expressions provided by
Holland continue to be popular because of their simplicity and the
ease of their implementation.

Klemens �22�, starting from perturbation theory, considered
scattering processes due to anharmonicities, and derived a set of
expressions for U processes at low temperatures. Based on the
work of Klemens �22� and Han and Klemens �17�, Narumanchi et
al. �4� provided a methodology for calculating frequency and tem-
perature dependent phonon lifetimes for both optical and acoustic
modes for the U processes. The advantage of using the expres-
sions given in Narumanchi’s work is that unlike the expressions
given by Holland �18�, only a single fitting parameter, called the
Gruneisen constant, is used to calculate the phonon lifetimes.

In the present study, a hybrid approach is used to calculate the
phonon time-scales wherein the time-scale for N processes is cal-
culated from Holland’s expressions, as given by Eq. �4a�. The
procedure for calculating the time-scale of U processes, as derived
from Narumanchi et al. �5� and Han and Klemens �17�, is de-
scribed next. For silicon, the three-phonon interactions that are
believed to be important �4,5� are shown in Table 1, wherein BZB
refers to phonons corresponding to the first Brillouin zone bound-
ary. The relaxation time, �ij, for the interactions of the type LA
+TA�BZB�↔LA, TA+TA�BZB�↔LA, and TA+LA�BZB�↔
LA and for the optical modes is calculated from Ref. �17� using
similar expressions proposed by Narumanchi and co-workers �4,5�

1

�ij
�

�	2

3
��ph
2 �g

�i�tr� jrc
2�� 1

�e��tr/kBT − 1�
−

1

�e��j/kBT − 1���
�5�

where i refers to the phonon for which the time-scale needs to be
calculated, henceforth referred to as the incoming mode, j refers
to the resultant or the translated mode, and tr refers to the mode
by which the incoming mode is translated to the resultant mode
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�referred to as the translational mode�. The phase velocity of the
incoming mode is denoted by �ph�=� /k�, and �g�=�g� is the
magnitude of the group velocity of the resultant mode. � is the
density of the solid �i.e., bulk silicon�. �i is the frequency of the
incoming phonon in rad/s, � j is the frequency of the resultant
mode, while �tr is the frequency of the translational mode at the
BZB. � is the degeneracy of the translated mode, 	 is the Grun-
eisen constant and has been taken to be 0.59 for silicon �5�, and rc
denotes the effective radius. For the �100� direction, rc is calcu-
lated as �17�

rc =
2
/a − ki

2�2
�6�

where a is the lattice constant, and ki is the wave-vector of the
phonon for which the time-scale needs to be calculated.

For the interaction of the type LA /TA+LA /TA↔
LO /TO�BZB�, the time-scales are calculated using the expression

1

�ij
�

�	2

3
��ph
2 �g

�i�O�tr
3� 1

�e��tr/kBT − 1�
−

1

�e��O/kBT − 1�� �7�

where �O is the frequency of the optical mode at the BZB, �i is
the incoming phonon frequency, and �tr�=�O−�i� is the trans-
lated phonon frequency.

For a given incoming phonon frequency and polarization, the
time-scale for all the possible interactions are calculated. If the
various phonon-phonon interaction processes are assumed to be
independent, their scattering probabilities can be added together.
The overall scattering time-scale is then given by Mathiessen’s
rule

1

�U,i
= �

j

1

�ij
�8�

where �ij is the relaxation time for a single scattering process �as
calculated using Eqs. �5� and/or Eq. �7��, and �U,i is the relaxation
time for all U processes combined. The overall relaxation time � is
then calculated as

1

�
=

1

�N
+

1

�U
�9�

and is used as an input for solution of Eq. �1�, with the scattering
term expressed by Eq. �2�.

2.2 Dispersion Relationships. Prior to the solution of the
BTE, information regarding phonon dispersion is required. Pho-
non dispersion plays an important part in thermal conductivity
calculations and is necessary to model polarization and frequency-
dependent behavior �3�. It has been observed that the inclusion of
phonon dispersion has a significant effect on the phonon mean
free path �23�. The phonon dispersion relationships for a given
material and a specified direction are determined by neutron scat-
tering experiments �24,25�. They may also be calculated from
lattice dynamics either by solving the Schrödinger equation for
lattice vibrations �26� or using semiclassical approaches under the
harmonic approximation �27�. For bulk silicon, the experimental
dispersion data have been well documented by Brockhouse �24�
and Dolling �25�. For nanoscale films, the use of bulk dispersion
relationships is inappropriate due to the folding of the Brillouin
zone, also referred to as phonon confinement. According to Heino
�13�, the effect of phonon confinement becomes appreciable only
in very thin structures of around 10–20 nm thick. For the present
study, since the film thicknesses considered are relatively thick, it
was deemed appropriate to use bulk dispersion relationships.
Chung et al. �28� discussed the impact of various curve-fits for
phonon dispersion data on thermal conductivity calculations and
proposed a model that uses quadratic curve-fits for LA phonons
and a cubic curve-fit for TA phonons. In the present study each
phonon dispersion branch is treated under the isotropic Brillouin
zone �BZ� approximation by a quadratic curve-fit given by �29�

� = �o + vsk + ck2 �10�

For the acoustic modes, the constants vs and c are chosen so as to
capture the slope of the dispersion curve near the center of the
Brillouin zone and the maximum frequency at the edge of the BZ.
For longitudinal optical phonons, these values ensure that the LO
frequency at the BZ boundary equals the maximum LA frequency.
For both TA and transverse optical phonons, the curves are fitted
such that the slope at the edge of the BZ is zero �30�. Quadratic
curve-fits have been used as they give an accurate approximation
to the phonon dispersion data and are easy to invert in order to get
the phonon wave vector and the phonon group velocity data. The
phonon group velocity is calculated using the expression

�g = �k� �11�

Table 2 lists the values of the curve-fit parameters for silicon in
the �100� direction �29�. The dispersion relationship in the �100�
direction calculated from the curve-fit is shown in Fig. 2. These
data are provided as input into the Monte Carlo code in the form
of constants in Table 2. In this particular study, since an isotropic
Brillouin zone is assumed, the group velocity obtained using Eq.
�11� is essentially the slope of the dispersion curves, and it is
codirectional with the wave vector.

2.3 Monte Carlo Procedure. The Monte Carlo procedure
used in this study is adapted directly from the work of Mazumder

Table 1 Three-phonon interactions considered in this study
for the calculation of scattering time-scales for each type of
phonon

Longitudinal acoustic phonons

LA+TA�BZB�↔LA
LA+TA↔LO�BZB�
LA+TA↔TO�BZB�
LA+LA↔LO�BZB�
LA+TA↔TO�BZB�

Longitudinal optical phonons
LO↔LA+TA�BZB�
LO↔LA+LA�BZB�
LO↔TA+LA�BZB�

Transverse acoustic phonons
TA+TA�BZB�↔LA
TA+LA�BZB�↔LA
TA+LA↔LO�BZB�
TA+LA↔TO�BZB�

Transverse optical phonons
TO↔LA+TA�BZB�
TO↔LA+LA�BZB�
TO↔TA+LA�BZB�

Table 2 Curve-fit parameters for silicon dispersion data †29‡

Phonon polarization
�0

�1013 rad /s�
vs

�102 m /s�
c

�10−7 m2 /s�

LA 0.00 9.01 �2.00
TA 0.00 5.23 �2.26
LO 9.88 0.00 �1.60
TO 10.20 �2.57 1.12
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and Majumdar �1�, and only issues that are different from the
original work and issues that illustrate concepts discussed in this
paper are highlighted in this section.

The first step in the MC solution technique is to determine the
number of phonons per unit volume that are present in the com-
putational domain, Nactual. For a given material, Nactual is only a
function of the initial temperature and the physical dimensions of
the computational domain. When optical phonons are included �2�

Nactual = �
p

�
i=1

Nb 1

�exp���0,i

kBT
	 − 1��

k2

2
2	� dk

d�
�

�0,i

��i�p

�12�

where Nb is the number of frequency intervals into which the
phonon frequency space is divided. In the present study, the fre-
quency range �0, �max,TO� has been discretized into 1000 spectral
bins. Another trial was conducted with 1250 spectral bins with �0,
�max,LA� accounting for 1000 bins while an additional 250 bins
were used for the optical modes. This had no impact on the results
obtained during validation of the code in diffusion and ballistic
limits. Hence, it was considered appropriate to use 1000 spectral
bins as it is computationally less expensive to do so. �0,i and ��i
are the central frequency and the bandwidth of the ith spectral bin,
respectively. The summation is done over all the polarizations p
with � being the degeneracy factor for each of the polarizations.
Equation �12� is valid only for an isotropic Brillouin zone, with k
being the component of the wave vector in any direction.

The actual number of phonons calculated using Eq. �12� can be
quite large and, therefore, a weight factor, W, is introduced. The
weight factor is defined as the ratio of the actual number of
phonons, Nactual, to the prescribed number of phonons �stochastic
samples� to be traced during the Monte Carlo simulation

W =
Nactual

Nprescribed
�13�

The value of Nprescribed is provided as an input to the MC calcula-
tion. Once the weight factor has been calculated, sampled
phonons are allowed to drift and undergo scattering events.

Phonons traveling in a solid may be scattered by a variety of
mechanisms, including lattice imperfections, such as vacancies,
dislocations, and impurities, interactions with electrons or other
phonons, and boundaries. Interchange of energy between lattice
waves occurs in these processes. These scattering phenomena fall
into two categories, namely elastic scattering and inelastic scatter-
ing. Phonon scattering due to vacancies and dislocations can be
neglected if the crystal is considered to be perfect. As the primary
focus of this study is to investigate the role of various phonon

modes on energy transport and thermal conductivity prediction,
only phonon-phonon �or intrinsic� scattering events have been
considered here.

The computation of phonon-phonon scattering time-scales has
already been discussed in an earlier section. In the MC procedure,
once the time-scale of scattering of phonons has been calculated,
the probability of scattering of the phonon between time t and t
+�t may be calculated as �1�

Pscat = 1 − exp�− �t

�
	 �14�

A random number Rscat is drawn, and if the probability of scatter-
ing, Pscat, is greater than Rscat, then the phonon is scattered. The
duration of the time step, �t, was varied with film thickness but
kept constant during a simulation. The time step was chosen such
that it is smaller than the minimum scattering time for any of the
phonons sampled during the simulation. For a 0.42 �m film, the
time step was chosen to be 1 ps for all temperatures �10–300 K�.
Scattering of the phonon is implemented by resampling the fre-
quency, polarization, and direction of the phonon from the cumu-
lative number density function modulated by the probability of
scattering. In the present study the scattering algorithm proposed
by Lacroix et al. �2� has been used. This algorithm enforces Kirch-
hoff’s law for phonons, i.e., the rate of formation of phonons of a
certain state equals its rate of destruction, thereby retaining equi-
librium if the initial state is already in equilibrium. The reason the
outgoing phonon state�s� are sampled from an equilibrium distri-
bution is because, by definition, collisions restore equilibrium.
Thus, each time a phonon scatters, the local thermodynamic state
is little bit closer to equilibrium. If the phonons were in a box and
colliding over an infinite time interval, the current algorithm will
guarantee that the Bose–Einstein distribution is recovered. The
alternative to this procedure is to pair phonons and have them
engage in the selection rules directly. However, this procedure
will result in a scheme that will produce huge statistical errors
because the number of phonons contained in a spatial bin is gen-
erally quite small and not adequate to address all collision possi-
bilities. Attempts to use such a scheme showed that the Bose–
Einstein distribution is never recovered with any practically
feasible sample size. At the end of the scattering algorithm, the
local equilibrium temperature is obtained for each spatial bin and
the thermal gradient across the thin film is calculated. The net flux
through the boundaries is calculated, and the “effective” thermal
conductivity is then obtained by inverting the Fourier law of heat
conduction. Other than the procedure used to resample the states
of scattered phonons for which the algorithm of Lacroix et al. �2�
is used, the procedure used here is an extension �inclusion of
optical phonons� to the algorithm proposed by Mazumder and
Majumdar �1�.

3 Results and Discussion
This section presents results of MC simulations in silicon films

of various thicknesses with and without taking optical phonons
into consideration. The predicted results �thermal conductivity�
are compared against experimental data, and the role of various
phonon modes on thermal transport is discussed.

Prior to computation of the through-plane thermal conductivity,
the Monte Carlo code was verified against analytical solutions for
limiting scenarios. In the ballistic limit, i.e., for the case when the
phonon mean free path is much larger than the film thickness, the
code reproduced a medium temperature equal to the average of
the fourth power of the two boundary temperatures. In the diffu-
sion limit, i.e., for the case when the phonon mean free path is
much smaller than the film thickness, the code reproduced a linear
temperature profile between the two boundary temperatures. The
effect of boundary scattering was also verified by altering the
degree of specularity, �, of the lateral �nonthermalizing bound-

Fig. 2 Curve-fit data for dispersion curves for silicon in †100‡
direction
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aries�, and previously reported results �1,2� were reproduced.
These results are not shown here as they have been reported in a
previous publication �1� by the same group.

3.1 Thermal Conductivity and Role of Various Phonon
Modes. Computation of the thermal conductivity of silicon thin
films requires computation of the group velocities of the various
phonon modes from the dispersion relationship. Figure 3 shows
the variation in group velocity of the various phonon modes with
frequency calculated using the dispersion relationship shown in
Fig. 2 �as adapted from Ref. �25��. The important point to note is
that contrary to popular belief �and assumptions made by many
past researchers�, the group velocities of both LO and TO phonons
are of the same order of magnitude as the acoustic phonons, al-
though the frequency ranges for the acoustic modes and optical
modes are different.

Another important quantity that gets altered due to the inclusion
of optical phonons is the cumulative phonon occupation number
at equilibrium, as computed from the Bose–Einstein distribution.
This cumulative distribution function is critical for assigning pho-
non frequency and polarization when phonons are initialized
within the computational domain, or when phonons are added to
or deleted from the domain after a scattering event. Figure 4 il-
lustrates the cumulative distribution function with and without
optical phonons for various temperatures. Clearly, optical phonons
alter the high-frequency part of the distribution function for tem-
peratures greater than 100 K. It can also be seen from the cumu-
lative distribution function that the number density of optical
phonons is small at low temperatures ��100 K�. Therefore, opti-
cal phonons are not expected to directly influence thermal energy
transport at these temperatures. At higher temperatures, though,
the number density of optical phonons is quite significant and they
are expected to contribute toward thermal energy transport.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the phonon lifetimes for
the acoustic modes computed using two different approaches: �1�
using expressions provided by Holland �Eqs. �4a� and �4b�� and
�2� using the hybrid approach based on the works of Holland �18�
and Han and Klemens �17� �Eqs. �5� and �7�� presented in this
work. While the computed time-scales are somewhat different, it
is encouraging to see that the time-scales computed using the
hybrid approach are of the same order of magnitude as the time-
scales computed using Holland’s data. If that were not the case,
these new time-scales would result in thermal conductivity that is
significantly different from those predicted by Mazumder and Ma-
jumdar �1�. It is also seen that the time-scales predicted by the two

methods match almost exactly at high temperatures �300 K�. This
result is consistent with the fact that Holland’s assumption of
“near equilibrium” transport is more valid at 300 K than at 100 K
and, therefore, the time-scales computed by Holland are expected
to be more accurate at higher temperatures. Following these ob-
servations, the hybrid approach was deemed suitable for the com-
putation of timescales of all phonon modes. Figure 6 shows the
computed mean free paths of all four phonon modes, where the
mean free path is defined as the product of the scattering time-
scale and the group velocity. As shown in Fig. 6, the computed
mean free paths for various phonon polarizations are of the same
order of magnitude and follow similar behavior, as calculated by
Henry and Chen �31� using molecular dynamics.

The thermal conductivity predicted by the MC simulations with
and without the inclusion of optical phonons has been plotted in
Figs. 7–9 for three different silicon film thicknesses. In each case,
the experimental thermal conductivity values obtained by Asheghi
�16� have also been plotted. It is clear that the inclusion of optical
phonons does have an effect on the predicted thermal conductivity
of silicon thin films. At low temperature ��50 K�, thermal con-
ductivity predictions are dominated by boundary scattering. Thus,
inclusion of optical phonons has no impact on the predicted ther-
mal conductivity. At intermediate temperatures �50–200 K�, the
occupation number of optical phonons is quite low. Few optical
phonons are present, and they carry little energy themselves.
However, they decrease the scattering time-scales of the acoustic
phonons via collisions �Fig. 5�a��, thereby resulting in a de-
crease in the value of thermal conductivity. At high temperature

Fig. 3 Group velocity of the various phonon modes

Fig. 4 Normalized cumulative distribution function: „a… with-
out optical phonons and „b… with optical phonons
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��200 K�, optical phonons are excited, and a significant fraction
of the energy is carried by optical phonons themselves. Thus, their
inclusion enhances the thermal conductivity and is evident in Fig.
7 for 300 K. It is also noteworthy that the high-temperature effect
is more pronounced in thin films �Fig. 7� than in thick films �Fig.
9�. For example, for a 3 �m film at 300 K, collisions between
phonons are so abundant that it does not matter what phonons are
considered in the simulation because transport is almost in the
diffusion regime. The alteration of thermal conductivity shown by

Fig. 5 Phonon-phonon scattering time-scales computed using
the present hybrid approach and Holland’s model at „a… 100 K
and „b… 300 K

Fig. 6 Comparison of mean free paths of all four phonon
modes at 300 K computed using the present hybrid approach,
and data obtained using molecular dynamics by Henry and
Chen †31‡

Fig. 7 Predicted and measured †16‡ through-plane thermal
conductivity for a 0.42 �m silicon film

Fig. 8 Predicted and measured †16‡ through-plane thermal
conductivity for a 1.6 �m silicon film

Fig. 9 Predicted and measured †16‡ through-plane thermal
conductivity for a 3 �m silicon film
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these results discounts earlier assumptions �1� that optical
phonons can be neglected for silicon thin-film thermal conductiv-
ity prediction.

Tables 3 and 4 show the contribution of the various phonon
modes toward thermal transport. Different temperatures are con-
sidered, and the contributions with and without the inclusion of
optical phonons are noted. The results shown are for a 0.42 �m
film. The relative contribution of various phonon modes toward
thermal energy transport has been discussed extensively in the
past. Holland �18�, Mazumder and Majumdar �1�, and Hamilton
and Parrot �32� predicted that TA phonons are the predominant
carriers of thermal energy, whereas Ju and Goodson �23� and
Henry and Chen �31� reported that LA phonons are the predomi-
nant carriers of thermal energy. In the present work, it is found
that at lower temperatures TA phonons carry more energy than LA
phonons. At 100 K, acoustic modes account for over 95% of the
total thermal energy transport, the contribution of LA phonons
being 30%. As the temperature increases, contribution of LA
phonons increases. Above 200 K, the contribution of LA phonons
has been found to be more than TA phonons. At 300 K, acoustic
modes contribute about 75% of the total energy transport, of
which about 30% is contributed by TA phonons. The contribution
of optical modes has been found to be about 25% with the con-
tribution of LO phonons accounting for about 19%. At stated ear-
lier, these findings are for a 0.42 �m thick film. For thicker films,
the contribution of optical phonons was found to be smaller. For
example, for a 3 �m film at 300 K, the contribution of optical
phonons was found to be about 10%. Recent studies by Goicochea
et al. �33� also reported similar findings: The contribution of op-
tical phonons decrease with increase in film thickness. For very
thick films �bulk material�, Henry and Chen �31� and Broido et al.
�34� found the contribution of optical phonons to be about 5% at
300 K. The findings of the present study suggest that even though
optical phonons have slower group velocities than LA or TA
modes, their contribution to thermal energy transport could be
significant, especially at room temperature and if the film is suf-
ficiently thin. The results obtained in this work corroborate the
results obtained by Wang �3�, who suggested that one-fifth of the
energy transfer rate in hot spots is contributed by optical phonons.

3.2 Numerical Issues. As discussed earlier, one of the critical
parameters in the calculation of the through-plane thermal con-
ductivity of thin films is the lateral dimension of the film. Ideally,
the in-plane dimension of the film should be much larger than the
film thickness �or through-plane dimension�. Since boundary scat-
tering dictates the thermal conductivity at low temperature �bal-

listic regime�, it is necessary to calibrate the degree of specularity
of the boundary to replicate the exact boundary resistance, as has
been proposed by Mazumder and Majumdar �1� and used in sub-
sequent studies �3,5�. If the chosen lateral dimension is small, the
phonons will strike the boundary more often and a larger value of
the degree of specularity will be necessary, than in a case where
the lateral dimension of the film is large. The same idea is appli-
cable to thin films treated using a 2D versus 3D computational
domain. In a 2D simulation, only two lateral boundaries pose
resistance to the phonons, while in a 3D simulation, four bound-
aries pose resistance to the phonons. Thus, the calibrated degree
of specularity in 2D versus 3D is expected to be significantly
different. For example, Mazumder and Majumdar �1� reported us-
ing a value of 0.6 for a 2D thin-film calculation, while Wang �3�,
in his finite-volume formulation, used a value of 0.4 for the specu-
larity parameter, �. In the present study, we have performed both
2D and 3D simulations, with the lateral dimension being one-tenth
of the film thickness, and it was found that the calibrated value of
� is 0.885 for the 2D and 0.965 for the 3D case. When the lateral
dimension is made equal to the film thickness, in 2D case, �
changes to 0.14 whereas in the 3D case, it changes to 0.67. Figure
10 shows the comparison between the thermal conductivity pre-
dicted using a 2D versus a 3D computational domain for a silicon
film 0.42 �m thick. It is evident that within the limits of statisti-
cal errors, the thermal conductivity predicted by the 2D calcula-
tion, as well as the 3D calculation is approximately the same.
Also, the statistical variations in the thermal conductivity at dif-
ferent temperatures are also comparable for the two cases. Thus, it
can be concluded that the lateral dimension of the film and/or the
dimensionality of the computational domain are truly free param-
eters that, once calibrated, has no impact on the physical results or
their statistical accuracy.

Figure 11 shows the CPU time comparisons for the 2D case
versus the 3D case. The timing study has been carried out on a
2.13 GHz Dell Optiplex machine with approximately 50,000
phonons �=Nprescribed� simulated in each case. Although the 3D
MC simulations are more expensive than the 2D case at low tem-
peratures, at high temperatures ��100 K� the CPU time for both
2D and the 3D cases has been found to be within a few percent of
each other. Therefore, for the usual operating range of semicon-
ductor devices, there is not much disadvantage in performing 3D
simulations. At low temperatures, phonon transport is dominated
by ballistic motion, and there are more phonon-boundary interac-
tions in the 3D case than in the 2D case. Since line-surface inter-
sections are more expensive to compute in three dimensions than
in two dimensions, the overall CPU is higher for 3D computations
in the ballistic case. High temperature transport, on the other
hand, is dominated by scattering events, which are point events
and, therefore, the CPU times are not affected by the extra CPU

Table 3 Contribution „%… of various phonon modes toward
thermal energy transport when both acoustic and optical
modes are considered. Film thickness is 0.42 �m.

T
�K� LA TA LO TO

100 30.00 66.50 2.60 0.83
200 42.15 41.00 12.16 4.69
300 43.27 30.87 19.21 6.65

Table 4 Contribution „%… of various phonon modes toward
thermal energy transport when only acoustic modes are con-
sidered. Film thickness is 0.42 �m.

T
�K� LA TA

100 31.14 68.86
200 50.45 49.55
300 58.08 41.92

Fig. 10 Predicted thermal conductivity using 2D versus 3D
computational domains
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time taken for phonon-boundary intersection calculations. In sum-
mary, these studies clearly show that the statistical accuracy is
comparable in 2D versus 3D simulations, and the computational
efficiency is also comparable above 100 K �scattering dominated
regimes�. These results imply that in strong contrast with deter-
ministic methods for solving the BTE, stochastic methods for
solving the BTE do not require any additional computational time
in going from two dimensions to three dimensions. While these
attributes of the Monte Carlo method, i.e., easy scalability to three
dimensions, has been known, in general, these studies provide
hard evidence to corroborate this general notion.

Having resolved the longstanding issue of the suitability of 2D
versus 3D simulations, we proceeded to carefully analyze the sta-
tistical errors as a function of the prescribed number of stochastic
samples, Nprescribed. Table 5 shows the statistical noise or variation
in the thermal conductivity for a 0.42 �m thin film at 80 K. The
fluxes at the left �cold� and the right �hot� boundaries have been
plotted in Fig. 12 for two different values of Nprescribed. With in-
creasing time, the two flux values converge to the same value, as
expected for a one-dimensional film at steady state. The fluctua-
tions in the fluxes are associated with probability driven events in
the MC calculation and is, therefore, directly related to the num-
ber of stochastic samples traced. By increasing the value of
Nprescribed from 50,000 to 500,000, the standard deviation in the
flux decreases from 22% to about 7%. On the other hand, increas-
ing the value of Nprescribed from 50,000 to 500,000 increases the
computational cost 8 times. It is worth noting that once the system
reaches a statistically steady state, a time average of the data is
equivalent to an ensemble average �i.e., a case where the simula-
tion is repeated with different initial random number seeds�. Thus,
to compute the thermal conductivity at steady state, one can use
time averaged values of the fluxes rather than ensemble averaged
values in order to save computational time. Figure 13 shows the
time averaged flux values over ten time steps for Nprescribed
=50,000. Time averaging over ten time steps reduces the standard
deviation in the statistical noise from 22% to about 7%. Worth
noting is the similarity in the flux data shown in Figs. 12�b� and

13. One other important finding is that the standard deviation in
the flux computed at the boundaries is about the same in the 2D
and the 3D case—further corroborating the earlier claim that 2D
and 3D computations have the same statistical accuracy as long as
Nprescribed is the same.

The statistical variation in the flux computed at the boundaries
is even more dramatic in the diffusive limit �300 K�. Table 6
shows the variation in the thermal conductivity for different val-
ues of Nprescribed at 300 K. As can be seen, the noise is much
higher in this case even when a very large value of Nprescribed is
used. This is because at higher temperature there are numerous
scattering events, all of which are probability driven and involve
drawing of several random numbers. This necessitates the time

Fig. 11 CPU time taken for 2D versus 3D simulations with
Nprescribed=50,000

Table 5 Statistical noise in the thermal conductivity for both
2D and 3D calculations at 80 K as a function of sample size

Nprescribed

2D 3D

� /
�%�

� /
�%�

50,000 22.39824 23.50699
100,000 15.74578 16.45898
500,000 7.165036 7.487463

Fig. 12 Time-dependent energy flux at the boundaries for a
0.42 �m thin film with „a… Nprescribed=50,000 and „b… Nprescribed
=500,000

Fig. 13 Time averaged energy flux „average of data presented
in Fig. 12„a…… at the boundaries for a 0.42 �m thin film com-
puted using Nprescribed=50,000
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averaging of the data over a very large number of time steps
��1000� in order to extract the steady-state values. Figure 14�a�
shows the variation in the flux at the boundaries for a 0.42 �m
film at 300 K with Nprescribed=50,000. Figure 14�b� shows the
same flux data averaged over 1000 time steps. It is quite evident
that time averaging reduces the noise in the flux data and allows
for steady-state predictions to be made using a smaller value of
Nprescribed. For transient calculations, however, time averaging can-
not be used and a higher value of Nprescribed has to be used. The
above studies demonstrate that for steady-state calculations, time
averaging of the statistically stationary solution is a means to
avoid numerous simulations to obtain ensemble averaged data.

4 Summary and Conclusions
The role of various phonon polarizations and modes in thermal

energy transport has been investigated by solving the BTE for
phonons using the Monte Carlo method between 20 K and 300 K
in silicon thin films. A methodology for calculating the lifetimes
of various phonon polarizations, including optical phonons, has
been implemented. This methodology is an extension of the ideas
proposed by Holland �18� and by Han and Klemens �17�. It high-
lights the role of optical phonons in thermal energy transport and

makes a compelling case for their inclusion in predicting silicon
thin-film thermal conductivity. Numerical predictions with the in-
clusion of optical phonons produce results that match experimen-
tal results better than when only acoustic modes are considered.
Below 50 K, thermal conductivity predictions are unaltered by the
inclusion of optical phonons. Between 50 K and 200 K, the inclu-
sion of optical phonons decrease the predicted thermal conductiv-
ity, while above 200 K the inclusion of optical phonons increases
the predicted thermal conductivity. This behavior was found to be
stronger in thin films than in films that are relatively thick. It is
also found that at temperatures below 200 K, TA phonons carry
more energy than LA phonons, whereas at higher temperatures
LA phonons are dominant carriers of thermal energy. The optical
phonons alter thermal transport in two ways. At intermediate tem-
perature ��200 K�, they slow down the acoustic phonons
through additional three-phonon interactions. At high temperature
��200 K�, they not only alter the scattering time-scales of the
acoustic phonons, but also carry 10–25% of the energy them-
selves. Overall, their role was found to be most significant at high
temperature and for films that are thin.

Several numerical issues pertinent to predicting through-plane
thermal conductivity of semiconductor thin films have been inves-
tigated and discussed. First, it is found that using 2D versus 3D
computational domain is comparable from both accuracy and
computational efficiency standpoint except in ballistic regimes
�low temperature� where 2D simulations are computationally
slightly more efficient. This finding has strong implications in
terms of the feasibility of using MC calculations for practical 3D
device structures. The statistical errors were carefully analyzed. It
is found that statistical errors are high in the diffusion limit where
the number of probability driven events is large. It is shown that
for steady-state calculations, time averaging of the statistically
stationary data can be used to reduce statistical noise and can
result in tremendous computational savings.

Future research will focus on removing the assumptions made
in calculation of phonon lifetimes by the direct implementation of
the energy and momentum conservation laws �3� and the treat-
ment of the anisotropic Brillouin zone. Efforts are also underway
in combining deterministic and hybrid methods to address the two
disparate regimes of transport, namely, ballistic and diffusive re-
gimes.
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Nomenclature
f � distribution function

f0 � equilibrium distribution function
t � time �s�
� � overall relaxation time �s�

K � wave vector �m−1�
k= K � magnitude of wave vector �m−1�

b � reciprocal lattice vector �m−1�
BL � constant used in relaxation time calculation

BTN � constant used in relaxation time calculation
BTU � constant used in relaxation time calculation

� � Dirac constant=1.0546�10−34 �m2 kg s−1�
kB � Boltzmann constant=1.381�10−23

�m2 kg s−2 K−1�
rc � effective radius �m�
p � phonon polarization
a � lattice constant �m�

Nb � number of spectral �frequency� bins
Nactual � total number of phonons per unit volume

Nprescribed � number of phonons traced

Table 6 Statistical noise in the thermal conductivity for 2D cal-
culations at 300 K as a function of sample size

Nprescribed


�W /m K�

� /
�%�

50,000 57.80 187.0303
100,000 52.621 149.245
500,000 55.379 62.57

Fig. 14 Energy flux at the boundaries for a 0.42 �m film with
„a… Nprescribed=50,000 and „b… flux time averaged over 1000 time
steps
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vs, c � constants used for calculating phonon
dispersion

W � weight factor
Pscat � probability of scattering of a phonon
Rscat � random number between 0 and 1

�t � time step �s�
T � thermodynamic temperature �K�

Greek
� � degree of specularity

�g � phonon group velocity vector �m/s�
�g � magnitude of phonon group velocity �m/s�

�ph � phase velocity �m/s�
�ij � relaxation time for interaction between i and j

�s�
� � degeneracy of each phonon polarization
	 � Gruneisen parameter
� � density �kg /m3�

�NU � combined relaxation time for N and U scatter-
ing �s�

�N � relaxation time for Normal scattering �s�
�U � relaxation time for Umklapp scattering �s�
� � angular frequency �rad/s�

�0,i � central frequency of the ith spectral bin �rad/s�
�� � bandwidth of a spectral interval �rad/s�

 � thermal conductivity �W /m K�
� � standard deviation in thermal conductivity

�W /m K�
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Design and Test of Carbon
Nanotube Biwick Structure for
High-Heat-Flux Phase Change
Heat Transfer
With the increase in power consumption in compact electronic devices, passive heat
transfer cooling technologies with high-heat-flux characteristics are highly desired in
microelectronic industries. Carbon nanotube (CNT) clusters have high thermal conduc-
tivity, nanopore size, and large porosity and can be used as wick structure in a heat pipe
heatspreader to provide high capillary force for high-heat-flux thermal management. This
paper reports investigations of high-heat-flux cooling of the CNT biwick structure, asso-
ciated with the development of a reliable thermometer and high performance heater. The
thermometer/heater is a 100-nm-thick and 600 �m wide Z-shaped platinum wire resistor,
fabricated on a thermally oxidized silicon substrate of a CNT sample to heat a 2
�2 mm2 wick area. As a heater, it provides a direct heating effect without a thermal
interface and is capable of high-temperature operation over 800°C. As a thermometer,
reliable temperature measurement is achieved by calibrating the resistance variation
versus temperature after the annealing process is applied. The thermally oxidized layer
on the silicon substrate is around 1-�m-thick and pinhole-free, which ensures the plati-
num thermometer/heater from the severe CNT growth environments without any electrical
leakage. For high-heat-flux cooling, the CNT biwick structure is composed of 250 �m
tall and 100 �m wide stripelike CNT clusters with 50 �m stripe-spacers. Using 1
�1 cm2 CNT biwick samples, experiments are completed in both open and saturated
environments. Experimental results demonstrate 600 W /cm2 heat transfer capacity and
good thermal and mass transport characteristics in the nanolevel porous media.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.4000469�

Keywords: thermometer, carbon nanotube, wick structure

1 Introduction
In new-generation microelectronic systems, the increase in

power dissipation requires compact, lightweight, thermally suited,
high-heat-flux-capable, and passive cooling technologies to solve
the die-level/chip-level thermal management issues. Heat pipe is
an extensively used cooling technology in electronic industry. For
high-heat-flux cooling, concept of biwick structure was presented
to enhance liquid supply and vapor ventilation and to overcome
both the capillary and boiling limitations �1�. In the past decade,
numerous researches have been conducted to gain deep under-
standing of phase change mechanism and critical parameters as-
sociated with biwick designs �2–7�. Using microbiwick structure
sintered by spherical copper powders, 500 W /cm2 high-heat-flux
phase change has been demonstrated by Semenic et al. �8�. Reilly
et al. �9� achieved 650 W /cm2 cooling by introducing an addi-
tional monoporous layer into the 800-�m-thick biwick. For higher
heat flux cooling, it is necessary to have smaller pore size to
supply sufficient liquid to the evaporation area and higher material
thermal conductivity to reduce the temperature difference across
wick structure/the superheat of boiling. In addition, when operat-
ing at higher heat flux cooling, high-speed vapor flow in large
pore needs to be optimized so that vapor would not be trapped
within the wick structure and lead to dryout.

Different from traditional carbon materials, carbon nanotube
�CNT� �10� clusters have nanolevel pore size, large porosity

��95%�, and high longitudinal thermal conductivity
��2000 W /m K for each individual CNT� �11�, and it can be a
good material to make wick structure in a heat pipe. Moreover,
CNT can be directly grown on the silicon substrate with height of
over 1 mm, which makes direct-cool of silicon-based electronic
devices possible and manufacture of silicon-based high-heat-flux
heat spreader feasible. In our previous research �12�, we presented
a stripelike CNT biwick structure for rapid vapor ventilation and
experimentally demonstrated a high-heat-flux capability of
400 W /cm2. However, due to the thickness and poor thermal
conductivity of the ceramic heater substrate and the large contact
thermal interface, heater temperature increases rapidly with the
rise of heat flux. The existence of the thermal interface also causes
heat loss and increases the difficulty of precisely measuring the
temperature difference between the CNT wick structure and the
silicon substrate, especially at high heat flux. Development of mi-
croelectromechanical system �MEMS� technologies provides a
mature solution to make an interface-free/high-heat-flux-capable
heater and thermometer integrated with CNT samples. During the
past decade, based on resistance temperature detector �RTD� prin-
ciples, metallic film has been deposited on a semiconductor sub-
strate and used as both an electrical heater and thermometer. A
number of papers have been published to report the technology
and applications �13–16�. However, the technology remains a
challenge in high-temperature applications in which thermal stress
�caused by difference in coefficients of thermal expansion be-
tween the metal heater/thermometer and substrate material� may
break the adhesion. In addition, fabrication related material de-
fects might introduce a large temperature measurement error �17�.

In this paper, we combine MEMS technology with the CNT
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synthesis process to develop thermometers/heaters to integrate
with biwick samples without introducing any thermal interface.
The thermometers/heaters exhibit good temperature measurement
repeatability and accuracy after the annealing process is applied,
and survive high-operation-temperature tests at over 800°C. Us-
ing these samples, high-heat-flux tests of the CNT biwick struc-
ture are conducted in both open and saturated environments. The
experimental results demonstrate a phase change heat transfer as
high as 600 W /cm2 on 250-�m-thick CNT wick structures.

2 Development of Thermometer and Heater
Due to the effect of temperature on resistance, a platinum re-

sistor can work as both a thermometer and a heater. As a ther-
mometer, platinum is a remarkable material for temperature mea-
surement. In various forms, it operates over a range of −260°C to
960°C, with accuracies approaching mK. It can be cycled repeat-
edly over hundreds of °C and still maintain the best temperature
resistance characteristics. As a heater, the platinum material has a
very high melting point �1772°C� and can be used in high-
temperature experiments in microscale heat transfer areas.

Development of platinum resistors involves two types of sub-
strates, glass and surface-oxidized silicon. Samples using the
former substrate are made for visualization in the maximum tem-
perature calibration. The latter substrate has higher thermal con-
ductivity and is used for high-heat-flux experimental tests. The
platinum resistor on a glass substrate is fabricated by the MEMS
e-beam evaporation process. As shown in Fig. 1, a Z-shaped plati-
num circuit is made in the center of a 500-�m-thick and 1
�1 cm2 die �glass 7740�, the total heating area being 2
�2 mm2. The thickness of platinum layer varies in the range
from 10 nm to 200 nm, with a 0.5 nm titanium adhesion layer
underneath. The total resistance varies from 10 � to 300 �. At
the diagonal ends of the resistor, two 2�2 mm2 pads are created
for electrode connections. To bond electrodes and avoid self-
heating of the electrical pads, a layer of solder material is applied
and covers the pads. From the effect of temperature on resistance,
the platinum wire resistance can be described as

R�T� = R�T0��1 + ��T� �1�

where � is a linear temperature coefficient of electrical resistance,
T0 is the reference temperature, T is the temperature at which the
resistance is measured, and �T is the difference between T and T0.
Due to the lattice defects �process related�, the R−T performance
of platinum resistor is different with solid platinum metal. Even
after the annealing process, temperature coefficients can be altered
during CNT synthesis process and appear differently among
samples. Each sample must be calibrated �resistance versus tem-
perature� before actual measurements.

The calibration setup for thermometer/heater development pur-
pose �distinct with experimental measurements of CNT biwick
structure� is shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�. A glass sample heater/
thermometer is epoxy bonded to a cylindrical copper block. The
large thermal mass and high thermal conductivity of the copper
block are able to provide steady/uniform heating on the calibrated
sample and an identical temperature between a reference ther-
mometer and a platinum resistor. Meanwhile, to prevent heat loss
induced temperature differences on the calibrated sample, an ap-
proximately 2-mm-thick low thermal conductivity epoxy material
covers the top of the sample. Two electrical power leads are con-
nected to the electrode pads of the platinum circuit. In theory, the
platinum thermometer can achieve good accuracy in measurement
of high temperatures. But for the application discussed in this
paper, 0.5°C measurement accuracy is sufficient for high-heat-
flux heat transfer investigations. Consequently, an E-type thermo-
couple associated with an Agilent 34970A data acquisition is cho-
sen as the reference thermometer, having a reading measurement
accuracy of 0.1°C. The system level accuracy would be lowered
to around 0.5°C. Resistance measurement is conducted through
an HP 34401A multimeter by using the four-wire measurement
model. The measurement accuracy is in the �� range.

The temperature coefficient calibration is first conducted right
after the heater/thermometer samples are fabricated by MEMS
process. The sample resistance is approximately 350 � at room
temperature. As the data plotted in Fig. 3, the hysteresis and re-
duced total resistance appear in two thermal cycles �1 cycle is
specified as a whole process of heating up and cooling down�. The
temperature difference at the resistance 380 � reaches 8°C. The
hysteresis and calibration deviation come from the sample fabri-
cation process. Because the platinum circuit is fabricated with the
e-beam evaporation process, the metal layer is porous with pin-
holes. Different from the solid platinum material, the porous and

Fig. 1 Platinum heater/thermometer on a glass die

Fig. 2 Calibration of resistance versus temperature of the
platinum thermometer: „a… schematic diagram and „b… sample
in calibration

Fig. 3 Resistance versus temperature before annealing
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thin layer has numerous lattice defects that introduce an impurity
electrical resistance to the resistor. While temperature is elevated
in an annealing process, the disorder lattice structure will adjust
itself and therefore lead to permanent change �independent of
heating sequence� on both electrical impurity resistance �absolute
resistance value at reference temperature� and temperature coeffi-
cients �curve slope�.

The annealing temperature is set at 170°C for 10 min. Since
calibrations will be conducted below 120°C, such an annealing
temperature is high enough for eliminating the resistance abnor-
mal variation and hysteresis. Multiple experiments prove that
good measurement repeatability of the platinum thermometer can
be achieved as long as the annealing temperature is higher than
the maximum testing temperature. As shown in Fig. 4, after the
annealing process, all data collected from 2 cycles is overlapped.
Resistance variation with temperature is repeatable and linear.
Measurement deviation is less than 0.5°C at each fixed resistance
value.

When the resistor is operating at high temperature, thermal
stress �caused by different thermal expansion coefficient and tem-
perature between the metal and substrate� could build up in the
platinum metal layer. After reaching a maximum value, the metal
layer will detach from the substrate and burn the resistor. The
burning resistor can be visualized from the other side of transpar-
ent substrate �glass�. Since the platinum heater/thermometer will
be used in high-heat-flux experiments and experience 670°C
high-temperature CNT growth process, quantitatively defining the
maximum operating temperature is critical for evaluating perfor-
mance of the thermometer/heater in this research.

Using a glass substrate, the experimental measurements of the
maximum operation temperature are conducted by heating the
sample element at room temperature under water �functioning as a
coolant�. An experimental schematic diagram is plotted in Fig. 5.

We use two approaches to calculate and estimate the maximum
operating temperature. The first one is to calibrate temperature
coefficient based on the correlation of Eq. �1�. Once the resistance
variation versus temperature is obtained, the maximum operating
temperature can be decided by measuring the resistance at the
resistor burning point. The second approach takes advantage of
the pool boiling theory from which the boiling surface tempera-
ture is inferred in the range 120–130°C at the critical heat flux
�CHF�/burning point. Because of the poor thermal conductivity of
glass, the in-plane heat spreading is negligible. We can therefore
calculate the temperature difference �between the boiling surface
and heater� to estimate the resistor temperature based on the 1D
heat transfer assumption.

In multiple sample tests, the platinum resistor works well under
800°C. With further increase in input power, the resistor is ther-
mally damaged at 850°C and 175 W /cm2 heat flux �subcool in-
cluded� at which point the metal layer detaches from the glass
substrate and burns. The resistance rapidly increases, followed by
interruption of the circuit. The experimental results indicate the
platinum resistor heater can withstand CNT growth temperature
�670°C� and high-heat-flux experiments.

3 CNT Biwick Sample Preparations
For high-heat-flux phase change, the capillary limitation is the

major bottleneck in delivering sufficient operating liquid to the
heating area. The nanosize pores in the CNT biwick structure can
provide ultrahigh capillary pressure to overcome high flow resis-
tance in the porous wick structure; meanwhile, the large CNT
surface area can significantly increase the total meniscuses, thin-
film evaporation area, and evaporation efficiency.

Development of CNT biwick structure sample starts with fab-
rication of the sample substrate �integrated with a heater/
thermometer�. For the two aforementioned materials, the glass-
type substrate samples are not able to withstand the CNT
synthesis temperature �chemical vapor deposition �CVD� 670°C�.
It deforms and twists during growth, which destroys the catalyst
distribution and fails CNT growth eventually. The silicon has a
much higher softening point �1365°C� and can bear the high-
temperature process of CNT growth. The silicon material also has
high thermal conductivity and will significantly lower the heater
temperature in high-heat-flux experiments. However, silicon is an
electrical semiconductive material. The platinum circuit created
on the silicon substrate must be electrically insulated. A
1-�m-thick and pinhole-free SiO2 layer is therefore created by
thermally oxidizing the silicon substrate. Platinum circuit is de-
posited on the surface of SiO2 layer afterward. In the later CNT
synthesis process, the pinhole-free SiO2 layer also acts as a shield
to prevent amorphous carbon from invading and short circuiting.
Limited by the power supply voltage, the total resistance of the
platinum layer is lower, within the range 10–40 �, in actual
high-heat-flux tests. Figure 6 shows the silicon substrate samples

Fig. 4 Resistance versus temperature after annealing

Fig. 5 Test schematic for the maximum operating temperature
of the platinum thermometer/heater

Fig. 6 Silicon substrate samples integrated with the platinum
thermometer/heater
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integrated with heater/thermometer ready for CNT synthesis pro-
cess.

After the platinum resistors are made on one side of the double
polished silicon wafer, the CNT biwick structure development
process will be initiated on the other side of the wafer. The pro-
cess is started with a lithographic process to define various CNT
growth patterns, followed by sputtering of the catalyst coating
�Fe, Al, and Fe, 10 nm in total� and completed by photoresist
lift-off and cleaning processes. Before CNT growth, the silicon
wafer is diced into 1�1 cm2 samples to allow chemical synthesis
in a small growth chamber. The following CNT synthesis process
is comprised of three main steps �4�. The first step is to anneal the
catalyst film at elevated temperature and in a hydrogen environ-
ment. A horizontal 1 in. �2.54 cm� inner diameter quartz tube
furnace is employed to complete this step. The result of the an-
nealing process is to generate nanocatalyst particles on the surface
of silicon substrate. The second step is to grow CNT using a
thermal CVD process. Immediately after annealing, the furnace is
flushed by flowing gases of hydrogen and C2H4 at ambient pres-
sure. At temperature 670°C, carbon atoms dissolve on metal cata-
lyst particles and then precipitate, leading to the formation of
tubular carbon solid. CNT growth lasts minutes, depending on
growth height. After growth and naturally cooling down, the CNT
samples will show hydrophobic properties when soaked in water.
The third step is an acid-treatment process to make CNT hydro-
philic. In this process, the CNT sample is immersed in 2% hydro-
chloric acid �HCl� solution for 5 min, then rinsed with de-ionized
�DI� water several times to remove the residuals, and completed
by air-dry.

The 1�1 cm2 CNT biwick structure/patterned CNT growth is
shown in Figs. 7�a�–7�c�. This sample is approximately 250 �m
high, on average. The individual CNT diameter varies in a range
from a few nanometers to 20 nm �18�. The parallel CNT stripes
are 100 �m wide and 50 �m apart. When operating at high heat
flux, the stripelike CNT clusters �shown in Figs. 7�b� and 7�c��
function as the first order/nanowick structure and provide high
capillary pressure and supply liquid for meniscus evaporation.
Spacing between every two CNT stripes �shown in Fig. 7�b�� is
the second order/microwick structure, which acts as a liquid sup-
ply �low resistance� and vapor ventilation channels when nucle-
ation boiling begins. As in the calibration experiments, the syn-
thesized CNT biwick structure sample undergoes electrode
soldering and epoxy thermal/electrical insulation processes. An
E-type thermocouple is mounted on one of electrode pads, so the
in-plane heat spreading effect can be monitored.

Because the CNT synthesis is a high-temperature process, it can
be looked as an annealing process for platinum thermometers/
heaters. After CNT is synthesized on silicon substrate, calibrations
are conducted in a temperature-controlled oven. The calibration

result of the temperature coefficient of the Pt resistor sample is
plotted in Fig. 8. A series of data indicates good repeatability of
resistance variation versus temperature. Compared with the solid
platinum temperature coefficient, the metal lattice disorder causes
additional resistance that lifts the whole line up around 2.0 �.

4 Experimental System Setup
High-heat-flux experiments are conducted in both open and

saturated environments. The experimental system comprises of a
testing subsystem and a data processing subsystem.

The testing subsystem includes a Sorensen DCS 20-50 power
supply, a Neslab chiller, a stainless steel testing chamber, and a
Zeiss light source used for visualization of phase change. As
shown in Fig. 9, the main body of the vacuum chamber is a 5 in.
�inner diameter� stainless steel cylinder. The three side openings
are located at 120 deg angular intervals. The transparent one �on
the left side of the cylinder� is used for sample illumination. The
right-side opening holds the test sample and all vacuum
feedthroughs for temperature measurements and power connec-
tions. The third one is transparent, too, and located behind the
cylinder, as shown in Fig. 9, which is for experimental visualiza-

Fig. 7 Development of CNT biwick structure
Fig. 8 The R−T calibration result of the platinum
thermometer/heater for high-heat-flux tests

Fig. 9 Test chamber for high-heat-flux experiments
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tion. To maintain high vacuum for phase change experiments, a
turbo pump capable of 10−7 Torr and a high vacuum gauge ca-
pable of 10−10 Torr are employed. The testing chamber also con-
tains a spiral copper chiller, which is set for control coolant tem-
perature and saturated pressure in the saturated environment
through the Neslab chiller. Vacuum and liquid charging ports are
located at the bottom of the chamber. In our experiments, DI
water is used as operating liquid. The CNT biwick samples are
vertically set within the test chamber, as shown in Fig. 9. Liquid
altitude in the chamber is slowly increased until it merges the
bottom edge of the test samples �CNT biwick structure�. Liquid
charging is completed through a standard vacuum and back-
feeding process �19�. Liquid supply to the sample heating area
automatically proceeds with the capillary force effect of the CNT
biwick structure.

Within the vacuum chamber, two thermocouples are used for
monitoring temperatures of working fluid and the sample sub-
strate. Electrical resistance measurement of the platinum
thermometer/heater is conducted through measuring voltage drops
across the resistors, as the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 10. R0
is a known resistor with very small temperature coefficient, and
R1 is the platinum thermometer/heater. To avoid the interference
of ac signal on voltage measurement, dc power was used. An
Agilent 349710A data acquisition device is used to measure volt-
age added on the resistors. With the voltage measurements, the
resistance R1 can be calculated as

R1 =
V1

V0
R0 �2�

To quantify the superheat while doing high-heat-flux tests, the
wall temperature of substrate, Tw, is defined based on the 1D
conduction heat transfer:

Tw = Tthermo − ��TSi + �TSiO2
� = Tthermo −

Q

A
� lSi

kSi
+

lSiO2

kSiO2

� �3�

where Tthermo is the reading temperature of the platinum thermom-
eter, Q is the input power, A is the heating area, l is the layer
thickness, and k is the material thermal conductivity.

The data processing subsystem is composed of a Yokogawa
WT200 power-meter, an Agilent 34970A data acquisition, and a
data management computer.

5 Experimental Results and Analysis
In this experiment, measurement accuracy of resistor thermom-

eter is limited by the reference thermometer, thermocouple. The
measurement uncertainty of the E-type thermocouple system is
generally within �0.5°C, and the input power varies within �0.2
W.

Using ICEPAK as the modeling tool, the heat spreader effect/heat
loss in high-heat-flux tests is investigated. As shown in Fig. 11�a�,
the computational domain of the modeling is a 10�4 mm2 cross

section area. From top to bottom in sequence, there is, in thick-
ness, a 1.25 mm vapor region, a 0.25 mm CNT layer, a 0.5 mm
silicon substrate, a 1.0 mm epoxy insulation layer, and a 1.0 mm
vapor region, respectively. The Pt heater is 2 mm wide and located
in the center of the simulation domain. By assuming a reasonable
high heat transfer coefficient �40 kW /m2 K� on phase change
surface, the in-plane heat spreading is simulated. At 400 W /cm2

heat flux and at various ambient temperatures, the maximum heat
losses are less than 1% of the total input power. Figure 11�b�
shows the temperature profile of the simulation domain when the
saturated temperature is 75°C. The minor heat loss is experimen-
tally testified by measuring the temperature on a characterized
location and by comparing with simulation data. On one of the
electrode pads �around 1.0 mm off the heating area�, the mounted
thermocouple monitors temperature rise in high-heat-flux tests. At
the similar test conditions �400 W /cm2 and 72°C saturated tem-
perature�, the experimental temperature rise on this point is ap-
proximately 10°C, which is consistent with the simulation results
�8–9°C temperature rise at the same location�. The measured
temperature versus heat flux is plotted in Fig. 12.

Experimental visualization of the CNT biwick phase change is
first completed in open environment tests. With around 89°C sur-
rounding liquid, evaporation of the operating liquid starts when

Fig. 10 Resistance measurement circuit of the platinum
thermometer/heater

Fig. 11 Modeling of heat spreader effect/heat loss in high-
heat-flux tests

Fig. 12 Temperature measurement on sample electrode pad
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heat flux is above 5 W /cm2 �the sensible heat is needed for
warming up subcooled operating liquid�. At this power density
level, a vapor jet from the heating area is observed and shown in
Fig. 13. Above 50 W /cm2, nucleation boiling happens in the
CNT biwick structure. Further increasing the heat flux to
600 W /cm2, intensive phase change along with vapor-carried liq-
uid splash is observed. We do not see dryout even though the heat
flux goes up to 600 W /cm2. Experiments are stopped at
600 W /cm2 because the further increase in vapor flow speed/heat
flux debonds the stripelike CNT clusters from the silicon sub-
strate. As a result, the dryout happens without functional CNT
wick structure, which is indicated by the exposure of bare silicon
and significant increase in electrode pad temperature.

By varying operation liquid temperature, the phase change heat
transfer characteristics of the CNT biwick structure are revealed,
plotted in Fig. 14. The mark names shown in Fig. 14 are liquid
temperature in the chiller. Due to the heat loss in the cooling loop,
the actual operation liquid temperature is a few degrees lower in
the chamber. In all four testing temperatures from 25°C to 95°C,
600 W /cm2 high-heat-flux cooling is reached. Lower operating
liquid temperature consumes more sensible heat to warm the liq-
uid to boiling point. The superheat of phase change at
600 W /cm2 is in the range 25–45°C.

Without operating liquid precool, experiments in saturated en-
vironment also demonstrate 600 W /cm2 heat transfer capability,
as shown in Fig. 15. Liquid starts phase change after heat is
added. Torturous curvatures in the figure indicate switches of
phase change modes at difference heat flux levels �4�. At heat flux
600 W /cm2, the maximum superheat in the saturated environ-
ment �50°C, 75°C, and 95°C� falls in a range 35–45°C. For data
of operating liquid temperature at 25°C, sensible heat is needed

prior to boiling. Residual noncondensable gas leads to slightly
high superheat to 50°C. Improvement of vacuum system will re-
duce the superheat and gain a higher heat transfer coefficient.

In all relevant literatures, there is no exactly the same �in ge-
ometry� metallic wick available for comparisons of heat transfer
performance. In general, microwick structure capable of high-
heat-flux cooling is much thicker for supplying adequate liquid.

Fig. 15 High-heat-flux experimental results in saturated
environment

Fig. 16 Comparison of heat transfer coefficient between mi-
crocopper and nano-CNT biwick structures

Fig. 17 Schematic diagram of the film evaporation for pillar-
like wick structure

Fig. 13 Intensive phase change on CNT biwick structure

Fig. 14 High-heat-flux experimental results in open
environment
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For example, microsintered copper powder biwick structure �9�,
capable of 650 W /cm2 cooling, is 800 �m thick and more than
three times than the CNT wick. To better understand performance
merits of the CNT biwick structure, we ignore wick geometrical
differences, use the micrometallic wick structure as a reference,
and plot heat transfer coefficients versus heat flux. In Fig. 16,
when the input heat flux is at the lower level, the heat transfer
coefficient is comparable between micrometallic wick and CNT
wick. The CNT biwick starts to demonstrate better heat transfer
performance when heat flux increases over 250 W /cm2, where
evaporation on small pore interfaces becomes dominant �4�. At the
high heat flux 600 W /cm2, no performance degradation is found
on the CNT biwick structure, while the micro biwick structure
starts to dryout �heat transfer coefficient starts to decrease with
heat flux�.

High performance of CNT biwick structure benefits from two
key features. First, the stripelike biwick and thin wick design al-
low vapor to straightly and rapidly escape from the boiling surface
and reduce the possibility of dryout caused by trapped vapor in
the wick. Second, nanosize pores increase the capillary force and
therefore boosts the liquid transport capability of the wick struc-
ture. A large amount of nanosize pores also significantly increase
film evaporation area and phase change efficiency. To understand
this mechanism, evaporation on liquid meniscus is schematically
shown in Fig. 17, where the pillar represents individual carbon
nanotube of CNT wick or single pillar of silicon wick. When heat
transfers from the bottom to the top of the pillar, surround liquid is
heated up and evaporates. The thinner the liquid film is, the lower
the thermal resistance across it. As a result, more than 90% evapo-
ration heat transfer occurs on the region where liquid film is less
than 2–3 �m �20�. In our research, a 2.5-�m-thick liquid film is
defined as film evaporation region �to distinguish with the thin-
film evaporation region�.

The geometric analysis of the film evaporation regions of wick
structure denotes that the scale of wick structure affects the evapo-
ration efficiency. As the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 18�a�
�top view�, film evaporation regions of nanopillarlike wick are
overlapped among CNTs. Almost 100% area in the x-y plane
works for high efficient phase change. In contrast, film evapora-
tion regions of microwick only include thin layers around pillars
�Fig. 18�b��. The area ratio of film evaporation regions can reach
over 100, depending on microwick dimensions. Because of the
increase in film evaporation area, CNT biwick structure is poten-
tially capable of higher heat flux heat transfer and efficiency.

The next step of work in this research is to improve CNT bond-
ing strength with the silicon substrate so that CNT can survive at
higher speed vapor flow/heat flux.

6 Conclusions
Experimental investigations of CNT biwick structure, associ-

ated with the development of high performance platinum
thermometer/heater, lead to the following conclusions.

1. The e-beam evaporation coated platinum heater/
thermometer can withstand over 800°C experimental testing
temperature. The thermometer after the annealing process
exhibits good temperature measurement repeatability and
accuracy. The results show that the MEMS developed plati-
num heater/thermometer is an ideal choice for high tempera-
ture and high-heat-flux heat transfer experiments.

2. Experimental tests of CNT biwick structure demonstrate up
to 600 W /cm2 heat transfer capacity and indicate that the
nanolevel porous media can significantly increase phase
change efficiency and potentially be applied in microhigh-
heat-flux cooling devices.
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Nomenclature
A � heating surface area, m2

l � silicon substrate thickness, m
k � thermal conductivity, W /m K

Q � heat load, W
R � resistance, �
T � temperature, °C

Greek Symbols
� � temperature coefficient, � / °C
� � difference

Subscripts
0 � reference

Fig. 18 Total thin-film evaporation area comparisons between nano- and micropillarlike wick
structures
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1 � measurement
thermo � thermometer

w � wall
Si � silicon

SiO2 � silicon dioxide
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Constructal Allocation of
Nanoparticles in Nanofluids
We perform a constructal design of heat conduction in a blade-configured disk-shaped
domain with uniform heat generation and periphery heat-sink by introducing a transition
line from two-path conduction to one-path conduction in the domain. This orderly ar-
ranged blade configuration can offer significantly smaller constructal overall tempera-
ture difference than that of the dispersed configuration and thus performs much better.
The constructal allocation of nanoparticles inside the base fluids and thus the heat-
conduction design inside the nanofluids are very important for better system perfor-
mance. This work shows that the search for heat-flow configuration is a key to perfor-
mance, and the constructal theory is the strategy for discovering the configuration and
the significantly better performance. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000473�

Keywords: nanofluids, constructal theory, transition line, dispersed configuration, blade
configuration, overall temperature difference

1 Introduction
Having a very small amount of nanoparticles in nanofluids can

exhibit anomalously higher effective thermal conductivities than
those of their base fluids �1–3�. Since the final goal of nanofluids
research is to use nanofluids for improving system performance,
we should thus take the systems that use nanofluids into consid-
eration in addition to purely improve their effective thermal con-
ductivity �4,5�. As the system performance being considered, the
allocation of the two conducting materials in nanofluids �base flu-
ids and nanoparticles� has been proved to be an important issue
�4,5�. For the heat-conduction systems considered in Ref. �4�, the
nanoparticles are dispersed inside the base fluids but are allowed
to have different local volume fractions in different parts of the
system. The results show that by constructing the nanoparticle
volume fraction, smaller overall thermal resistance can indeed be
achieved. The present work shows that the system performance
can be further improved by a constructal design of continuous
high-conductivity paths of nanoparticles inside the base fluid
based on the constructal theory �5–8�.

2 Constructal Overall Temperature Difference
Consider heat conduction in a disk-shaped domain with periph-

ery heat sink �T0� �Fig. 1�. A uniform volumetric heat generation
q� occurs in this two-dimensional domain and correspondingly
the heat generation per unit area is q�t, where t is the disk thick-
ness. In Ref. �4�, the Birchak, Landau–Lifshitz, Lichtenecker, and
Maxwell nanofluids are used to conduct heat in this disk-shaped
domain. Inside these nanofluids, nanoparticles disperse homoge-
neously in the direction perpendicular to the radius of the domain
�dispersed configuration�. It has been proven that a uniform dis-
tribution of particle volume fraction will lead to the minimal over-
all temperature difference �4�. Here, instead of dispersing the
nanoparticles inside the base fluids, we arrange the nanoparticles
one by one to form thin kp blades �blade configuration�, which are
positioned radially and equidistantly with one ends touching the
center of the domain and the other ends touching the disk periph-
ery of heat sink �Fig. 1�, where kp and kf are the thermal conduc-

tivities of the nanoparticles and the base fluids, respectively, and
for each kp blade, there is one circular sector with adiabatic radial
sides.

Like that in the dispersed configuration, the composition of
nanoparticles and base fluids is fixed by

� =
volume of kp material

total volume
�1�

Our aim is to examine whether the blade configuration will lead to
a smaller constructal overall temperature difference than that of
the dispersed configuration for a fixed used amount of materials
�nanoparticle and base fluid�.

To simplify the analysis, we assume the following.

�1� There are many radial kp blades positioning equidistantly in
the disk-shaped domain such that each circular sector is
sufficiently slender and can be approximated by an isosce-
les triangle whose base and height are 2H and R0, respec-
tively. Figure 2 shows such a circular sector.

�2� The thickness of kp blades �D� is constant.
�3� The overall particle volume fraction is small ���1�.
�4� The thermal-conductivity ratio of nanoparticles and base

fluids is fixed and large: k̃��2 / �2−�2�, where k̃ is the

thermal-conductivity ratio k̃=kp /kf.
�5� The contact resistance is not considered.

Under assumptions �2� and �3�, the sufficiently thin kp blade can
be represented by the axis of symmetry of the circular sector, as
shown in Fig. 2; the fixed composition of nanoparticles and base
fluids can be now expressed as

� =
DR0

HR0
=

D

H
�2�

Each circular sector is an elemental volume of heat-flow structure
due to symmetry of the domain. We can thus obtain the construc-
tal overall temperature difference of the system by analyzing heat
conduction in one circular sector. Assumptions �1� and �4� ensure
that most of the heat generated near the domain center in a circu-
lar sector prefers to flow first perpendicularly to the kp blade and
then along the kp blade to the periphery �two-path conduction�.
However, due to the boundary condition of the periphery heat-
sink, most of the heat generated near the periphery will flow ra-
dially to the heat-sink periphery inside the base fluid �one-path
conduction�. For each circular sector, there is a transition line in
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which the temperature differences along the two ways of heat
conduction are equal to each other. Such a transition line divides
the sector into two theoretical parts: �a� near the domain center
and �b� near the periphery in Fig. 2. While heat also follows along
the one-path conduction in part �a� and along the two-path con-
duction in part �b�, we can virtually and equivalently exchange the
flow paths of these two parts of heat such that it can be assumed
that all heat follows along the two-path conduction in part �a� and
along the one-path conduction in part �b�. The inequality in as-
sumption �4� ensures that the area of part �a� is always not less
than that of part �b�, which in turn ensures that the amount of heat
assigned theoretically to the two-path conduction equals approxi-
mately or is more than the actual amount. Furthermore, it can be
proved that for same amount of heat conducted, nonevenly dis-
tributed heat load will cause a higher temperature difference than
relatively evenly distributed heat load for the same kp blade. The
constructal overall temperature difference found in the present
work will thus not underestimate it. After the transition line is
determined, the constructal overall temperature difference can be
easily obtained.

2.1 Transition Line f„r…. Due to the symmetry of heat con-
duction in each circular sector, the transition line is also symmet-
ric with respect to the symmetry axis of the circular sector. We can
thus focus on finding its half. Express the transition line math-
ematically by f�r� �shown in Fig. 2� and label its intersection
points with the radial side and symmetry axis of circular sector as
r=rm and r=rn, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.

Consider an arbitrary point �r0 , f�r0�� on the transition line. For
the two-path conduction, heat first flows perpendicularly inside
the base fluid to the kp blade and obeys the governing equation

d2T

dy2 = −
q�

kf
�3�

and boundary conditions

y = 0, T = Tc

�4�

y = f�r0�,
dT

dy
= 0

where Tc is the temperature at point �r0 ,0�. Solving this equation,
we obtain

Tr0,2 =
q�

2kf
f2�r0� + Tc �5�

Here Tr0,2 is the temperature at point �r0 , f�r0�� for the two-path
heat conduction. Heat conducted along the kp blade to the heat-
sink periphery can be described by

d2T

dr2 = −
2f�r�q�

kpD
�6�

and

r = r0,
dT

dr
= −

rm
2 Hq�

kpDR0
−

2q�

kpD
�

rm

r0

f�r�dr

�7�
r = rn, T = Trn

where Trn
is the temperature at point �rn ,0�. Integrating Eq. �6�

from r0 to r and substituting the temperature gradient at r=r0
yield

dT

dr
= −

2q�

kpD
�

rm

r0

f�r�dr −
2q�

kpD
�

r0

r

f�r�dr −
rm

2 Hq�

kpDR0
�8�

Integrating Eq. �8� again from r0 to rn and substituting the tem-
perature at r=rn lead to

Tc − Trn
=

2q�

kpD
�

r0

rn�
rm

r

f�r�drdr +
rm

2 Hq�

kpDR0
�rn − r0� �9�

Therefore Tr0,2 depends on rm, rn, Trn
, and f�r�.

For the one-path conduction, heat flows directly along the radial
direction inside the base fluid to the heat-sink periphery. There-
fore,

d2T

dr2 = −
q�

kf
�10�

and

r = r0,
dT

dr
= 0

�11�
r = R0, T = T0

describe this conduction. Solving this equation, we obtain the ex-
pression of Tr0,1 �the temperature at point �r0 , f�r0�� for the one-
path heat conduction�:

Tr0,1 =
q�

2kf
�R0 − r0�2 + T0 �12�

Applying similar procedures to point �rn ,0�, with the temperature
at point �rn ,0� labeled as Trn,2 and Trn,1 for the two-path and the
one-path heat conduction, respectively, leads to

Trn,2 − T0

R0 − rn
=

2q�

kpD
�

rm

rn

f�r�dr +
rm

2 Hq�

kpDR0
�13�

Trn,1 =
q�

2kf
�R0 − rn�2 + T0 �14�

Since point �rn ,0� is on the transition line, we can equate these
two equations to obtain a correlation between rm and rn as well as
an expression for Trn

:

Fig. 1 Blade-configured disk-shaped domain

Fig. 2 One circular sector in the disk-shaped domain
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kpDq�

2kf
�R0 − rn� = 2q��

rm

rn

f�r�dr +
rm

2 Hq�

R0
�15�

and

Trn
− T0 =

q�

2kf
�R0 − rn�2 �16�

The expression for Trn
can reduce the independent variables in

Tr0,2 to rm, rn, and f�r�:

Tr0,2 =
q�

2kf
f2�r0� +

2q�

kpD
�

r0

rn�
rm

r

f�r�drdr +
rm

2 Hq�

kpDR0
�rn − r0�

+
q�

2kf
�R0 − rn�2 + T0 �17�

Equating Tr0,2 in Eq. �17� and Tr0,1 in Eq. �12� yields the govern-
ing equation for f�r�:

q�

2kf
�R0 − r0�2 =

q�

2kf
f2�r0� +

2q�

kpD
�

r0

rn�
rm

r

f�r�drdr +
rm

2 Hq�

kpDR0
�rn

− r0� +
q�

2kf
�R0 − rn�2 �18�

where rm and rn satisfy Eq. �15� and the geometry condition

f�rm� =
H

R0
rm �19�

Equations �15�, �18�, and �19� fully determine the transition line
f�r�, rm, and rn.

Differentiating Eq. �18� twice with respect to r0 yields

f�r0�f��r0� + �f��r0��2 −
2kf

kpD
f�r0� = 1 �20�

In order to ensure that solution of this differential equation is also
the solution of the integral equation �18�, two initial conditions
must be fulfilled �9�:

f�rn� = 0 �21�

and

q�

kf
�rm − R0� =

q�

kf
f�rm�f��rm� −

rm
2 Hq�

kpDR0
�22�

Since no independent variable appears in differential equation
�20�, we can consider f��r0� to be a function of f�r0� alone. La-
beling f��r0� as Z, Eq. �20� can be reduced into

Z2 +
f

2

dZ2

df
−

2kf

kpD
f = 1 �23�

Viewing Z2 as another function, Eq. �23� is a first-order linear
differential equation with the solution

Z2 =
4kf

3kpD
f + 1 +

c1

f2 �24�

or

�f��r0��2 =
4kf

3kpD
f�r0� + 1 +

c1

f2�r0�
�25�

Solving Eq. �25� will yield function f�r� with two integration con-
stants determined by initial conditions �21� and �22�. Since rm and
rn appear in Eqs. �21� and �22�, Eqs. �15� and �19� must be used to
obtain the final exact expression for f�r�.

In principle, we can fix the transition line f�r� precisely by
applying the above-mentioned procedures. However, it is difficult

to obtain the analytical solution of Eq. �25�. However, we can
obtain the following features of transition line based on Eq. �25�.

�i� The constant c1 must be non-negative since f�rn�=0.
�ii� If c1=0, Eq. �25� can be solved analytically and the final

expression for f�r� is

f�r� =
kf

3kpD
�r − rn�2 − �r − rn� �26�

Then we have

�rm − R0 +
kfH

kpDR0
rm

2 �2

−
H2

R0
2 rm

2 −
4kfH

3

3kpDR0
3rm

3 = 0 �27�

kf

3kpD
�rm − rn�2 − �rm − rn� =

H

R0
rm �28�

and

kpD

2kf
�R0 − rn� = �rm − rn�2 −

2kf

9kpD
�rm − rn�3 +

H

R0
rm

2

�29�

Since these three equations are independent of each other,
we cannot obtain the values of rm and rn. Therefore, c1
=0 is not possible.

�iii� Since c1=0 is not physically possible, c1 must be a posi-
tive constant. Then according to Eq. �25�, the smallest
slope of the transition line is −� at r0=rn due to Eq. �21�,
and the largest slope of the transition line is smaller than
�1. Because each circular sector is sufficiently slender, we
can reasonably assume that the transition line is just r
=rn, as shown in Fig. 3.

2.2 Constructal Overall Temperature Difference. Because
the transition line is r=rn �Fig. 3�, Eq. �13� can be written as

Trn,2 − T0

R0 − rn
=

rn
2Hq�

kpDR0
�30�

Combining Eq. �30� with Eq. �14� and noting that Trn,2=Trn,1, we
have the rn equation

kpDq�

2kf
�R0 − rn� =

rn
2Hq�

R0
�31�

which can be transformed further into

k̃�

2
�1 − r̃n� = r̃n

2 �32�

where r̃n is defined as rn /R0. Solving Eq. �32� leads to

r̃n =� k̃2�2

16
+

k̃�

2
−

k̃�

4
�33�

Letting the two-path conduction area �a� not less than the one-path
conduction area �b� yields

Fig. 3 One circular sector in the disk-shaped domain with the
approximated transition line
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r̃n �
�2

2
�34�

which requires, according to Eq. �33�,

k̃� �
2

2 − �2
�35�

This is the one used in assumption �4�.
Heat conduction in Part �a� is governed by

d2T

dr2 = −
2Hq�

kpDR0
r �36�

with boundary conditions

r = r0,
dT

dr
= −

Hq�r0
2

kpDR0

�37�
r = rn, T = Trn

and

d2T

dy2 = −
q�

kf
�38�

with boundary conditions

y = 0, T = Tc

�39�

y =
H

R0
r0,

dT

dy
= 0

Here �r0 ,0� refers to an arbitrary point on the kp blade, Tc is the
temperature at this arbitrary point, and Trn

is the temperature at
r=rn �approximated transition line�. Solving these equations
yields

Tr0
=

H2q�

2kfR0
2r0

2 +
Hq�

3kpDR0
�rn

3 − r0
3� + Trn

�40�

where Tr0
is the temperature of the point �r0 , �H /R0�r0�. Substitut-

ing Eq. �16� into Eq. �40� leads to

Tr0
− T0 =

H2q�

2kfR0
2r0

2 +
Hq�

3kpDR0
�rn

3 − r0
3� +

q�

2kf
�R0 − rn�2 �41�

which can be transformed further into a nondimensional form

Tr0
− T0

q�R0
2/kf

=
�2r̃0

2

2
+

r̃n
3 − r̃0

3

3k̃�
+

1

2
�1 − r̃n�2 �42�

Here � is the aspect ratio of circular sector �= �H /R0�, and r̃0 is
defined by r̃0= �r0 /R0�. Substituting Eq. �33� into Eq. �42� yields

Tr0
− T0

q�R0
2/kf

=
�2r̃0

2

2
+

1

3k̃�
	�� k̃2�2

16
+

k̃�

2
−

k̃�

4
�3

− r̃0
3


+
1

2
�1 −� k̃2�2

16
+

k̃�

2
+

k̃�

4
�2

�43�

In order to find the maximal temperature of the system, we treat r̃0
as variable and differentiate Eq. �43� with respect to it. Letting the
resultant expression equal to zero leads to two solutions for r̃0

which are r̃0=0 and r̃0=�2k̃�. It can be proved that they give the
minimum and maximum values of Eq. �43�, respectively. There-

fore, the maximal temperature of the system occurs at r̃0=�2k̃�
and will approach the minimum value as the aspect ratio of cir-
cular sector tends to zero. Thus, the constructal aspect ratio of
circular sector should be as small as possible. Finally, the con-
structal overall temperature difference is

�Tm − T0�con

q�R0
2/kf

�
1

3k̃�
�� k̃2�2

16
+

k̃�

2
−

k̃�

4
�3

+
1

2
�1 −� k̃2�2

16
+

k̃�

2
+

k̃�

4
�2

�44�

3 Comparison Between Blade and Dispersed
Configurations

For the dispersed configuration, the constructal overall tempera-
ture difference reads �4�:

In the Birchak nanofluids,

�Tm − T0�con

q�R0
2/kf

=
1

4�1 + ��k̃1/2 − 1��2
�45�

In the Landau–Lifshitz nanofluids,

�Tm − T0�con

q�R0
2/kf

=
1

4�1 + ��k̃1/3 − 1��3
�46�

In the Lichtenecker nanofluids,

�Tm − T0�con

q�R0
2/kf

=
1

4k̃�
�47�

In the Maxwell nanofluids,

�Tm − T0�con

q�R0
2/kf

=
1

4	1 +
3�k̃ − 1��

2 + k̃ − �k̃ − 1��

 �48�

Keeping the volumetric heat generation q�, domain radius R0,
base fluid, nanoparticle, and nanofluid composition all the same
for the four cases of dispersed configuration as well as for the
blade configuration, we can examine which configuration is the
best for smaller constructal overall temperature difference or
equivalently the best system performance. Figures 4–7 compare
Eqs. �44�–�48� at �=0.05, 0.03, 0.01, and 0.005, respectively, and

with k̃��2 / �2−�2� �a requirement in assumption �4��. The blade
configuration is always with the lowest constructal overall tem-
perature difference for all cases. Therefore, the system perfor-
mance can be further improved by constructal allocation of nano-
particles instead of dispersing them in the base fluids.

4 Discussion
The present work considers a disk-shaped domain with uniform

volumetric heat generation and periphery heat-sink. Nanofluids

Fig. 4 Comparison between the blade configuration and dis-
persed configuration at �=0.05
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are used for heat conduction inside this domain. Nanoparticles are
assumed to be arranged together to form thin kp blades positioned
radially and equidistantly with one ends touching the center of the
domain and the other ends touching the heat-sink periphery of the
domain, instead of dispersing inside the base fluids in conven-
tional nanofluids. Our goal is to find whether such orderly ar-
ranged nanofluids can offer better system performance than the
conventional dispersed nanofluids.

By introducing a transition line that divides the elemental vol-
ume of heat-flow structure �circular sector� into the two-path heat-

conduction part and one-path heat-conduction part, the constructal
overall temperature difference of the blade-configured domain is
obtained. Result shows that the constructal aspect ratio of the
circular sector should be as small as possible within the valid
range of analysis presented here.

The constructal overall temperature difference is compared with
that for the dispersed-configured disk-shaped domain at �=0.05,
�=0.03, �=0.01, and �=0.005. As the � value decreases, the
constructal overall temperature difference increases for both the
dispersed configuration and the blade configuration. However, the
constructal overall temperature difference of the blade configura-
tion is always significantly smaller than that of dispersed configu-
ration. Thus, the orderly arranged nanofluids indeed can perform
better than the conventional dispersed nanofluids for the heat-
conduction system considered here. This may be due to the intro-
duction of another kind of conduction mechanism in the blade
configuration, which acts just like the tree-shaped high-
conductivity path in electronic chips and eddies in turbulent flow
�10–12�. Through proper allocation of the two different conduc-
tion materials �lower thermal-conductivity base fluid and higher
thermal-conductivity kp blades�, a lower constructal overall tem-
perature difference can be obtained. Therefore, our research
should also focus on constructal allocation of nanoparticles and
heat-conduction channels inside nanofluids.

5 Concluding Remarks
A theoretical analysis is conducted on a blade-configured disk-

shaped domain by introducing a concept of transition line from
two-path conduction to one-path conduction in order to compare
the performance of two nanofluid configurations: dispersed con-
figuration and blade configuration. The system’s constructal as-
pect ratio is found to be as small as possible as long as the analy-
sis is valid. The orderly arranged blade configuration can offer
significantly smaller constructal overall temperature difference
than that of the dispersed configuration due to the introduction of
another kind of conduction mechanism by arranging nanoparticles
into blades. The heat-conduction design inside the nanofluids is
thus very important for better system performance.
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Nomenclature
c1 � integration constant
D � thickness of the kp blade �m�
f � transition line function

H � half base length of circular sector �m�
k � thermal conductivity �W /m·K�
k̃ � thermal-conductivity ratio of nanoparticles and

base fluids
q� � volumetric heat generation rate �W /m3�

r � coordinate �m�
r̃ � nondimensionalized coordinate
R � radius �m�
T � temperature �K�
t � thickness of the disk-shaped domain

Z � function
y � coordinate �m�

Greek Symbols
� � aspect ratio of circular sector
� � overall particle volume fraction

Subscripts
0 � lower temperature/arbitrary point/outer
1 � one-path conduction

Fig. 5 Comparison between the blade configuration and dis-
persed configuration at �=0.03

Fig. 6 Comparison between the blade configuration and dis-
persed configuration at �=0.01

Fig. 7 Comparison between the blade configuration and dis-
persed configuration at �=0.005
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2 � two-path conduction
c � intersection of the two paths in the two-path

conduction
f � base fluid

m � intersection point indication of transition line
and radial sides of circular sector/maximal

n � intersection point indication of transition line
and symmetry axis of circular sector

p � particle
con � constructal
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The Effect of Local Thermal
Nonequilibrium on the Onset of
Convection in a Nanofluid
The onset of convection in a horizontal layer of a nanofluid is studied analytically. The
model used for the nanofluid incorporates the effects of Brownian motion and thermo-
phoresis, and allows for local thermal nonequilibrium (LTNE) between the particle and
fluid phases. The analysis reveals that in some circumstances, the effect of LTNE can be
significant, but for a typical dilute nanofluid (with large Lewis number and with small
particle-to-fluid heat capacity ratio), the effect is small. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000474�

Keywords: nanofluid, Brownian motion, thermophoresis, Rayleigh–Bénard problem, lo-
cal thermal nonequilibrium

1 Introduction
The term “nanofluid“ refers to a liquid containing a dispersion

of submicronic solid particles �nanoparticles�. The term was
coined by Choi �1�. The characteristic feature of nanofluids is
thermal conductivity enhancement, a phenomenon observed by
Masuda et al. �2�. This phenomenon suggests the possibility of
using nanofluids in advanced nuclear systems �3�. A comprehen-
sive survey of convective transport in nanofluids was made by
Buongiorno �4�, who, after considering alternative methods, pro-
posed a model incorporating the effects of the Brownian diffusion
and thermophoresis. This model was applied to the Rayleigh–
Bénard problem �the onset of convection in a horizontal layer
uniformly heated from below� by Tzou �5,6� and Nield and Kuz-
netsov �7�. The corresponding problem for convection in a porous
medium was studied by Nield and Kuznetsov �8,9�.

In each of these studies of the onset of convection, it has been
assumed that the solid particle phase and the fluid phase are in
local thermal equilibrium. One might think that because the par-
ticles are very small, this is an obvious assumption to make. How-
ever, because the particles are buffeted by the fluid molecules, and
the fluid temperature fluctuates rapidly with position on a nano-
scale, the situation is more complex. The pioneering investigation
by Vadasz �10� has in fact suggested that thermal lagging may
provide an explanation for the unexpectedly large thermal conduc-
tivity that was observed in experiments with nanofluids. This has
motivated the present study. It should be pointed out that the
suggestion of Vadasz �10� was made in the context of the appli-
cation to the transient hot wire experimental method, and there-
fore, the suggestion was linked to strong transient effects.

In Sec. 2, we have reexamined the conservation equations for a
nanofluid, taking into account local thermal nonequilibrium
�LTNE�. In the following sections, we have applied the new equa-
tions to the classical Rayleigh–Bénard problem.

2 Conservation Equations for a Nanofluid
It is assumed that no nanoparticle agglomeration occurs and

that the nanoparticle suspension remains stable. According to
Anoop at al �11�, there are experimental techniques that make it
possible to prepare nanoparticle suspensions that remain stable for
several weeks.

We treat the nanofluid as a continuum, using quantities aver-
aged over a representative elementary volume �REV�, a procedure

common in the study of flow in a saturated porous medium �the
usefulness of application of concepts developed for porous media
to special cases of nanofluid suspensions was demonstrated in a
recent paper by Vadasz �12��. Within the REV, we have a fluid
phase �labeled with the subscript f� and a particle solid phase
�subscript p�. We consider the situation where the temperature Tp
within the particle solid phase is different from the temperature Tf
within the fluid phase. We modify the conservation equations, as
formulated by Buongiorno �4� and Tzou �5,6�.

The continuity equation for the nanofluid is

� · v = 0 �1�

Here, v is the nanofluid velocity.
The conservation equation for the nanoparticles in the absence

of chemical reactions is

��

�t
+ v · �� = −

1

�p
� · jp �2�

where � is the nanoparticle volume fraction, �p is the nanoparticle
mass density, and jp is the diffusion mass flux for the nanopar-
ticles, given as the sum of two diffusion terms �Brownian diffu-
sion and thermophoresis� by

jp = jp,B + jp,T = − �pDB � � − �pDT

�Tf

Tf
�3�

Here DB is the Brownian diffusion coefficient given by the
Einstein–Stokes equation

DB =
kBTf

3��dp
�4�

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, � is the viscosity of the fluid,
and dp is the nanoparticle diameter. Use has been made of the
expression

VT = − �̃
�

�

�Tf

Tf
�5�

for the thermophoretic velocity VT. Here, � is the fluid density and

the proportionality factor �̃ is given by

�̃ = 0.26
k

2k + kp
�6�

where k and kp are the thermal conductivities of the fluid and the
particle material, respectively. Hence, the thermophoretic diffu-
sion flux is given by
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jp,T = �p�VT = − �pDT

�Tf

Tf
�7�

where the thermophoretic diffusion coefficient is given by

DT = �̃
�

�
� �8�

Equations �2� and �3� then produce the conservation equation in
the form

��

�t
+ v · �� = � · �DB � � + DT

�Tf

Tf
� �9�

If one introduces a buoyancy force and adopts the Boussinesq
approximation, then the momentum equation can be written as

�� �v

�t
+ v · �v� = − �p + ��2v + �g �10�

where

� = ��p + �1 − ��� f �11�

The nanofluid density � can be approximated by the base-fluid
density � f when � is small. Then, when the Boussinesq approxi-
mation is adopted, the buoyancy term is approximated by

�g 	 ���p + �1 − ��
��1 − ��Tf − T0����g �12�

Following the argument given by Buongiorno �4�, it can be seen
that the REV thermal energy balance for the fluid phase can be
written as

�1 − ����c� f� �Tf

�t
+ v · �Tf� = �1 − ��kf�

2Tf + �1 − ��

���c�p�DB � � · �Tf

+ DT

�Tf · �Tf

Tf
� + hfp�Tp − Tf�

�13�

In this expression, each term is based on a unit volume of the
REV. Equation �13� is obtained after the use of the equations

�1 − ����c� f� �T

�t
+ v · �T� = �1 − ���− � · q + hp � · jp�

+ hfp�Tp − Tf� �14�

q = − kf � T + hpjp �15�

�hp = cp � T �16�

Here, hfp is an interphase heat transfer coefficient incorporating
the specific surface area, ��c� f is the nanofluid heat capacity, hp is
the specific enthalpy of the nanoparticle material, and q is the
energy flux relative to a frame moving with the nanofluid velocity
v. Experimental values of hfp can be obtained by an indirect
method; see, for example, Ref. �13�.

Likewise, the REV thermal energy balance within the solid
phase is given by

���c�p� �Tp

�t
+ v · �Tp� = �kp�

2Tp + hfp�Tf − Tp� �17�

The expression within the square brackets in Eq. �17� is the ma-
terial derivative of Tp. It is being assumed that the solid particles
are being carried along by the fluid in the same way, as if they
were particles of fluid. Here, ��c�p and kp are the heat capacity
and the thermal conductivity of the solid phase, respectively.

It will be noted that if one has a local thermal equilibrium so
that Tf =Tp=T, then on the addition of Eqs. �13� and �17�, one has

��c�m� �T

�t
+ v · �T� = km�2Tf + �1 − ���pcp�DB � � · �T

+ DT

�T · �T

T
� �18�

where

��c�m = �1 − ����c� f + ���c�p, km = �1 − ��kf + �kp �19�

Then if one drops the subscript m and approximates �1−�� by 1
�something that is valid for a dilute nanofluid�, then one recovers
Eq. �16� of Nield and Kuznetsov �7�.

3 Application to the Rayleigh–Bénard Problem
We select a coordinate frame in which the z-axis is aligned

vertically upwards. We consider a horizontal layer of fluid con-
fined between the planes z�=0 and z�=H. From now on, asterisks
are used to denote dimensional variables �previously, an asterisk
has not been needed because all the variables were dimensional�.
Each boundary wall is assumed to be perfectly thermally conduct-
ing. The temperatures at the lower and upper wall are taken to be
Th

� and Tc
�, the former being the greater. The Oberbeck–

Boussinesq approximation is employed. Homogeneity of the fluid
is assumed. The reference temperature is taken to be Tc

�. In the
linear theory being applied here, the temperature change in the
fluid is assumed to be small in comparison with Tc

�.
The boundary values of the nanoparticle volume fraction are

taken to be �0
� at the bottom and �1

� at the top of the layer, and it
is assumed that the increment �1

�−�0
� is small in comparison with

�0
�.
The conservation equations then take the form

�� · v� = 0 �20�

�� �v�

�t�
+ v� · �v�� = − ��p� + ���2v� + ����p + �1 − ���
��1

− ��Tf
� − Tc

�����g �21�

��c� f� �Tf
�

�t�
+ v� · ��Tf

�� = kf�
�2Tf

� + ��c�p�DB���� · ��Tf
�

+ DT

��Tf
� · ��Tf

�

Tf
� � +

hfp

�1 − �0
��

�Tp
� − Tf

��

�22�

��c�p� �Tp
�

�t�
+ v� · ��Tp

�� = kp�
�2Tp

� +
hfp

�0
�

�Tf
� − Tp

�� �23�

���

�t�
+ v� · ���� = DB��2�� + �DT/Tc

����2T� �24�

We write v�= �u� ,v� ,w��.
We assume that the temperature and the volumetric fraction of

the nanoparticles are constant on the boundaries, and one has
thermal equilibrium there. Thus, the boundary conditions are

w� = 0,
�w�

�z�
+ �1H

�2w�

�z�2 = 0, Tf
� = Th

�, Tp
� = Th

�

�25�
�� = �0

� at z� = 0

w� = 0,
�w�

�z�
− �2H

�2w�

�z�2 = 0, Tf
� = Tc

�, Tp
� = Tc

�

�26�
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�� = �1
� at z� = H

The parameters �1 and �2 each take the value 0 for the case of a
rigid boundary and � for a free boundary.

We recognize that our choice of boundary conditions imposed
on �� is somewhat arbitrary. It could be argued that zero particle
flux on the boundaries is more realistic physically, but then, one is
faced with the problem that it appears that no steady-state solution
for the basic conduction equations is then possible �we attempted
to obtain such a solution but encountered a contradiction�, so that
in order to make analytical progress, it is necessary to freeze the
basic profile for ��, and at that stage, our choice of boundary
conditions is seen to be quite realistic.

We introduce dimensionless variables as follows. We define

�x,y,z� = �x�,y�,z��/H, t = t�	 f/H2

�u,v,w� = �u�,v�,w��H/	 f, p = p�H2/�	 f �27�

� =
�� − �0

�

�1
� − �0

�
, Tf =

Tf
� − Tc

�

Th
� − Tc

�
, Tp =

Tp
� − Tc

�

Th
� − Tc

�

where

	 f =
kf

��c� f
�28�

Then, Eqs. �20�–�24� take the form

� · v = 0 �29�

1

Pr
� �v

�t
+ v · �v� = − �p + �2v − Rm êz + Ra Tfêz − Rn �êz

�30�

�Tf

�t
+ v · �Tf = �2Tf +

NB

Le
� � · �Tf +

NANB

Le
� Tf · �Tf

+ NH�Tp − Tf� �31�

�Tp

�t
+ v · �Tp = 
�2Tp + �NH�Tf − TP� �32�

��

�t
+ v · �� =

1

Le
�2� +

NA

Le
�2Tf �33�

w = 0,
�w

�z
+ �1

�2w

�z2 = 0, Tf = 1, Tp = 1, � = 0 at z = 0

�34�

w = 0,
�w

�z
− �2

�2w

�z2 = 0, Tf = 0, Tp = 0, � = 1 at z = 1

�35�

Here

Pr =
�

�	 f
�36�

Le =
	 f

DB
�37�

Ra =
�g�H3�Th

� − Tc
��

�	 f
�38�

Rm =
��p�1

� + ��1 − �1
���gH3

�	 f
�39�

Rn =
��p − ����1

� − �0
��gH3

�	 f
�40�

NA =
DT�Th

� − Tc
��

DBTc
���1

� − �0
��

�41�

NB =
��c�p

��c� f
��1

� − �0
�� �42�

NH =
hfpH

2

�1 − �0
��kf

�43�

� =
�1 − �0

��
�0

�

��c� f

��c�p
�44�


 =
kp/��c�p

kf/��c� f
�45�

The parameter Le is a Lewis number and Ra is the familiar ther-
mal Rayleigh number. The new parameters Rm and Rn may be
regarded as a basic-density Rayleigh number and a concentration
Rayleigh number, respectively. The parameter NA is a modified
diffusivity ratio and is somewhat similar to the Soret parameter
that arises in cross diffusion phenomena in solutions, while NB is
a modified particle-density increment, NH is an interface heat
transfer parameter �Vadasz �10� called it the Nield number, while
elsewhere in a recent literature, it has been called the Sparrow
number�, � is a modified thermal capacity ratio, and 
 is a thermal
diffusivity ratio. We can observe from Eq. �31� that the order of
magnitude of the thermophoresis effect relative to that of the
Brownian motion effect is given by the parameter NA.

In the spirit of the Oberbeck–Boussinesq approximation, Eq.
�29� has been linearized by the neglect of a term proportional to
the product of � and T. This assumption is likely to be valid in the
case of small temperature gradients in a dilute suspension of nano-
particles.

3.1 Basic Solution. We seek a time-independent quiescent so-
lution of Eqs. �29�–�33� with the temperature and nanoparticle
volume fraction varying in the z-direction only, that is a solution
of the form

v = 0, p = pb�z�, Tf = Tfb�z�, Tp = Tpb�z�, � = �b�z�

Equations �30�–�33� reduce to

0 = −
dpb

dz
− Rm + Ra Tfb − Rn �b �46�

d2Tfb

dz2 +
NB

Le

d�b

dz

dTfb

dz
+

NANB

Le
�dTfb

dz
�2

+ NH�Tp − Tf� = 0

�47�



d2Tpb

dz2 + �NH�Tfb − Tpb� = 0 �48�

d2�b

dz2 + NA
d2Tfb

dz2 = 0 �49�

Using the boundary conditions �34� and �35�, Eq. �49� may be
integrated to give

�b = − NATfb + �1 − NA�z + NA �50�

and substitution of this into Eq. �47� gives
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d2Tfb

dz2 +
�1 − NA�NB

Le

dTfb

dz
+ NH�Tpb − Tfb� = 0 �51�

The solution of Eqs. �48� and �51� for Tfb and Tpb, satisfying Eqs.
�34� and �35�, is readily found but is quite complicated in form in
the general case. The remainder of the basic solution can then be
found by first substituting in Eq. �50� to obtain �b, and then using
the integration of Eq. �46� to obtain pb.

According to Buongiorno �4�, for most nanofluids investigated
so far, Le / ��1

�−�0
�� is large of the order 105 to 106, and since the

nanoparticle fraction decrement ��1
�−�0

�� is typically no smaller
than 10−3, this means that Le is large of the order 102 to 103, while
NA is no greater than about 10. Then the coefficient �1
−NA�NB /Le is negligible, and so to a good approximation, one
obtains the results

Tfb = Tpb = 1 − z �52�

and so

�b = z �53�

Thus, for the case of large Lewis numbers, the basic solution is
one in which the temperature and volume fraction gradients are
linear and there is a local thermal equilibrium.

3.2 Perturbation Solution. We now superimpose perturba-
tions on the basic solution. We write

v = v�, p = pb + p�, Tf = Tfb + Tf�, Tp = Tpb + Tp�

�54�
� = �b + ��

substitute �50� in Eqs. �29�–�35�, and linearize by neglecting prod-
ucts of primed quantities. The following equations are obtained
when Eqs. �52� and �53� are used:

� · v� = 0 �55�

1

Pr

�v�

�t
= − �p� + �2v� + Ra T�êz − Rn ��êz �56�

�Tf�

�t
− w� = �2Tf� +

NB

Le
� �Tf�

�z
−

���

�z
� −

2NANB

Le

�Tf�

�z
+ NH�Tp� − Tf��

�57�

�Tp�

�t
− w� = 
�2Tp� + �NH�Tf� − Tp�� �58�

���

�t
+ w� =

1

Le
�2�� +

NA

Le
�2Tf� �59�

w� = 0,
�w

�z
+ �1

�2w

�z2 = 0, Tf� = 0, Tp� = 0, �� = 0 at

z = 0 �60�

w� = 0,
�w

�z
− �2

�2w

�z2 = 0, Tf� = 0, Tp� = 0, �� = 0 at

z = 1 �61�

It will be noted that the parameter Rm is not involved in these and
in subsequent equations. It is just a measure of the basic static
pressure gradient.

The seven unknowns u�, v�, w�, p�, Tf�, Tp�, and �� can be
reduced to four by operating on Eq. �56� with êz curl curl, and
using the identity curl curl�grad div−�2 together with Eq. �55�.
The result is

1

Pr

�

�t
�2w� − �4w� = Ra �H

2 Tf� − Rn �H
2 �� �62�

Here, �H
2 is the two-dimensional Laplacian operator on the hori-

zontal plane.
The differential equations �62� and �57�–�59�, and the boundary

conditions �60� and �61�, constitute a linear boundary-value prob-
lem that can be solved using the method of normal modes.

We write

�w�,Tf�,Tp�,��� = �W�z�,� f�z�,�p�z�,�z��exp�st + ilx + imy�
�63�

and substitute into the differential equations to obtain

��D2 − 	2�2 −
s

Pr
�D2 − 	2��W − Ra 	2� f + Rn 	2 = 0 �64�

W + �D2 +
NB

Le
D −

2NANB

Le
D − 	2 − s − NH�� f + NH�p −

NB

Le
D

= 0 �65�

W + �NH� f + �
�D2 − 	2� − s − �NH��p = 0 �66�

W −
NA

Le
�D2 − 	2�� f − � 1

Le
�D2 − 	2� − s� = 0 �67�

W = 0, DW + �1D
2W = 0, � f = 0, �p = 0,  = 0 at

z = 0 �68�

W = 0, DW − �2D
2W = 0, � f = 0, �p = 0,  = 0 at

z = 1 �69�
where

D �
d

dz
and 	 = �l2 + m2�1/2 �70�

Thus 	 is a dimensionless horizontal wavenumber.
For neutral stability, the real part of s is zero. Hence, we now

write s= i�, where � is real and is a dimensionless frequency.
We now employ a Galerkin-type weighted residuals method to

obtain an approximate solution to the system of Eqs. �64�–�69�.
We choose as trial functions �satisfying the boundary conditions�
Wn, � fn, �pn, and n ;n=1,2 ,3 , . . . ,N, and write

W = 
n=1

N

AnWn, � f = 
n=1

N

Bn� fn, �p = 
n=1

N

Cn�pn

�71�

 = 
n=1

N

Dnn

substitute into Eqs. �64�–�67�, and make the expressions on the
left-hand sides of those equations �the residuals� orthogonal to the
trial functions, thereby obtaining a system of 4N linear algebraic
equations in the 4N unknowns An, Bn, Cn, and Dn ;n=1,2 , . . . ,N.
The vanishing of the determinant of coefficients produces the ei-
genvalue equation for the system. One can regard Ra as the ei-
genvalue. Thus, Ra is found in terms of the other parameters.

4 Results and Discussion
In the case of local thermal equilibrium, we have NH=0 and the

equations reduce to those investigated by Nield and Kuznetsov
�7�. In this paper, we are concerned with the effect of LTNE.
Besides NH, we have � and 
 as new parameters additional to the
old parameters Ra, Rn, Pr, Le, NA, and NB. Because of the large
parameter space, we simplify the analysis. In Ref. �7�, both
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nonoscillatory and oscillatory convection were investigated, but in
this paper, we confine ourselves to the case of nonoscillatory in-
stability, so that we can set s=0 in the above equations. We con-
sider free-free and rigid-rigid boundary conditions in turn.

4.1 Free-Free Boundaries. For this case, the boundary con-
ditions are

W = 0, D2W = 0, � f = 0, �p = 0,  = 0 at

z = 0 and at z = 1 �72�

and the trial functions can be chosen as

Wn = � fn = �pn = n = sin n�z;n = 1,2,3, . . . �73�

For a first approximation, we take N=1. This produces the result

Ra�1 +
�� + 1�




NH

��2 + 	2�� + Rn�Le + NA

+
�� + 
�Le + �� + 1�NA




NH

��2 + 	2��
=

��2 + 	2�3

	2 �1 +
�� + 
�




NH

��2 + 	2�� �74�

In the case of a local thermal equilibrium, this simplifies to

Ra + �Le + NA�Rn =
��2 + 	2�3

	2 �75�

As 	 varies, the right-hand side takes a minimum value of 27�4 /4
at 	=� / �2. In the absence of nanoparticles, one recovers the
well-known result Rac=27�4 /4=657.5 and 	c=� / �2=2.22 for
the critical Rayleigh number and the corresponding critical wave
number, respectively. In the general case, if one approximates 	
by � / �2, the stability boundary is given by

�1 +
2�� + 1�

3�2

NH�Ra + �Le + NA

+
2��� + 
�Le + �� + 1�NA�

3�2

NH�Rn =

27�4

4
�1 +

2�� + 
�
3�2


NH�
�76�

As noted above, for a typical nanofluid, Le is of the order 102 to
103 and NA is not much greater than 10. In this case, an approxi-
mation to Eq. �76� is

�1 +
2�� + 1�

3�2

NH�Ra + Le�1 +

2�� + 
�
3�2


NH�Rn

=
27�4

4
�1 +

2�� + 
�
3�2


NH� �77�

We note that the coefficient of Rn in Eq. �77� is large. Thus, under
the approximations we have made so far, we have the result that
the presence of nanoparticles lowers the value of the critical Ray-
leigh number, usually by a substantial amount, in the case when
Rn is positive, that is, when the basic nanoparticle distribution is a
top-heavy one.

The effect of LTNE appears in Eq. �76� through the parameter
NH. From its definition in Eq. �44�, we note that for a dilute
nanofluid, the parameter � will normally have a large value. When
� is large compared with unity and compared with 
, Eq. �77�
further reduces to

Ra + �Le + NA�Rn =
27�4

4
�78�

The terms involving NH have cancelled. The effect of LTNE is
then negligible.

It will be noted that in Eq. �76�, the parameter NB does not
appear. The instability is almost purely a phenomenon due to

buoyancy, coupled with the conservation of nanoparticles. It is
independent of the contributions of Brownian motion and thermo-
phoresis to the thermal energy equation. Rather, the Brownian
motion and thermophoresis enter to produce their effects directly
into the equation expressing the conservation of nanoparticles so
that the temperature and the particle density are coupled in a par-
ticular way, and that results in the thermal and concentration
buoyancy effects being coupled in the same way.

It is emphasized that the simple expression in Eq. �74� arises
because the Lewis number has been assumed to be large. In order
to estimate the contribution of the terms involving NB, the two-
term Galerkin result has been investigated. The expression in the
eigenvalue equation is now complicated and it is difficult to make
a statement that is simultaneously precise, simple, and general.
However, it is clear that the functions of NB are of second degree.
We conclude that for practical purposes, Eq. �74� is a good ap-
proximation.

4.2 Rigid-Rigid Boundaries. Again, we confine our analysis
to the one-term Galerkin approximation and to the case of
nonoscillatory convection. Appropriate trial functions satisfying
the boundary conditions, which are now

W = 0, DW = 0, � f = 0, �p = 0,  = 0 at

z = 0 and at z = 1 �79�

are

W1 = z2�1 − z�2, � f1 = z�1 − z�, �p1 = z�1 − z�, 1 = z�1 − z�
�80�

With this choice of trial functions, the eigenvalue equation takes
the form

Ra�1 +
�� + 1�




NH

�10 + 	2�� + Rn�Le�1 +
�� + 
�




NH

�10 + 	2��
+ NA�1 +

�� + 1�



NH

�10 + 	2��� =
28

27	2 �504 + 24	2 + 	4��10

+ 	2��1 +
�� + 
�




NH

�10 + 	2�� �81�

For the case of local thermal equilibrium, the boundary for
nonoscillatory instability is

Ra + �NA + Le�Rn =
28

27	2 �504 + 24	2 + 	4��10 + 	2� �82�

The right-hand side of this equation takes a minimum when 	
=3.12 and its minimum value is 1750. Hence, the onset of
nonoscillatory instability is characterized by

Ra + �NA + Le�Rn = 1750 �83�

The value 1750 obtained using the one-term Galerkin approxima-
tion is about 3% greater than the well-known exact value
1707.762 for the critical Rayleigh number for the classical
Rayleigh–Bénard problem.

For the general case, we will now use the approximate value
3.12 for the critical wavenumber. Then Eq. �81� becomes

�1 +
�� + 1�
19.73


NH�Ra + �Le�1 +
�� + 
�
19.73


NH�
+ NA�1 +

�� + 1�
19.73


NH��Rn = 1750�1 +
�� + 
�
19.73


NH� �84�

Except for the change in numerical coefficients �namely, 1750
instead of 27�4 /4 and 19.73 instead of 3�2 /2�, Eq. �84� is the
same as Eq. �76�.

4.3 General Discussion. A number of authors, for example in
Refs. �13–16�, have reported results of experiments on nanofluids.
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Particularly, noteworthy are the unexpected high values of the
thermal conductivity that have been observed. In our model, these
observations can be taken into account, simply by modifying the
values of thermal conductivity and viscosity that enter the defini-
tion of the Rayleigh number.

To the best of our knowledge, the only available experimental
paper concerned with convection in a rectangular container heated
from below is that by Hwang et al. �14�, who investigated water-
based fluids containing alumina. However, their concern was with
convection well above critical, with Rayleigh numbers of the or-
der 106.

Besides the present paper and those of Tzou �5,6�, the only
analytical investigation of convective instability in nanofluids
known to us is that by Kim et al. �15�. These authors investigate
the variation in properties of the nanofluid that are incorporated in
the definition of the Rayleigh number. Thus, their investigation is
complementary to ours and it is not possible to make any direct
meaningful comparison between them.

There appears to be a discrepancy between our results and Fig.
4�b� in Refs. �5,6�. This figure indicates that the analysis in Refs.
�5,6� leads to the prediction that the critical Rayleigh number is
reduced by a substantial amount in the bottom-heavy case,
whereas our analysis leads to a predicted increase in the value of
the critical Rayleigh number for nonoscillatory instability in this
case. Tzou �5,6� offered no physical explanation for the substan-
tial reduction. Tzou �5,6� used the symbol Le to denote a Lewis
number, divided by the nanoparticle fraction decrement rather
than a regular Lewis number. This means that his parameter Le
tends to infinity as the nanoparticle fraction decrement tends to
zero, i.e., in the limit, as the nanofluid is replaced by a regular
fluid. Accordingly, we hypothesize that it is possible that the so-
lution obtained by Tzou �5,6� may become singular in some sense
in this limit.

5 Conclusions
We have investigated analytically the onset of convection in a

horizontal layer of a nanofluid, using a model for the nanofluid
that incorporates the effects of Brownian motion and thermo-
phoresis, and that allows for LTNE between the particle and fluid
phases. The analysis revealed that in some circumstances, the ef-
fect of LTNE can be significant, but for a typical dilute nanofluid
�with large Lewis number and with large modified fluid-to-particle
heat capacity ratio�, the effect is small.

This provides support to our hypothesis that any enhanced ef-
fective thermal conductivity due to LTNE, as proposed by Vadasz
�10� and explained by him in terms of thermal lagging, is a phe-
nomenon associated with a highly transient situation. Our conclu-
sion is in accord with the results of Zhang and Ma �16�, who
studied conduction with periodic heat flux and found that the ef-
fect of LTNE was important only when the period was short.

Nomenclature
c � nanofluid specific heat at constant pressure

�J/kg K�
cp � specific heat of the nanoparticle material

�J/kg K�
dp � nanoparticle diameter �m�

DB � Brownian diffusion coefficient, given by Eq.
�4� �m2 /s�

DT � thermophoretic diffusion coefficient, given by
Eq. �8� �m2 K /s�

hp � specific enthalpy of the nanoparticle material
�J/kg�

hfp � fluid-particle interphase heat transfer coeffi-
cient �W /m3 K�

H � dimensional layer depth �m�
jp � diffusion mass flux for the nanoparticles, given

by Eq. �3� �kg /m2 s�

jp,T � thermophoretic diffusion, given by Eq. �7�
�kg /m2 s�

k � thermal conductivity of the nanofluid �W/m K�
kB � Boltzmann’s constant �J/K�
kp � thermal conductivity of the particle material

�W/m K�
Le � Lewis number, defined by Eq. �37�
NA � modified diffusivity ratio, defined by Eq. �41�
NB � modified particle-density increment, defined by

Eq. �42�
NH � Nield number, defined by Eq. �43�
p� � pressure �Pa�
p � dimensionless pressure �p�H2 /�	 f�
q � energy flux relative to a frame moving with

the nanofluid velocity v �W /m2�
Ra � thermal Rayleigh–Darcy number, defined by

Eq. �38�
Rm � basic-density Rayleigh number, defined by Eq.

�39�
Rn � concentration Rayleigh number, defined by Eq.

�40�
t� � time �s�
t � dimensionless time �t�	 f /H2�

T� � nanofluid temperature �K�
T � dimensionless temperature �T�−Tc

�� / �Th
�−Tc

��
Tc

� � temperature at the upper wall �K�
Th

� � temperature at the lower wall �K�
�u ,v ,w� � dimensionless velocity components,

�u� ,v� ,w��H /	 f �m/s�
v � nanofluid velocity �m/s�

VT � thermophoretic velocity �m/s�
�x ,y ,z� � dimensionless Cartesian coordinates;

�x� ,y� ,z�� /H ;z is the vertically upward
coordinate

�x� ,y� ,z�� � Cartesian coordinates �m�

Greek
	 f � thermal diffusivity of the fluid, given by Eq.

�28� �m /s2�
�̃ � proportionality factor, given by Eq. �6�
� � modified thermal capacity ratio, defined by Eq.

�44�

 � thermal diffusivity ratio, defined by Eq. �45�
� � viscosity of the fluid �N s /m2�
� � fluid density �kg /m3�

�p � nanoparticle mass density �kg /m3�
�� � nanoparticle volume fraction
� � relative nanoparticle volume fraction

���−�0
�� / ��1

�−�0
��

Superscripts
� � dimensional variable �used from Sec. 3

onwards�
� � perturbation variable

Subscripts
b � basic solution
f � fluid

m � mixture
p � particle
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Spectral Collocation Method for
Transient Combined Radiation
and Conduction in an Anisotropic
Scattering Slab With Graded
Index
The spectral collocation method for transient combined radiation and conduction heat
transfer in a planar participating medium with spatially variable refractive index is
introduced and formulated. The angular dependence of the problem is discretized by
discrete ordinates method and the space dependence is expressed by Chebyshev polyno-
mial and discretized by spectral collocation method. Due to the exponential convergence
of spectral methods, very high accuracy can be obtained even using a small resolution for
present problem. Numerical results in one-dimensional planar slab by Chebyshev collo-
cation spectral-discrete ordinates method (SP-DOM) are compared with those available
data in references. Effects of various parameters such as the variable thermal conduc-
tivity, the scattering albedo, the emissivity of boundary, the conduction-radiation param-
eter, the optical thickness, and the graded index are studied for absorbing, emitting, and
anisotropic scattering medium. The SP-DOM has been found to successfully and effi-
ciently deal with transient combined radiation and conduction heat transfer problem in
graded index medium. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000444�

Keywords: spectral collocation method, radiative heat transfer, graded index, aniso-
tropic scattering, transient combined radiation and conduction

1 Introduction
In graded index medium, the ray goes along a curved path

determined by the Fermat principle. As a result, the solution of
combined radiation and conduction heat transfer in graded index
medium is more difficult than that in uniform index medium. Dur-
ing the past decades, the combined radiation and conduction heat
transfer in graded index medium has evoked wide interest of
many researchers.

After the year 2000, many numerical methods have been pro-
posed to solve combined radiation and conduction heat transfer in
graded index medium. For example, Abdallah and Dez �1� pre-
sented a curved ray-tracing method �CRT�. Xia et al. �2� and
Huang and co-workers �3,4� proposed a combined curved ray-
tracing and pseudosource adding method �CRT-PSA�. Liu et al.
�5� employed a meshless local Petrov–Galerkin approach
�MLPG�. Because of additional mathematical and computational
complexities, the above works did not take into account transient
effects of heat transfer. For combined radiation and conduction
heat transfer in semitransparent medium, transient heat transfer
must be analyzed because semitransparency can cause internal
temperature responses that are much more rapid and have distri-
butions different form those only due to conduction.

Liu and Tan �6� solved the transient coupled heat transfer prob-
lems for a graded index slab with black surfaces and analyze the
transient response caused by pulsed irradiation. Yi et al. �7� ana-
lyzed the effects of graded refractive index on steady and transient
heat transfer in semitransparent slab using ray-tracing/nodal-
analyzing method �RTNAM�. Tan et al. �8� and Yi et al. �9�

adopted RTNAM to solve transient coupled heat transfer in scat-
tering medium with graded refractive index. In Ref. �8�, the re-
fractive index varies continuously along the slab thickness and
both boundary surfaces are specular and semitransparent. In Ref.
�9�, the boundaries are one semitransparent surface and the other
opaque surface. Mishra et al. �10� used a combined Lattice Bolt-
zmann method �LBM� and discrete transfer method �DTM�. In
Ref. �10�, even the cases of variable thermal conductivity and
variable refractive index were considered. Luo et al. �11�, Tan et
al. �12�, and Yi et al. �13� employed RTNAM to solve transient
combined radiation and conduction heat transfer in a scattering
multilayer composite with specular interfaces.

In the field of numerical simulations, it is well known that the
finite element method �FEM� and the finite volume method
�FVM� can provide linear convergence while the spectral methods
can provide exponential convergence �14,15�. Spectral methods
have been widely applied in computational fluid dynamics
�16,17�, electrodynamics �18� and magnetohydrodynamics
�19,20�, etc. While early in 1992, Zenouzi and Yener �21� used the
Galerkin method to solve the radiative part of a radiation and
natural convection combined problem. Later, Kuo et al. �22� made
a numerical comparison for spectral methods and FVM to solve
the radiation and natural convection combined problem and they
concluded that the spectral methods were more accurate. De Ol-
iveira et al. �23� made a combination of spectral method and
Laplace transform to solve radiative heat transfer in isotropic scat-
tering media. Recently, the collocation spectral method for radia-
tive part in stellar modeling was carried out �24�. In the work of
Modest and Yang �25�, the spherical harmonics method was fur-
ther developed to reduce the number of first-order partial differ-
ential equations. Zhao and Liu �26–28� proposed the spectral el-
ement method for radiative heat transfer and coupled radiative and
conductive heat transfer. The authors would like to mention that
the spectral element method is very suitable for irregular geo-
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metrical systems while its accuracy is still lower than that of pure
spectral methods. Li and co-workers �29–32� successfully devel-
oped the Chebyshev collocation spectral method for 1D radiative
heat transfer even with anisotropic scattering medium �29�, 1D
radiative heat transfer in graded index medium �30�, coupled con-
duction and radiation in concentric spherical participating medium
�31�, and combined conduction and radiation in one-dimensional
semitransparent medium with graded index �32�.

In this paper, we extend the spectral collocation method to
solve the transient coupled conduction and radiation heat transfer
in graded index medium. In the following of this paper, the physi-
cal model and governing equations will be presented in the second
section. The SP-DOM formulations for radiative transfer equation
�RTE� and energy equation will be presented in detail in the third
section. The discretized equations, for radiation and conduction
separately, will be simultaneously solved iteratively and the pro-
cess will be described in the fourth section. Validations by typical
case with available numerical results and analysis by the effects of
various parameters are made in the fifth section. Finally, the last
section gives the conclusions.

2 Physical Model and Governing Equations
We consider a problem of transient combined radiation and

conduction heat transfer in one-dimensional semitransparent gray
absorbing, emitting, and anisotropic scattering slab with thickness
L bounded by two opaque, diffuse, and gray walls �see Fig. 1�.
The refractive index n varies along the axial coordinate x. Some
properties such as density �, specific heat cp, extinction coefficient
�, and scattering albedo � are uniform over the slab but the ther-
mal conductivity � of medium varies with temperature. The varia-
tion in thermal conductivity is taken as

� = �0 + a��T − T0� �1�

where �0 is the reference thermal conductivity, a� is the coeffi-
cient of thermal conductivity variation, and T0 is the reference
temperature. The initial temperature of the system is T0. On both
sides of the slab, the emissivities are �W and �E and the tempera-
tures are TW and TE, respectively.

The governing equation for radiative transfer in one-
dimensional graded index medium in term of radiation intensity
�33� can be written as

�
�I�x,��

�x
+ ���1 − �2�

�I�x,��
��

+ �ka + ks − 2����I�x,��

= n2kaIb�x� +
ks

2�
−1

1

I�x,�������,��d�� �2�

with the boundary conditions

I�xW� = �WnW
2 	TW

4



+ 2�1 − �W��

−1

0

I�xW,�������d��, � � 0

�3a�

I�xE� = �EnE
2 	TE

4



+ 2�1 − �E��

0

1

I�xE,�������d��, � � 0

�3b�

where I�x ,�� is the radiation intensity at position x and direction
cosine �, ��=��ln n� /�x is the derivative of refractive index, ka is
the absorption coefficient, ks is the scattering coefficient, Ib�x� is
the blackbody radiation intensity, and 	 is the Stefan–Boltzmann
constant. The anisotropic scattering phase function ���� ,�� is the
F2 phase function given by Eq. �4� with asymmetry factor of
0.66972 �34�.

����,�� = �
j=0

8

CjPj���Pj���� �4�

where Pj are the Legendre polynomials and Cj are specified co-
efficients defined as C0=1.0, C1=2.00917, C3=1.56339, C4
=0.67407, C5=0.04725, C6=0.00671, C7=0.00068, and C8
=0.00005.

From the view of energy conservation, the simplified transient
state energy equation in the system reads

�cp

dT�x,t�
dt

= �
�2T�x,t�

�x2 − ka�4n2	T4�x,t� − 2
�
−1

1

I�x,��d�	
�5�

with the initial and boundary conditions

T�x,0� = T0 �6�

T�xW,t� = TW �7a�

T�xE,t� = TE �7b�
Similar in Ref. �10�, employing dimensionless variables,

namely, dimensionless temperature =T /T0, dimensionless axial
coordinate X=x /L, dimensionless derivative of refractive index
�=�L

−1� �ln n� /�X, dimensionless radiative intensity G
= �
I� / �	T0

4�, conduction-radiation parameter Ncr= ��0�� / �4	T0
3�,

optical thickness �L=�L, scattering albedo �=ks /�, dimension-
less time �= ��0�2t� / ��cp�, and dimensionless coefficient of ther-
mal conductivity a=a�T0 /�0, the set of dimensionless coupled
governing equation for the combined radiation and conduction
problem in graded index medium can be expressed as

�

�L

�G�X,��
�X

+ �
�

��
��1 − �2�G�X,��� + G�X,�� = �1 − ��n24�X�

+
�

2�
−1

1

G�X,�������,��d�� �8�

with the boundary conditions

G�XW,�� = �WnW
2 W

4 + 2�1 − �W��
−1

0

G�XW,�������d��, � � 0

�9a�

G�XE,�� = �EnE
2E

4 + 2�1 − �E��
0

1

G�XE,�������d��, � � 0

�9b�

and

Fig. 1 Physical geometry of slab
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��X,��
��

= �a�X,�� − a + 1�
1

�L
2

�2�X,��
�X2 −

�1 − ��
Ncr

�n24�X,��

−
1

2�
−1

1

G�X,���d��	 �10�

with the initial and boundary conditions

�X,0� = 0 �11�

�XW,t� = W �12a�

�XE,t� = E �12b�

3 Discretization of Governing Equation and Boundary
Conditions Import

3.1 Formulations of Radiative Transfer Equation. The dis-
cretized form of dimensionless RTE is obtained by evaluating Eq.
�8� at each discrete direction and replacing the integral by numeri-
cal quadrature

�m

�L

�Gm�X�
�X

+ �
 �

��
��1 − �2�G�X���

�=�m
+ Gm�X� = �1

− ��n24�X� +
�

2 �
m�=1

M

Gm��x��m�,mwm� �13�

The discrete ordinate representations of the boundary condition,
Eq. �9�, is given by

GW
m = �WnW

2 W
4 + 2�1 − �W� �

�m��0

GW
m���m��wm�, �m � 0

�14a�

GE
m = �EnE

2E
4 + 2�1 − �E� �

�m��0

GE
m���m��wm�, �m � 0

�14b�
The angular derivative term in Eq. �13� is discretized by central

difference scheme �35�, namely,


 �

��
��1 − �2�G�X���

�=�m
�

�m+1/2Gm+1/2 − �m−1/2Gm−1/2

wm

�15�

where Gm+1/2 and Gm−1/2 are angular intensities in the directions
of m+1 /2 and m−1 /2 and the central difference scheme is
adopted to correlate them to the unknown Gm, i.e., Gm

= 1
2 �Gm+1/2+Gm−1/2�. The constants �m+1/2 and �m−1/2 only depend

on the difference scheme and can be determined by the following
recurrence:

�m+1/2 − �m−1/2 = − 2�mwm

�1/2 = �M+1/2 = 0 �16�
Finally, Eq. �13� can be rewritten as

�m

�L

�Gm

�X
+ � �

wmmax��m+1/2,0� +
�

wmmax�− �m−1/2,0� + 1	Gm

=
�

wmmax�− �m+1/2,0�Gm+1 +
�

wmmax��m−1/2,0�Gm−1 + �1

− ��n24 +
�

2 �
m�=1

M

Gm��m�,mwm� �17�

The above equation group �Eq. �17�� for m=1,2 , ¯ ,M will not
be iteratively solved based on discrete ordinates method as the
conventional way in Ref. �33�. In our work, the spectral colloca-
tion method will be used for the spatial discretization. Similar in
Ref. �36�, the strategy of RTE discretization in this article belongs
to the category of so called space-angle decoupling.

First, the mapping of arbitrary interval X� �XW ,XE� to standard
interval s� �−1,1� is needed to fit the requirement of Chebyshev
polynomial

s =
2X − �XW + XE�

XE − XW
, X =

s�XE − XW� + �XW + XE�
2

�18�

After mapping, Eq. �17� becomes

��m

�L
 2

XE − XW
� �

�s
+

�

wmmax��m+1/2,0� +
�

wmmax�− �m−1/2,0�

+ 1	Gm =
�

wmmax�− �m+1/2,0�Gm+1 +
�

wmmax��m−1/2,0�Gm−1

+ �1 − ��n24 +
�

2 �
m�=1

M

Gm��m�,mwm� �19�

The Chebyshev–Gauss–Lobatto collocation points are used for
spatial discretization

si = − cos

i

N
, i = 0,1, ¯ ,N �20�

The Chebyshev approximation of dimensionless radiative inten-
sity reads the following matrix equation:

GN
m�s� = �

k=0

N

Ĝk
mTk�s� �21�

where the coefficients Ĝk
m, k=0,1 , ¯ ,N are determined by re-

quiring GN
m�s� to coincide with Gm�s� at the collocation points si

i=0,1 , ¯ ,N and the Tk�s� is the first kind Chebyshev polyno-
mial. The polynomial of degree N defined by Eq. �21� can be the
Lagrange interpolation polynomial based on the set �si� such as

Gk�s� = �
j=0

N

hj�s�G�sj� �22�

where hj�s� is a function of the first-order derivative of Chebyshev
polynomial and its detail definition and expression can be found in
Ref. �17�.

By substituting Eq. �22� into Eq. �19�, the final discretized form
of Eq. �19� reads

AmGm = Fm �23�

where the elemental expressions Am and Fm are
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Aik
m = �

�m

�L
 2

XE − XW
�Ds,ik

�1� +
�i

wmmax��m+1/2,0� +
�i

wmmax�− �m−1/2,0� + 1, i = k

�m

�L
 2

XE − XW
�Ds,ik

�1� , otherwise� �24a�

Fi
m =

�i

wmmax�− �m+1/2,0�Gi
m+1 +

�i

wmmax��m−1/2,0�Gi
m−1 + �1

− ��n2i
4 +

�

2 �
m�=1

M

Gi
m��m�,mwm� �24b�

where the matrix Ds
�1� is the first-order derivative matrix in s di-

rection corresponding to Chebyshev–Gauss–Lobatto collocation
points and its detailed computation can be originally found in Ref.
�15,31�.

After the boundary conditions Eqs. �14a� and �14b� import, Eq.
�23� becomes

ÃmG̃m = F̃m �25�

where

Ãm = 
 Am�1:N,1:N� , �m � 0

Am�0:N − 1,0:N − 1� , �m � 0
� �26a�

G̃m = 
 Gm�1:N� , �m � 0

Gm�0:N − 1� , �m � 0
� �26b�

F̃m = 
 Fm�1:N� − Am�1:N,0�Gm�0� , �m � 0

F�0:N − 1� − Am�0:N − 1,N�Gm�N� , �m � 0
�

�26c�
From above equations the physical means of the problem

should be clearly understood. For positive direction �m�0, the
radiative intensities on the west surface GW

m corresponding to
above vector element Gm�0� are computed by Eq. �14a� and
should be imported through Eq. �26c� but the radiative intensities
on east surface GE

m corresponding to above vector element Gm�N�
are unknowns. For this situation, a subsquare matrix C̃m with de-
letion of its first row and first column times the unknown vector

G̃m with its first element cancelled constitute the left hand side of
matrix Eq. �25�. For negative direction �m�0, the situation is just
reverse.

3.2 Formulations of Energy Equation. Using the fully im-
plicit time different scheme for Eq. �10�, the temporal discretiza-
tion of energy equation is as follows:

�+�� − �

��
= �a�+�� − a + 1�

1

�L
2

�2�+��

�X2 −
�1 − ��

Ncr
�n2��+���4

−
1

2�
m

M

Gm,�+��wm	 �27�

The fully implicit time difference scheme is unconditionally
stable. Equation �27� can be arranged as

�an+1 − a + 1�
��

�L
2

�2n+1

�X2 −
��

Ncr
�1 − ��n2�n+1�4 − n+1

= − n −
1

2

��

Ncr
�1 − ���

m

M

Gm,n+1wm �28�

Now the remaining discretization of energy Eq. �27� is needed
only in space domain �XW ,XE�. After the mapping of �XW ,XE� to
�−1,1�, Eq. �28� becomes

�an+1 − a + 1� 2

XE − XW
�2��

�L
2

�2n+1

�s2 −
��

Ncr
�1 − ��n2�n+1�4

− n+1 = − n −
1

2

��

Ncr
�1 − ���

m

M

Gm,n+1wm �29�

Employing the Chebyshev collocation spectral method for Eq.
�29� in the same way as it for RTE, we obtain the following matrix
equation:

P = V �30�

where the elemental expressions for P and V are

Pik = ��ai
�,n+1 − a + 1� 2

XE − XW
�2��

�L
2 Ds,ik

�2� −
��

Ncr
�1 − ��ni

2�i
�,n+1�3 − 1, i = k

�ai
�,n+1 − a + 1� 2

XE − XW
�2��

�L
2 Ds,ik

�2� , otherwise� �31a�

Vi = − i
n −

1

2

��

Ncr
�1 − ���

m

M

Gi
m,n+1wm �31b�

where the superscript “ �” of  denotes the last iterative value and
the matrix D�2� �D�2�=D�1��D�1�� is the second-order derivative
matrix corresponding to Chebyshev–Gauss–Lobatto collocation

points.
After the Dirichlet boundary condition �Eq. �12�� import, Eq.

�30� becomes

P̃̃ = Ṽ �32�
where

P̃ = P�1:N − 1,1:N − 1� �33a�
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̃ = �1:N − 1� �33b�

Ṽ = V�1:N − 1� − P�1:N − 1,0��0� − P�1:N − 1,N��N�
�33c�

For the above equation, the temperature on the west surface W
�corresponding to the above vector �0�� and the east surface E

�corresponding to the above vector �N�� are computed by Eq.
�12� and imported by Eq. �33c�.

4 Simultaneous Solution Procedure
The implementation of spectral collocation method for solving

transient coupled conduction and radiation heat transfer problem
in graded index medium can be executed through the following
routine.

Step 1. Choose the resolution �number of collocation points� N
and compute the coordinate values of the nodes; initialize the
radiative intensity field and the temperature field.
Step 2. Prepare to compute the D�1�, D�2�, and A matrices once
for everything.
Step 3. Loop at each time step n=1,2 , ¯ ,Nt.
Step 4. Calculate the matrix Fm; impose the boundary condition

and directly solve the matrix RTE �Eq. �25�� by G̃m

= �Ãm�−1F̃m in each direction.
Step 5. Calculate the P and V matrices; impose the boundary
condition and directly solve the matrix energy equation �Eq.

�32�� by ̃= �P̃�−1Ṽ.
Step 6. Terminate the iteration if the relative maximum absolute
difference in dimensionless radiative intensities for all nodes
and directions or temperature for all nodes is less than the tol-
erance �10−8 for example�, otherwise go back to step 4.
Step 7. If it is not finished on time, go back to step 3 or else, do
postprocessing.

From the formulations and the above routine, the computation
tasks mainly exit in the category of linear algebra. The two most
important steps especially for the matrix equations solving are
steps 4 and 5, which can be executed directly and efficiently while
the other steps are concerned with the assembling of matrices
only.

5 Results and Discussion
In the numerical community, the main superiorities of spectral

methods over different finite methods, FVM and FEM, are their
exponential convergence and high accuracy �15�. In our present
work, we consider transient combined radiation and conduction
heat transfer in graded index medium. In this case, the initial

temperature of the medium is T0=1000 K, the temperatures of
boundary walls are imposed as TW=1000 K and TE=1000 K,
and the thickness of the slab keeps a constant value of 1 cm. In the
next parts of this paper, the dimensionless time step ��=1.0
�10−4 is used and steady-state condition is assumed to have been
achieved while the maximum absolute difference in dimensionless
temperature  at any location between two consecutive time lev-
els does not exceed 1.0�1.0−8.

In Fig. 2, for conduction-radiation parameter Ncr=0.04409, op-
tical thickness �L=1.0, scattering albedo �=0.0, wall emissivities
�W=�E=1.0, and constant thermal conductivity �a=0.0� for
graded index n�x�=1.2+0.6�x /L� and n�x�=1.8−0.6�x /L� indi-
vidually, dimensionless temperature results of SP-DOM are com-
pared with those reported in literature �2�. It is seen that the results
of SP-DOM match very well with those of Xia et al. �2� by CRT-
PSA.

In Table 1, the effects of the number of collocation points and
the number of directions on dimensionless temperature, which
reached the steady-state at five locations of x /X=0.125, 0.250,
0.500, 0.750, and 0.875, are listed for SP-DOM. These results are
shown for optical thickness �L=1.0, scattering albedo �=0.0, wall
emissivities �W=�E=1.0, constant thermal conductivity �a=0.0�,
conduction-radiation parameter Ncr=0.1, and constant graded in-
dex n=1.5. It can be seen that the dimensionless temperature 
does not obviously change when the number of collocation points
is greater than 29. With 29 collocation points, the results of the
different order of SN approximation on  at the five locations are
also listed in Table 1. No significant differences can be observed

Table 1 Effects of the number of collocation points and the number of directions on steady-
state at five locations for �L=1.0, �=0.0, εW=εE=1.0, a=0.0, Ncr=0.1, and n=1.5

Number of
collocation points

Number of
directions

x /X

0.125 0.250 0.500 0.750 0.875

Effect of collocation points
9 S6 1.1704 1.2439 1.3111 1.3560 1.4087
19 S6 1.1704 1.2437 1.3111 1.3563 1.4086
29 S6 1.1704 1.2437 1.3111 1.3563 1.4085
39 S6 1.1704 1.2437 1.3111 1.3563 1.4085

Effect of the angular discretization order
29 S4 1.1693 1.2439 1.3112 1.3558 1.4095
29 S6 1.1704 1.2437 1.3111 1.3563 1.4085
29 S8 1.1706 1.2435 1.3110 1.3563 1.4082
29 S12 1.1706 1.2435 1.3110 1.3563 1.4080

Fig. 2 Comparisons of dimensionless temperature profiles of
SP-DOM with those of CRT-PSA for the cases of n„x…=1.2
+0.6„x /L… and n„x…=1.8−0.6„x /L…
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for S4, S6, S8, and S12 approximations. Therefore, in the following,
we used 29 collocation points for space discretization and S6 ap-
proximation for angular.

In Fig. 3, the effect of variable thermal conductivity with a=
−2.0, 0.0, and 2.0 on dimensionless temperature profile has been
shown in the case of n�x�=1.2+0.6�x /L�, �L=1.0, �=0.0, Ncr

=0.04409, and �W=�E=1.0. It is seen that at �=0.001, the tem-
perature of the medium near the hot boundary increase with the
increasing of thermal conductivity while the temperature of the
medium near the cold boundary decrease. This trend becomes
more obvious with over time. The reason can be explained that for
a=2.0, the thermal conductivity is proportional to the tempera-
ture. For a=−2.0, the phenomenon is just the opposite.

Figure 4 shows the effect of scattering albedo on dimensionless
temperature profile in graded index medium. The results are

shown for n�x�=1.2+0.6�x /L�, �L=1.0, a=0.0, Ncr=0.04409, and
�W=�E=1.0. Compared with the small scattering albedo under the
case of large scattering, the temperature gradient, which is near
the hot boundary becomes larger, and the time to reach steady-
state becomes longer.

In Fig. 5, the effect of emissivity of boundary has been shown
on dimensionless temperature profile under the case of n�x�=1.2
+0.6�x /L�, �L=1.0, a=0.0, �=0.0, and Ncr=0.04409. From Fig.
5, we know that the temperature level of the medium increases
with the increase in emissivity of the hot boundary while in re-
verse, the temperature level of the medium decreases with the
increasing of emissivity of the cold boundary.

In Fig. 6, for n�x�=1.2+0.6�x /L�, �L=1.0, a=0.0, �=0.0, and
�W=�E=1.0, the dimensionless temperature profiles have been
shown for three values of the conduction-radiation parameter Ncr.

Fig. 3 Effect of variable thermal conductivity on dimension-
less temperature profile in linear refractive index medium: „a…
a=−2.0, „b… a=0.0, and „c… a=2.0

Fig. 4 Effect of scattering albedo on dimensionless tempera-
ture profile in graded index medium: „a… �=0.1, „b… �=0.5, and
„c… �=0.9
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It is seen from Fig. 6 that with the increase in conduction-
radiation parameter Ncr , near the hot boundary increases. While
near the cold boundary, an opposite trend is observed. The curve
of  is more linear for higher Ncr. For the conduction dominated
case �Ncr=0.5�, the time to reach steady-state becomes longer.

In Fig. 7, for n�x�=1.2+0.6 sin�
x /L�, a=0.0, �=0.0, and
�W=�E=1.0, the dimensionless temperature profiles have been
shown for different optical thickness �L. As optical thickness in-
creases, the temperature profiles gradually become steep from the
west to the east. The reason is clear, for large optical thickness
��L=5.0 for example� of the medium and the radiation is strongly
attenuated within the medium.

In Fig. 8, keeping other parameters of Fig. 7 is fixed; the effect
of graded index on dimensionless temperature profiles in graded
index is shown. In the case of n�x�=1.2+0.6 sin�
x /L�, the tem-

perature near the cold boundary increase. The situation is opposite
for the temperature near the hot boundary. Thus, the temperature
curves become flat in the middle region. Compare with the case of
n�x�=1.2+0.6 sin�
x /L�, in the case of n�x�=1.8−0.6 sin�
x /L�
and n�x�=1.5, the temperature near the hot boundary increases.
Near the cold boundary, an opposite trend is observed. This trend
becomes obvious over time. This trend owes it to the fact that the
graded index contributes to the nonlinearity. The emitting ability
of medium is proportional to the square of graded index.

6 Conclusions
To avoid the complicated computation of curved ray-tracing,

the spectral collocation method based on discrete ordinates equa-
tion is successfully applied to solve transient combined radiation
and conduction heat transfer problems in semitransparent graded

Fig. 5 Effect of emissivity of boundary on dimensionless tem-
perature profile in graded index medium: „a… εW=1.0, εE=0.1;
„b… εW=0.1, εE=0.1; and „c… εW=0.1, εE=1.0

Fig. 6 Effect of conduction-radiation parameter on dimension-
less temperature profile in graded index medium: „a… Ncr=0.02,
„b… Ncr=0.1, and „c… Ncr=0.5
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index medium. The angular dependent radiative intensity is dis-
cretized by DOM and the spatial dependent radiative intensity and
temperature are expressed by Chebyshev polynomial and dis-
cretized by spectral collocation method. The results of the SP-
DOM are compared with those available data in literatures for
variable refractive index. The comparisons indicate that the SP-
DOM has a good accuracy and efficiency even using only 29
nodes and six directions of the SN approximation. Effects of vari-
able thermal conductivity parameter, scattering albedo, emissivity
of boundary, conduction-radiation parameter, optical thickness,
and refractive index on transient thermal behavior are also stud-
ied.
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Nomenclature
a � dimensionless coefficient of thermal con-

ductivity variation
a� � variable thermal conductivity parameter
A � matrix defined in Eq. �23�
Ã � matrix defined in Eq. �25�
cp � specific heat of medium, J Kg−1 K−1

D�1� � the first-order derivative matrix
D�2� � the second-order derivative matrix

F � matrix defined in Eq. �23�
F̃ � matrix defined in Eq. �25�
G � dimensionless radiative intensity

Ĝ � coefficients for spectral approximation in
Eq. �21�

Fig. 7 Effect of optical thickness on dimensionless tempera-
ture profile in graded index medium: „a… �L=0.2, „b… �L=1.0, and
„c… �L=5.0

Fig. 8 Effect of graded index on dimensionless temperature
profile: „a… n„x…=1.2+0.6 sin„�x /L…, „b… n„x…=1.5, and „c… n„x…
=1.8−0.6 sin„�x /L…
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hj � function of the first-order derivative of
Chebyshev polynomial

I � radiative intensity, W m−2 sr−1

Ib � blackbody radiative intensity, W m−2 sr−1

ka � absorption coefficient, m−1

ks � scattering coefficient, m−1

L � slab thickness, m
M � the direction number
� � density of medium, Kg m−3

	 � Stefan–Boltzmann constant, W m−2 K−4

� � scattering albedo
� � scattering phase function
�L � optical thickness
n � refractive index
N � total number of solution nodes

Ncr � conduction-radiation parameter
P � matrix defined in Eq. �30�
P̃ � matrix defined in Eq. �32�
V � matrix defined in Eq. �30�
Ṽ � matrix defined in Eq. �32�
s � standard Gauss–Lobatto points
T � temperature, K

wm � weight corresponding to the direction m
x � axial coordinate, m
X � dimensionless axial coordinate

Greek Symbols
� � Coefficient defined in Eq. �15�
� � extinction coefficient, m−1

� � dimensionless derivative of graded index
�� � derivative of graded index
� � emissivity

 � dimensionless temperature
� � thermal conductivity, W m−1 K−1

� � direction cosine
� � dimensionless time, �=��2t

Subscripts
i , j ,k � solution node index

0 � reference
E ,W � east, west

Superscripts
m ,m� ,m�1 /2 � angular direction of radiation

n � time step
� � the last iterative value
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This study explores the use of a thermal wave approach for flow
field measurement applications, such as flow diagnostics near sur-
faces and in microfluidic systems. The basic mathematical char-
acteristics of the governing equations of heat convection, with
periodic heating boundary conditions in steady flow, are discussed
and the validity of applying the complex combination method to
this problem is illustrated. A scaling analysis of a two-
dimensional thermal wave configuration with a linear velocity
profile is performed to provide important insights into this type of
heat transfer phenomena. A two-dimensional conjugate heat
transfer model is developed and solved numerically with a finite
difference method to demonstrate an example of imposing a ther-
mal wave onto a flow field. The simulation results show that the
temperature signal, especially the phase information, can be used
for the measurement of flow properties near the surface, such as
the wall shear stress. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3194758�

Keywords: convection, periodic boundary conditions, complex
combination, phase shift

1 Introduction
The thermal wave concept is a heat transfer phenomenon de-

scribing how temperature fluctuations propagate inside a material
domain. Historically, the concept has been exploited to determine
thermal properties of thin films in semiconductor devices �1–3�.
The study of thermal properties of solid materials using thermal
wave concepts can be traced back to Angstrom’s method of mea-
suring the thermal diffusivity of metals �4�. In most of the studies,
a periodic heating source in the material domain, or a periodic
heating flux at the boundaries, generates a temperature oscillation
that propagates into the domain. The basic heat conduction equa-
tion is solved and the measured temperature signal can then be
matched to the solution to determine the thermal properties of the
sample. The complex combination method is a powerful math-
ematical tool to find the sustained part of the solution which is of
the most importance in many cases �5�.

Flow fields with well-structured velocity profiles are very com-
mon in many science and technology applications, and of engi-
neering significance. For example, the universal law of the wall
describes the structure of the turbulent boundary layer with finite
wall shear stress. Due to the ultimate domination of the viscous
force in the flow regime right next to the wall, a linear velocity
profile exists in the so-called viscous sublayer �6�. Another ex-

ample concerns microfluidic technology. The small channel size in
microfluidic systems implies a low Reynolds number flow, and in
turn the flow behavior can be well-defined. Here we are interested
in a class of convection heat transfer problems with a periodic
heating flux at the boundary of a steady flow field. Also, the fluid/
thermal transport and thermodynamic properties are assumed to
be independent of the temperature field in some narrow tempera-
ture range. This class of heat transfer phenomena could have ex-
tensive engineering applications, such as flow diagnostics near
surfaces and in microfluidic systems.

In light of the above discussion, this work introduces the con-
cept of thermal wave into the study of convection heat transfer
problems. Discussion about linearity and homogeneity of the ba-
sic mathematical formulation of the problem shows the validity of
using superposition and the complex combination method. A scal-
ing analysis of a two-dimensional thermal wave configuration
with a linear velocity profile is performed to provide important
insights about this type of heat transfer phenomenon. A two-
dimensional conjugate heat transfer simulation demonstrates the
potential of using the thermal wave approach to detect important
flow properties, such as the velocity gradient at the wall or the
wall shear stress.

2 Equations
Linearity of the governing equations implies that superposition

can be used to solve complicated heat transfer problems by sepa-
rating the original problem into several simple subproblems �5�.
The final solution can be synthesized by superimposing those so-
lutions of the subproblems together. This will expedite the process
of solving complex engineering problems and help identify the
critical information in signal processing and data analysis.

Variation in parameters can be employed to solve heat conduc-
tion problems with periodic boundary conditions and source terms
�5�. If the governing equations and boundary conditions are linear,
the solution can be decoupled into two parts: a sustained part and
a transient part. The transient part will approach a steady-state
solution as time progresses and have no effect on the sustained
part. Although this method can provide a complete solution, the
process to obtain the whole solution is complicated. The so-called
complex combination method is normally employed to find only
the sustained solution if the transient part of the solution is of little
engineering interest.

The complex combination method assumes the solution format
based on the mathematical properties of the governing equation
and the boundary conditions �5�. There are two conditions for
using this method: the governing equation and the boundary con-
ditions must be linear and the problem needs to be entirely homo-
geneous except for the periodic terms. A new problem in complex
form is constructed to eliminate the transient term in the differen-
tial equation. Superposition is normally employed to ensure the
condition of homogeneity by isolating the subproblem with only
the periodic boundary condition from the whole problem.

Historically, the above theories and methods have been devel-
oped for heat conduction. The convection problems are far more
complex due to the nonlinear terms in the energy governing equa-
tions, such as the velocity term. However, in some simple flow
patterns with constant thermal properties, the mathematical meth-
ods outlined above, such as superposition and complex combina-
tion could be used to simplify this type of heat convection prob-
lem.

With no internal heat generation or viscous dissipation, the gen-
eral three-dimensional convection heat transfer equation with con-
stant thermal properties can be written as

k� �2T

�x2 +
�2T

�y2 +
�2T

�z2 � = �cp� �T

�t
+ u

�T

�x
+ v

�T

�y
+ w

�T

�z
� �1�

where k is the thermal conductivity, cp is the heat capacity, and �
is the density of the liquid. All the material properties are assumed
to be constant throughout this work. The variables u=u�x ,y ,z�,
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v=v�x ,y ,z�, and w=w�x ,y ,z� are the velocity components in the
x, y, and z directions, respectively. The velocity components are
functions of position only and independent of temperature and
time. Therefore, the energy equation is decoupled from the known
velocity field.

Since our goal is to explore the possibility of applying the com-
plex combination method to convection, the simplest problem
with an essential convection component will be addressed in this
work. With the above linear governing equation, we assume that
there is only one boundary condition which will be nonhomoge-
neous, that of a pure sinusoidal function. Based on the above
discussion, the complex combination method can be applied and
the solution is assumed to have the following form:

T�x,y,z,t� = Tnew�x,y,z�ei�t �2�

where � is the frequency of the periodic boundary condition and
i is the complex constant. Upon substituting Eq. �2� into Eq. �1�,
the differential equation can be written as

k� �2T

�x2 +
�2T

�y2 +
�2T

�z2 � = �cp�i�T + u
�T

�x
+ v

�T

�y
+ w

�T

�z
� �3�

Note that Tnew is changed back to T again for simplicity be-
cause we will always deal with the complex T in the following
development.

Equation �3� is the new governing equation without the tran-
sient term and, instead, a complex source term replaces the time
derivative of temperature. Compared with Eq. �1�, this equation
can yield to a numerical solution in a straightforward manner.
Several points about this equation deserve our attention. First, the
dependent variable—temperature, is a complex number, which
contains both magnitude and phase information. Second, this
equation is still linear and the solutions at different frequencies
can be decoupled from one another. Third, the solution of the
above equation will be only the sustained part of the total solution.
In real engineering practice, the dynamic response of the system
needs to be examined carefully because the temperature signal
measured could contain some frequency components generated
from the transient terms.

3 Scaling Analysis: An Example
A scaling analysis can reduce the number of variables and pa-

rameters of the problem and provide insight into the physics of
heat transfer phenomena. To explain the basic principle of this
study, a two-dimensional flow field with a linear velocity profile
on a flat plate will be considered, as shown in Fig. 1. A periodic
heat flux is applied on the wall between two specified x-locations.

The important assumptions of the flow field are �i� the velocity
component in the y direction, v, is zero and �ii� the velocity com-
ponent in the x direction, u, is a linear function of y, or u=cy, with
c as the velocity gradient and a constant value. The two-
dimensional convection heat transfer governing equation of this
flow field will be written as

k� �2T

�x2 +
�2T

�y2� = �cp� �T

�t
+ cy

�T

�x
� �4�

The boundary conditions of this problem can be assumed to be
homogeneous by setting the temperature or temperature gradient
at the boundaries to zero except that at the heating area. Therefore,
the complex combination method converts the governing equation
to

�� �2T

�x2 +
�2T

�y2� = i�T + cy
�T

�x
�5�

The first step of the scaling analysis is to normalize the differ-
ential equation. The scales of temperature, x length and y length,
are marked with a star superscript and the normalized tempera-
ture, x length and y length, are designated with a bar as follows:

T = T�T̄, x = x�x̄, y = y�ȳ

Based on the conventional theory of the thermal wave method
�5�, the length scale can be chosen as the penetration depth of the
thermal wave. This so-called penetration depth is developed in
transient heat conduction analysis and is a characteristic length
that indicates how far the wave, or the temperature oscillations,
travels before decaying to a negligible level.

x� = y� = ��/� �6�
The governing equation in the dimensionless form will become

�2T̄

� x̄2 +
�2T̄

� ȳ2 = iT̄ +
c

�
ȳ

�T̄

� x̄
�7�

A new nondimensional number is found in Eq. �7�, which is the
ratio between the flow velocity gradient and the operating fre-
quency. It is instructive to examine how different values of the
nondimensional number c /� lead to different solutions.

If c /� approaches zero, the second term on the right side of the
equation will vanish. The governing equation is reduced to the
pure heat conduction model. In other words, under this situation,
the system will not contain any information about the flow veloc-
ity gradient c. When c /� is much larger than unity, the complex
term in the equation can be ignored and the governing equation
will be approximated as the conventional heat convection model
with a constant heat flux on the wall �7�. No phase information
about the temperature signal will be present in the solution.

Only when c /� is of the same order as unity will the system
contain the information on both the complex term and the convec-
tion term. Therefore, the relationship between the velocity gradi-
ent and the temperature signal, especially the phase part, can be
established. Another reasonable prediction will be that the tem-
perature signal shall be more sensitive to change in the velocity
gradient if the operating frequency is lower.

One important aspect of this heat transfer phenomena is the
amplitude of the temperature signal. Scaling analysis about the
heating flux boundary condition will be able to provide some in-
sight about the temperature amplitude. For example, the heating
flux boundary condition can be written as

q = − k� �T

�y
�

x,y=0

= q0 sin��t� �8�

By substituting the penetration depth of thermal wave as our
length scale into the above boundary condition equation, the scale
for temperature is

T� =
q0

k
��

�
�9�

The above formula suggests that the temperature amplitude de-
creases with the increase in the exciting frequency in a square root
relation. This provides a guideline for choosing the operating fre-
quency and the magnitude of the heating flux in engineering de-
sign.

Fig. 1 Schematic of scaling analysis
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4 Simulation Results: An Example
In order to illustrate the potential application of the above

theory and gain a basic understanding about this heat transfer
problem, a wall shear stress measurement design is proposed and
a two-dimensional conjugate heat transfer model is developed and
solved numerically. As shown in Fig. 2�a�, the computational do-
main is divided into two regions. Region one is a silicon dioxide
solid domain. Region two is a water liquid domain with a linear
velocity profile. The values of thermal properties are constant and
taken from a standard reference �8�. Another assumption is the
zero thermal resistance at the solid/liquid interface, which ensures
the homogeneity at the interface. A schematic of the sensor design
is illustrated in Fig. 2�b�. The heater is a metal strip, 4 �m wide
and 2 �m thick. The distance between the heater and the solid
surface, d, is 2 �m, and the distance between the center of the
heater and the temperature sensor, l, is 6 �m. With the use of
current microfabrication technology, a temperature sensor with
thermally negligible size could be easily fabricated. Therefore, a
perfect temperature sensor is assumed in this study even though
the thermal properties of the sensor material can be very different
from that of the substrate. The sizes of the computational domain,
L, H1, and H2, are set to be large enough so that the temperature
signals near the boundaries will decay to zero.

The temperatures at the boundaries are all set to zero. The heat-
ing source is applied to the heater under the interface as shown in
Fig. 2�b� and can be expressed as Eq. �9�.

A standard finite difference discretization scheme is employed
to solve the above differential equations. The nodes at the solid/
liquid interface need special treatment. At the interface, the upper
half of the computation cell is assigned to be the liquid domain
and the lower half is the solid domain. In the discretized energy
conservation equation, the thermal properties in the x direction are
the mean values of those of the two materials and no adjustment is
required in the y direction. The total nodal numbers in the x and y
directions are 200 and 200, respectively.

In this study, two operating frequencies, 200 Hz and 400 Hz,

are used and the velocity gradient varies from 2000 l/s to 10000
l/s. The right side of Fig. 3 shows that the magnitude of the tem-
perature signal decreases with the increasing of the velocity gra-
dient. The left side of Fig. 3 shows how the phase shift of the
temperature signal varies with the change in the velocity gradient.
For both operating frequencies, the phase shift increases with the
velocity gradient and demonstrates good sensitivity. At low fre-
quencies, the phase shift shows a stronger dependence on the
velocity gradient, as does the magnitude. This trend from the nu-
merical results is consistent with the predictions of the scaling
analysis. Not presented in the figures, simulations also indicate
that the sensitivity of the phase shift to the velocity gradient in-
creases when the sensor moves away from the heater. However,
the temperature magnitude declines rapidly in space and puts a
limit on the distance between the heater and the sensor. Another
important fact is that the magnitude signal is related to the energy
storage mechanism in the heat transfer system and proportional to
the heating flux. However, the phase information is independent
of the heating flux and provides additional flexibility in the sensor
design.

5 Conclusions
This paper examines the heat convection problem with periodic

boundary conditions in steady flows and demonstrates how to
simplify the governing equations by using complex combination.
The scaling analysis of a two-dimensional heat convection con-
figuration with a linear velocity profile provides some important
insights about the basic physics of this problem. A wall shear
stress measurement design based on the thermal wave concept is
proposed and a two-dimensional conjugate heat transfer simula-
tion is conducted. Linearity and locality of this class of heat trans-
fer systems suggest that the experimental validation studies could
be very simple, especially with current microfabrication technol-
ogy. Utilization of this type of thermal signal in small scale stud-

Fig. 3 Temperature magnitude „right… and phase shift „left… versus velocity gradient

Fig. 2 Schematic of wall shear stress measurement design: „a… computa-
tion domain and „b… sensor design schematic
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ies should have extensive engineering applications in science and
technology, such as flow diagnostics near surfaces and in micro-
fluidic systems.
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In the present study, an analytical solution for 2D vapor flow in
flat plate heat pipes is presented. The governing equations are
solved analytically using the homotopy perturbation method, and
numerically using the finite volume method, based on collocated
grids. The analytical results are obtained for nondimensional ve-
locity profiles and axial pressures distribution along the entire
length of the heat pipe, and compared with the numerical ones. It
is shown that there is a relatively small difference of about 1% in
the worst case between the analytical and numerical results. Fur-
thermore, the effects of the Reynolds number and the ratio of
condenser to evaporator lengths on the flow variables are
discussed. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000448�

Keywords: flat plate heat pipe, vapor flow, laminar and
incompressible, homotopy perturbation method, numerical
method

1 Introduction
Flat plate heat pipes �FPHPs� are effective heat transfer devices

in many industrial applications such as electronic cooling �1,2�.
They also find applications in spacecraft radiator segments �3,4�
and in the thermal management in the irradiation facility for boron
neutron capture therapy �5–9�.

Vafai et al. �5� investigated the liquid and vapor flows, as well
as the overall performance of an asymmetrical aluminum-D2o
FPHP, analytically. Zhu and Vafai �7� carried out a 3D analytical
study, and for the first time, a 3D numerical study for the steady
incompressible vapor and liquid flows in an asymmetrical FPHP.
The results show that for a vapor channel with width to height
ratio greater than 2.5, the 2D study of vapor flow is a good ap-
proximation of the 3D study. In their second paper �8�, they de-
veloped an analytical model to predict the transient thermal be-
havior of asymmetrical flat plate and disk shaped heat pipes
during the startup process. Wang and Vafai �9� developed two
transient 1D analytical models for simulating the transient thermal
performance of FPHPs in startup and shutdown operations.

Xuan et al. �10� experimentally and numerically studied the
performance of a FPHP with a narrow vapor chamber. Chen et al.
�11� developed a simplified and efficient 3D linear model to study
the transient response of FPHPs. Sonan et al. �12� presented an

analytical approach to determine the transient performance of a
FPHP subjected to heating with multiple electronic components.

Experimental investigations on FPHPs were conducted by some
researchers. Thomson et al. �3� performed experiments to investi-
gate the application of FPHPs in cooling of high power amplifiers
for communication satellites. Koito et al. �13� carried out an ex-
perimental and numerical analysis of heat transfer in FPHPs with
a single axisymmetric heat source. Boukhanouf et al. �14� experi-
mentally investigated the performance of a FPHP using an IR
thermal imaging camera. Other numerical simulations and experi-
mental investigations on FPHPs can be found in Refs. �15–18�.

Homotopy perturbation method �HPM� is one of the well-
known, novel, and recent methods to solve large variety of linear
and nonlinear problems. This method was established in 1999 by
He �19–23� and was successfully applied to solve many types of
linear and nonlinear problems in science and engineering by many
authors �24–27�. A complete review is available in Ref. �20�.
HPM is a combination of the perturbation and homotopy method.

In the present work, a closed form solution is obtained for the
study of vapor flow in flat plat heat pipes using HPM, and its
accuracy and validity has been checked at various Reynolds num-
bers. The results are compared with numerical ones and have
shown very good agreement �less than 1% difference� for all com-
pared cases.

2 Mathematical Modeling and Governing Equations
A FPHP, as shown in Fig. 1, usually consists of two parts:

evaporator or heat addition section, and condenser or heat rejec-
tion section. In the present analysis, we assume that the values of
Qe and Qc are constant, however, the evaporator and condenser
lengths are variables.

Based on Zhu and Vafai’s �7� observations, for the vapor chan-
nel with width to height ratio greater than 2.5, 2D analysis is
valid. Thus, in this study, it is assumed that the distance between
two adjacent vertical wicks is sufficiently large that it can also be
assumed that the heat pipe has no vertical wick.

Evaporation and condensation phenomena are also modeled as
uniform injection and suction of vapor at the liquid-vapor inter-
face in the evaporator and condenser sections, respectively. The
dimensionless governing equations for conservation of mass,
x-momentum, and y-momentum are

�U

�X
+

�V

�Y
= 0 �1�

U
�U

�X
+ V

�U

�Y
= −

�P

�X
+

Reh

Rel
2

�2U

�X2 +
1

Reh

�2U

�Y2 �2�

Reh
2

Rel
2�U

�V

�X
+ V

�V

�Y
� = −

�P

�Y
+

Reh
3

Rel
4

�2V

�X2 +
Reh

Rel
2

�2V

�Y2 �3�

where

X =
x

L
�4a�

Y =
y

h
�4b�

P =
p

�ul
2 �4c�

U =
u

ul
�4d�

V =
v
v1

�4e�
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ul =
L

h
v1 �4f�

� =
v2

v1
=

1

1 + 2�
�4g�

Reh =
�v1h

�
�4h�

Rel =
�u1h

�
�4i�

� =
Lc

Le
�4j�

v1 and v2 are the vapor injection and suction velocities in evapo-
rator and condenser sections, which are related to each other by
applying the conservation of mass in the entire length of the heat
pipe

v1 =
Qe

�Lehfg
, v2 =

Qc

��2Lc + Le�hfg
,

v2

v1
=

Le

�2Lc + Le�
�5�

� and � are the suction to injection velocities ratio and the con-
denser to evaporator lengths ratio, respectively. The boundary
conditions for Eqs. �1�–�3� are

U�0,y� =
�V

�x
�0,y� = 0 �6a�

U�1,y� = V�1,y� = 0 �6b�

U�x,0� = U�x,1� = 0 �6c�

V�x,0� = − � �6d�

V�x,1� = �− 1 0 � X �
1

1 + �

�
1

1 + �
� X � 1� �6e�

3 Method of Solution
The governing equations are transformed to a nonlinear ODE

by using an appropriate change of variable based on the conser-
vation of mass equation. A homotopy perturbation method is used
to solve the nonlinear ODE for the evaporator and nearly similar
equations for the condenser sections along with their associated
boundary conditions �22�.

Furthermore, the governing equations of vapor flow with cor-
responding boundary conditions are solved numerically using the
finite volume method based on a collocated grid system. The dis-
cretized equations are solved using SIMPLE algorithm �28�, and the
QUICK scheme is employed to discretize the convections term and
the central difference scheme for diffusion terms. The systems of
discretized equations are solved using the algebraic multigrid
method �29�.

4 Results and Discussion
Figure 2�a� shows dimensionless velocity profiles at the evapo-

rator section for different condenser to evaporator lengths ratios. It
can be seen that the maximum velocity at a given location in the
evaporator section increases by increasing condenser to evapora-
tor lengths ratios. This is due to the fact that for a given and
constant input heat flux, smaller evaporator length causes higher
injection velocity at the evaporator section. Figure 2�b� shows
dimensionless velocity profiles at the evaporator section for dif-
ferent Reynolds numbers. It can be seen that the velocity profile
changes smoothly by increasing the Reynolds number from 1 to 9.
The velocity maxima in the evaporator part of the heat pipe have
been shifted toward the bottom wick, which causes the shear
stress at the bottom wall to increase and the top wall to decrease.

Figure 3�a� shows the dimensionless pressure distributions
along the FPHP at Reynolds numbers 1 to 9 for �=2. It can be
seen that dimensionless pressure drop decreases by increasing the
Reynolds number. Figure 3�b� shows the dimensionless pressure
distributions along the FPHP at Reynolds numbers 1 to 9 for �
=4.5. It can be seen that dimensionless pressure drop decreases by
increasing the Reynolds number less than the case �=2 in Fig.
3�a�.

A comparison between calculated dimensionless velocity pro-
files for different orders and numerical ones show that the analyti-
cal results obtained from the HPM for fourth and sixth order
solutions are very close together and to the numerical one. There-

Fig. 1 Schematic of flat plate heat pipe sections and vapor
and liquid flows

Fig. 2 „a… The effect of evaporator to condenser lengths ratio on the dimen-
sionless velocity profiles at the evaporator section at X=0.1. „b… The effect
of Reynolds number on the dimensionless velocity profiles at the evapora-
tor section at X=0.09090.
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fore, the sixth order solution provides acceptable accuracy and it
was used to obtain analytical velocity profiles and pressure distri-
butions throughout this paper.

5 Conclusion
Two-dimensional vapor flow in FPHPs has been studied ana-

lytically using the HPM and compared with the numerical results
of a finite volume code at low Reynolds numbers �less than 10�. It
has been shown that there is a very good agreement between the
analytical and numerical results. It has been shown that with the
increase in the Reynolds number, the pressure drop at FPHP de-
creases, and the velocity maxima in the evaporator part of heat
pipe are shifted toward the bottom wick. As well as, for Reynolds
numbers less than 10, the pressure in the condenser section de-
creases.

Nomenclature
h � heat pipe height

hfg � heat of vaporization
Qc � heat rejection at the condenser section
Qe � heat addition at the evaporator section
L � heat pipe length

Le � evaporator length
Lc � condenser length
p � vapor pressure
P � dimensionless vapor pressure

Re � Reynolds number
u � vapor velocity component in the x direction
U � dimensionless vapor velocity component in x

direction
v � vapor velocity component in the y direction
V � dimensionless vapor velocity component in the

y direction
x � horizontal coordinate
X � dimensionless horizontal coordinate
y � vertical coordinate
Y � dimensionless vertical coordinate

Greek Symbols
� � suction to injection velocities ratio
� � condenser to evaporator lengths ratio
� � vapor viscosity
� � vapor density

Subscripts
c � condenser
e � evaporator

ini � initial guess
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A closed form approximate solution has been obtained for the
transient temperature distribution in a hollow cylinder with a lin-
ear variation in thermal conductivity with temperature. The
boundary conditions considered are convective heating (Newton’s
law) at the exposed inner surface and adiabatic outer surface. The
solution is obtained using the method of optimal linearization,
with the initial solution given by the integral method. The nonlin-
ear analytical solution is shown to compare well with the finite
difference solution. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000471�
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1 Introduction
The thermal design of heat sink rocket nozzles requires the

transient temperature distribution in the finite cylindrical wall sub-
jected to heating by Newton’s law at the exposed surface and
negligible heat loss from the outer. Similar situations arise in
many other heating and cooling applications. Because of the high
temperature range involved and considerable variation in thermal
conductivity with temperature for the commonly employed mate-
rials, the customary assumption of constant average property can
lead to significant inaccuracies in the desired wall thickness. It is,
therefore, essential that the variation in thermal conductivity is
taken into account in the thermal analysis.

The earliest heat conduction solution involving variable con-
ductivity is that of Yang �1� for the case of a semi-infinite slab
subjected to a constant surface temperature, which considers suc-
cessive approximation �iteration� following Boltzmann �similar-
ity� transformation �2�. Many approximate analytical solutions for
the transient conduction with variable thermal conductivity have
been reported for the relatively simple geometry of a finite slab.
For example, a simple closed form approximate solution for a
transient conduction in a finite slab with a linear variation in con-
ductivity with temperature has been reported by the author �3�,
published under a different name �K. Mastanaiah; see Acknowl-
edgment�. The solution has been obtained using the method of
optimal linearization �4� with the initial solution for the constant
conductivity case determined by Goodman’s integral method �5�
with a parabolic profile for the temperatures. Lin �6� obtained a
solution for the finite slab with temperature-dependent thermal
conductivity by using the orthogonal collocation method, with the
spatial derivatives in the energy equation approximated by an or-
thogonal polynomial. As indicated by Meyer �7�, the equivalent
slab treatment would not be valid for the thickness to radius ratio
exceeding 0.2, which is the case in the vicinity of the throat region
of a rocket nozzle, and will always give conservative estimate for
temperatures in the cylindrical structure.

Nonlinear heat conduction with temperature-dependent thermal
conductivity continues to be of interest. Mishra and Pavan Kumar
�8� treated hyperbolic conduction �non-Fourier effect� and radia-
tion in a planar participating medium with temperature-dependent
thermal conductivity and pulse type internal heat source by using
the lattice Boltzmann method in conjunction with the finite vol-
ume procedure for radiative calculations. Transient heat transfer in
a partially cooled cylindrical rod �with temperature-dependent
thermal conductivity� was numerically �finite differences� investi-
gated by Agbezuge �9� for application to the cooling of spent
nuclear fuel rods with uniform internal heat generation.

With regard to the hollow cylinder, Lin and Chen �10� treated a
composite hollow cylinder with variable thermal conductivity
through the application of Laplace transforms in conjunction with
the finite difference or finite element method, with linearization by
means of Taylor series. Chen and Ozisik �11� considered the prob-
lem of a hollow cylinder by means of a variational method in
conjunction with the finite difference discretization. It is the intent
of this note to present a simple closed form approximate solution
for the transient temperature distribution in a finite hollow cylin-
der with a linear variation in thermal conductivity with tempera-
ture. This article is based primarily on the author’s work �12�.

2 Analysis
A schematic of the hollow cylinder configuration is displayed in

Fig. 1. Since the region considered is finite, the proposed solution
will be treated in two time domains �2�: early-time domain �when
the penetration depth or the so-called thermal layer is less than the
cylinder wall thickness� and large-time domain �when the penetra-
tion depth equals or exceeds the wall thickness�. Note that the
penetration depth loses its significance when it exceeds the wall
thickness �2�.

2.1 Semi-infinite Domain „t� t�…. This is the early-time do-
main in which the outer surface remains at the initial temperature.
With the usual assumptions �one-dimensional heat flow, constant
thermophysical properties other than conductivity, and so on�, and
following nondimensionalization and transformation R=ln�r /r1�,
the equations to be solved are:

��

�t
= e−2R �

�R
�K���

��

�R
�, 0 � R � s,t � 0 �1a�

��

�R
= B1���R,t� − 1�, R = 0 �1b�

���,t� = 0 �1c�

��R,0� = 0 �1d�
The above transformation reduces Eqs. �1a�–�1d� to an equivalent
slab form, thus affording simplification. This logarithmic transfor-
mation for cylindrical regions is considered by Lardner and Pohle
�13�.

We now seek to find the solution of Eqs. �1a�–�1d� by using the
method of optimal linearization first introduced by West �14� for
nonlinear problems, and later applied to heat transfer problems in
Ref. �4�. The initial solution �=� for the constant conductivity
case is obtained with the aid of the integral method with a para-
bolic profile assumed for temperatures. The details are, however,
not presented here, and for the basic principle of optimal linear-
ization the method in Ref. �4� may be consulted. Briefly the
method involves the following key steps. Consider the equation

��

�t
= e−2R�

�2�

�R2 , 0 � R � s,t � 0 �2a�

where � is an adjustable parameter, so that Eq. �2a� approximates
Eq. �1a� in an optimal sense. This parameter �opt is obtained from
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�I���/�� = 0 �2b�

where

I��� =�
0

t�
0

R

�2��,�,
��

�R
,
�2�

�R2	dRdt �2c�

The quantity � refers to the difference between Eqs. �2a� and
�1a�, and is expressed by

� = e2R
�
�2�

�R2 −
�

�R
�K���

��

�R
�� = e2R��

�2�

�R2 −
dK���

d�
� ��

�R
	2

− K���
�2�

�R2� �2d�

The final solution for the nonlinear case is expressed as

��R,t� = � B2

��2 + B2����� − R�2, 0 � R � � �3a�

where � is given by the implicit relations

3t�opt =�
0

�
x2�4 + B2x�

�2 + B2x��1 − e−2x�
dx �3b�

B2 = B1/�opt �3c�

�opt = 1 +
3	

8 �
0

t
a0

3

�6 �1 − e−4� − 4� + 8�2�dt/�
0

t
a0

2

�4 �1 − e−4��dt

�3d�

a0 = B1�/�2 + B1�� �3e�

Also

t� =
1

3�opt
��

0

s
x2�4 + B2x�

�2 + B2x��1 − e−2x�
dx� �3f�

where t� corresponds to the time when the penetration depth �
=s.

The quantity � has to be determined from Eqs. �3b�–�3e�, in-
volving numerical integrations. This requires an iterative process,
where for any given time we start with an assumed value of �.
Iteration is continued until the convergence in � is achieved.

2.2 Finite Domain „t� t�…. This time domain is of impor-
tance in many practical situations. Here the boundary condition at
the outer surface will be

��

�R
�R,t� = 0, R = s �4�

instead of Eq. �1c�, which applies for the case of the early-time
domain. The initial solution of the constant property case is again
determined by the integral method, and optimal linearization is
once again carried out. The resulting solution for the nonlinear
problem is expressed by

��R,t� = 1 − �2/�2 + B2s���1 + B2R − B2R2/2s�exp��− B1/
2�s��t

− t��� �5�

B2 = B1/�opt �6�

�opt = 1 + 	 +
	

8s�2 + B1s��1 − e−4s�
��8B1s2 + 16s − 3B1�e−4s

+ 16s2B1 − 12sB1 + 3B1 − 16s�
�E3 − 1�
�E2 − 1�

�7�

E = exp�− B1�t − t��/
1�s�� �8�


1�s� = 1
8 �e2s�4 + 2B1s − B1/s� − 4 + 2B1 + B1/s� �9�

and


2�s� = 1
8 �e2s�4 + 2B2s − B2/s� − 4 + 2B2 + B2/s� �10�

3 Results and Discussion
Figure 2 displays the temperature distributions in a finite hol-

low cylinder with B1=6.61 and r2 /r1=1.3 �r1=0.18 m� at �
=10 s, 30 s, and 80 s with the parameter 	=+0.5 and �0.5. For
convenience, the temperature distributions are presented as func-
tions of the variable  defined by

 = �r − r1�/�r2 − r1� �11�

The dimensional value of t� �which corresponds to the time for
which the physical penetration depth of 0.054 m equal to the
thickness of the cylinder� is 8.1 s for 	=−0.5 and 4.8 s for 	=
+0.5. At �=30 s, the value of �opt is 0.75 for 	=−0.5 and 1.25 for
	=+0.5 �note that �opt is a dimensionless quantity with a value of
1.0 at 	=0�. It is interesting to observe that the intersection point
of the two curves moves toward the left with increasing �. For
sufficiently large �, temperatures for 	=+0.5 are higher than those
for 	=−0.5 throughout the section. This latter trend is well known
for the special case of B1→� corresponding to a constant wall
temperature �2,15�. The general behavior of the results is similar
to that observed for the case of a finite slab �2�.

As there is no exact solution available for this problem, the
present solution �optimal linearization method or OLN� is com-

Fig. 1 Schematic of the hollow cylinder configuration Fig. 2 Temperature distribution in a hollow cylinder with vari-
able thermal conductivity
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pared with a finite difference solution �FDS� in Table 1. In the
numerical FDS, which uses two-time level Crank–Nicholson im-
plicit procedure, Taylor’s forward projection method is employed
to take into account the nonlinearities for achieving an uncondi-
tional stability �16�. One hundred space intervals and a time inter-
val of 0.1 s are taken to ensure convergence of the solution. Table
1 reveals that at �=30 s, the two solutions are in fairly good
agreement with each other. The maximum error is found to be
about 6%. The error decreases, however, with increasing time, as
the system tends to reach a steady state as t→�.

The temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of mate-
rials can be carried out on the basis of this analysis in conjunction
with measured surface temperatures.

4 Conclusions
A closed form approximate solution has been obtained for the

transient temperature distribution in a hollow cylinder with a lin-
ear variation in thermal conductivity with temperature. The result-
ing solution agrees closely with the finite difference numerical
solution.
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Nomenclature
B1 � Biot number, hr1 /k0 �dimensionless�
cp � specific heat, J /kg K
h � heat transfer coefficient, W /m2 K
k � thermal conductivity, W /m K

k0 � reference thermal conductivity, W /m K
k��� � k0�1+	��
K��� � k��� /k0

r � radial coordinate, m
r1 ,r2 � inner and outer radius of a cylinder, respec-

tively, m
R � transformed variable, ln�r /r1�
s � ln�r2 /r1�
T � temperature, K

Tg � effective gas temperature, K
t � dimensionless time �Fourier number�, �0� /r1

2

t� � time corresponding to penetration depth s,
dimensionless

Greek Symbols
�0 � reference thermal diffusivity, m2 /s; k0 / ��cp�

	 � coefficient of thermal conductivity variation
� � penetration depth, dimensionless
 � �r−r1� / �r2−r1�
� � adjustable parameter
� � density, kg /m3

� � time, s
� � initial constant property solution
� � dimensionless temperature, �T−T0� / �Tg−T0�

Subscripts
0 � initial value �uniform�

1, 2 � inner and outer radii, respectively
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Table 1 Comparison of optimal linearization solution with finite difference solution at �
=30 s „B1=6.61, r2 /r1=1.3…

r
�m�

	=−0.5
Error
�%�

	=+0.5
Error
�%�OLN FDS OLN FDS

0.18 0.725 0.726 �0.2 0.670 0.683 �1.9
0.1897 0.598 0.594 +0.8 0.593 0.605 �1.9
0.1999 0.500 0.490 +2.1 0.534 0.536 �0.4
0.2107 0.429 0.414 +3.8 0.492 0.481 +2.2
0.2220 0.387 0.367 +5.5 0.466 0.445 +4.8
0.2340 0.373 0.351 +6.2 0.458 0.433 +5.7
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The sustained drive for faster and smaller micro-electronic de-
vices has led to a considerable increase in power density. The
ability to effectively pump and enhance heat transfer in mini-/
microchannels is of immense technological importance. Using os-
cillatory flow to enhance the convective heat transfer coefficients
in micro-/minichannels is one of many new concepts and method-
ologies that have been proposed. In this paper, a novel and simple
concept is presented on oscillating streaming flow based mini/
microheat pipe or heat spreader technology. Phenomena of the
flow streaming can be found in zero-mean velocity oscillating
flows in many channel geometries. Although there is no net mass
flow (zero-mean velocity) passing through the channel, discrep-
ancy in the velocity profiles between the forward and backward
flows causes fluid particles near the walls to drift toward one end
while particles near the centerline drift to the other end. This
unique characteristic of flow streaming could be used for various
applications. Some of the advantages include enhanced heat/mass
transfer, pumpless fluid propulsion, multichannel fluid distribu-
tion, easy system integration, and cost-effective operation. Pre-
liminary work has been conducted on scaling analysis, computer

simulations, and visualization experiments of fluid streaming, pro-
pulsion, and multichannel distribution by flow oscillation in mini-
tapered channels and channel networks. Results show that stream-
ing flow has the potential to be used as a cost-effective and
reliable heat pipe and/or as a heat spreader technique when fluid
thermal conductivity is low. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4000443�

Keywords: heat pipe, flow streaming, oscillation flow, bifurcation,
microchannel

1 Introduction
A considerable number of studies on heat transfer in oscillating/

pulsating macrochannel flows have been published �1–10, and
many others� in the last few decades, although the results were
inconclusive. Both enhancement and reduction in heat transfer
rates have been found in experiments. Results varied with oscil-
lating parameters, boundary conditions, fluid type, and geom-
etries. There is limited study on oscillation flow heat transfer
�OFHT� in microsystems until the last few years �1,11�. A new
microheat spreader �MHS� concept for efficient transport of large
concentrated heat using oscillation flows was introduced �12�. The
potential advantages of the MHS include its ability to control the
maximum surface temperature and the easy integration into the
microchip components as an onboard cooling system. Most re-
cently, Suzuki �13� reported the OFHT experiments in minichan-
nels with inner diameters ranging from 0.3 mm to 0.8 mm. It was
concluded that the effective conductivity of the oscillation heat
transfer device was about 25 times higher than that of copper,
which made this technique attractive for next-generation elec-
tronic cooling.

In spite of the differing in the degree of enhancement, a com-
mon finding is that the changes in the heat transfer rate due to
flow oscillation are more pronounced in the entrance and exit
regions �6,12,14,15�. In this paper, a novel and simple streaming-
based microchannel cooling technology is proposed using oscilla-
tory flows.

Many papers on steady streaming in macrochannel oscillatory
flows have been published in the past few decades �15–29�. Vari-
ous geometries and flow arrangements were covered in the litera-
ture, including streaming flow induced by a torsionally oscillated
disk, streaming adjacent to a cylinder oscillating along its diam-
eter, streaming in oscillating flow along a curved tube, pressure-
driven oscillatory flow within a tapered tube, oscillatory flow
through bifurcations, and streaming in the channel entrance re-
gion.

These previous studies greatly advance the knowledge of flow
streaming during flow oscillation. However, still many issues have
not been studied nor are well-understood. There is a great need for
the fundamental understanding of flow streaming dynamics and
for the full exploration of its potential applications, both in macro-
and microscales. Many important research questions, including
practical applications of flow streaming in heat and mass trans-
port, have not been addressed. This is particularly true for stream-
ing flow in micro-/minichannels; very few studies have been re-
ported to-date in the literature. In this study, the feasibility of
applying flow streaming in heat pipe or heat spreader technologies
is investigated.

2 Research Methods

2.1 Mechanisms of Flow Streaming. The phenomena of
flow streaming are found in zero-mean velocity oscillating flows
in a wide range of channel geometries. Although there is no mass
flow �zero-mean velocity� passing through the channel, the dis-
crepancy in the velocity profiles between the forward and back-
ward flows causes fluid particles near the walls to drift toward one
end while fluid particles near the centerline drift to the other end.
It is hypothesized that the unique characteristics of flow streaming
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could be used to achieve the convective cooling needed in heat
pipe and heat spreader technologies.

Figure 1 illustrates mechanisms of flow streaming in two com-
mon geometries. Figure 1�a� shows a qualitative picture of the
axial velocity profiles of fluid in a macrochannel bifurcation tube
based on the work of Haselton and Scherer �23�. During the in-
flow �to the right�, the parabolic velocity profile in the mother tube
was split in half at the location of Uc when entering the daughter
tubes, resulting in a nonsymmetrical profile with the maximum
velocity skewed to the inner wall of the daughter tubes. During
the backflow �to the left�, two fully-developed, parabolic flow
profiles in the daughter tubes merge at the center of the bifurcation
and result in an �epsilon� �-shaped symmetrical profile in the
mother tube with a zero velocity at the center. A discrepancy in
the velocity profiles between inflow and backflow causes fluid
elements near the walls to drift toward the mother tube �negative
drift� while fluid near the centerline drifts toward the daughter
tubes �positive drift�.

Figure 1�b� shows the sketch of a fluid streak deformation pro-
file in a tapered macrochannel based on the work of Grotberg �26�
due to a discrepancy between oscillating divergent �from narrow
end to wide end� and convergent flows �from wide end to narrow
end� in a tapered channel. One of the successful applications of
flow streaming is the high-frequency-ventilation �HFV� technique
used in emergency rooms of hospitals. HFV operates with tidal
volume much smaller than the anatomic dead space �or with a
very small oscillation amplitude� of the lungs at a higher rate of
breathing. The successive bifurcation networks coupled with the
tapered lung airways geometry promote two-way O2 /CO2 fluid
streaming within the entire human lungs.

2.2 Dimensional Analysis. There are six major independent
variables that characterize a flow streaming process, i.e., oscilla-
tion amplitude A, oscillation frequency f , fluid kinematic viscosity
�, mother channel height �planar channel� or diameter �circular
channel� h, a fluid streaming parameter �can be either the stream-
ing displacement S or the average streaming velocity V�, and one
or more geometry variables. This additional geometry variable
could be the length of the mother or daughter channels L, the
daughter channel height h1, the aspect ratio of the channel length
to height L /h, the bifurcation angle, or the slope of the tapered
channel, and others. There is a wide range of selections and varia-
tions among these geometry variables. They are not the focus of

this study. It is assumed that the fluid is in a single phase, and
surface tension and other surface forces can be neglected.

There are several methods of reducing a number of dimensional
variables into a smaller number of dimensionless groups �15�. The
Buckingham Pi Theorem was used in this study �30�. The stream-
ing displacement S was used as the major streaming flow param-
eter. The fluid viscosity � and mother channel height h were used
as the repeating variables in forming the Pi groups, since both �
and h were used in the conventional Pi groups, such as flow Rey-
nolds number and Womersley number. The Womersley number
Wo is a nondimensional oscillation frequency defined as
h�2�f /��1/2.

Based on the above discussion, the six flow streaming variables
were combined to yield four chosen nondimensional groups; non-

dimensional streaming displacement S̄=function �oscillation flow
Reynolds number Re, Womersley number Wo, and a nondimen-
sional geometry parameter�, where Re is based on the mean os-
cillation velocity, defined as 2Afh /�. The geometry parameter
represents the effects of channel configuration on flow streaming.
This is a complex topic and is not the focus of this study.

2.3 Scaling Analysis. Using scaling analysis, the magnitude
of the streaming velocity in a tapered channel can be estimated.
Based on mass conservation principles for incompressible oscil-
lating flows in a planar tapered channel, it can be shown that the
instantaneous volume flow rate at any axial location of the chan-
nel must be a constant

hu = C �1�

where h and u are the channel height and mean velocity, respec-
tively. Equation �1� can be written in the differential form

du/dx = − �u/h��dh/dx� �2�

or

�u/�x = − Re��/h2�� �3�

where x is the coordinate along the channel axis, � is the slope of
the channel dh /dx, and � is the fluid kinematic viscosity. Stream-
ing flow is induced by oscillating the convergent �accelerating�
and divergent �decelerating� flows. The strength of flow streaming
per oscillation cycle V� with a finite oscillation amplitude L may
be approximated as the mean velocity difference between the di-
vergent and convergent flows within a distance of L

V� � �u � Re L��/h2�� � O�1/h� �4�

Multiplying Eq. �4� with the oscillation frequency f , the streaming
velocity V in terms of meters per second is obtained. The above
scaling analysis shows that the relative streaming velocity in a
microtapered channel will be higher than that in the macrochan-
nels when the flow rate is a constant. It is noted that the velocity
profile differences between the developed and developing flows
give rise to flow streaming, which is directly correlated with the
size of the surface area within the zone of the developing flows.
As the channel diameter decreases, the ratio of surface area to
volume changes increases, and the relative strength of streaming
flow will increase. For a typical water experiment of Re=10, L
=10 mm, �=1�10−6 m2 /s, h=1 mm, �=0.005, and f =10 Hz,
Umax is estimated to be 5 mm/s.

It is noted that for a circular tapered channel, Eq. �1� becomes
h2u=C and the cross-sectional area decreases faster as the channel
diameter decreases. Consequently, the value of maximum stream-
ing velocity is twice the value for a planar tapered channel.

However, there is a limit on how small the channel size can be.
The power consumptions �or the pressure drop� versus the channel
diameter will increase faster than that of the flow streaming.

Flow streaming in a bifurcating structure is more complicated
than that in a straight tapered channel. In addition to the afore-
mentioned parameters, it also depends on the diameter ratio of
mother to daughter tubes as well as bifurcation angles. To simplify

Fig. 1 Mechanisms of flow streaming in a bifurcation channel
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the analysis, one may assume that the inflow has a perfect para-
bolic velocity profile, and the backflow has a perfect uniform
velocity profile in the mother tube with zero-mean velocity. The
maximum streaming velocity V should occur at the center with the
order of mean flow velocity U. For a 30 deg bifurcation water
experiment with Reynolds number Re=10, �=1�10−6 m2 /s, h
=1 mm, and f =10 Hz, V is estimated to be 10 mm/s.

The convective heat Qst carried by flow streaming across a
channel length L can be estimated as follows:

Qst � ṁC�T � �AcVC�T �5�

when the effects of axial thermal diffusion in streaming flow are
neglected, where � is the density of fluid, C is the specific heat, V
is the streaming velocity, and �T is the temperature difference
across the channel longitudinal direction. While the heat conduc-
tion along the longitudinal direction of channel Qc with length L,
cross-sectional area Ac, and thermal conductivity K can be calcu-
lated as

Qc � KAc�T/L �6�
Therefore, the ratio of heat transfer enhancement, or the ratio of

streaming convection over pure heat conduction can be written as

Qst/Qc = �CVL/K �7�

It is noted that Vt /Ac=A, where Vt is the tidal volume of oscilla-
tion, Ac is the channel cross-sectional area, and A is the oscillation
amplitude. Assuming the streaming velocity is an order of magni-
tude smaller than the mean oscillation velocity for typical micro-
channel applications, as suggested in the scaling analysis, i.e., V
=0.1U, where U=2Af , the ratio of convective streaming heat
transfer to conduction heat transfer Qst /Q is then

Qst/Qc � 0.1�CfAL/K �8�
The above equation �Eq. �8�� shows that the ratio of streaming

convection to conduction is directly proportional to the thermal
properties of the fluids, oscillation amplitude, oscillation fre-
quency, and heat transfer distance and inversely proportional to
the material conductivity. In the above estimation, if the liquid
water is used as the working medium and copper is used for the
heat conduction material, oscillation frequency is 10 Hz, oscilla-
tion amplitude is 0.004 mm, and channel length is 100 mm, the
estimated ratio of the heat transfer rate for streaming convection
to copper heat conduction is about eight.

2.4 Computer Simulations. Zhang et al. �31,32� conducted
computer simulations of flow streaming in bifurcation channels.
In this study, computer simulations were conducted of streaming
and heat flows in multigeneration mini-/microbifurcation as well
as tapered channels using the commercial computational fluid dy-
namics �CFD� software FLUENT V.6.2 �ANSYS, Inc., Canons, PA�.
Computer simulation is a necessary tool to display the dynamic
distribution patterns of fluid streak lines in microchannels and in
particular, to theoretically eliminate mass diffusion in the fluid.
These simulated streaming flow patterns are essential in under-
standing the physics of flow streaming, but not yet possible to
obtain experimentally based on current experimental techniques.

The configuration of the bifurcation network model used in the
computer simulation is shown in Fig. 2, which is the same model
used in our previous work �31�. The symmetrical bifurcation
channel network consisted of four generations and 15 channels.
All channels had the length of 1 mm except the length of 1.5 mm
for the mother channel. The height of the mother tube was 1 mm
and it decreased by one-half after each bifurcation. As a result,
mean oscillation velocities of the fluid in all channels were main-
tained at the same value, thus providing a meaningful and fair
comparison of results. The bifurcating angle was 60 deg for all
bifurcations.

The fluid was modeled as an incompressible, Newtonian fluid.
Two-dimensional flows were simulated for the sake of simplicity.

Fluid motion was governed by the Navier–Stokes �N–S� equations
and the continuity equation. The second-order implicit, semi-
implicit method for pressure-linked equations, consistent �SIM-
PLEC� numerical scheme was used. The flows were considered to
be strictly laminar. The convective heat transfer equation was nu-
merically solved simultaneously with the N–S equations. The fluid
conductivity K was set to zero, so that the effect of thermal dif-
fusivity would be theoretically eliminated and the resultant tem-
perature distribution patterns were purely created by fluid stream-
ing. The initial temperature of the fluid inside the channel network
was zero. At t	0, fluids, with constant properties but a high tem-
perature, entered the mother channel. A time-dependent parabolic
velocity profile, in which the center velocity Uc is defined as Uc
=Umax sin�2�ft�, was applied at the inlet of the mother tube.
Zero-gradient velocity and temperature boundary conditions were
applied at the outlet of eight daughter channels. Zero heat flux
boundary conditions were applied on all wall surfaces. Since ther-
mal diffusions between fluids were artificially eliminated in the
computer simulations, the unsteady temperature patterns mimic
the patterns of fluid streak lines, displaying the vivid pictures of
flow streaming.

Total friction loss was used as the bench mark for grid converg-
ing tests since wall shear stress was susceptible to the mesh size
used in the simulations �32�. It was the numerical integration of
wall shear stress over the entire channel networks’ surfaces and
over an oscillation cycle. As a compromise between computa-
tional accuracy and the CPU time, mesh size 80�H��200�L� and
time steps of 32 per oscillation cycle were used in all simulations.
The residual tolerances for continuity and velocities were 10
�10−3 and the mass transport equation was 10�10−6. The nu-
merical scheme was also validated by analytical solution of oscil-
lation flow in a straight pipe. The effects of the boundary condi-
tions on the oscillation flow streaming were negligible when
oscillation frequencies f 
15 �31�.

2.5 Experimental Studies. Photographic streaming flow vi-
sualization experiments were conducted in a minichannel bifurca-
tion network. The purpose of the experiments was to qualitatively
confirm and visualize the flow streaming and its transport charac-
teristics within a micro-/miniscale of networks of channels. The
experimental setup and channel network configurations are shown
in Fig. 3. Flow was generated by an in-house made syringe oscil-
lator, which was in turn driven by an electromagnetic device. An
electrical signal generator with variable voltage and frequency
output controlled the electromagnetic device. Open minichannel
networks, with square cross-sectional channel geometries of 0.8
�0.8 mm2 �1 /32 in. �width��1 /32 in. �depth�� were milled
into an 80�80�5 mm3 transparent Plexiglas panel. The network
had three channel generations. Each mother channel was branched
to four daughter channels. There was one channel in generation I,
four channels in generation II, and 16 channels in Generation III.
The lengths of the channels were 40 mm, 20 mm, and 10 mm for

Fig. 2 Bifurcation channel networks used in the computer
simulation
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generations I, II, and III, respectively. Branching angles were 22.5
deg for all channels.

Minitube fittings were glued to the Plexiglas panel at the bot-
tom, forming the fluid entrance and exit. A clear PVC tubing of
0.8 mm in inner diameter connected the oscillator with the tube
fitting at the inlet. It is noted that flow streaming is a phenomenon
of bidirectional flow in a single tube, hence there is no need for a
looped tubing arrangement, as required in conventional pumping.
A small water balloon was connected to the outlet �from the bot-
tom� and served as an elastic water reservoir to accommodate
oscillating fluid pressure and volumes. The second Plexiglas panel
was then clipped from the top of the first Plexiglas panel by four
miniclamps to form the closed fluid passages. A sample input port
with a diameter of 0.4 mm was constructed by drilling through the
top Plexiglas panel and connecting to the mother channels at the
midsection. The sample port was sealed during the experiments.
To facilitate the viewing of streaming patterns, food dyes �red and
green� �McCormick and Co. Inc., Hunt Valley, MD, relative
density=1� were used. The experiment started with the water fill-
ing. Air bubbles trapped in the channels were removed before the
start of the experiments. Then one drop of red dye was injected
and followed by one drop of green dye through the sample port
using PS-26 needles.

Preliminary experiments on flow streaming phenomenon were
also conducted in micro bifurcation channels. The bifurcation
channels have dimensions of 200�width��200 �m2 �depth� with
a rectangular cross-sectional geometry. The experimental system
consists of a microfluidic chip embedded with bifurcating chan-
nels, tubing fittings and connections, a fluid reservoir, a fluores-
cence microscopic, a computer for image storage and display, and
an oscillating syringe. Oscillatory flow of variable frequency and
amplitude is generated by entrance pressure oscillations. The vari-
able pressure is created by an oscillating syringe, which is in turn
driven by a mechanical device fabricated in-house and powered
by a variable-speed dc motor. To facilitate the viewing of stream-
ing patterns, fluorescence particles of 0.7 �m in diameter were
injected into the channel and microscope pictures were taken be-
fore and after the flow oscillations.

3 Results and Discussion
Figure 3�a� shows the photography of the food dye distribution

before the flow oscillation. The mass diffusion process of the dyes
was used to mimic the process of the thermal diffusion based on
the similarity of heat and mass transfer. The food dye here may

represent a bolus of hot fluid particles located near the injection
port inside the microchannel. The objective of the experiment was
to move this packet of hot fluid particles away from the injection
port by convective streaming flows. The picture was taken about 6
s after the injections of food colorings. A drop of red dye was first
injected. Next, a drop of green dye was injected and the injection
of green dye pushed the injected red dye away from the sample
port, as shown in Fig. 3�b�. It is observed that initially, the diffu-
sion front of both dyes moved noticeably, then gradually slowed
down and became stationary when the distance was approximately
several channel diameters away from the injection port. It demon-
strates the limited mass transport �thermal transport� capability by
a pure diffusion process.

Flow mixing and oscillation �f =4 Hz, A=3.2 mm� were
started after the sample injection. Although oscillating tide vol-
ume was only about 10% of the mother tube volume, food color-
ings were propelled quickly into branching networks. Figure 3�b�
shows the pattern of food dye distribution at T=8 s after the start
of oscillation. The red and green dyes, initially located around the
sample port, were completely mixed and then distributed almost
uniformly into the entire generation II and III channels as well as
back flow to the entrance, demonstrating the two-way fluid pro-
pulsion, multichannel distribution, and highly efficient mixing.

The same experiment was also carried out at frequency
=2 Hz with the same oscillation amplitude. It was found that the
rates of fluid mixing and fluid propulsion were slower compared
with the higher frequency experiment. It took approximately twice
as much time �17 s after the flow oscillation� for food dyes to
arrive at the end of the generation III channels.

Quantitative experimental results on flow streaming were
scarce in the literature. The current experimental system was not
capable of producing detailed and accurate experimental measure-
ments as well. However, the above experiment did successfully
demonstrate the potential of streaming-based heat pipe/spreader
technology. This was a multifunctional process including fluid
mixing, propulsion, and multichannel distribution in minichannel
networks.

Microscopic images of instantaneous particle concentration
profiles in a microchannel during the test experiments are shown
in Fig. 4. Figure 4�a� shows a bright field image of fluorescent
particles being injected at a bifurcation junction using a needle.
Transient �-shaped fluorescent particle distribution patterns in the
mother tube, a dark field image after 5 cycles of oscillation, is
shown in Fig. 4�b�. Although the oscillation tides are limited to

Fig. 3 The experimental setup and channel network configurations: „a… color patterns before the flow streaming „T
=6 s…; „b… fluid mixing, propulsion, and multichannel distribution by oscillation flow streaming „T=14 s…
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one diameter in length, particles quickly spread out of the tidal
volume range, demonstrating the phenomena of flow streaming in
microbifurcation under oscillating flows.

Computer simulations of water temperature distribution with
the sole effect of flow streaming in a straight tapered channel were
conducted, as shown in Fig. 5. From the left, cold fluid enters the
channel initially occupied by hot fluid. The objective of the simu-
lations was to demonstrate the convective transport of cold fluid
from left to right under streaming oscillation flows. The conduc-
tivity of the water K was set to zero so the effects of thermal
conductivity were mostly eliminated �except numerical diffusion�.
The boundary conditions were similar to ones used in bifurcation
flow simulations as discussed before.

The average height of the channel was 0.6 mm with heights at
the inlet and outlet of 1 mm and 0.2 mm, respectively. The chan-
nel length was 5 mm, and therefore, the slope of the tapered

channel was 0.16. Oscillation frequency f =10 Hz and peak oscil-
lation velocity at the channel center Uc=0.01 m /s �peak oscilla-
tion amplitude A=0.32 mm or A=0.6 mm of the average channel
height� were simulated. Figures 5�a� and 5�b� display the tempera-
ture profiles at the end of the first cycle �t=0.1 s� and the 20th
cycle �t=2 s�, respectively. Results again show that although the
oscillation amplitude A is much smaller than the channel length
�or was only a fraction of the channel height� and heat conductiv-
ity of the fluid was zero, the tide of the cold water quickly moves
to the right side of the channel due to the action of flow streaming,
demonstrating the feasibility of oscillating flow heat pipe technol-
ogy. Streaming flow accelerated at the narrow end of the channel
due to the acceleration of the main oscillation flow. On the con-
trary, in the case of zero-mean velocity oscillation flows in a
straight channel with zero fluid heat conductivity, heat transport in
the axial direction will not go beyond the range of flow oscilla-
tion. It was noted that the speed of streaming flow across the
channel length shown by computer simulation had a very good
agreement with the result predicted by Eq. �4� of the scaling
analysis.

Theoretically, flow streaming displacement was defined as the
front position of the fluid streak line during the oscillation flows.
Practically, however, the streaming front was blurred and diluted.
There were no steep changes in the temperature/concentration gra-
dient as well as no distinct boundary between the tidal and reserve
flows. Also, discussions on the practical definitions of the stream-
ing front and how to measure it were rare in the literature. It was
noted in the current dynamics computer simulation that the value
of 20% �T �the temperature difference between the inlet and out-
let� contour was always clearly marked on the color bar and easy
to trace by direct observation. For lack of precedent as well as for
simplicity, the streaming front definition employed by the current
study is the position of the 20% of �T contour representing the
front of the streaming flow. It is true that such a choice seems
arbitrary. A better definition of the streaming front is open for
discussion.

Since thermal diffusivity of the fluid was set to zero in the
simulations, the resultant streaming patterns were supposedly free
of diffusion. This was difficult to do experimentally. Meanwhile, it
was also noted that there was always a finite amount of numerical
diffusion in the simulations due to inherent errors of the numerical
method. The errors induced by the numerical diffusion were in-
deed negligible. As discussed later in this paper, the diffusion
coefficient �or Prandlt number� had little effect on the streaming
velocity for a wide range of Prandlt numbers.

Figure 6 illustrated the effects of flow oscillation amplitude on
the streaming front displacement in the bifurcation network shown
in Fig. 2. Oscillation frequency f =6 Hz and amplitude A
=1.06 mm, 2.12 mm, and 3.18 mm was employed. In Fig. 6�a�,

Fig. 4 Images of transient particle transport patterns in micro-
bifurcation under flow streaming

Fig. 5 Oscillating streaming flow induced temperature profile
in a tapered channel. From the left, cold fluid enters the chan-
nel initially occupied by hot fluid „Remax=0.7, f=10 Hz, K=0…:
„a… T=0.1 s „end of the first cycle…; „b… T=2.0 s „end of the 20th
cycle…

Fig. 6 Effects of oscillation amplitude on relative streaming displacement. Oscillation fre-
quency f=6 Hz was simulated; displacement as a function of „a… oscillation cycle number
and „b… axial position
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the dimensionless relative streaming displacement ��S /h� as a
function of the number of elapsed oscillation cycle was presented
using nondimensional oscillation amplitudes as references. Re-
sults show that the peak value of streaming clearly occurred
within the first several cycles for all oscillation amplitudes. The
strength of the flow streaming then decreased quickly while the
tides of the streaming hot fluid current was repeatedly approach-
ing and bypassing the bifurcation junction at a low speed. This
result agrees well with the experimental observation of Haselton
and Scherer �23�. Their experiments were conducted in a single
large Y-shape channel using beads as the streaming flow indicator.
Figure 6�a� shows that the oscillation amplitude had dominant
effects on the streaming velocity. For example, although the os-
cillation amplitude increased 50% �increase from A=2.12 mm to
3.18 mm�, the streaming velocity increased by more than 100%. It
took 15, 32, and 95 oscillation cycles for streaming to reach the
end of the bifurcation channel generation III with oscillation am-
plitudes A=3.18 mm, 2.12 mm, and 1.06 mm, respectively.

In Fig. 6�b�, the relative magnitude of streaming displacement
as a function of channel location was presented with nondimen-
sional oscillation amplitudes as references. Results show a consis-
tent decline of streaming magnitude at locations away from the
channel entrance for all oscillation amplitudes.

Flow streaming was a phenomenon confined in the region of
the developing flow. In an infinitely long straight tube, which
would be approximated in tube regions far away from the entrance
and bifurcation, pure oscillation flow would not produce stream-
ing. As the streaming flow front approached the bifurcation, it
picked up strength again, as shown in Fig. 6�b�, axial location
right after 6 mm and 12 mm, are the junctions between channel
generations I and II, and II and III. For oscillating flow in the
bifurcation networks, the location of bifurcations effectively
served as a pumping station to keep streaming flow moving.

Figure 7 illustrates the effects of flow oscillation frequency on
streaming front displacement in the same bifurcation network. Os-
cillation amplitude A=1 mm and frequency f =6 Hz, 10 Hz, and
12.5 Hz, were employed. In Fig. 7�a�, the dimensionless relative
streaming displacement ��S /h� as a function of the number of
elapsed oscillation cycles is presented using nondimensional os-
cillation frequency as a reference. In Fig. 7�b�, the relative mag-
nitude of streaming displacement is presented as a function of
channel location. Figure 8 results show a similar trend as one
observed in Fig. 6 that there is a consistent decline of streaming
magnitude away from the channel entrance for all oscillation pa-
rameters, and flow streaming gained strength at the bifurcations.
There was no significant difference of streaming displacement as a
function of oscillation cycle number between different oscillation
frequencies, because the majority of data points overlapped. Since
the value of streaming displacement per second �streaming veloc-

ity� can be calculated by multiplying the displacement per cycle
by frequency, this indicates that streaming velocity is directly pro-
portional to the oscillation frequency.

Changing both the oscillation amplitude and frequency will
change the oscillation flow intensity, and therefore changes the
characteristics of streaming flows. However, oscillation amplitude
had greater effects than the frequency, as in the comparison of
results between Figs. 6 and 7. This may be attributed to the fact
that higher oscillation amplitude �also oscillation volume� will
push the fluid directly closer to the location of the channel bifur-
cation �e.g., source of streaming�, bypass or reduce the exposure
of fluid in the zone of low streaming �e.g., zone of straight pipe�,
and therefore, effectively enhance the average streaming velocity.

Results in Figs. 6 and 7 show that peak values of streaming
clearly occur within the first several cycles for all oscillation am-
plitudes. Figures 6 and 7 also show that at some locations �near
the bifurcations� and cycle numbers, the streaming displacement
is close to zero, or the streaming flow is stationary. After a few
more oscillations, streaming flows started to move again and ac-
celerate. Direct dynamics observation from computer simulations
show that flows are still continuously streaming at those points,
but with noticeable changes in the streaming velocity profiles.
Although the measured streaming displacements were identical
�zero net displacement�, which was based on the tip positions
�usually located at the channel centerline� of the streaming profile,
there was a bulk motion of streaming current to the right hand side
with the shape of streaming profiles developing from a pointed
shape to a blunted shape and sometimes a symmetrical wave
shape �off the centerline�.

Next, overall convective heat transport was considered by os-
cillation flow streaming with the effects of fluid thermal conduc-
tivity in the aforementioned bifurcation networks. Figure 8 shows
the effects of Prandtl number �Pr=� /�� or the thermal diffusivity
on effective �overall� streaming velocity. With a nonzero thermal
diffusivity, thermal transport mechanisms included both streaming
advection and thermal diffusion. The effective streaming flow
Reynolds number Rest, which is a nondimensional streaming ve-
locity defined as Vr /�, as a function of Prandtl number, is pre-
sented. The streaming velocity is defined as the rate of this 20% of
�T contour traveling down the channel network at each genera-
tion. Oscillation amplitude A=0.3 mm and frequency f =10 Hz
were used in the simulations while the Prandtl number varied
from 0.07 to 700. Figure 8 shows that there are no significant
changes in streaming velocities �streaming flow Reynolds num-
ber� for the entire range of Prandtl numbers greater than one, and
this was true for all three channel generations. In other words, Fig.
8 shows that the thermal transport by convective flow streaming is
the dominant transport mechanism if the thermal diffusivity of the
fluid is less than the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.

Fig. 7 Effects of oscillation frequency on relative streaming displacement. Oscillation am-
plitude A=1 mm was simulated; displacement as a function of „a… oscillation cycle number
and „b… axial position
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Due to a similarity between the mass and heat transfer problem,
the above conclusion may be extended to other applications in-
volving mass transport. For example, streaming flow can be used
as a convective mass transfer means when the Schmidt number
�Sc=� /D� is greater than one, or as an effective means to trans-
port particles entrained in fluids �such as cells, bacteria, and other
fluid suspensions� when the particle diffusivities in fluids are less
than the fluid kinematic viscosity.

3.1 Discussions on Applications. The proposed streaming
flow based micro-/miniheat pipe technique has both limitations
and advantages. The major disadvantage is its low efficiency in
transport of fluids. Compared with the main current of the oscil-
lating channel flow, flow streaming is always a second-order flow.
Oscillatory flow increases friction losses. Clearly, this inefficiency
could limit its applications where direct pumping can be easily
applied. However, it has a great potential in micro-/minichannels,
where various cost-effective and reliable micropumps are still un-
der development. Also, an additional device which generates os-
cillating flow may be required, which could be a disadvantage in
practical applications.

The oscillation flow in micro-/minichannels can be generated
by piezoelectric �PZT� diaphragms. PZT diaphragms can easily
produce the needed high pressure head in micro-/minichannels.
Streaming flow based microfluidics-driven PZT diaphragms pro-
vide many potential advantages. It will be valveless �no check
valves needed�, low cost �under $1/piece for a dime-size PZT
under mass production conditions, and no need for looped piping�,
reliable �no moving parts except the motion of the PZT�, regular
battery compatible, and easy system integration. It is also noted
that flow streaming can also be generated by thermal oscillations,
which is another interesting research topic.

4 Conclusions
Visualization experiments of fluid mixing, propulsion, and mul-

tichannel heat/mass distribution by streaming were conducted in
mini- and microchannel networks. Computer simulations in ta-
pered channels and bifurcation channel networks demonstrated
the feasibility of streaming flow based heat pipe technology. Os-
cillation streaming flow can be used as a cost-effective and reli-
able convective transport means when the thermal/mass diffusiv-
ity is less than the fluid kinematic viscosity. More work is needed
to further study and understand the flow streaming phenomenon
and its practical applications.
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Nomenclature
A  oscillation amplitude �m�

Ac  channel cross-sectional area �m2�
D  mass diffusivity �m2 /s�
f  oscillation frequency �Hz�
h  height or diameter of the channels �m�

h1  height or diameter of the daughter channels
�m�

K  fluid thermal conductivity �W /m K�
L  length of the mother or daughter channels �m�

Pr  Prandtl number �Pr=� /��
Qst  zero thermal conductivity convection heat

transfer due to streaming �W�
Re  flow oscillation Reynolds number, 2Afh /�

S  streaming flow displacement �m�
S̄  nondimensional streaming flow displacement
T  oscillation period �s�
t  time �s�
u  mean flow velocity �m/s�

Uc  flow velocity at the center �m/s�
Umax  maximum flow velocity �m/s�

V�  strength of fluid streaming �m/s per cycle�
V  fluid streaming velocity �m/s�
Vt  tidal volume per oscillation �m3�

Wo  Womersley number or nondimensional oscilla-
tion frequency, h�2�f /��1/2

�  fluid thermal diffusivity �m2 /s�
�T  temperature difference along channel in the

axial direction �K�
�  fluid density �kg /m3�

�  slope of the tapered channel, dh /dx
�  fluid kinematic viscosity �m2 /s�
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